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ABSTRACT 
Guadeloupe has a long French colonial past: it became a French West Indian 
colony in 1635 and is now a region of France. Compared to Martinique, its ties with 
France were more tenuous. Unlike in Saint-Domingue, its Creole population- both 
among masters and slaves- was proportionally larger and formed the core of its society. 
These qualities make it an ideal site to examine the formation of French Creole culture 
during the colonial period. Ceramics can help by shedding light on local practices in 
managing water, cooking, formal dining, and health and hygiene. 
My analysis is based on the concept of ceramic culture and fits within the broader 
framework of interpretive archaeology. Considering ceramics as a coherent segment of 
material culture and focusing on a detailed understanding of what they did for their users 
enhances their analysis. In Guadeloupe, this approach led me to introduce a new class of 
Vl 
ceramics for early modern societies- the water ceramics- and study how water was 
stored in the domestic sphere. 
Guadeloupe offered a good terrain for applying this concept. The data came from 
four sites in the historic capital of Basse-Terre, including the fort of Charles Houel, an 
influential early leader; and a middling house built in the late eighteenth century, where 
both white and mixed-race families lived with their slaves. I also analyzed 145 probate 
inventories covering the years 1774 to 1833. Their rich socio-economic and spatial 
information allowed me to compare how different economic classes used each type of 
ceramic object, and how masters and slaves interacted inside the Creole home. 
Female servants held some important, but historically unacknowledged roles: they 
managed the water supply of their masters and, with coarse earthenware cookware, 
invented an array of Creole dishes that form the base of French Antillean cuisine. French 
faiences helped the Creole elite fashion itself at social events. Objects such as chamber 
pots, barber's bowls, and drug pots, as well as Antillean folk medical practices, suggest 
that Guadeloupeans were less afraid of water than the French, and had better hygienic 
habits- at least, they bathed and shaved more. 
Vll 
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Why study ceramics in colonial Guadeloupe? 
Michel-Rolph Trouillot (1992: 21) described the Caribbean as a region with an 
"inescapable history." The historical "consciousness" or "awareness" of French Caribbean 
cultural theorists has been recognized and discussed in scholarly debates about their 
writings (e.g. , Gallagher 2002; Nesbitt 2003; Price and Price 1997). These authors often 
express a discontinuity with the past and a wariness towards conventional 
historiographies and traditional historical research (see also Garraway 2005: 19; Suk 
2001: 74). In Caribbean Discourse, Edouard Glissant describes the "loss of collective 
memory, the careful erasure ofthe past," which echoes with the "absence of ruins" from 
St. Lucian poet Derek Walcott (Price and Price 1997: 5). Literature and poetry have 
helped transcend these issues. Edouard Glissant calls for conjuring a "prophetic vision of 
the past" (Glissant 1989: 64). The creolistes Rapahel Confiant, Patrick Chamoiseau, and 
Jean Bernabe choose to "rewrite" the history ofthe plantation (Price and Price 1997: 8). 
Alternative solutions exist. Recent works that mesh history, anthropology, and 
literary criticism illustrate the possibility of conducting historical research that is free 
from colonial ideology: Doris Garraway's (2005) literary analysis of French colonial 
writings, or Laurent Dubois' (2004) explanation of Guadeloupe's essential role in the 
redefinition of republican ideals in France are excellent examples. Historical archaeology 
can be an additional remedy. Since this discipline is not yet very developed in France, it 
has just begun to take root in the French Caribbean (see Kelly 2004, 2011 ). 
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Archaeological sites there represent a new and untapped source of evidence about the 
Caribbean past and Creole culture. Because ceramics permeated many aspects of daily 
life in the early modem period, an analysis of colonial ceramics can help us understand 
how Guadeloupeans lived. I used the collections excavated at four colonial sites in Basse-
Terre and local historical probate inventories. 
To situate my research, it is helpful to briefly review the types of ceramic studies 
that have been conducted at early modem sites in France, and at French colonial sites 
throughout North America and the Caribbean. The concept of ceramic culture applied 
within the broader framework of interpretive archaeology is what sets apart this study 
from previous works. The history of the colonization of Guadeloupe, up until its 
transformation into a French department in 1946, is the historical context for my research 
and shows that Guadeloupe was a good location to look at French Creole culture. This 
introduction ends with a review of the different themes I explored during my analysis of 
the ceramics. 
1 PREVIOUS CERAMICS STUDIES 
In France, the archaeological study of early modem ceramics started with specialists of 
the medieval period who extended their outlook beyond the fifteenth century (Joumot and 
Bellan 2011: 99). One consequence is that a great deal of the relevant publications look at 
long stretches of time that cover distinct historical phases, or only address the beginning 
of the early modem period (see, for instance, Chapelot, Galinie, and Pilet-Lemiere 1987; 
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Faure-Bourcharlat 1990; Henigfeld 2005; Husi 2003; Leenhardt 1995; Ravoire 2006b). 
Often, the early modem period remains an after-thought or is treated as an appendix to 
the late Middle Ages. This approach did not hinder the study of production centers, and a 
few early modem potteries have benefitted from detailed historical research (e.g. , 
Amouric, Argueyrolles, and Vallauri 2006; Anonymous 2008; Chapelot 1975; Faure-
Bourcharlat et al. 1996; Flambard Hericher 2002; Pichonneau and Regaldo-Saint 
Blancard 2000; Poulet 1981; Vayssettes 1987). Yet the numbers of potters' workshops or 
kilns that have been excavated is very low (Journot and Bellan 2011: 99). This approach 
has also been a lot less convenient for reviewing the ceramics found at consumer sites, 
which in this case is compounded by the lack of publications dedicated to such sites (for a 
recent and exceptional example, see Bresc-Bautier 2001). 
Another characteristic of this field is its great fragmentation in very localized 
projects and teams who publish their results in an array of small to mid-size journals 
(e.g., Boscher and Hanusse 1991; Boucly 1976, 1980; Cazes and Catalo 1990; Chapelot 
2005; Costes 2003; De Gaulejac 1983; Dilly et al. 1982; Duhart 2006; Dussart 1995; Foy, 
Richez, and Vallauri 1986; Horry 1996; Hurtrelle and Jacques 1990; Lacroix 1996; 
Langouet 1982; Lassure 2004; Ravoire 2004; Regaldo-Saint-Blancard 1979-81; Regaldo-
Saint Blancard 1988). These journals are not all peer-reviewed and maintain unequal 
standards. With a few exceptions, they also tend to have a very limited outreach and can 
be difficult to procure, especially from abroad. 
A group of scholars in the Provence region has managed to transcend some of 
these limitations. Since this region exported a lot of utilitarian coarse earthenware to 
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Guadeloupe, their more in-depth and consistent work on early modem ceramics is 
particularly helpful (e.g., Abel1992, 2001; Abel and Amouric 1991, 1995; Amouric, 
Argueyrolles, and Vallauri 2006; Amouric, Vallauri, and Vayssettes 2006, 2008; 
Anonymous 1993; Forest 1996; Petrucci 1999). They have tried not only to localize the 
potteries and describe their production, but also to determine their range of influence and 
the size of their market. The underwater archaeology done in the Mediterranean has been 
a great addition to their effort (see Amouric, Richez, and Vallauri 1999). 
Only a handful of French publications include considerations about the use of 
early modem ceramics (Amouric, Vallauri, and Vayssettes 2008 ; Anonymous 1985; 
Faure-Bourcharlat 1990; Guilhot and Richard 1995; Ravoire 2006a). Yet, even in these 
cases, the vessels found in excavations are not tied to specific households and lack the 
necessary context for delivering deep social or cultural insights. For instance, despite the 
multiplication of small, regional publications, it is still impossible to compare how 
French early modem ceramic culture varied from region to region. The most successful 
works so far have bypassed these issues by concentrating on the characteristic of a single 
ceramic material. For example, Jean Rosen (1995) has written a comprehensive review of 
the history of the tin-glazed earthen wares called faiences and their place in France's early 
modem industry, while Daniele Alexandre-Sidon (1990, 2005) has combined 
archaeological data with an analysis of cookbooks to understand the advantages of 
cooking with coarse earthenware vessels, and to reconstitute an anthropology oftaste. 
The refined ceramics called faiences fines appeared towards the end of the Ancien 
Regime, or the end of the early modem period in France. Their fabrication ramped-up to 
a large-scale in the 1830s, during the next historical phase called the "contemporary" era 
by French scholars. As a result, very few French archaeologists bother studying these 
wares, and the work of art historians on this group of objects is paramount (Aries 1969; 
Decker and Thevenin 2002; Du Pasquier 2002; Guilleme Brulon 2000; Hery 1999; 
Hamman 2007; Maire 2008). Similarly, the study of French porcelains is mostly 
conducted by art historians, and without the help of archaeology. 
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Finally, mining probate inventories for data about the ceramics remains anecdotal 
in archaeology (see, for instance, Goy and Brossault de Rambay 1995). The sophisticated 
analysis of probate inventories is usually left to historians, who do not offer ceramics the 
attention they require. Instead, their priorities are often centered on less humble objects, 
such as pieces of furniture, or objects that they think have more potential such as pieces 
of clothing or books (Cornette 1989; Croix 1991; Jauze 2006; Meyzie 2003 ; Pardailhe-
Galabrun 1988; Roche 1985, 2000). The data historians publish about ceramics are often 
vague and inconsistent. For instance, they might not treat tableware the same as they did 
cookware, or they might pay more attention to expensive porcelains rather than to cheap 
coarse earthenware. A goal of this study is to demonstrate that being more methodical is 
important. 
Fortunately, this topic has also benefitted from the research conducted outside of 
the metropole, in France's former colonies. In Canada, important colonial sites such as 
the Fortress of Louis bourg in Nova Scotia (Barton 1981 ), Place Royale in Quebec city 
(Genet 1980; Genet and Lapointe 1994; Lapointe and Lueger 1997; Moussette 1996; 
Plourde and Lapointe 1996; Campbell 1984; Decarie 1999), the Habitation Champlain in 
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Quebec (Niellon and Moussette 1985), or the sunken ship of the Machault in New 
Brunswick (Barton 1977; Gusset 1983; Sullivan 1986), have yielded excellent contexts 
and great collections. Canadian archaeologists have also been able to synthesize the 
results of more than thirty years of excavations into a practical guide to the most common 
ceramics (Brassard and Leclerc 2001). This typology is relevant to many colonial sites, 
including Guadeloupe's, and is used in this study. At the urban site of Place Royale, 
archaeologists have compared the ceramics they excavaled in several houses to the ones 
mentioned in local probate inventories. The fact that they have segmented this work by 
ceramic materials, however, confines their use of the texts. They have merely sketched 
the common lifestyle of this community in the mid-eighteenth century (see L'Anglais 
1994). As in France, one ofthe most refined analyses of ceramics has zoomed in on a 
sub-group, the faiences brunes that, unlike faiences, could be used for cooking 
(Blanchette 1981 ). More recently, the archaeology of seasonal, shore-based, salt-cod 
French fisheries in northern Newfoundland has delivered some very interesting results 
about French stoneware (Pope et al. 2008). The attention of scholars in Quebec has also 
shifted to the local colonial potteries (cf. Monette, Moussette, and Richer-LaFh~che 2007; 
Moussette 2007). Their research is promising, and has already revealed that some coarse 
earthenwares that were traditionally classified as English imports from North Devon had, 
in fact, a local origin. 
In the U.S., historical archaeologists have excavated French colonial sites 
throughout French Louisiana, a territory that extended from the Upper Mississippi and 
Great Lakes areas to coastal Louisiana, and beyond. This body of work is extensive 
enough that it has yielded several regional or local syntheses and collections of essays 
(e.g. , Dawdy 2008; Ekberg 1985; Kelly and Hardy 2011; Mazrim 2011 ; Walthall 199lc; 
Waselkov 1997, 2005 , 2009). 
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Yet the scholarship about the ceramics excavated at these sites is limited. A 
sustained part of this research has put the emphasis on classifying faiences stylistically 
(Walthall1991b, 1991a; Walthall and Gums 1988; Waselkov 2007; Waselkov and 
Walthall2002). The resulting typology is problematic, for the most part because it gives 
arbitrary names that come from French potteries or regions to decorative types. 
Nonetheless, it is being embraced to analyze French faiences in large areas of the country 
(see for example Avery 2007). In reality, even if this is not the ideal tool to categorize 
French faiences, it still represents a step towards the identification of popular rim patterns 
on flatware in the colonies. In parallel, chemical analyses have confirmed the difficulty of 
attributing an origin to French faiences, be it based on their decoration or composition 
(Bernier 2002; Olin et al. 2002). 
The research done about coarse earthenware or stoneware on American sites does 
not significantly enhance the results from French colonial sites in Canada. Since the 
1980s, archaeologists working in the Mississippi Valley have used an additional type of 
coarse earthenware, called Charente wares, from the western French Charente region (for 
a discussion of the history of this category, see Mazrim 2011 : 43-46). Acknowledging 
that this category had been loosely defined and bundled several distinct types, Robert E. 
Mazrim (2011) lately proposed to replace it with two descriptive labels: amber-red 
speckled and iron green-brown. Even these revised types, however, do not appear sound 
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enough to be applied to archaeological collections yet. More generally, works that go 
beyond issues of classifications and identification- such as Jill-Karen's Yakubik's (1990) 
study of French, Spanish, Italian, and British ceramics from New Orleans in relation to 
both illicit trade routes and ethnic group identity- remain rare. As a result, studies of 
French ceramics or of ceramic assemblages found at French colonial sites has not 
contributed much to the sub-field of ceramic studies in historical archaeology (see Barker 
and Majewski 2006). 
Both American and Canadian archaeologists have been instrumental in spurring 
the development of colonial archaeology in the French Caribbean. In French Guyana, a 
large and well-preserved Jesuit plantation is being excavated by a team of local and 
Canadian archaeologists (Bain, Auger, and Le Roux 2011 ; Le Roux, Auger, and Cazelles 
2009). Kenneth G. Kelly of the University of South Carolina has also led the first 
research programs in colonial archaeology in Guadeloupe and Martinique. In 
Guadeloupe, they included the excavation of the slave village of the sugar plantation of 
La Mahaudiere (Brunache 2011; Gibson 2007, 2008; Kelly 2004, 2008b, 2008a, 2011) 
and the chemical analysis of sherds and wasters collected at local kiln sites (Kelly et al. 
2008). These projects offer some helpful complementary information to this dissertation. 
In addition, local potteries have been the objects of interesting, if not always recent, 
anthropological research (Beuze 1990; De Roo Lemos 1979; V erin 1967; Victor 1941 ). 
Their authors have observed traditional potters on nearby Martinique and Sainte-Lucie 
and recorded local shapes and techniques. 
Like any French region, Guadeloupe has a governmental service- the Service 
regional de l'archeologie or SRA-that is in charge of administering all of its 
archaeology. SRA employees oversee both research programs and cultural resource 
management. When they do not lead projects themselves, they contract local 
archaeologists or members ofthe INRAP, a nation-wide organization that undertakes 
most of the compliance archaeology in France. The collections I analyzed came from 
historical sites excavated in Basse-Terre by SRA and/or INRAP teams where 
constructions or renovations had been scheduled. I also used the reports done about two 
small additional projects outside ofBasse-Terre (Gabriel2004; Bigot 2005). 
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The nature of the sites I was able to select for this study thus departed from the 
common fare in Caribbean archaeology. The fact that these sites were located in an urban 
area set them apart from the abundant terrestrial archaeology done on rural plantations, 
including in the French Caribbean (Armstrong and Hauser 2009: 597-601; see Kelly 
2011). Plantations played an important role in Caribbean history, but tend to overshadow 
the contribution of cities to both local Caribbean societies and the wider Atlantic world 
(Perotin-Dumon 2000). Furthermore, many studies centered on ceramics in the Caribbean 
have focused on local potteries and locally-made ceramics (e.g. , Hauser and Armstrong 
1999; Hauser and DeCorse 2003; Hauser 2008; Heath 1999; Kelly et al. 2008; Lotfield 
2001; Magafia 1999; Petersen, Watters, and Nicholson 1999). Yet imported vessels that 
were manufactured overseas represent the largest portion of the ceramics excavated at 
many Caribbean colonial sites, including slave housing and slave villages (Armstrong 
and Hauser 2009: 596; Wilkie 1999: 265, 2000). Therefore, it is important that more 
ceramic studies incorporate these objects as well. 
2 CE~CCULTURE 
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This review stresses the need of going beyond "artefact studies," and doing more with 
ceramics (Cochran and Beaudry 2006: 193). In particular, the concept of ceramic culture 
can help foster more comprehensive analyses of their uses. The phrase "ceramic culture" 
is borrowed from outside of the field ofhistorical archaeology, but from inside the 
discipline. It is linked to a particular archaeological approach called culture-historical, 
which had been crucial to the development of archaeology worldwide. Its program is to 
identify and trace cultural groups in prehistory (Trigger 2000: 148-206). Cultures that did 
not know or use ceramics are sometimes labeled as "pre-ceramic," "non-ceramic," or 
even "aceramic," while others can be defmed based on the type of ceramics they left 
behind- for example, the Bandkeramik culture in Europe. As the culture history 
approach also created the first specific tools for analyzing ceramics- for instance, 
seriation- it is only fitting that a label it has popularized be reutilized today in ceramic 
studies. 
Ceramics are helpful for recognizing early cultural groups, but their role does not 
diminish in historical times. Before plastics and other modem materials existed, ceramic 
vessels supported many activities of daily life. In Guadeloupe, they help store, transport, 
purify, and heat water; prepare and cook foods ; host formal dinners and serve beverages 
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at social meetings; clean houses and take care of bodies, including treating sicknesses. At 
the same time, ceramics needed to be replaced on a regular basis, because they aged, 
broke, went out of fashion, or the "social ideologies" behind their selection changed 
(Voss 2006: 119). They could be bought, owned, and handled by different individuals: in 
Guadeloupe, masters did most of the choosing and buying, but enslaved servants did a lot 
ofthe handling and using. Some objects were reserved for men (e.g., barber's bowls), 
women (e.g., bidets), or children (e.g. , toys). Enslaved female servants often handled 
cooking pots or bowls, and sherds of these vessels are one of the rare preserved evidence 
of their hard work. In other words, ceramics reflect very diverse experiences within the 
context of Guadeloupe's society (Cochran and Beaudry 2006: 194). They can help study a 
large spectrum of its population, as well as an array of different topics. 
Most studies based on French sites have selected a sub-ensemble of ceramics 
based on a single analytically convenient factor, such as a specific material , technique, or 
origin. Even outside of French-related archaeology, many works about ceramics 
concentrate on partial assemblages (cf. Barker and Majewski 2006: 208). To study a 
ceramic culture is to recognize that ceramics formed a coherent part of past material 
culture and to embrace whole archaeological ceramic assemblages- as well as all of the 
data in other sources, such as probate inventories. It demands taking into account the 
complete range of ceramics that are available from a particular context, for instance to 
include all ceramic materials from coarse earthenware to refined ware, or both locally 
made as well as imported vessels. Hand-picking which ceramics to study further 
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fragments the archaeological evidence (Cochran and Beaudry 2006: 193), and does not fit 
with the goal of characterizing a ceramic culture. 
The objective is to conduct a detailed, data-driven, contextual analysis of 
ceramics in order to understand what role they had in the culture of the people who used 
them. This can be better done within the framework of interpretive archaeology and its 
"holistic" approach (Wilkie 2009: 340; also see Beaudry 1996; Beaudry and Symonds 
2011 ). 
My data sets stemmed from both archaeological collections and probate 
inventories and required different critical review (Beaudry 1988; Wilkie 2006). I also 
incorporated into my study of the uses of ceramics an array of relevant sources, 
including: personal papers; diaries; travel accounts; historical political statements such as 
Victor Schoelcher's; 1 modem cookbooks; traditional songs; and historical paintings. The 
same all-inclusive approach also applied to the ceramics: in order to understand what 
they did for Guadeloupeans, I examined as many of their attributes as possible, instead of 
focusing on a particular set of technological, chronological, or even functional traits. 
Context mattered at every step. I preserved and critically analyzed the contextual 
information that was present in the collections, as well as in the probate inventories. In 
order to "recontextualize" the use of ceramics, I also drew on previous scholarship in 
history, ethnography, or cultural studies, and adopted a broad comparative approach (see 
Beaudry 2006, 2011 ). I used data from places situated throughout, and outside of, the 
French Atlantic world: places at its center, such as the Atlantic cities involved in the 
1 Schoelcher, Victor. 1842. Des colonies fran r;aises: Abolition immediate de l'esclavage. Paris: Pagnerre. 
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French Triangle trade, such as Bordeaux; places that were more remotely under its 
influence, like Paris; and places located outside of its geographical boundaries, but that 
shared its colonial culture, such as Ile Bourbon in the Indian Ocean. Finally, ceramics 
provided an entry into the material world of Guadeloupeans. Although it was not my 
focus, I discussed non-ceramic associated objects or elements of material culture, such as 
Creole architecture. 
Studying Guadeloupe's ceramic culture led me to consider aspects of Creole daily 
life during the colonial period that were hidden, not acknowledged, or dismissed as 
unimportant in conventional historiography. Like other historical archaeologists, I 
recognize that there is no right or single way to do interpretative archaeology (e.g., 
Beaudry and Symonds 2011 ; Wilkie 2009; Yamin 2011). My methods and the topics I 
chose to research, i.e. , water management, cooking, formal dining, or health and hygiene, 
have not exhausted the list of possible ceramic studies in Guadeloupe. Yet these themes 
were varied enough to illustrate the potential of the concept of ceramic culture. I 
discussed both society-wide phenomena linked to ceramics, as well as the micro-history 
of some vessels such as tea bowls. Culturally-relevant ties between ceramics with distinct 
functions materialized and illustrated the coherence of the ceramic sub-ensemble. One 
such chain runs from the imported Biot jar full of fresh water, to the local pitcher that 
helped transport this water to the kitchen, to the cooking pot in which this water was 
heated to prepare soup, to the faience dish in which this soup was presented at the table, 
and to the pearlware bowl in which it was eaten. 
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3 IDSTORICAL CONTEXT: GUADELOUPE 
Guadeloupe is an island group or a small archipelago that encompasses Guadeloupe 
proper and the adjacent islets of La Desirade, Les Saintes, and Marie-Galante. 
Guadeloupe proper is composed of two islands separated by a narrow channel that 
represent two very different ecoregions. On the west, Basse-Terre has a high volcanic 
relief and a wet climate typical of the Leeward Islands moist forests; on the east, Grande-
Terre has a low limestone formation and more arid climate that favored the development 
of the Leeward Islands xeric scrub. 
French colonists temporarily occupied or claimed other Caribbean islands, such as 
St. Lucia (Sainte-Lucie) or St. Kitts (Saint-Christophe) , but their most long-lasting 
settlements were in Guadeloupe, a Leeward Island, and Martinique, a Windward Island, 
both in the Lesser Antilles; French Guiana, a territory on the northern coast of South 
America; and Saint-Domingue, in the Greater Antilles. With the notable exception of 
Saint-Domingue- that is today the independent country of Haiti- these former colonies 
are still governed by France and are still part of its territory. Since France lost control of 
its North American colonies after the French and Indian Wars in 1763 and the Louisiana 
Purchase in 1803, Guadeloupe is one of the few places in America with such a long 
French colonial past. Moreover, although French Caribbean colonies had much in 
common, each place followed its own path during the colonial period. Guadeloupe was a 
particularly good place to study Creole culture because of its particular history. 
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Christopher Columbus landed in Guadeloupe, looking for water, during his 
second trip to America, on November 4, 1493 (Satineau 1928: 1). During the next 
century and a half, Spanish ships visited Guadeloupe to replenish their reserves as well, 
but the native Carib population managed to thwart any of their brief settlement attempts. 
In 1633, Pierre Belain d'Esnambuc, a French colonist established in nearby Saint-
Christophe,2 started to develop colonization plans for Guadeloupe and Martinique. He 
convinced Cardinal Richelieu, King Louis XIII's chief minister, to support his project, 
and they created a new investment company, the Compagnies des lles d'Amerique, from 
the former Compagnie de Saint-Christophe. D'Esnambuc arrived in Martinique in 1635, 
while two other men, Charles Lienard de !'Olive and Jean Duplessis d'Ossonville, were 
sent to Guadeloupe with 500 men. The first few years of their attempt at colonization 
were miserable. A lack of preparation, as well as personal differences between the two 
leaders, led to food shortages and war with the Caribs. In 1640, the company intervened 
and transferred the governorship of the island to their new envoy, Jean Aubert. Aubert 
brokered peace with the Caribs and negotiated the support of French merchants who 
agreed to ship him more supplies and more men. A couple of years later, Cardinal 
Mazarin succeeded to Richelieu as the new chief minister of France. The 1640s brought 
wars, financial difficulties, and a colder and wetter weather in France that yielded to a 
serious food crisis (Boucher 2008: 81-82). Mazarin lost interest in the colonization 
projects started by his predecessor. The dissolution of the bankrupt Compagnie des lles 
d'Amerique took place in 1649, and ushered in the era of private proprietors in the 
2 Nowadays, St. Kitts. 
Caribbean (Boucher 2008: 88). Charles Houel, who had been appointed governor of 
Guadeloupe in 1643, bought the island and remained its rightful owner until 1664. 
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Under Houel's leadership, the sugar economy was given a jump-start. As soon as 
1638, the French King Louis XIII had legalized the use of African slaves for working on 
island plantations (Boucher 2008: 77). The first colonists in Guadeloupe, however, were 
mostly small farmers who grew provisions and tobacco with the help of French 
indentured servants called engages. In the 1650s, Houel welcomed Dutch and Jewish 
refugees who had been driven out of Brazil by the Portuguese in 1654 (Boucher 2008: 
91). They came with better techniques to make sugar and relationships with Dutch 
merchants, from whom Houel started to obtain slaves on credit. The historian Philip 
Boucher (2008: 157) estimated that Africans slaves came to represent between a third and 
a half of the population by 1660. The new techniques and enslaved workforce spurred the 
development of large-scale sugar plantations. Houel was also instrumental in choosing 
the site of Basse-Terre as its main settlement. Basse-Terre was a tiny port on the southern 
end of Guadeloupe's western coast, where a Dominican community called the Jacob ins 
was established (Boucher 2008: 128-129; Perotin-Dumon 2000: 96-100). In order to take 
control of this town, Houel expelled the Dominicans in 1651 and replaced them with the 
Carmelites and the Jesuits. He also built a towering fortified masonry mansion, west of 
the river called riviere du Galion (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 105). 
During the era of proprietors, the French West Indies were essentially part of the 
Dutch commercial empire. Dutch ships helped market their product without paying heavy 
colonial taxes and acquired staples as well as cheap manufactured goods (Boucher 2008: 
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83). Guadeloupe benefitted the most from this alliance, and sugar production there took 
off slightly faster. The situation changed dramatically in the 1660s. On Mazarin's death in 
1661, Louis XIV started ruling France himself and consolidating it into a more 
centralized state. With the help ofhis minister of finances, Jean-Baptiste Colbert, the 
King began to reestablish control over the colonies. From 1664 onwards, they 
implemented a series of political, econorruc, and social reforms that included the 
appointment of new colonial governors- in Guadeloupe, their envoy was Claude 
Franvois Du Lion. The mercantilist policies of the Exclusifrequired that the colonies 
trade only with France, and prohibited any form of commerce with other nations. The 
islands were opened to French merchants who received state support in their endeavors 
which by the 1680s, resulted in their complete extraction from the Dutch empire 
(Boucher 2008: 171, 188). The King and Colbert unified their government by nominating 
a governor-general and moving their main administrative center from Saint-Christophe to 
Martinique (Boucher 2008: 186). To balance power, they also created island councils and 
appointed a royal intendanP who ranked below the governor-general, but answered 
directly to the crown (Boucher 2008: 202). A notable witness to this period was the 
Dominican brother Jean-Baptiste Du Tertre: he started writing about the Antilles in 1654, 
but published his main history in 1664-65, most likely with the support of Colbert 
(Boucher 2008: 175). 
Both sugar output and the population of slaves significantly increased in the 
1670s and 1680s (Boucher 2008: 115-116, 190). For a while, Colbert also promoted 
3 A royal representative or envoy. 
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colonial sugar refineries, but backed down when refiners in France complained. After 
1684, planters were restricted to making muscovado and semi-refined clayed sugar 
(Boucher 2008: 189). Arrivals of indentured servants peaked in 1660-64, then gradually 
tapered off (Boucher 2008: 149, 268). Louis XIV's religious intolerance led to the 
expulsion of Jewish planters in 1683, and to the restriction of rights for Huguenots and 
Dutch Protestants in 1685 (Boucher 2008: 212). In addition, these measures benefitted 
French traders by hindering their most important competition (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 125-
127). 
France was not alone in coveting the fmancial success of the Dutch trading 
empire. In England, Cromwell and Charles II enacted mercantilist laws to drive out 
Dutch merchants from their colonies as well (Pluchon 1982: 80). In regaining control 
over their islands, European nations brought war to the West Indies, starting with the first 
Anglo-Dutch War and escalating in 1666 with the second one (Boucher 2008: 181). This 
opened a long era of maritime conflict that only ended in 1713 with the Treaty of Utrecht 
(Pluchon 1982: 80). In particular, Basse-Terre was attacked and briefly occupied by the 
English governor Christopher Codrington in 1691 and 1703 (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 889; 
Boucher 2008: 218-219). Another well-known Dominican chronicler, Jean-Baptiste 
Labat, was actively involved in its defense in 1703. Labat lived in the French West Indies 
from 1694 to 1706, managed a Dominican plantation, and as an engineer, contributed to 
improving the techniques of the sugar industry. 
Finally, in 1685, Louis XIV passed the first draft of the Code Nair to regulate the 
conditions of slavery in the colonies. The goal of his administration was to uphold public 
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order and restrain the overexploitation of slaves, but because local planters and officials 
were also consulted, it ended up codifying a lot of existing customs and reinforcing the 
rights of masters (Boucher 2008: 212-213 , 287). This code, as any other royal law, was 
also difficult to enforce and needed to be adapted to the reality oflife in the colonies. For 
example, it stipulated that slaves be fed with rations of expensive imported foods, such as 
salt meat, instead of being given a free day to work their gardens (Boucher 2008: 279). 
The historian Philip Boucher (2008: 160-161) acknowledged that it is very hard to 
know the actual conditions of slavery in this pre-plantation era, as well as the size of the 
slave population. The French slave trade was very small before the 1700s, and most 
slaves had to be bought from Dutch traders. He estimates that there were 33,000 slaves in 
all of the French islands in 1700- and about 6,500 in Guadeloupe- which was much 
lower than the slave population in the English colonies (Boucher 2008: 274-276). All 
slaves were baptized and could receive catechism lessons (Boucher 2008: 282). The free 
mixed-race population was small, but growing. The code not only required that masters 
manumit their mixed-race children when they were of age, but also that they marry their 
child's slave mother (Boucher 2008: 287-288). Marooning4 also already existed, and 
maroon slaves had established permanent communities in both Guadeloupe and 
Martinique by the 1700s (Boucher 2008: 298). 
During this period, Martinique benefitted from its prime administrative role and 
developed the most (Boucher 2008: 280). Its main port, Saint-Pierre, attracted not only 
4 Rebel slaves who escaped from slavery were called "maroons." Some maroon slaves were fugitives for a 
few hours, a few days, or a few weeks, while others would establish long-lasting free communities, often in 
remote mountainous areas. 
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French merchants, but also privateers whose pirating activity was encouraged by 
European governments in times of war (Perotin-Dumon 1991). Meanwhile, Guadeloupe 
slowly fell offthe map of the transatlantic trade, and became confined to a local 
contraband done by coasting rafts. Saint-Domingue was isolated from Martinique 
because of contrary winds and currents, and for a little longer, was supported by an 
economy of small-scale tobacco farming and buccaneering5 (Boucher 2008: 206-207, 
221; Pluchon 1982: 96, 1 06). In the last decade of the century, however, sugar plantations 
started to appear instead. The island had two qualities that fostered the swift growth of a 
large-scale sugar industry: its soils were richer and less depleted by previous cultures 
than in the Lesser Antilles, and its cultivable area was sizable- 26,000 square kilometers, 
which was more than double the size of Jamaica, the largest English island (Pluchon 
1982: 111-113). Saint-Domingue would soon become the most important producer of 
sugar, and would remain so until at least the 1780s (Pluchon 1982: 112-113). Its slave 
population had to increase exponentially as well, and reached ca 47,000 in 1720 (Pluchon 
1982: 114). In comparison, Guadeloupe had only 17,000 slaves in 1720. For the French 
crown, this late blooming of the Saint Domingue colony was timely, and made up for the 
loss of Saint-Christophe after the war ended in 1713. 
Since Guadeloupe's relations with French merchants were limited, contraband 
became more important during the first half of the eighteenth century (Perotin-Dumon 
2000: 156-159). The most thriving exchanges took place with the Dutch colonies of 
Curacao and St. Eustatius: in 1745, for example, Guadeloupe was visited by only one 
5 Buccaneers were privateers who specialized in attacking Spanish ships. 
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French ship, but by 168 that came from St. Eustatius (Pluchon 1982: 116-117). The 
British occupation of the island in 1749-1763 intensified this trend. As Guadeloupe was 
temporarily freed from its dependence to Martinique and the policies of the Exclusif, its 
whole economy was given a sudden boost (Pluchon 1982: 134; Perotin-Dumon 2000: 
175). Its planters were able to import the workforce they desperately needed, and more 
than 18,000 additional slaves arrived between 1759-1762 (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 160). 
This favored the development of sugar plantations in Grande-Terre6 and of Pointe-a-Pitre, 
a new port that was situated more centrally than Basse-Terre. Guadeloupean merchants 
could also legally expand their business with foreigners, and in particular with New 
Englanders, to whom they traded rum and molasses for wood and cattle. 
The departure of the English cut off the supply of slaves, but did not hinder 
trading activity with foreigners. Direct connections with North America even intensified, 
with the support of the French government: in 1788, Basse-Terre was visited by 309 
American ships, versus 48 English and 42 French (Pluchon 1982: 134). Seventy percent 
of its syrup and tafia went to North America. In return, the island imported foodstuffs , 
and in particular, salt cod, from ports in New England, Virginia, and North Carolina 
(Perotin-Dumon 2000: 183) 
When Guadeloupe returned to the crown in 1763, it was put back under the 
tutelage of Martinique, but planters and merchants fought this fundamental regression 
and obtained Guadeloupe's autonomy in 1775 (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 170-171). In the 
1780s and early 1790s, a growing number of French-based traders opened offices for the 
6 The eastern half of Guadeloupe proper. 
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first time in both Basse-Terre and Pointe-a-Pitre. Over time, each port became more 
specialized: Pointe-a-Pitre focused on the bulk importation of staples and commerce with 
foreigners, while Basse-Terre handled the exportation of high quality sugar with its 
French partners, in return for luxury items, military supplies, and slaves (Perotin-Dumon 
2000: 192-196). These orientations would later hinder Basse-Terre: during the 
revolutionary era, the French transatlantic trade broke down and was substituted with 
contraband done out ofPointe-a-Pitre with the United States (Butel2002: 247; Perotin-
Dumon 2000: 268-270). Until that development, the end of the Ancien Regime 
represented the height of Guadeloupe's economic growth7 (Satineau 1928: 259). 
The French Revolution started in 1789 and brought a period of unrest to the 
colonies, in which each island followed its own course. Slave revolts intensified in Saint-
Domingue after 1791 , and ultimately led to the creation of independent Haiti in 1804. In 
the mean time, the French Republic took note of how slaves there had in effect liberated 
themselves in 1793, and officially abolished slavery in Saint-Domingue, Guadeloupe, and 
French Guyana in 1794 (Pluchon 1982: 382; Dubois 2004: 10, 152). Martinique, on the 
other hand, chose to welcome an occupation from England, between 1 794 and 1802, that 
sheltered its planter class from these events (Pluchon 1982: 306). 
In Guadeloupe, slave insurgents became the political allies of the French 
Republicans and radicalized the conflict with white royalist planters (Dubois 2004). As 
defenders of the Republic, they also claimed that they deserved full citizenship, and won 
7 Anne Perotin-Dumon (2000: 78-79) calculated that Basse-Terre, as the largest city at the time, had around 
4,500 residents, which was equivalent to contemporary New Haven, CT. 
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their struggle when slavery was abolished. Soon afterwards, however, the English 
attacked the island, and France had to send French troops led by Victor Hugues to take it 
back. With the help of newly enlisted black soldiers, Victor Hugues conquered the island 
in about six months and became its new leader. Hugues's regime was quite autocratic, 
although successful in waging war against England in the Caribbean. Guadeloupe's 
agriculture was put on pause. Many white planters had left the islands, and Hugues tried 
to no avail to force the former slaves, now called cutivateurs, to reintegrate their 
plantations. To make up for the lack of production, he also authorized privateering, which 
brought great short-term wealth to the island, but would lead to the Quasi-War conflict 
with the United States when privateers started preying more and more on its merchant 
fleet (Perotin-Durnon 2000: 317; Pluchon 1982: 208). Hugues's regime ended in 1798, 
when French Republicans sent General Edme Desfourneaux to replace him. 
Napoleon Bonaparte rose to power in 1799, and decided to revive colonial 
agriculture by reverting to the policies of the Ancien Regime. His envoy, General 
Antoine Richepance, debarked to Guadeloupe in 1802. Mixed-race and black former 
Republican soldiers, such as the officers Louis Delgres and Joseph Ignace, took arms 
against Richepance and fought him to their deaths (Butel 2002: 244-245; Pluchon 1-982: 
320). When Richepance prevailed, slavery was reinstated and the former colonial order 
reestablished. Napoleon's wars were dragging on, and the transatlantic trade broke down, 
so Guadeloupe's merchants turned to both privateering against the English and trading 
with the United States. The latter nation put a sudden stop to their business in 1807, after 
privateers increasingly targeted American "neutral" ships. Before the war ended, the 
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English also occupied Guadeloupe between 1810 and 1815 (Perotin-Dum on 2000: 269-
270). 
When it was returned to France, Guadeloupe was impoverished and barely 
surviving on local contraband. More importantly, France had lost its grip on the 
international sugar trade, and both Guadeloupe and Martinique were left with the 
metropole as their sole outlet. Cuba, Brazil , and Puerto Rico were getting ready to take 
over the international cane sugar market (Butel2002: 248). In addition, France had 
started the large-scale production of sugar beets. Colonial planters were forced to adapt to 
these new conditions and to transform their modus operandi. They greatly increased the 
surface area of their plantings and focused on making cheap, raw sugar that was sent to 
France for processing (Butel 2002: 251-252). 
On the social level, free gens de couleur kept fighting for reforms and for their 
rights, which led to rising racial and social tensions. A wave of poisoning in Martinique 
in the 1820s terrified its planters (Pluchon 1982: 389; Butel2002: 254-258). In France, 
the July Revolution of 1830 led to the creation of a constitutional monarchy that was 
more liberal, and that started to pass necessary reforms, despite the opposition of white 
planters. Free gens de couleur obtained civic equality and were finally allowed to 
participate in local elections (Pluchon 1982: 395). The state cancelled the tax that it 
collected each time a slave was freed, which encouraged a small, but ever-growing 
number of manumissions (Butel 2002: 278). Since the slave trade had declined, the 
number of slaves diminished: from 97,339 in 1831 in Guadeloupe, it fell to 87,732 in 
1845 (Butel 2002: 261 ). French authorities also began inspecting planters and suing them 
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ifthey mistreated their workers (Pluchon 1982: 401; Butel2002: 283). Free gens de 
couleur who lived in France were actively involved in the political fight against slavery 
as well (Butel2002: 269). Following its abolition in the British colonies in 1833, French 
public opinion was swayed against it. Famous abolitionists, such as Victor Schoelcher, 
soon called for the immediate end of slavery (Butel2002: 280-281). In February 1848, 
the Second Republic replaced the constitutional monarchy, and on April 27, proclaimed a 
definite abolition. 
Meanwhile, planters, bankers, and traders pooled their resource to modernize the 
colonial sugar economy. Guadeloupe's first industrial sugar plant opened in 1844, and 
Martinique's in 1845 (Butel2002: 267). In the second halfofthe century, industrial 
plants like these monopolized sugar production, and forced many planters to close their 
plantations or sell them to investors from the metropole (Butel 2002: 300-302). Later in 
the 1880s, as cheap beet sugar became too competitive, industrial plants embraced rum 
distillation (Butel2002: 304). Starting in the 1850s, these plants needed workers, so they 
encouraged the immigration of laborers coming from India, China, or Africa (Butel 2002: 
309; Pluchon 1982: 419). Politically, the middle class de couleur was prominent in the 
1870s and 1880s. Then, black socialist leaders such as Patrick Legitimus became 
influential as well. 
The turn of the century was difficult: an economic crisis led to strikes and social 
unrest, and in 1902, an eruption of the Pelee volcano wiped out most of Saint-Pierre, the 
largest city of Martinique (Butel 2002: 329; Pluchon 1982: 424). In the first half of the 
twentieth century, rum in Martinique and bananas in Guadeloupe became the backbone 
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of their respective economies. After World War II, in 1946, both islands officially ceased 
being colonies and were transformed into French departments (Butel2002: 359). This 
completed the total integration of both places into the French educational, political, and 
economic system. 
The colonial history of Guadeloupe therefore extended from 1635 when the first 
French settlers arrived, to 1946, when it received the status of departement. This study, 
however, concentrates on its pre-plantation and plantation phases, a period that roughly 
ended in the middle of the nineteenth century with the emancipation of slaves in 1848 
and the decline of sugar plantations in favor of industrial plants. The probate inventories 
that I mined for data on ceramics covered the years 1774 to 1833, for reasons detailed in 
the first chapter. The four archaeological sites that made the rest of my sample extended 
beyond that span, from the second half of the seventeenth century, with Fort Delgres, to 
the late nineteenth century-early twentieth century, with 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. 
Because of its relative isolation from France and the fact that a large part of its 
population was island born, Guadeloupe is a good place to study the development of 
Creole culture. During the colonial period, the word "Creole" designated any island-born 
person, both among the free and enslaved populations (Garraway 2005: 19-20). In time, 
creole took a racial connotation in French and described only white colony-born 
individuals. In modem French Caribbean literature, however, its meaning returned closer 
to its etymology, and "Creole" helped designate people with strong local roots and a 
culture that is neither African nor European (Garraway 2005: 19). My own use ofthis 
word embraces its original and postcolonial significance. In this study, "Creole" men and 
women refer to locally born individuals, but also to any individuals who lived in 
Guadeloupe and took plainly part in the local culture. The demographic analysis of the 
population included in the inventory sample in Chapter 2 further discusses who 
Guadeloupe's Creole population was. 
4 OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS 
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Chapter 2 details the sources of my data and my methods. The first section presents the 
145 probate inventories that I analyzed and explains how they were selected. These 
inventories covered the period 1774-1833, but were more concentrated in its earlier years. 
The demographic and socio-economic data they contained shows that this sample 
is a good survey of Guadeloupe's Creole society. I classified its households in three 
wealth categories, from Category 1 the poorest, to Category 3 the wealthiest, and then, 
reviewed the composition of these groups to make sure that they were valid. My sample 
encompasses a large selection of Guadeloupe's residents, from poor single widowers to 
wealthy planters. Although all-white households are more numerous, it also comprises 
free mixed-race households and interracial ones. 
These inventories supplied a good deal of spatial information about Creole homes. 
The latter helped me identify activity areas or understand space functions, which in turn 
gave context to the use of ceramics. Although these texts never inventoried the content of 
slave housings, enslaved servants lived and worked so close to their masters that they left 
traces of their presence in these houses as well. The majority of these inventories took 
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place inside domestic households, but a few merchants' shops and an inn gave a different 
perspective. Some of the shops sold ceramics, and therefore listed unused ceramics, while 
Bernier's inn showed how a hotel and restaurant business utilized them. 
On the issue of appraisals and prices, I describe what kind of data these texts 
yielded and how the currency they used switched from the colonial livre to the franc in 
1826. Because of the lack of economic historians in France, 8 these data cannot be easily 
compared or contextualized. They might be the first ones published about French 
ceramics, since even other relevant historical sources, such as potters' accounting books, 
have not been studied to reconstitute the history of ceramic pricing. 
This section finishes with a summary of the attributes ofthe ceramic sample in the 
texts. Although the information recorded varied from one item to another, these sources 
provided data about: ceramic material and quality; color, decoration, and the existence of 
sets; provenance; types of objects, functions, and shapes; size and capacity; and condition 
and patina. 
In the second section of Chapter 2, I present the four archaeological sites that 
yielded the ceramic assemblages that I examined in conjunction with the inventories. 
Each site is reviewed in detail , based on the archaeological reports produced by the team 
who conducted the excavations. These sites were: the cemetery of Guadeloupe's fust 
hospital; a middling house that was built in the late eighteenth century and that belonged 
to both white and free mixed-race families; the cemetery of Guadeloupe's Cathedral; and 
the site of the fortified mansion of Charles Houel, the founder of Basse-Terre and one of 
8 One of the rare resources is Henri Hauser's book, Recherches et documents sur l'histoire des prix en 
France de I 500 a I 800, published in 1938. 
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Guadeloupe's most influential leaders. In most cases, the ceramic analysis I conducted for 
this dissertation helped refine the contexts of these excavations and the history of the 
sites. 
I then introduce the methods I used for analyzing the sherds. As for the 
inventories, a database helped me catalog the vessels and quickly retrieve this 
information when I needed it. I also explain how I evaluated the minimum number of 
vessels in each assemblage, and summarize the various types of ceramics I identified. 
Chapter 2 ends with a note on what the archaeological collections contributed to this 
work and a quick summary of what kind of ceramic equipment was available in 
Guadeloupe. 
In Chapter 3, I start contextualizing the use of these ceramics. I begin by studying 
the ceramics that helped collect, store, and transport water. This is a very important topic, 
since ceramics played a crucial role in this domain and these tasks were essential in pre-
modem times. Before tap water existed, keeping reserves of water at home and managing 
them well was critical to maintaining one's well-being. This topic is also fairly new for 
ceramic studies in archaeology, or even for the archaeology done on the theme of water. 
The latter tends to dwell more on society-wide systems put in place to control and deliver 
water, than on its management at the domestic level (see the articles introduced in 
Anonymous 2009). 
I concentrated my analysis on Basse-Terre, which represented an ideal case study. 
This city had enough fresh-water rivers so that its residents built relatively fewer wells 
and cisterns and could dig a series of canals that delivered running water to properties 
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and public fountains. Yet the ceramic evidence shows that even in this favorable setting, 
most households kept their own water reserves. Storing water at home was not only 
necessary, but it also helped improve its quality, by filtering it or by simple decantation. 
Fetching water and managing the reserves was a chore often left to female servants, and 
the types of ceramics that were used for doing so., such as recycled sugar drip jars, 
seemed to reflect that reality. 
Chapter 4 further reveals essential work done by female servants that was not 
acknowledged in historical sources. In this case, the task is to prepare meals and snacks 
for the masters. Probate inventories and other sources make clear that Creole kitchens, 
which were often detached or away from the main living spaces, were workspaces for 
slaves. They were not only isolated and minimally furnished, but also contained no 
objects of value, except for the cookware. Historical sources have underscored the 
existence of enslaved professional chefs who were almost exclusively men. Yet the very 
small demographic of this profession, compared to the actual number of households that 
needed a cook, ensures that, in most cases, it was unqualified female servants who 
prepared foods. 
The cookware that these servants used included coarse earthenware cooking pots, 
saucepans, and bowls, whose sherds have been recovered at the sites. Their use-wear was 
particularly intense and shows that the equipment of most cooks was not only sparse, but 
also old. Yet a review of the foods listed in the inventories, the kinds of foods grown in 
Guadeloupe, and of modem French Caribbean cookbooks, confirm that enslaved cooks 
were able to pull off an array of balanced and varied dishes. They did so without using 
any tableware vessels to which they had a more restricted access. 
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Chapter 5 explains the importance of hospitality in Creole society from the very 
beginning, and how this led to the existence of salles and galeries, i.e., spaces inside 
Creole homes entirely devoted to hosting guests. Glassware, silverware, and tableware 
were often stored near or inside these areas that were more directly under the control of 
the masters. 
The tableware of Guadeloupeans included a lot of vessels that were adapted to 
serving Creole foods, such as tureens and bowls, and beverage services for coffee and 
tea. Evidence suggests that Creole homes were at least as well equipped in tableware as 
their French counterparts, which underscores the importance of the ceramic material 
culture in the colonies. This was all the more remarkable since none of this tableware was 
made locally, and all had to be imported. The majority had a French origin: assemblages 
were dominated by French faiences in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, and by 
French faiences fines afterwards. Yet Guadeloupe's trading connections with France were 
sometimes tenuous, and Guadeloupeans did not hesitate to import complementary foreign 
vessels- for instance, tea and punch bowls- when it suited their needs. The fact that so 
much of their tableware was French was therefore not entirely dictated by circumstances 
and by ceramic availability. Aesthetics might have been an incentive as well: most of the 
faiences Guadeloupeans received had simple decorative patterns that made putting 
together visually coordinated services easier. Since historical sources are unequivocal in 
relating the importance of table manners and formal dining among the Creole elite, I 
hypothesize that French faiences and faiences fines helped heighten the function and 
intensity of such events. 
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Chapter 6 rounds off this study by discussing Creole health and hygiene. Thanks 
to the ceramic evidence, it is possible to affirm that, compared to their French 
contemporaries, Creole men and women had more advanced hygienic practices. Local 
households used a comparable or greater numbers of chamber pots, bidets, and barber's 
bowls, and Creole society seemed to have a less complicated and fearful relationshjp with 
water. Bathing outdoors, for instance, seemed more common in the colonies. 
The greater cleanliness of Creole bodies was also supported by local beliefs about 
health. In addition to the Western colorual medical system, enslaved healers developed 
water- and herbal-based therapies that formed the basis for modem Antillean folk 
medicine. Since these beliefs extended to the cleanliness of foods and homes, they regard 
not only therapeutic ceramics, such as footbaths, but also other common objects involved 
in the daily activities of enslaved servants. Perhaps such beliefs can also explain the 
marks these servants must have made on some vessels. 
In chapter 7, I draw on what each ofthese topics revealed about the ceramic 
culture in Guadeloupe to evaluate the sigllificance of my study. I also aggregate all ofthe 
data from the inventories to flesh out variations in ceramic consumption between each 
wealth category. These data can serve as a baseline for predicting what bnd of ceramics 
are likely to be found at colorual sites in Guadeloupe. Exarllirung how the ceramic culture 
evolved from the 1770s to the 1830s also reveals some interesting patterns directly 
related to the historical and cultural context of this period. Finally, I discuss how the 
concept of ceramic culture can easily apply beyond the realm of this study. 
Although this concept is not particularly difficult to grasp, it is better presented 
through examples of its application. The water ceramics used in Guadeloupe, which 




From the source: probate inventories and sites 
This chapter presents the two sets of data that form the basis for this study. The first 
section focuses on 145 inventories of Guadeloupean households. It examines the 
demographic and social composition of the population represented in these sources, and 
evaluates what kind of information the texts yield about historical ceramics. The second 
section concentrates on the ceramics that were excavated at four colonial sites in the city 
of Basse-Terre. It begins with a summary of each site report and an overview of the 
nature of the sites' occupations. Then, the ceramic collections are analyzed in more detail 
and the results are compared to those from the inventories. This chapter ends with some 
conclusions about the nature of the ceramic equipment that was available in Guadeloupe 
during the colonial period. 
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1 SECTION 1: THE INVENTORY SAMPLE 
1.1 The state of the archives and the selection of the sample 
Figure 1 : Picture of Page 2 of Inventory 93 that shows water and insect damage 
The notarial records in the French Antilles start late, in 1774, and are fragmentary. 
French law requires that notarial archives be placed in the care of the regional archival 
repository, but not every office or notary's descendants has complied. To compound the 
problem, the archives have been stored in poor conditions. The humid Guadeloupean 
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climate, frequent fires or floods due to hurricanes, local insects, rodents, as well as the 
effect of acid on paper, have considerably damaged the collection (Lafleur 1992). 
Among the various notarial acts, probate inventories have been set apart by the 
French colonial bureaucracy. Starting in June 1776, French authorities required that all of 
the notarial records from the colonies be copied and these copies sent to the metropole 1 
(Schnackenbourg 1976). Probate inventories, however, were excluded, so the original of 
each inventory kept in Guadeloupe is the only copy available. Only a small portion of the 
local archives has been microfilmed so far, and most inventories have to be consulted in 
situ. 
At the time this study was conducted, the availability of each notarial volume 
varied. It depended on their state of preservation and whether or not they had been, or 
were being, microfilmed. The volumes analyzed for this study were selected according to 
their random availability, and also by focusing on the notaries who seemed to give the 
most information about ceramics. Older inventories tended to provide more interesting 
data than newer ones. Nineteenth century inventories appeared less comprehensive and 
focused more on large and expensive objects. Therefore, older records from the 1770s 
and 1780s prevail in the sample (Fig. 2). 
1 These archives are nowadays preserved at the Archives nationales d'outre-mer in Aix-en-Provence where 














Figure 2: Distribution of the sample by years surveyed 
Another criterion for selecting the documents was to look at several notaries, to 
vary the sources of data from that perspective. The sample included the work of eleven 
different notaries (Fig. 3). Meanwhile, it was also important to have a large amount of 
inventories written by the same author, so that these inventories could be compared to 
each other more easily. This notary ended up being the one who had created the oldest 
records as well, notary Mimerel. Finally, the research focused on a wide geographical 
area, to detect patterns based on location, and to compare the city with the countryside. 
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The sample included households from Basse-Terre itself and from several villages. Most 
were located in the western half of Guadeloupe called Basse Terre (Fig. 4 and 5). 
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Composition of the sample 
Once a folder or bound volume was selected, all of the probate inventories contained 
within were read over once. If they had information about ceramics, they were 
photographed. A few inventories were skipped because they listed no ceramics. Their 
testators tended to be white, poor, male, and single or living in an interracial union 
outside of the city. 
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When other documents seemed to offer good insights about the ceramics, they 
were processed along with the probate inventories. One of them is included in the study. 
Sequestration 32 occurred after Sieur Hurault de Gondrecourt fled for his life during a 
slave insurrection at Trois-Rivieres in April 1793 (Dubois 2004). That night, twenty-six 
whites died, including Gondrecourt's wife and three daughters. Most of Gondrecourt's 
male slaves also participated in the massacre, which was the largest such event on the 
island in the eighteenth century. Gondrecourt survived because he was at a neighbor's 
when the attack took place, and escaped into the woods after he heard that his family had 
been killed. The slave insurgents were not so much rebelling, as they were trying to 
protect the Republic and make a political stance. Their goal was to crush a royalist 
conspiracy in which, they suspected, Gondrecourt and other wealthy planters of the town 
were involved. Soon afterward, giving credence to their testimony, the republican 
governor ordered Gondrecourt arrested for his involvement in the conspiracy. When 
Gondrecourt fled to Saint Christopher, his estate was also repossessed by the French 
state. An inventory ofhis belongings was made on June 14, 1793. By then, the house had 
been locked for two months, so when local officials entered it, they saw it exactly as it 
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was left after the attack. Although the insurgents had broken a few pieces of furniture, 
they had not completely ransacked the place. In particular, most ceramics seemed to be 
intact. The officials listed all of Gondrecourt property as they found it, but without 
appraising it. This document offered a pristine snapshot of an occupied house on 
Guadeloupe in 1 793. 
Otherwise, the sample used for this study consisted of 144 probate inventories. In 
France, three common situations triggered probate inventories: when minor heirs were 
placed under tutelage;2 when heirs required an inventory before taking possession of their 
inheritance; and when two spouses wanted to separate, often so that one of them could 
remarry (Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988: 27). In the Basse-Terre sample, most inventories took 
place after a death. Only five texts did not involve a dead spouse, and four of them were 
triggered by a couple's separation: Inventory 60, 89, 115, and 129. In that last case, only 
the objects that notary Debort's wife would receive from the settlement were inventoried. 
Finally, Inventory 145 happened in a rather unique situation, after a widower was 
stripped of his rights, and his children were entrusted to the care of a guardian. 
Once the documents were deciphered, their data was entered into two databases. 
One, less elaborate, database contains the entire text of each inventory in one of its fields. 
It was designed for fast keyword searches within all of the documents. The other database 
focuses on the ceramics and is more fragmented. It is divided in three tables. The first 
table is entitled Context and contains fields for all pertinent data about the context in 
which the inventories took place, for example dates, names, livelihoods, places of 
2 An adult, and not necessarily the remaining parent, was placed in charge of a minor. This adult would 
administer their finances and watch over their well-being until they reached majority or got married. 
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residence, race, etc. The second table, Ceramics, gathers all of the data about the 
ceramics themselves: object name, ceramic material, number of items, price, location in 
house, origin, decoration, etc. The third table, Socioeconomic data, holds further 
information about the ceramics' owners, like their marital status. This information was 
more interpretive, so it was kept apart from the more straightforward Context data. 
What was inventoried? 
Just like probate inventories in the English colonies were modeled on the English source 
(Carr and Walsh 1980: 81 ), inventories in Basse-Terre followed the format used in 
France. French inventories were composed of three sections. The first one, the shortest, 
summarized the circumstances in which the inventory took place. It generally gave the 
date and said who instigated the inventory process, who was present, and where the 
inventory would take place. The second section, the longest, listed all of the material 
possessions of the individuals being inventoried. It started with the objects they owned, 
be they only stored in a chest, as in Inventory 101, or distributed between more than one 
house, as in Inventory 65. The inventory of a house was often conducted room by room, 
and half a day by half a day, but occasionally, there was only a long list of objects 
without any specific bearings. Once the inside of the house was done, there would be a 
description of the rest of the estate, starting in Guadeloupe with the slaves, and chattel, 
and then moving on to land, real estate, and crops. Finally, the third section summarized 
the personal papers of the people whose possessions were inventoried, and listed all of 
their pending debts and credits. 
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In Basse-Terre, inventories occurred in the presence of the notary, or its clerk, the 
persons who requested the inventory, three appraisers, whose names, places of residence 
and livelihoods were usually recorded, and several witnesses. Often, the livelihoods of 
the appraisers matched the one of the heads of household, so that they could be 
considered as experts in their appraisals. The result is that merchants tended to attend the 
inventories of other merchants, planters those of other planters, etc. 
Objects that would normally be appraised, but could not be because they were 
broken or too worn, were in general listed with the mention ''pour me moire." In some 
cases, the personal effects of the widow were also left out of the appraisal and came with 
the same mention. These personal effects would often consist of a bed, an armoire, some 
clothes, and jewelry. Interestingly though, pots were not included, as they were in some 
English colonies (Carr and Walsh 1980: 82). Appraisers also left out the food and drink 
that were in consumption, but sometimes, these foods were still listed by the notary, 
followed with the mention "in consommation." Food reserves for slaves, or foods that 
were for sale in shops, on the other hand, were usually appraised. 
It was not uncommon to leave foods out of French inventories (Pardailhe-
Galabrun 1988: 32). Other things that seemed overlooked in France were children's 
material culture and common objects of low value, like pocketknives, brooms, or even 
brochures. Such things were rare in Basse-Terre's houses too, but shops sometimes 
helped fill the gap. For example, a "small ware for children" ("petite terraille pour 
enfant'') was listed in the shop of Marguerite Julien in 1786 (Inventory cited in Perotin-
Dumon 2000: 849-850). Similarly, pipes that never tum up in personal belongings were 
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often present in bulk in shops. The objects that tended to most resist any type of 
recordings were those that were made out of local and perishable materials, like wood, 
coconut, or calabash. For example, not a single coui- the ubiquitous Creole ladle- was 
listed in the texts. 
Time .frame 
Inventories took place after major life events: when children lost a parent, a spouse 
turned widow, when a couple separated, or people remarried. Determining personal 
trajectories, and in particular, what event had triggered the inventory was important, but 
notaries were not always explicit about it. For example, they did not systematically 
register when the testator had passed away. French laws mandated that an inventory be 
filed within 3 months of a death (Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988: 32). When this information 
was available, 70% of inventories happened within that deadline. About 10% more 
inventories took place within a year, but the rest went well beyond, and took up to thirty-
seven years. These long time lags occurred in France, too, although the maximum delay 
in Paris happened to be shorter than in Guadeloupe- only twenty years (Pardailhe-
Galabrun 1988: 32). More importantly, inventories that fit in the legal time frame seemed 
to take place earlier in Guadeloupe than in Paris: within twenty-seven days on average, 
versus between one month and one month and a half in Paris. Indeed in four weeks, 
families would have had time to sell a few possessions or rearrange a house as they 
pleased, but on this point, Guadeloupe's inventories were no different than any other 
French inventory. 
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1.2 Demographic and social analysis of the sample 
In France, historians have estimated that inventories only represented between 1 and 5% 
of all notarial documents (Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988: 27-28). Given their low frequency, 
how representative were they? More to the point, how would inventories influence our 
views of Guadeloupe's society? As much information as possible has been teased out of 
the documents to try to answer this question. Defining exactly who owned the ceramics 
was also key to understanding the context of their use. 
General demographic overview 
In Guadeloupe as in France, probate inventories were not a reliable source of 
demographic data. Notaries did not systematically write down the same kind of 
information, and treated men, women, and children differently. For example, they often 
signaled when a woman was widowed or remarried, but rarely did so for men. They 
usually identified all of the minor children of a couple, but not necessarily their adult 
children. They also neither mentioned stepchildren or illegitimate offspring, since they 
had no inheritance rights, nor stated where any of the children lived. Finally, they rarely 
identified the relations between a testator and their adult heirs. 
Nevertheless, it was possible to determine if the documents listed the possession 
of a single individual or of several-most often, couples. One woman owned her house 
with her siblings on one of the Les Saintes islets. Otherwise, 66% of the inventories 
covered the belongings of couples, and 33% of individuals. In a lot of cases, the latter 
were single and without any children at the time of their death. 
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In Guadeloupe, women became as numerous as men during the eighteenth 
century. According to Gautier (1985: 33), the equilibrium happened sometime between 
1733 and 1783. In the sample, about 60% of the testators were men, and 40% were 
women, but their ratio had evolved though time. Women were in minority in the 
eighteenth century, with only 29% of the inventories, while things reversed in the 
nineteenth century, and inventories of women reached 53%. Perotin-Dumon (2000: 334) 
noted that the population of Guadeloupe feminized in the nineteenth century. The same 
movement happened in Pointe-a-Pitre, but the feminization of Basse-Terre started earlier, 
in the 1800s. As women became more numerous, the number of inventories they needed 
also increased, and the sample reflected that trend. 
In this sample, notaries never gave people's age, which was usual for French 
probate inventories. Despite the lack of data, Daniel Roche was able to estimate that on 
average, inventories in Paris took place when people were at an old age, i.e., between 40 
and 50 years old. As an alternative, the Guadeloupean population can be classified 
according to its major life stages. The number of people who had been married at least 
once largely surpassed the number of people who were not married at the time oftheir 
death (Fig. 6). The proportion of people with minor children was also greater than the 
number of people with adult children or no children at all. Those with only adult children 
came in at a close second (Fig. 7). If anything, inventories in Guadeloupe might have 
happened on average slightly sooner than in Paris. 
• Never married 
®i Married 
II Remarried 
Figure 6: Marital status of the population in the sample 
39% 
• Households without 
any children 
m Households with 
minor children 
II Households with adult 
children 
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Figure 7: Presence of children among households. Households with minors might have 




One hundred and twenty-two inventories mentioned the profession of the head of 
household, and a total of twenty-six different occupations appeared in the sample (Table 
1 ). Unsurprisingly, those of men were recorded more systematically than those of 
women. Women only registered a profession if they were single, or if they were 
independently wealthy and had inherited a large plantation or a lucrative business. Even 
among the eleven women who were not married, only four, or 36%, officially held a job. 
Two were bakers (Inventories 57 and 70), and two were planters (Inventories 86 and 
14 7). In contrast, men were unemployed or notaries failed to list their profession in less 
than 1 0% of the cases. 
Fortunately, notaries showed consistency in labeling occupations, with only a few 
rare exceptions. One of these inaccuracies regarded the term "bourgeois" that was more 
vague than any specific activity name. It might have been a substitute for describing 
someone involved in trade, since in one instance, notary Mollenthiel used it to describe a 
trader.3 In any case, the term appeared only once in the sample for a head of household. 
Notary Nesty also seemed to call "habitants" "habitants proprietaires" whereas all of the 
other notaries reserved the term "proprietaires" for landlords. Disparities like these were 
rare, and the terminology used for professional occupations seemed rather standardized. 
3 Saturn in Pincevoir was present at nine different inventories that took place between 1778 and 1780. In 
one instance, notary Nollenthiel referred to him as a "bourgeois" or gentleman, but in all other instances, 
even in documents authored by Mollenthiel himself, Pincevoir was a "trader." 
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Job titles English equivalent #of ind. 
1 Aide-major Aide-Major 1 
2 Arpenteur Surveyor 1 
3 Aubergiste Innkeeper 1 
4 Boulangere Baker (female) 2 
5 Bourgeois Gentleman 1 
6 Capitaine de cavalerie Captain in the Cavalry 1 
7 Charpentier Carpenter 5 
8 Charpentier de navire Shipwright 1 
9 Entrepreneur de batiment Contractor 1 
10 Forgeron Blacksmith 1 
11 Gerant I Administrateur d'une habitation Plantation Manager 2 
12 Habitant Planter 62 
13 Interprete, Anglais & Hollandais Translator, English & Dutch 1 
14 Maitre en chirurgie I Chirurgien Surgeon 8 
15 Marchand Merchant 12 
16 Marchand orfevre Goldsmith 1 
17 Marchand perruquier Wigmaker-Merchant 1 
18 Menuisier Joiner 1 
19 Navigateur Sailor 2 
20 N a vigateur -Commerc;ant Sailor-Seller 1 
21 Negociant Trader 6 
22 Notaire Notary 2 
23 Proprietaire Landlord 4 
24 Soldat Soldier 1 
25 Tailleur Tailor 2 
26 T onnelier -Commerc;ant Cooper-Seller 1 
Table 1: List of the JOb titles found m the mventones, their English equivalents, and their 
respective numbers of individuals 
Some minor variations sprung from the fact that men sometimes cumulated jobs 
and titles. Often, this happened when they were planters, landlords of a real estate 
property, or engaged in trade, on top of another profession (see for example Items 17, 20 
and 26 below). Notaries also interposed former military ranks, titles, and local militia 
ranks between names and occupations. Table 1 lists the occupations of the heads of 
households exactly as they appeared in the sample but without the titles. Anyone who 
was a planter only falls in the planter group (Item 12), and the same goes for the 
landlords (Item 23). 
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Perotin-Dumon (2000: 493-574) produced a comparative list of occupations based 
on a census of Guadeloupe residents in 1797. The main discrepancy between her data and 
this sample resulted from the difference in historical contexts. Since the census she used 
was done in a period when slavery was officially halted (1794-1802), many "former" 
slaves in Basse-Terre were listed in it as domestics. Being a domestic represented the 
largest activity, whereas in the inventory sample, the domestic workforce was enslaved 
and never appeared as customers. All of the inventories in the sample dated from outside 
of the eight years when slavery was temporarily abolished. 
Other divergences stemmed from the fact that Perotin-Dumon focused on urban 
households, whereas the inventories came both from inside Basse-Terre and from the 
countryside around. Outside of the city, the main way to make a decent living was to be a 
planter, which explains in part why planters were present in such large quantity in Table 
1. Also, surgeons tended to distribute their practice geographically to cater to different 
populations. Since the inventories covered a wider area, there were more surgeons in 
Table 1 than inside the city alone. Pardailhe-Galabrun identified only two in Basse-Terre, 
whereas in this sample, three lived in the city, and the rest were respectively located in 
Baillif, Bouillante, Goyave, Pointe-Noire, and Vieux-Habitants. 
Furthermore, some places outside of Basse-Terre happened to be specialized in 
some activities that were more frequent there than normally. For example, three sailors 
lived on the islets of Les Saintes, and both female bakers worked out of the Trois-
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Rivieres village. Since Perotin-Dumon focused on Basse-Terre, these occupations did not 
make her list. 
The inventories differed also slightly from the census she used because they 
sometimes recorded a job history, rather than a snapshot of working individuals. For 
example, three heads of household were officially retired: one notary and two former 
military officers. A few individuals seemed also to have changed professions like the 
former art teacher from Paris who was now a planter (Inventory 139). 
These variations aside, the list of occupations in the inventories for Basse-Terre 
fit the list of the most frequent occupations for white men in Perotin-Dumon's work. In 
that sense, the inventories fit most historical sources, and reflect best the most influential 
segment of Guadeloupe's society. It also confirms that this sample is fairly representative 
from that perspective. 
To learn more about the many planters, what kind of crops they grew was 
determined in 52% of the cases. This information was rarely readily available, and had to 
be inferred from stored harvests and equipment. As expected, there were very few sugar 
planters in the sample, since the climate of this half of the island was not as suited to its 
culture. Coffee plantations were the most common, which fit the fact that coffee 
production reached its highest peak in the 1780s (Chartol1973 : 17). Finally, a few 
planters in Baillif, Les Saintes, and especially Vieux-Habitants, grew cotton. Plantations 
that produced more than one cash crop seemed rare, but the method used for determining 
what planters grew might have skewed the data this way- for example, if planters 
happened to store only one crop when the inventory took place. 
Classification in three wealth categories 
There could have been some great social differences between people who had the same 
occupation, for example among the many planters. Classifying households based on 
wealth was therefore complementary to classifying them by occupation. 
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For the purposes of this study, wealth was defined by the amount and quality of 
material culture that each household owned. Other sources of wealth like land, real estate, 
chattel, crops, and slaves were less relevant and left out of the equation to speed up the 
process. In order to calculate the actual net worth of the households, pending debts and 
credits would also have to have been taken into account, which would have required too 
many calculations for the purposes of this study. 
The scale used to describe material wealth goes from Category 1, for the poorest 
households, to Category 3, for the wealthiest. Category 1 households owned very few 
pieces of furniture and rarely any expensive objects. The inventory of their material 
possessions had usually fewer than 30 entries. Category 3 households owned many 
expensive objects or pieces of furniture, and the inventories of their house went beyond 
1 00 entries. Category 2 households fell in between the two groups. The final sample 
comprised 31 Category 1 households, 69 Category 2 households, and 45 Category 3 
households. 
To make sure that these categories were valid and relevant, their composition was 
reviewed and analyzed afterwards. First, there was significant overlap among the 
categories and the professions (Fig. 8). The most common professions, i.e. , planters and 
merchants, straddled the three categories, together with landlords. It was logical for 
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merchants and planters to do so, as their wealth depended a lot on how much they could 
invest in their business or plantation. The wealth of landlords, however, was also tied to 
the amount and quality of the real estate they owned. As in many French cities at the 
time, there was a great demand in Guadeloupe for rentals (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 562-
566). Government employees, military personnel, and visitors involved in trade needed 
only a temporary place to stay. Since hotels and inns were expensive, they often resorted 
to renting a room, an apartment, or a house from the locals. Some of the permanent 
residents who also often rented were widows and craftsmen, merchants, surgeons or any 
other professionals who needed to set up a shop or an office. Being a landlord could be a 
lucrative business, and it attracted speculators and investors. Landlords came from all 
walks of life, and existed among both white and free gens de couleur (Perotin-Dumon 
2000). 
After planters and merchants, carpenters, traders, and surgeons were the next most 
common professions, but each of those was limited to two categories. As one would 
expect, carpenters lived in poor to average households, while traders and surgeons fared 
better, and were among average to wealthy households.4 
4 
Plantation managers and sailors also straddled two categories, but each included only two cases, so the 
pattern was less meaningful. 
• Category 1 El Category 2 D Category 3 
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Figure 8: Percentage of the categories in each occupation 
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Job titles Number of individuals 
(Totall8, out of31) 
Planter (coffee) 9 







Table 2: OccupatiOns for Category 1 households 
Job titles Number of individuals 
(Total 59, out of 69) 














Translator, English and Dutch 1 
Wigmaker-Merchant 1 
Table 3: OccupatiOns for Category 2 households 
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Job titles Number of individuals 
(Total 45, out of 45) 









Plantation Manager 1 
Soldier 1 
Surveyor 1 
Table 4: Occupations for Category 3 households 
Otherwise, each category appeared quite consistent internally. Category 1 was 
mostly composed of trade jobs like baker, shipwright, tailor, or carpenter (Table 2). 
Category 2 was the largest and the most heterogeneous, with a variety of trade jobs, 
former military personal, and some professionals (Table 3). Still, the majority of 
professionals and merchants showed up in Category 3 (Table 4). 
Outliers inside each category could also be explained. For example, the soldier in 
Category 3 appears out of place since other military personnel were in Categories 1 and 
2. While he was technically the head of household, he was also married to a wealthy 
woman merchant, and their house conformed to the ones of other well-off merchants in 
Category 3. On the other hand, the presence of an aide-major in Category 1 was not 
abnormal. Aide-major was an important military rank, since the entire French garrison in 
Guadeloupe was under the command of the major, and his aide-majors worked right 
below him (Abenon 1978a: 45). The military, however, did not provide housing for its 
colonial officers, and forced them to rent a place at their own expense. In 1763, the 
Governor Bourlamaque noted that even if colonial officers received double the salary 
they did in France, this would barely make up for the extra housing expenses they 
encountered (cited in Abenon 1978a: 54). The aide-major in the sample who died in 
Basse-Terre in 1778 was one of these struggling military officers. 
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One career that was obviously more prominent in the Antilles than in the 
metropole was surveyor. Since they delimited land grants and defmed plantation 
boundaries, surveyors played an important role in the settlement of colonies (Perotin-
Dumon 2000: 348). The one in the sample was called Lambert Segrettier and came from 
an old Creole family of surveyors and city planners (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 349, 765). He 
practiced from 1768 to 1785 at least, and also belonged to the Colonial Council of 
Guadeloupe. He definitely belonged to the Creole elite and to Category 3. 
Other evidence confirms the values of these wealth categories. Probate 
inventories tended to be more complete and more detailed for well-off households 
(Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988: 31). Indeed, 100% ofthe occupations ofthe heads of 
household in Category 3 were recorded, versus 86% for Category 2, and 58% for 
Category 1. Also, there was no militia officer in Category 1; 2 in Category 2, which 
corresponded to about 3% of this group; and 7 for Category 3, or 16%. This pattern fit 
what we know of the militia, where officers usually came from the white Creole elite 
(Butel2002: 128-132; Dubois 2004: 55; Perotin-Dumon 2000: 676). Unsurprisingly, 
several families from Category 3 were tied to the Colonial Assembly, a conservative 
organization that tried to defend the interests of rich planters during the French 
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Revolution (Dubois 2004: 116). In the minutes of this Assembly in 1788, many delegates 
bear the same last names as, or were themselves, appraisers and relatives for Category 3 
inventories, and also for a handful of Category 2 inventories (Coquille de St Remi 1788). 5 
These families, however, showed no ties to Category 1 households. 
Crop choice is another pattern that corresponds to these wealth categories. 
Category 1 planters only worked with coffee, but planters in Category 2 grew coffee and 
cotton, and planters in Category 3 coffee and sugar (Fig. 9). This seemed to indicate that 
every landowner in the larger Basse-Terre area could try to grow coffee, and that cotton 
and sugar were only accessible to a few. The climate and landscape of this part of the 
island was indeed best suited to coffee, since coffee could grow on slopes better than 
sugar. Coffee also did not require the large investments needed to process cane sugar. In 
Saint-Domingue, it was the crop of choice for petits blancs or planters with small 
plantations (Butel 2002: 156). In Guadeloupe, coffee production was at its peak in the 
1780s, and then diminished steadily until the early twentieth century, which explains its 
importance in the sample (Chartol 1973). 
Finally, crossing demographic data and the three categories also yielded logical 
results. Women tended to be poorer than men (Fig. 10). They were proportionately more 
numerous in Category 1 than in Categories 2 and 3. Men and women who were, or had 
been married, were also distributed similarly, indicating how success and marital life was 
intimately linked (Fig. 11 ). Single women were most at risk of ending in Category 1 than 
any others, and married men were the ones who fared the best. 
5 Examples of names that appeared in both types of documents are: Guillaume Audinet, Coquille de St-
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Figure 9: Distribution of the Categories of households by types of plantation 
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Figure 11: Category distribution across sex and marital status 
The sum of all of these observations seems to validate the use of the three-
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category system. These categories can be a tool to quickly evaluate the material wealth of 
the households, but they can also be complemented by a more detailed analysis of an 
household's status and wealth when necessary. 
Race 
Guadeloupe's society was a three-tiered caste society, where castes were defined by race 
and legal status. There were the white community, the free gens de couleur (mixed-race 
individuals), and the slaves. White men and women constituted the "by default" group in 
the inventories, the one to which people belonged when notaries did not mention the race 
of their customers. Slaves appeared in the documents only as possessions, and free gens 
de couleur made up a small group of subjects who were not white. 
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Notaries used the following terminology to describe these different customers: 
"negre" or "negresse," "mulatre," "homme de couleur" ou ''femme de couleur," always 
followed with the mention of their free status (fibre). Racially, these terms were more or 
less specific. Hommes de couleur and femmes de couleur encompassed all men and 
women of mixed race. Negres and negresses applied to black men and women, and 
mulatres was reserved for mulattoes. These labels indicated that some customers were 
freed former slaves, as negres or negresses, or as mulatres, the offspring of a white 
individual with a slave, generally a white man and a slave woman (Vanony-Frisch 1985: 
29). In Guadeloupe though, racial categories were sometimes loosely applied, and their 
meaning changed through time (Regent 2004: 15). Even more terms existed to 
distinguish between the various ancestries of mixed-race children-metis(se) , capre, 
quarteron(ne), etc- but notaries did not use them in these inventories. 
There were a total of 10 inventories of free gens de couleur in the sample, which 
represented 7% of the whole sample. During that period, the population of free gens de 
couleur grew in Guadeloupe from 1% in 1778, to 3% around 1790, and 7.7% in 1822 
(Perotin-Dumon 2000: 328). The relative amount of the inventories of free gens de 
couleur increased too, from 6% of the sample in 1778 to 28% in the years 1829-1833. Yet 
because their count was so low, they can hardly be held as representative of the entire 
free population de couleur. Indeed, Perotin-Dumon (2000: 468) estimated that the free 
gens de couleur originated 20 to 25% of all the notarial acts in Guadeloupe, which is a far 
cry from the 7% that these inventories together represent. 
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Perhaps, notaries did not record the race of gens de couleur as eagerly as they 
should have. There was one such certain mishap when Notary Nesty inventoried the 
house of Joseph Saint-Geraud twice in three years. The first time, Nesty came to do the 
inventory of Saint-Geraud's house after his wife Adele died. Three years later, he came 
back to the house after Saint -Geraud himself had passed away. In the first inventory, 
Saint-Geraud was described as a free homme de couleur, but there was no mention of his 
race in the second document, implying that Saint-Geraud was white. In the early 1830s, 
Nesty might have been less consistent at recording race than earlier on. It might also have 
been an isolated case, but if the same thing happened with other customers, there was no 
way to correct the record- most houses were not inventoried twice. These customers 
would then pass as whites. In any case, the small set of inventories for free gens de 
couleur was a shortcoming of the sample. 
Six women and four men de couleur were inventoried in Basse-Terre, Capesterre, 
Vieux-Habitants, and Trois-Rivieres. Since the majority of these inventories dated from 
the nineteenth century when Guadeloupe's population was feminizing, it is logical that 
women dominated this subgroup. 
Occupation wise, men were carpenters and planters, and women, bakers, or 
without profession. According to Perotin-Dumon's study (2000: 512, 692), both 
carpenters and planters were common jobs for free homrnes de couleur, but bakers less so 
for free femmes de couleur, at least in Basse-Terre, where free femmes de couleur were 
essentially seamstresses or sellers. In Pointe-a-Pitre, however, a few women happened to 
bake and sell pastries for a living, which was not very different from being a baker in 
Trois-Rivieres. In sum, the occupations present in the sample were not unusual for free 
gens de couleur. 
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Half of the testators were married and half were not. Some of the single women 
had children, but not the only single man in the sample. Indeed, matrifocal families de 
couleur were typical , since married people represented at best 20% of this group. Perotin-
Dumon (2000: 695-701) also demonstrated from her survey of the second half of the 
eighteenth century that married free gens de couleur formed the urban elite of this 
population. The households in the sample were distributed equally between Category 1 
and Category 2, but four out of five couples were classified in Category 2, confirming 
that couples de couleur fared a bit better than others. Of note also, none of the households 
of free gens de couleur reached Category 3. 
A sample dominated by Creole residents .. . 
A final way to characterize the families in the sample is by their origin. Was the bulk of 
this population recently immigrated or were they mostly born in Guadeloupe? In her 
study of the cities, Perotin-Dumon (2000: 285-289) warned that Basse-Terre and Pointe-
a-Pitre housed a large transient population. At times, permanent residents only amounted 
to half of all urban inhabitants. As in most Atlantic ports, this transient population was 
composed of men who worked as sailors on trade ships or as soldiers. The length of their 
stay depended on the economic and historical context. Typically, however, they owned 
very little and almost never any local real estate. Another important component of French 
colonial society that had a high turnover were French administrators temporarily assigned 
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to the colonies (Pluchon 1982b: 186-187). In Guadeloupe, these administrators usually 
lived in Basse-Terre, but they tended not to mix with the white Creole elite whom they 
often regarded as inferior, and went back to France as soon as their mission was over. By 
definition, probate inventories would be most useful to people who put down roots and 
had some possessions to pass along to local heirs. So, as could be expected, these two 
categories of population did not show up often in the sample. There seemed to be no 
French administrators, and only one French sailor in Inventory 33 fit the profile of the 
transient group. 
Just like the other French Caribbean colonies, Guadeloupe was early on a land of 
immigration for French colonists and poor engages (De bien 1951 ). In the eighteenth 
century, however, the situation changed dramatically. The island retreated to a marginal 
position in the French empire, and immigration from France stalled, mostly in favor of 
Saint-Domingue (Butel2002: 145). For example, eight out often passengers who 
officially emigrated from Bordeaux, a French Atlantic port, in 1788 went to Saint-
Domingue (Butel 2002: 93). Saint-Domingue was by far the richest colony and was still 
perceived as a land of opportunities. Furthermore, much of its planter elite was composed 
of absentee owners who needed managers and employees to oversee their plantations. As 
a result, freshly arrived immigrants or transplantes from France and other European 
countries still outnumbered white Creoles (Weaver 2006: 15). Pluchon estimated that at 
most, only 22 to 27% of the white population in Saint-Domingue was Creole (Pluchon 
1982b: 171 ). Since these new immigrants intended to make a profit and go back home, 
they behaved very much like a transient group. 
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By contrast, absentee plantation owners did not exist in Guadeloupe and 
Martinique, whose planters usually lived on their land (Butel 2002; Pluchon 1982b; 
Vanony-Frisch 1985). In the inventories, 42% ofthe families lived offthe land as 
planters, and another 5% owned a plantation on top of their profession. Coupled with the 
fact that many ofthe wealthiest households belonged or were tied to the Creole elite, 
there is good evidence that most of these customers were Creole, and not recent 
immigrants. Similarly, the free gens de couleur who needed inventories probably all had 
local roots, especially given the fact that half of them were married and several were 
planters. Perotin-Dumon observed that free couples de couleur were usually island-born, 
and only a few came from close French Caribbean colonies, like Martinique. 
A corroboration that most people had local roots stemmed from what notaries 
recorded, or did not, about the origin of their customers. Most of the time, the sources 
were silent. In a few instances, they signaled that a person was born in France or their 
personal papers hinted that this was the case. In general, however, nothing pointed to a 
non-Creole origin of the customers, neither the bits of personal histories recorded by 
notaries, nor personal papers, nor other details like their surnames or their possessions. 
The few following households with non-Creole members were rather the exception than 
the rule. 
Inventories 43, 120, 133, and 141 described households with apparently no Creole 
members at all. Inventories 120 and 141 regarded two couples who married in France, 
respectively 16 and 32 years before. Inventory 43 belonged to a single man who came 
from La Rochelle sometime in the two years prior to the date of the inventory. So, in his 
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case, his arrival was quite recent. Similarly, Inventory 133 listed the possessions of a 
sailor who was single, born in Bayonne, and who did not own any real estate. This sailor 
might have come to Basse-Terre as part of the transient port population, but it seems he 
also planned to stay for a while, because he owned three cows and would probably try to 
sell them before leaving the island. 
Inventory 37 involved a widow who came from France, but it was unclear where 
her husband was born. Other inventories definitely involved one Creole spouse and one 
spouse born elsewhere. The households in Inventories 91 , 105, and 139 were composed 
of a man who was born in France, or at least, used to live in France, and of a Creole 
woman. 
In addition, two wives of Creole men seemed to have a foreign origin. In 
Inventory 93 from 1775, the widow Marie Steel was definitely born and raised in 
England. She mentioned living family members in England. She also kept English books 
in the house. As for Inventory 112, the surname of the deceased, Marie Prudence Brye, 
was English. She owned several pieces of New England furniture and decorated her walls 
with English pictures. This household fit in Category 2, so the presence of foreign objects 
was significant. Mrs Brye had married a local man nine years earlier, in 1769, and this 
wedding took place in Guadeloupe. One of the appraisers at the inventory, Andre Brye, 
was a Guadeloupean planter and seemed to be an in-law of hers. In sum, it seemed that 
the Brye family had originally immigrated from England or New England, but both Marie 
Prudence and Andre had also had time to develop strong local roots. At any rate, both 
women would fit the profile of English-speaking families living in Guadeloupe. A wave 
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of immigrants came when England occupied Guadeloupe from 1759 to 1763 , during the 
Seven Years' War. Typically, they were involved in trade, like Marie Steel, whose 
husband was a merchant. Some families also bought land and became planters, maybe 
like the Bryes (Begot 1994). 
Naturally, identities were not fixed and the origin of people did not determine 
their ways of living. As Meyering (2006) rightly asked, who felt or was more Creole at 
the end of their life? A Guadeloupean woman who decided to leave for France at the age 
of 40 and never returned, or her French husband who kept accepting positions in the 
colonial administration, bought several plantations that he ran himself, and ended up 
investing all of his fortune in the colonies? Not every immigrant who settled in 
Guadeloupe wished, or was even able, to retain their non-Creole lifestyle. In fact, the few 
non-local men or women whose spouses were Guadeloupean all seemed to live in 
otherwise run-of-the-mill Creole homes. To analyze some ceramics, the five French 
households without any Creole members will sometimes be benchmarked against Creole 
households. The results of this comparison can be informative, but should also always be 
taken with a grain of salt. 
.. . and their Creole slaves 
In our sample, slaves were present in all Category 2 and 3 houses, and in a quarter of 
Category 1 houses. Probate inventories have already been used extensively to study the 
slave population during the colonial period in Guadeloupe (for example, see Gautier 
1984; Perotin-Dumon 2000; Regent 2004; Vanony-Frisch 1985). At minimum, notaries 
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recorded the name, age, and market value of each slave in a household. They also tended 
to include their origin and race, if available, as well as any other qualities, specializations, 
or flaws that could affect their value. Since these data have been analyzed elsewhere, it is 
not repeated here. 
If the customers of notaries were essentially Creole families, most of their slaves 
were Creole too. In her authoritative analysis of 8,820 slaves from 1770 to 1789- which 
represented about 10% of the slave population at the time- Vanony-Frisch (1985: 40) 
concluded that the vast majority of Guadeloupean slaves were island-born. African-born 
slaves made up only 20.8% of her sample, while mixed-race slaves represented 14.3%, 
and slaves who were at once black and island-born reached 44%.6 Other authors have 
estimated that only one quarter to one fifth of slaves were African-born in the late 
eighteenth century (Dubois 2004: 6). This trend lasted until slavery was abolished. Based 
on the 1848 registers ofnew citizens, between 12 and 14% offormer slaves were 
African-born (Fallope 1983). Moreover, African-born workers were concentrated on a 
few large sugar plantations, in the eastern half of Guadeloupe called Grande-Terre. 
Once again, eighteenth-century Guadeloupe contrasted sharply with Saint-
Domingue, where the bulk of the slave population was not Creole, but African-born, and 
had recently arrived. Traditionally, this difference had been attributed to the fact that 
French slavers went in priority to Saint-Dorningue, and then- but already to a lesser 
extent- Martinique (Moitt 21 ). Guadeloupe and French Guiana were much less often 
visited. For example, in 1755, Guadeloupe received only two ships that brought 436 
6 The rest of the sample was undetermined. 
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slaves (Schnakenbourg 1971: 25). Even when they went to Saint-Eustatius or tum to 
contraband, French planters had to contend with what they called the "leftovers" ("negres 
de rebut," "queues de cargaison") ofthe trade (Abenon 1978b: 53). When the sugar 
economy took off in Guadeloupe in the first half of the eighteenth century, they could not 
acquire enough field hands. During the British occupation of Guadeloupe, from 1759 to 
1763, some 18,000 slaves were brought by the British to fill the demand (Schnakenbourg 
1971 : 27-28). Nevertheless, the shortage remained acute: In 1765, contemporaries 
estimated that Guadeloupe had around 40,000 slaves, but needed closer to 120,000 
(Satineau 1928: 90). On balance, the slave population did increase in Guadeloupe over 
the century, but never at the pace that was sufficient to keep up with demand (Abenon 
1978b ). French trade routes probably will not explain alone why Guadeloupe's slave 
population was largely creolized. Studying the large sugar plantation Bisdary in Basse-
Terre, Gautier (1984) demonstrated for example that slave birthrate was higher than 
thought, and compared favorably with the contemporary birthrate in France. At any rate, 
the consequence is that Guadeloupean inventories can chronicle for us how the Creole 
customers and their Creole slaves lived together. 
Just how many slaves lived in Guadeloupe? In the 1790 census, they amounted to 
85% of the island population of about 107,000 (Dubois 2004: 51). Their proportion 
remained stable until the early 1800s, but then slowly decreased over the rest of the 
period that is surveyed in the sample, i.e. , until the early 1830s. In 1818, their number fell 
below 80%. It would reach 67% just before slavery was abolished for good, in 1848 
(Fallope 1987: 190; Perotin-Dumon 2000: 329). Another important detail is that more 
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slaves lived in the countryside, or in the plantations on the outskirts of the cities, than in 
the cities. The upshot was that the proportion of slaves among city dwellers was much 
lower than on plantations: it oscillated between 45 and 50% for both Basse-Terre and 
Pointe-a-Pitre (Adelai"de-Merlande 1985: 4; Perotin-Dumon 2000: 329). Perotin-Dumon 
(2000: 465) estimated that 65% of households in Basse-Terre, and 75% in Pointe-a-Pitre, 
owned one or two slaves. Those households that had more than four were extremely rare. 
In fact, French authorities taxed slaves in the cities at a much higher rate than in the 
countryside. Moreover, the tax rate for their urban slave capitation (tax per head) rose 
exponentially. The first four slaves were taxed at the same rate, but the rate increased by 
50% for slaves five and six, and by another 33% for any additional slaves (Adelai"de-
Merlande 1985: 21-22). 
As opposed to the other French colonies, women were an important part of 
Guadeloupe's slave population. In the official slave trade, men seemed to outnumber 
women and make up for 64% of the cargo that arrived in the French Antilles (Geggus 
1989; Moitt 2001). As a third-rate destination in the slave trade, however, Guadeloupe 
received proportionately more female slaves than Saint-Domingue and Martinique 
(Geggus 1989). As Moitt (200 1: 28) also pointed out, creolization tended to equalize the 
slave sex ratio, and Guadeloupe was noticeably more creolized than Saint-Domingue. To 
be sure, in her demographic study of the years 1770 to 1820 in Guadeloupe, Perotin-
Dumon (2000: 334-340) observed that male slaves made up only half, or less, ofthe 
island's slave population. 
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The slaves who would interact the most with ceramics were the domestics. In the 
cities, being a domestic was the number one occupation for both male and female slaves 
(Perotin-Dumon 2000: 549). Nevertheless, the domestic workforce was mostly feminine. 
For example, in 1797- the year of the first census after the Revolution- there were 357 
female domestics versus 120 male domestics in Basse-Terre (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 507). 
Other authors have concluded that in the countryside too, the ideal domestic was the 
mixed-race Creole woman (Moitt 2001 ; Vanony-Frisch 1985). According to Moreau de 
Saint-Mery, Creole slaves in Saint-Domingue even fetched 25% higher prices than 
African-born domestics (Moitt 2001: 59). 
Enslaved domestics were ubiquitous in the Antilles, but even more so in 
Guadeloupe, because wealthy families there were also residents (Vanony-Frisch 1985). 
Most planters throughout the Caribbean used less than 10% of their enslaved workforce 
as domestics (Moitt 2001: 59-60). On the Guadeloupe's largest plantations, domestics 
represented 15% of the enslaved workforce (V anony-Frisch 1985: 90). Such a high 
percentage, however, was an exception rather than the norm. Schnackenbourg (1973: 80, 
cited in Gautier 1984) estimated that there were usually between 10 and 15% of 
domestics on Guadeloupean plantations. 
In Vanony-Frisch' extensive sample, enslaved domestics in Guadeloupe worked-
in decreasing order- as unskilled female servants, cooks, laundresses, male valets, male 
wigmakers, and seamstresses. This list could accurately describe our inventory sample, 
where most domestics appeared as unskilled, and some of these unskilled female 
domestics were called "servants." The few skilled domestics included six cooks, three 
wigmakers, two valets, two seamstresses, a laundress, and a nanny. Naturally, they all 
worked in wealthy Category 3 houses. With their cook, laundress, valet, nanny, 
wigmaker, seamstress, and several unskilled domestics, the merchant-surgeon Antoine 




Interraciallibertinage and concubinage defined French Caribbean society along with its 
three-tiered castes organization (Garraway 2005). French colonial authorities frowned 
upon interracial unions and marriages that they called mesalliances and saw as threats to 
the white community. Nonetheless, in Guadeloupe, just like in Saint-Domingue and 
Martinique, some white men lived with free femmes de couleur or with an enslaved 
woman who acted as their spouse and managed their house. These concubines became 
what contemporaries called their menageres, or literally, housewives (Perotin-Dumon 
2000: 671). In many cases, the women were younger than the men, and bore them 
children. Some men juggled two families, one white and legal, and one interracial and 
illegitimate, and which lived in different houses. In general, interracial unions came to 
light in the sources when these men died, and manumitted their concubine and/or left 
them part of their estate (Perotin-Dumon 2000). The majority ofmanumissions in 
Guadeloupe involved women, and even so in the nineteenth century, when the number of 
manumissions sharply decreased. 
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In the inventories, a few single men lived, by all appearances, with one of their 
slaves or with a free femme de couleur whom they manumitted. Pierre Laroque lived 
with his slave Therese who kept her clothes and personal things in a chest, in his 
bedroom (Inventory 105, 1777). Jacques Breard owned only one slave, Marie-Fran<;oise, 
who was in her twenties and had a young child at the time of his death (Inventory 101 , 
1776). Jacques Charousset lived with a mulatto slave called Marie-Rose, to whom he 
bequeathed an armoire and the few things that she needed to set up her own household or 
menage (Inventory 128, 1781). The free femme de couleur Daine lived with the deceased 
Pierre Peret and asked for part ofhis furniture (Inventory 55 , 1806). Sir Recoing Delisle 
lived with one of his former slaves, Marie-Josephine, whom he had manumitted 
(Inventory 69, 1833). Married men who had illegitimate families were harder to identify, 
but there was at least one possible case in the sample: Etienne Guilloton and his wife 
Jeannette Adelaide Lallie, who lived apart in two different villages. Guilloton lived in 
Capesterre, while his wife lived in their second house, in Trois-Rivieres. These few cases 
probably were an underestimate of the actual numbers of interracial households in the 
sample. 
Through interracial households in particular, but not exclusively, probate 
inventories can suggest what roles slaves played in the daily life of Guadeloupean 
households. Enslaved domestics or concubines worked, lived, and sometimes spent all 
hours of the day in close proximity to their masters. As they did, they left subtle traces of 
their presence in Guadeloupean houses that can be seen in the inventories. Moreover, 
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most ceramics were objects that slaves used or handled on a regular basis. Therefore, 
ceramics not only tell us about free Guadeloupeans, but about enslaved ones as well. 
1.3 Creole houses as contexts 
Analyzing the material context around the ceramics is as crucial as acknowledging the 
social and demographic data that inventories provide. When ceramics are seen through 
these sources, their function can depend on their location within the house, as well as 
their proximity and their connection to other objects. For example, a faience pitcher kept 
in a bedroom next to a basin can be used for daily washing. The same set put away in a 
cupboard of a dining room is probably handled less often, or is even kept there for 
display. If the pitcher is among the tableware and does not have a matching basin, it 
probably helped serve drinks at the table. Recognizing "activity sets" can also help define 
"activity areas" throughout the house (Brown 1988). Fortunately, ceramics in Guadeloupe 
were rarely moved and grouped together for appraisal purposes, unlike silverware for 
example. Such grouping occurred a few rare times- in Inventories 60, 104, and 108-
and regarded only tableware. 7 
Analyzing ceramics out of context can lead to making mistakes about their use. 
For example, Jauze (2006: 132) interpreted a washing set, made of a pitcher and its basin, 
as one of the objects used for serving drinks at the table, along with the glass carafes. 
Pardailhe-Galabrun (1988: 349) also sometimes amalgamated objects that were found in 
Parisian houses to those stocked in shops. She wrongly wrote that fountains in Paris-
7 In these instances, the tableware would be listed in a separate section, usually after the rest of the house 
had already been inventoried. 
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which were often in copper, but also in wood, lead, stoneware, and faience- were 
"usually placed in the kitchen, [and] sometimes in the shop," without being more specific. 
That fountains were just sold in shops confirmed that they were actually used in kitchens. 
That craftsmen kept some in their shops could indicate that they utilized them in their 
professional activities. 
For the present study, it was then vital to precisely record the location of the 
ceramics as well as understand the function of the spaces in which they were kept. Two 
bodies of data were available. First, notaries usually identified rooms by names. As 
inventory takers entered a room, notaries noted what type of room it was. They often 
gave details about the position of the room in the house in relation to others- with 
indications like "a cote," "du milieu," "d'entree," etc.~r said on what floor the room 
was- "en bas" was used for the first floor, and "en haut" for the second. Then, this 
spatial data was cross-examined with the material culture that was inside each room, in 
order to understand the various functions these rooms had. The main drawback was that 
through the inventories, a small house or a rented room often lacked the relevant 
information on both fronts . People's possessions appeared more haphazardly clustered 
together, and notaries failed to give as much spatial details as for larger houses. 
Inside the Creole house 
Urban Creole architecture in the French Antilles has recently been studied in detail (See 
Charlery 2005; Denise 2005 ; Desmoulins 2006; Perotin-Dumon 2000). For the Basse-
Terre area, authors have distinguished between the large multistory houses that merchants 
and traders built in Saint-Franc;ois during the second half of the eighteenth century, and 
the single-story houses that prevailed elsewhere. The de piez kaz in Creole, or the cases 
in French, were the simplest and most common forms of French Caribbean single-story 
houses (Desmoulins 2006: 184-189). They usually had two rooms and a small attic, 
called galetas, or three rooms built in a row (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 438). The largest 
examples had up to six rooms, and many maisons de maitre (or Great Houses on 
plantations) followed from these models (Denise 2005). 
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Creole houses usually had a detached kitchen. In the inventories, this cuisine was 
often inventoried first, and before the main house that was then called the maison or 
maison principale. Sixty percent of the houses in the sample had a kitchen. Another 
common characteristic of these houses was the presence of a reception area, which was 
often in some sort of parlor room called salle, or sometimes, salon. Even in two-room 
cases, one of the rooms often acted as this Creole salle. Bigger houses had several such 
reception areas. Some households had both a Creole salle and a salon, and others even 
used a third type of space to receive their visitors, the gallerie. The gallery, usually an 
open porch, was typical of French colonial architecture, both in North America and in the 
Antilles (Charlery 2005). In Basse-Terre, many of these galleries were also enclosed 
(Desmoulins 2006). Multistory houses had galleries both on the first and second floors , 
but according to the inventories, higher galleries served other, and less social , purposes. 
That social activities preferably happened on the first floor was not unusual at the time 
(See Pendery 1992: 67). 
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The rooms that appeared the least specialized were the so-called "chambres," or 
literally "bedrooms," because they referred to rooms not only used for sleeping, but also 
for storage or study. The magasins, or literally "warehouses," and very often, the attics, 
were usually devoted to storage. Despite their names, magasins were not just used for 
merchandise in merchants' houses, but also as storerooms in any type of house. Cabinets 
were small polyvalent spaces found in the better houses- for example under the stairs or 
at both end of a gallery- and they could be adapted to one's needs. They often served as 
storage, for housekeeping, and as small bedrooms. Ten percent of houses in Category 2 
and 3 also had an office, or a pantry. Sometimes, a cabinet in the house or a small room 
called depense was converted into this office. Finally, merchants, craftsmen, and other 
shopkeepers used part of their house as their shop, the boutique. In the sample, other 
types of rooms occurred exceptionally, like for example a bibliotheque or library, in 
Inventory 65, or even did not exist at all, like the bathroom. 
Outdoor space and outbuildings 
Because the kitchen and other outbuildings were separated from the main house, the 
outdoor space around the house also mattered. The largest merchant houses were built 
around an inner courtyard, and smaller houses had often a backyard. In Basse-Terre, the 
backyards that followed the slope of the site were organized in a series of terraces 
(Desmoulins 2006; Perotin-Dumon 2000). In the inventories, these outdoor spaces 
appeared only when objects were stored or used in them. 
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All outbuildings were visited inside, except for slave housings. Kitchens were the 
most common, but there were also the water-storage shed (case a eau), the various sheds 
used to process manioc into flour (case a grager I gragerie I case a farine ), and the shed 
that served as a hurricane shelter (case a ouragan). Plantations also used various 
outbuildings to process their crops. For coffee, the coffee-drying shed and other 
processing sheds were the case a cafe, the secherie, and the case a moulin. Some cotton 
plantations used a case a colon. Sugar plantations might have a sucrerie , an etuve, a 
purgerie to produce the raw sugar and clayed sugar that they sold to France. They also 
sometimes had a vinaigrerie to make a sugar cane alcohol called taffia and a case a 
bagasse to store crushed canes. Finally, the sugar plantation in Inventory 32 transformed 
one of these sheds into a pharmacy. 
Slaves' presence in these houses 
In large part, these outdoor areas and outbuildings were workspaces for the slaves. Even 
in the cities, a lot of domestic and manual chores took place in the backyards and 
courtyards, especially near the kitchen (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 462). On plantations, the 
sheds for processing crops were places where slaves toiled, and sometimes even lived, as 
in Inventory 108.8 What was kept there reveals which ceramics they used to carry out 
their chores and had on hand for other activities. 
8 One of the slaves slept in an annex to the coffee-drying pen. The room was furnished with a small table 
and a small used bed. 
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In the cities, slave housing was usually located in the courtyards and backyards, 
for example in smalllean-tos against a party wall , or in rooms built inside the same 
building as the kitchen (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 462-463). Due to the lack of space in 
Pointe-a-Pitre, these rooms often stood on top of the kitchen, but vertical arrangements 
like these were rare in Basse-Terre. On plantations, slaves generally lived in separate 
slave quarters. In general, slave housings were listed as buildings in the real estate section 
of the inventories, but their interiors were not inspected. 
Beyond outdoor spaces and living quarters, inventories disclosed slave presence 
inside the main house as well. Some rooms, like offices, seemed mainly used for 
domestic chores, very much like the kitchen was. Furthermore, hammocks and small 
mattresses inventoried here and there signaled when someone worked and slept nearby. 
For example, nannies often spent the night near the children they cared for, either on a 
braided rug or a mattress (Debien 1974: 226). Some masters like the Martiniquan planter 
Pierre Dessalles preferred when their personal servants remained close at all times (see 
Dessalles and Fremont 1980). Often, enslaved servants would sleep in their bedroom, or 
in the hallway right outside their room, as in Inventory 46. Finally, some slaves like 
Marie-Jeanne in Inventory 93 had exceptional responsibilities and housing conditions. 
Since she was in charge of the shop and warehouse of merchant Antoine Belost, she lived 
in an adjacent room to them. As a result, the pieces of furniture she used, as well as the 
merchandise that was stored in her room, were inventoried with the rest of the house. 
Only her personal possessions- for example her clothes- were left out. In a way, 
because slaves were forced to live right alongside their masters and owned very few of 
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the things they used, they left more evidence of their presence in houses than servants did 
in the metropole (for Paris, see Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988: 29). 
1.4 Inventories of an inn and several shops that sold ceramics 
An inn in Basse-Terre 
The inventory of an inn can offer a complementary perspective to individual houses 
(Bragdon 1988). The inn of Jean-Fran<;ois Bernier, the Grande Auberge, was inventoried 
in 1776, in Inventory 97. Bernier was 40 years old at the time of his death. His inn was 
located in the neighborhood of Mount Carmel, on the main street. His was only one of the 
many inns and hotels that opened in Guadeloupe during the colonial period. Perotin-
Dumon (2000: 555-562, 854) identified more than twenty innkeepers in Basse-Terre 
between 1750 and 1810, but warned that her list was not exhaustive. In fact, it did not 
include two of the appraisers present at Bernier's inventory: Jean-Baptiste Feuning, who 
was the former owner of the Grande Auberge, and Jacques Lepinay, the innkeeper of the 
nearby Hotel de Conde. 
Perotin-Dumon observed that inns, hotels, and taverns9 had a similar history in 
Basse-Terre as in many other Atlantic colonial cities. They were among the earliest 
businesses that opened their doors and that were regulated by the authorities. They also 
flourished. In late eighteenth-century Basse-Terre, the various establishments that existed 
catered to different clienteles. Less respectable houses were located on the outskirts of the 
9 Perotin-Dumon observed that cafes, or coffee shops and bars, did not exist in Guadeloupe, or at least, 
were not called as such. Cercles, or social clubs, appeared in the early 19th century. 
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city and attracted soldiers, sailors, and corsairs, while first class inns in its center attracted 
the "bourgeois"- this term was used to refer to the better clientele. Bernier's inn was 
among those upscale addresses. His gentlemen customers could come to his inn to eat, 
have a drink, play games, or attend a social event, like a ball. Bernier had a billiard 
room- billiards was particularly popular with the upscale clientele- and tables to play 
card games like quadrille , and board games like trictrac. He also had several restaurant 
areas. A dining room near his own bedroom was used for playing and drinking, but 
maybe also for eating. The dining room on the second floor, next to the billiard room, 
was finely decorated and reserved to his gentlemen customers. On the first floor in the 
courtyard, there was also a cantine (a canteen or small dining hall), possibly for overnight 
guests who had stayed in one of the upstairs single or double rooms. Finally, a large room 
called grande salle was mostly empty and seemed ready for rent. The Grande Auberge 
had all of the typical functions of an upscale inn, and its inventory offered a unique 
glance at the ceramics used by a hospitality professional , such as a large amount of 
tableware. 
Shops and merchants 
Inventories of shops had to be handled separately. First, the ceramic merchandise listed in 
them was not in use and therefore had to be isolated from other authentic domestic 
contexts. Though it was not in use, this merchandise proved nevertheless interesting for 
the study of some objects, for example, chamber pots. Second, this merchandise was 
sometimes present in bulk amounts. Because of a few large lots, some merchants seemed 
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to own a great deal more ceramics than the average household, but these situations were 
taken into account when they mattered- for instance, when I calculated the average 
amount of ceramics households owned. Ceramics goods were displayed in shops 
alongside other merchandise, while unusually large lots could also be stored in the non-
living areas of the merchants' houses, for example in storerooms or attics. When 
merchants attended the inventory, they seemed to be in a position to give additional 
details about the ceramics. For instance, the faience brune sold by merchant Antoine 
Belost (Inventory 93) was described as coming from "Marmande," a small inland town 
situated on the Garonne river and the Canal du Midi, between the Atlantic and the 
Mediterranean. This was the only time that the name of Marmande appeared in the 
sample. Even data like these, however, were rare. Finally, appraisal-wise and all things 
being equal, the ceramic merchandise did not appear to differ significantly in price from 
the ceramics in use. 
The sample included nine inventories of shops of seven merchants, one surgeon-
merchant, and one wigmaker-merchant. Even though these texts theoretically spanned the 
whole period, from 1775 to 1833, they were more concentrated in the eighteenth century 
(Table 5). Perotin-Dumon (2000: 849-51) also reproduced the stock inventory of 
Marguerite Julien, a female merchant in Basse-Terre who sold her shop in 1786. At 
times, this document brought additional information to light. 
The nine probate inventories in the sample were not equally informative, mainly 
because some shops had a great deal of ceramics in stock, while others had only a few 
pieces. Nonetheless, they were all one-stop shops, typical of the French Caribbean 
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colonial cities (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 533). They sold a wide array of goods, from 
imported foodstuffs, to fabrics and tools. Their merchandise was in general of six types: 
dry and cured foodstuffs, fats (oil, butter, soap, etc), alcohols, hardware, stationary, and 
fabrics and clothes. Most shops concentrated on selling two or tree of these categories, 
for example hardware and fabrics, or clothes, fats, and alcohols. 
lnv. # Date Name of merchant Spouse 
91 1775 Andre Artaud Claire Papot 
93 1775 Antoine Belost Marie Steel 
95 1775 Franvois Charpentier Rose Bachelier 
96 1775 Pierre Motte! Therese Carles 
99 1777 Jean Bernard Poudensan de la Grange Therese Carles 
17 1778 Jean Blanchet Franvoise Bresdon 
43 1779 Franvois Leroy N/A 
98 1780 Robert Louis Juppin Rose Bachelier 
76 1833 Anatole NIA 
Table 5: Inventories of merchants who sold ceramics in the sample 
As Table 5 shows, two widows of merchants remarried and appeared twice in the 
sample: Therese Carles and Rose Bachelier. Like many other Creole women, widowed 
female merchants were eager to remarry (Gautier 1985; Girod 1972; Pluchon 1982a). 
Unfortunately, the history of women merchants in the Antilles has not been written yet. 
Nevertheless, several authors have recognized their existence (Gautier 1985; Girod 1972; 
Perotin-Durnon 2000). Their group must have been easy to overlook since women 
usually worked under the tutelage of a father or a husband. Women merchants also defied 
popular stereotypes about white Creole women in the colonial historiography. Many 
contemporary observers felt ambivalent about white Creole women, and interpreted their 
creolization as degenerative (Garraway 2005; Girod 1972). In their writings, they often 
depicted white women in the colonies as "idle" and "indolent" (See for example Girod-
Chantrans 1785; Hilliard d'Auberteuil 1776; Moreau de Saint-Mery 1797-1798; 
Wimpffen and Wright 1817). 
As the inventory sample illustrated though, women were at the heart of Creole 
merchant dynasties. Beside Therese Carles and Rose Bachelier, Andre Artaud's wife, 
Claire Papot demonstrated the endogamy in this profession: her former husband Jean 
Larrieu was a merchant too. Moreover, not only were two of Therese Carles' husbands 
merchants, but her father was one as well: she was the daughter of merchant Etienne 
Carles. The concealed role of women in trade might also explain how men like Antoine 
Belost could have two full-time professions, in his case both as merchant and surgeon. 
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The day-to day management of shops in the colonies was sometimes bestowed on 
a trusted slave. In Inventory 93, the 19 year-old and mixed-race woman, Marie-Jeanne, 
was in charge of Antoine Belost's shop and warehouse. Belost bought bulk goods from 
traders- in shares that were worth between 100 and 800 livres- and Marie-Jeanne 
retailed them in the shop (Regent 2004: 100). Given her skills and position, Marie-Jeanne 
was appraised at a whopping 3,300 livres. Inventory 93 also revealed that a couple of 
weeks before Belost died in April 1774, she gave him a small business loan of 1,320 
livres taken from her own savings (epargnes). Probably, Marie-Jeanne's responsibilities 
and liberties went far beyond the average. They made her stand out in the sources, so 
much so that she appears in several historical works (See for exemple Perotin-Durnon 
2000; Regent 2004; Vanony-Frisch 1985). Yet her position was not unique, and other 
slaves called marchand or marchande worked in their master's shops. In Vanony-Frisch's 
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sample (1985: 95), all three enslaved merchants were women, but Perotin-Dumon (2000: 
537) cited at least one case where both a young man and a young woman were in charge 
ofthe masters' shoJr-which happened to be Pierre Mottel's, in Inventory 96. 
Naturally, the shops of merchants in the cities were not the only sources for 
buying ceramics. Some ceramics were certainly sold right off the boats, and in particular 
in Guadeloupe, where contraband trade was so active. Used ceramics could also be sold 
directly by their owners. Families who decided to leave the colony often tried to sell their 
possessions before they left. Some placed an ad announcing these sales in local papers, 
like the Gazette de Ia Guadeloupe or the Journal politique et commercial de Ia Pointe-a-
Pitre. Secondhand ceramics must also have been exchanged at markets and fairs , both in 
the cities and the countryside. In Martinique, the planter Pierre Dessalles noted that 
planters were only too happy to splurge on the junk that was available at such resale fairs 
(Dessalles and Fremont 1980: Entry dated from August 23 , 1840). Dessalles himself was 
in the habit of reselling tableware to his neighbors and friends whenever it suited his 
needs. For example, on February 11, 1838, he happily reported the sale of four fruit 
dishes, two carafes, and six ice buckets to Philippe Lahoussaye, and of six buckets to a 
man named Chignac. 
Private transactions like these were conducted not only in money, but also in 
sugar and foodstuffs (denrees). Surely, even merchants had to accept non-monetary 
compensations in exchange for their goods, since money in the colonies was scarce. 
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1.5 A quick overview of prices and appraisals in the inventories 
Appraisals in the inventories were given in livre coloniale, which was an accounting and 
fictive currency, just like the livre tournois in the metropole. The livre coloniale was 
always valued more highly than the livre toumois, to reflect the fact that currencies were 
usually worth more in the colonies (Buffon 1979). Originally, the livre coloniale was 
worth 133 1/3% of the livre toumois, but its value kept increasing over time. In 1760, it 
had reached 150%. Its rate also fluctuated between colonies. For example, in 1817, it was 
worth 180% in Martinique, and 185% in Guadeloupe. The livre coloniale disappeared in 
1826, when France decided to replace it with the franc that had been used in the 
metropole since 1795 (Buffon 1979: 84). The twenty-four probate inventories that took 
place after 1826 in the sample were, as a result, computed in francs. 
The livre coloniale had been an essential economic tool given the dire monetary 
situation ofthe colonies. Until the mid-19th century, the French Caribbean colonies had 
no central bank, and they had to import all of the money they used. Since France never 
sent enough cash to the colonies, a veritable hodgepodge of French, foreign, and fake 
money circulated instead. France even recognized the necessity to allow its colonies to 
trade with Spain, because Spaniards paid their bills in coins. Each currency that 
circulated in the colonies had a market value that was not only higher than in France, but 
also higher than its locallega1 rate fixed by the colonial authorities. Each one also had its 
own diffusion area. In this anarchic situation, the livre coloniale acted as an imperative 
"mediator and referee" for all legal contracts, bookkeeping, and business transactions 
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(Buffon 1979: 94). Often, people paid in coffee, sugar, or foodstuff, the equivalent ofthe 
amount that they had settled on in livre coloniale. 
Just like the livre toumois, the livre coloniale was divided in 20 sols, and each sol, 
in 12 deniers. 10 In the inventories, appraisals in livre coloniale tended to be rounded up to 
the closest quarter of the livre at the sol level- for example, numbers between 1 and 2 
livres would usually fall on 1 livre 5 sols, 1 livre 10 sols, or 1 livre 15 sols- and half of 
the sol at the denier level- numbers between 1 and 2 sols would usually be 1 sol 6 
deniers. Appraisals expressed in francs and centimes were not rounded up this way. 
Vanony-Frisch (1985: 41 -47) compared slave prices in probate inventories and 
sale records between 1770 and 1789 to evaluate the accuracy of inventory appraisals. She 
only found a slight overall distortion: the median value of inventory appraisals for slaves 
was 14% higher than their median market price. She concluded that the conflicting 
interests of family members, witnesses, and appraisers ensured that appraisals, on the 
whole, were accurate. 
Colonial prices must have been influenced by many parameters. The impact of 
exogenous factors like market conditions, weather events, or even history would be hard 
to grasp here. The way ceramic prices varied with ceramic attributes, however, can be 
explored throughout this study. 
10 The Livre-Sol-Denier system was organized just like the Pound-Shilling-Penny in England. In France, a 
sol was also called a "sou," but not in the Guadeloupean inventories. 
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1.6 How ceramics were described and appraised in the inventories 
How appraisals were made 
Typically in the inventories, ceramics were listed by vessel type, even when several 
ceramics and/or other non-ceramic objects were bundled together for appraisal. To handle 
large lots of ceramics, in shops for example, appraisers usually multiplied a base vessel 
price by the number of vessels for each type of object they saw. Fortunately, ceramics 
were very rarely lumped in generalized and ill-defined entries. The nonspecific term of 
terraille, that commonly designated coarse earthenwares in France, appeared only twice 
in the sample: in Inventory 17, it referred to a set of 12 unidentified objects, that were 
probably industrial sugar wares given their location; In Inventory 143, it seemed to have 
been used as a substitute for "glazed coarse earthenware" in the description of a tureen. 
The equally vague term of ustensile was found only once, in an entry from Inventory 79 
that listed together several metallic pots and a few cooking vessels in coarse earthenware. 
Finally, there was a chest containing various undetermined porcelain "objects" (objets) in 
Inventory 32. Out of 1,287 entries that described more than 20,000 ceramics, these were 
the exception. 
Ceramic attributes in the entries 
The vocabulary that the inventory takers employed can be analyzed to figure out which of 
the ceramics attribute mattered. Both the terms and modifiers used for describing these 
ceramics reflected daily exchanges and were culturally significant (Beaudry 1988: 45). 
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The attributes that were the most often present in the listings were the number of vessels 
and object type (both close to 100% of the entries), followed by the ceramic material 
(80%) to which quality (4%) was sometimes linked. Provenance (23%) and size or 
capacity (together, 20%) seemed relevant, but in fewer cases. Aesthetic attributes were 
the least important: matching sets (7%), decoration ( 4%), and color ( 4%) were rarely 
mentioned, and even more so outside of tableware. As it was related to object type, 
function was important, but needed to be specified in less than 26% of the cases. Shape 
(6%), just like function, was usually implied in the object type. 
Some attributes materialized only in the negative when appraisers met an 
exception to the rule. For example, out of the 136 water jars listed in the inventories, only 
one was described as "unglazed" (Inventory 5, Entry 42). In general, local and imported 
water jars were set apart from each other, but nothing was said about either of these being 
glazed. Since imported jars were often glazed Biot jars, this unglazed specimen was 
either an atypical import, or maybe just a local product. In any case, it stood out from the 
way appraisers usually pictured this object, i.e., as glazed. Similarly, undecorated 
stonewares (Item 21 from Table 6) only existed in contrast with the usual painted 
versions (Items 20 and 21). Finally, with condition and age (together, 9% of the entries), 
appraisers diagnosed which ceramics seemed old or worn. It presupposed that 91% of the 
ceramics they saw were in a normal state of wear. 
The data available for each attribute are summarized below. They are analyzed 
more in depth and their significance is discussed in successive chapters. 
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Ceramic material and quality 
The way appraisers described ceramic materials was entirely ernie (Y entsch 1988). It 
depended on how much contemporaries knew about ceramics and how widespread that 
knowledge was. In Guadeloupe, they di stinguished between four groups of ceramics: 
coarse earthenwares, faiences, porcelains, and stonewares (Fig. 12). As Moussette (1996: 
70) observed for New France, appraisers and notaries seemed knowledgeable on these 
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Figure 12: The four general ceramic groups identified by appraisers, by vessel numbers 
Given the period under study, a striking feature, however, is the absence of 
faiences fines--or refined earthenwares like creamware, pearlware, white salt-glazed 
stoneware, and their French equivalents- as a discrete ensemble. In fact, faiences fmes 
were relatively new, and gave Guadeloupean appraisers more trouble than classic 
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products. The four groups in Figure 12 might look very familiar, but they do not fit neatly 
today's typologies. 
Table 6 shows that refined earthenwares were named after faiences (Items 1-15), 
stonewares (Items 16-23), and even coarse earthenwares (Items 33-39). The mixed 
groups, made of both traditional and new ceramics, reflect the confusion that surrounded 
refined earthenwares in France at the time. Between 1743 and the 1840s, French potters 
came up with multiple recipes for refined wares in order to compete with British exports 
(Maire 2008). In the 1840s, even a pottery specialist like Alexandre Brongniart had 
trouble scientifically defining a refined ceramic (See Maire 2008: 29). 
A great deal of the confusion also stemmed from how these new products were 
labeled. Potters invented a plethora of new names- several dozens of them can be found 
in Maire's (2008) seminal study- that often reused the traditional terms: there were for 
example the falence en terre de pipe, the gres fin, the porcelaine opaque and the demi-
porcelaine. In the end, the phrase "faience fine" was coined for all of these new ceramics, 
but even this phrase started with an ambiguous meaning. In the eighteenth century, it 
referred to the better-decorated tin-glazed earthenwares (Maire 2008: 30)! 
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1 Faience Faience blanche (French tin-glazed earthenware) 1774-1833 
2 Faience blanche commune Faience blanche 1775-1830 
3 Faience blanche Faience blanche 1775-1830 
4 Faience commune Faience blanche 1775-1833 
5 Faience fme Faience blanche 1775-1778 
6 Faience noire Faience brune (brown or Rouen faience) 1778-1833 
7 Faience brune Faience brune 1775-1784 
8 Faience demi-noire Faience brune 1778 
9 Faience bleue Faience blanche: blue decoration 1775 
10 Faience jaune Faience blanche: yellow decoration 1777-1779 
II Emaille Faience blanche 1823 
12 Faience anglaise Refined earthenware 1833 
13 Faience dite gres Refined earthenware or white salt-glazed stoneware 1789 
14 Faience hollandaise Refined earthenware? 1780 
15 Faience jaunie Refined earthenware? 1830-1833 
16 Gres/Terre de gres Stoneware & refined earthenware 1774-1833 
17 Gres hollandais Refined earthenware or white salt-glazed stoneware 1780 
18 Gres anglais (blanc) White salt-glazed stoneware or refined earthenware 1775-1782 
19 Gres blanc White salt-glazed stoneware or refined earthenware 1784 
20 Gres peint Refined earthenware(?): painted decoration 1778 
21 Gres uni Refined earthenware (?): no decoration 1775 
22 Gres a fleurs Stoneware (?): painted flowers 1780 
23 Gres vemisse Stoneware 1783 
24 Porcelaine Porcelain 1775-1833 
25 Grosse porcelaine Porcelain 1777 
26 Porcelaine bleue Porcelain: blue decoration 1775-1780 
27 Pore. (blanche) commune Porcelain 1775-1833 
28 Pore. bleue (commune) Porcelain: blue decoration 1775-1833 
29 Porcelaine brune Porcelain: Batavia ware 1775 
30 Porcelaine fine Porcelain 1779 
31 Pore. (blanche/bleue) doree Porcelain: gilded and gilded & blue decoration 1775-1830 
32 Pore. (blanche et) rouge Porcelain: red decoration 1775 
33 Terre cuite Coarse earthenware 1774-1833 
34 Terre vemissee Glazed coarse earthenware/Siipware 1775-1786 
35 Terre cuite non vemissee Unglazed and unslipped coarse earthenware 1778 
36 Terraille Coarse earthenware 1782 
37 Terre de Genes Coarse earthenware from Albisola, Italy 1775-1777 
38 Provence noire Coarse earthenware from Albisola, Italy 1774 
39 Terre fine Refined earthenware or white salt-glazed stoneware 1833 
Table 6: Ceramic types from the inventories and their modem equivalents 
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To add a layer of complexity, the vernacular terminology used by appraisers in 
Guadeloupe was different than the one found by Maire in potters' archives. A lot of the 
labels identified by Maire as the most prevalent at certain periods, like "terre de pipe" 
between 1743 and 1790, and "cailloutage" between 1790 and 1830, were unknown in 
Guadeloupe. In pottery sources, the adjective "white" was most often associated with the 
refined products, in expressions like "terres blanches" (white earthenwares) or ''faiences 
fines blanches" (refined white earthenwares). On the other hand in the inventories, most 
of the ceramics described as "white" were faiences (See Items 2 and 3). To translate in 
today's terminology the labels used in the inventories in Table 6, several data were pulled 
together: not only dates, but also the kinds of objects, the stated provenance of the 
ceramics, and the categories ofhouseholds that owned them. 
Needless to say, the bulk of the ceramics was described using the most unspecific 
labels, i.e. , "faience" (Item 1), "gres" (Item 16), "porcelaine" (Item 24), and "terre cuite" 
(Item 33). As a result, these terms usually spanned the whole period, whereas others 
appeared more sporadically or only once. Since there were more inventories in the earlier 
decades, more of these idiosyncratic terms showed up earlier rather than later. This does 
not mean, however, that refined earthenwares were more numerous in the earlier years. In 
fact, there is no way to know for sure how many refined earthenwares were present at any 
one time, since some of them might have been lumped together with the more traditional 
ceramics under the general groups of "faiences" (Item 1) and "stonewares" (Item 16). The 
porcelain and coarse earthenware groups were the most homogeneous in regard of 
ceramic material, but inside the general coarse earthenware group (Item 33), there might 
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also have been a lot of hidden glazed coarse earthenwares (Item 34). For example, coarse 
earthenware chamber pots were usually glazed, but in 40% of the entries, they were only 
identified as coarse earthenwares. For all of these reasons, it did not make much sense to 
comment on the quantities involved for every single material listed in Table 6. 
Quality was sometimes taken into account for faiences and porcelains. 
Apparaisers made a distinction between the "better" (fine) models, as in Items 5 and 30 
from Table 6, and more "common" ones, as in Items 2, 4, 27, and 28. The "better" 
ceramics were rare. Common faiences were sometimes white (Item 2}--as in plain white 
surely, in some cases. Common porcelains could also be white (Item 27), or blue (Item 
28}--the latter probably meant that they were decorated in blue. 
Color, decoration, and matching sets 
As Table 6 shows, color often helped distinguish between different ceramic materials. 
Color intervened in the description ofthe material for Items 2, 3, 6-8, 15, 18, 19, 29, and 
38. More rarely, color left us a hint about decoration styles, as for Items 9, 10, 26, 28, 31-
32. In general, the latter cases helped distinguish between different sets of the same types 
of ceramics in a house, for example between several sets of porcelain tableware in 
Inventory 93. 
Decoration was never discussed in great detail , so it is impossible to know how 
much of the objects were covered with these colors. In the cases of the blue (Item 9) and 
yellow (Item 1 0) faiences, the color might have been applied in a pattern over the white 
background, or as a background. Since blue backgrounds typically dated from the 
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seventeenth century, the "blue faience" in Item 9 was probably just decorated in blue on a 
white background (Guilleme Brulon 1997a). Yellow backgrounds, however, existed in 
the second half of the eighteenth century. They were made in Provence, along with white 
faiences that were also decorated in a yellow to orange hue (Fig. 13) (Guilleme Brulon 
1997b ). So, the "yellow faience" in Item 10 might have referred to either one of these 
products. 
Figure 13: Plates from Moustiers, 1750-1800 with yellow-orange decoration, and yellow 
background (Guilleme Brulon 1997b: 39) 
As far as decoration goes, ceramics were sometimes described as "depareilles" 
when they were used together, but did not match. For example, in Inventory 136, there 
were nine such pairs of cups and saucers in faience, and there was a tureen and its cover 
in two different styles of coarse earthenware from Provence in Inventory 143. Patterns 
were always in flowers (37% ofthe decoration entries). Decoration techniques were only 
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evoked for painted stonewares (17% of the decoration entries, and Items 20 and 22 in 
Table 6). 
Finally, matching sets were explicitly present in 7% of all entries. This number 
was probably on the low side given that appraisers also remarked when ceramics did not 
match, in about 1% of the entries. 
Provenance 
Local ceramics were often said to be "du pays." Approximately three quarters of the 








Figure 14: Proportion of ceramics from France, Guadeloupe, 
and foreign countries, in number of vessels 
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The stated provenance of the ceramics did not necessarily match their true place 
of fabrication. French ceramics shipped from coastal cities, but sometimes traveled long 
distance in the hinterland before reaching ports. In the inventories, three ceramics out of 
four came from Provence, i.e. , from one of the many potteries that existed in this region 
(Fig. 15). Similarly, Bordeaux was both a pottery center and a departure point for 
Atlantic ships. Marmande could have been a production center for pottery or the 
provenance of ceramics imported from Provence and Italy, through the Garonne river and 
the Canal du Midi. Many faiences were described as "from Normandy," but this 
expression was ambiguous. They could actually come from the Normandy region, which 
was an important faience producer and exporter, or simply be in the Normandy style. 
In number of vessels, Italy seemed to dominate foreign imports (Fig. 16). In 
reality, Albisola wares came onboard French ships, much like French ceramics. They 
could thus be imported in greater quantities than other foreign ceramics, that were usually 
acquired through Dutch merchants and contraband. The frequency by inventory reflected 
better the importance of non-Italian ceramics among these products (Fig. 17). Here again, 
provenance did not necessarily equate with actual origin, and some of the Dutch ceramics 



























Figure 17: Provenance of foreign ceramics, in number of inventories where they appeared 
Object, function, and shape 
Table 7 lists all of the objects that were present in the sample, be it in great quantities, 
like the plates, or in a single specimen, like the nightlight (veilleuse , Inventory 82). 
Most terms from Table 7 designated a single object, but a few refered to sets, like 
for example tea and coffee sets (called services or cabarets), and wall fountains (or 
fontaines) that consisted of a pot and a basin. Other terms focused on the ceramic part of 
a whole, like the bidet basin (cuvette de bidet). Variations of this nature came from the 
ways appraisers worked, not necessarily from the objects themselves. 
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Object English transl. Object cont'd English transl. 
Assiette Plate Plat a barbe Barber's bowl 
Bain dejambe/Vase Foot bath Porte-huilier Cruet-holder 
Beurrier Butter dish Pot Pot 
Bidet Bidet Pot a eau Pitcher 
Bolte Can Pot a fleurs Flower pot 
Bol Bowl Pot a lait Cream pot 
Burette/Huilier Oil & vinegar set Pot de chambre/Vase de nuit Chamber pot 
Cafetiere Coffee pot Pot de raffinerie Syrup jar 
Canari Cooking pot Pot, jouet Toy pot 
Canne/Barbu/Ducdalle Storage jug Potiche Pot/Vase 
Carafe Carafe Rechaud Chaffing dish 
Casserole Saucepan Saladier Salad bowl 
Coquemar Pot Saliere Salt 
Corbeille Fruit basket Sauciere Sauce boat 
Cuvette Basin Seau Ice bucket 
Cuvette de bidet Bidet basin Service/cabaret Tea or coffee set 
Dejeuner Tea or coffee set Soucoupe Saucer 
Ecritoire Inkstand Soupiere Tureen 
Ecuelle "Porringer" Sucrier Sugar 
Fontaine Wall fountain Tasse Cup 
Gobelet Cup Tasse, jouet Toy cup 
Huguenote Cooking pot Terrine Basin/Bowl 
Jarre Jar Theiere Tea pot 
Mazarine Plate Ustensile Cooking ware 
Moutardier Mustard pot Vase a olives Olive dish 
Objet Object Vase a the Tea bowl 
Pipe Pipe Vase, jouet Toy bowl 
Plat Dish Veilleuse Nightlight 
Table 7: List of the objects m the mventones and the1r Enghsh eqmvalents 
Overall, these object names were common in France. The term mazarine appeared 
once in Inventory 81, when two faience plates were appraised together with a pewter 
plate that had a mazarine shape. 11 In all other instances, plates were called assiettes, as 
usual. The variations used for cooking pots emanated from regional differences. Beside 
canaris, the local term, there were a few huguenotes and one coquemar. Just like a 
11 Mazarines were soup plates from the sixteenth-century with a wide rim. 
mazarine was a plate with a special shape, huguenotes and coquemars in Guadeloupe 
must have been slightly different than canaris. 
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If cooking pots were commonly called "canaris" in the French Antilles, as in most 
ofthe Caribbean, it was not the case in France or some of its other colonies- for 
example, New France. Calling storage vessels "cannes" was the other French Caribbean 
idiosyncrasy. "Cannes" was not French, but Normand patois. By the mid-nineteenth 
century, it designated a jug for transporting liquids, mostly milk (canne a fait) and hard 
apple cider (canne a cidre) (See for example Decorde 1852; DuBois 1856; Dumeril and 
Dumeril 1849). If the word existed elsewhere, its meaning was probably similar as in 
Normandy. In her analysis of French stoneware ceramics from Place-Royale, Decarie 
(1999: 47) identified only one jug as a "canne a lait," which fit the Normand original 
definition- a jug, for milk- rather than the Guadeloupean idiom-a storage jug or pot, 
but not for milk. More importantly, the word "canne" did not appear in the seventeenth-
and eighteenth-century vocabulary for ceramics in the probate inventories of Place-
Royale (Decarie 1999; see also Lapointe and Lueger 1997; Moussette 1996). In 
Guadeloupe, some cannes were also called "Ducdalle" (with spelling variations like 
"Duquedale"); and/or "bearded" (barbu)-the latter probably in reference to the relief 
decoration of Rhenish brown stoneware jugs, also called Bartmann or Bellarmines. 
Local or general, these names and the occasional content of the ceramics, made 
up all the clues about function that were given by appraisers. The function of most of 
these objects is analyzed in greater detail in successive chapters. 
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Finally, formal data often concerned the tableware. There were soup plates called 
assiettes creuses or litterally, "hollow plates." Dishes and tureens could be oval or 
circular. A few dishes were also described as "long": maybe they were more rectangular 
than strictly oval? In two inventories, some faience flatware was also "fa9onne" , which 
probably indicated that it had a scalloped edge. A set of tableware in Inventory 129 bore 
the seal "Debort" after their owner, the notary Pierre Debort. Otherwise, appraisers noted 
at times the presence or absence of handles (anses) , for example on cups and pots, and on 
a teapot (poignee) from Inventory 117. A few "pots" in Inventory 21- two faiences and 
one local earthenware- were described as having a wide mouth ( evase) as well as 
handles, maybe because the other pots in the house lacked these features. 
Size and capacity 
Appraisers used three sizes for the ceramics, usually small (petit) , medium (moyen) , and 
large (grand). Sizes were more relative in the case of direct comparison between 
ceramics: for example, the medium dishes in Inventory 96 (ID 767) were "a bit bigger" 
than the small ones (ID 766) that came just beforehand. In the sample, there were much 
fewer declared "medium" ceramics (7% of the size entries) than small (58%) or big 
(23%) ones. This indicated that both small and big specimens were identified more 
systematicaly, and that sizes were probably medium or average in all other cases. 
Size seemed especially relevant for two objects: the dish and the water jar. Each 
object covered about 30% of the size entries, while the bowl was third and far behind, at 
roughly 10%. In general, price grew along size. An average price was calculated for all of 
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the small ceramics, and compared to the same average for the medium and large groups. 
Since all objects were included in these calculations, the specific results are not relevant, 
but the trend is clear: the bigger the ceramic, the more it cost. Nonetheless, this was not a 
rule written in stone. Twelve percent of the size entries concerned objects of "various 
sizes," and often, these sizes cost the same. Lumping sizes for appraisal probably helped 
speed up the inventory process. 
The capacity of ceramics was hardly ever recorded. Occasionally, it could be 
deducted from the volume of the content. Both were measured in pot and baril. The pot 
was worth 1.86 liter, or about half a gallon. In Guadeloupe, the baril held 52 pots, or 
roughly the equivalent of 96 liters (Boyer de Peyreleau 1823: 290). Pipes were often 
appraised in grosse, a unit that generally corresponded to twelve dozen pipes (Barbieux 
and Gabriel 2006). 
Condition and patina 
Appraisers commented on the condition of the ceramics, describing some as good (bon) 
and bad (mauvais). Bad ceramics were also often cracked (file), broken (casse'), or just 
plain old (vieux). When new and old ceramics were lumped together, appraisers noted 
that they were in various states of wear with this expression: "tant bon que mauvaisljele" 
(from good to bad/cracked). Needless to say, ceramics described as cracked, broken, or 
old, were in general worth less than ceramics in good condition. 
For ceramics at least, patina was not a quality (Beaudry 1988; Pendery 1992). On 
the contrary, ceramics that were right off the boat were favored, maybe because they 
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were in the latest style. The merchants Loustau and Menuau from Pointe-a-Pitre, for 
example, made a point on announcing that they sold some "beautiful French faience 
[that] had just arrived" (Journal politique et commercial de Ia Pointe-a-Pitre, ad 
published on May 6, 1819). Yet given the right circumstances, even ceramics could 
appreciate over time. Notary Mimerel inventoried the same house twice, first for 
Inventory 122 in January 1779, then for Inventory 123, the following May. When the 
same objects were re-appraised in May, their value had often changed. It was lower when 
they were worn, like for the red copper manioc grater, and higher when they appeared in 
good condition. Most ceramics ended up losing value, with a few exceptions: A large 
water jar was appraised at 36 livres in May, whereas it was worth 15 livres in January; 
Several tureens were also worth more. Finally, despite the general aversion for patina in 
ceramics, heirloom vessels, or vessels that were kept for sentimental or familial reasons, 
might have existed as well. 
In conclusion, for some characteristics of the ceramics, such as decoration, shape, 
size, or even provenance, the data from the inventories remained quite vague. 
Fortunately, the archaeological collections had the potential to complement them. 
2 SECTION 2: THE SITE SAMPLE 
The ceramic assemblages selected for this study were excavated at four sites in Basse-
Terre: Palais de Justice, 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, Cathedrale, and Fort Houel (Fig. 18). 
The excavations took place between 1995 and 2004, and were conducted by a 
collaboration of the Service Regional de l'Archeologie, the regional office for 
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governmental archaeology, and by AFAN/Inrap, the national agency for CRM projects. 
Among all of the sites explored so far in Guadeloupe, these four yielded the largest 












Figure 18: Proportion of each site in the ceramic sample, and numbers of sherds 
These excavations were all undertaken for cultural resource management, and 
followed the same local guidelines. Each team of archaeologists adapted its method to the 
nature of the site, the field conditions, and the resources. For example, they conducted a 
large open excavation at Palais de Justice and the equivalent of a Phase 2 survey at Fort 
Houel. Yet they shared a few techniques that greatly affected the way ceramics were 
recovered in the field and processed in the lab. First, they used a mechanical excavator to 
remove the top layers. This practice that trades speed for precision is popular in French 
CRM archaeology. Although adequate for sites that have a deep stratigraphy, it can be 
very destructive on shallow sites, for example it would have been at the slave village of 
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La Mahaudiere (Kelly 2011: 153). For the ceramics, it also meant that the sherds found 
in the mechanically excavated dirt pile were assigned a discrete provenience, usually 
called decapage . Since the depth of the mechanical stripping did not neatly fit the 
stratigraphy ofthe sites, ceramics from very different contexts were bundled. For 
example, the decapage in Unit 7 at Palais de Justice yielded ceramics that came from 
anywhere between the topsoil and the middle of strata 1003 (Fig. 19). Another common 
field technique that affected the recovery of the ceramics was the lack of screening. Not 
all of the reports were explicit on that point, but when they were, as in the case of 
Cathedrale, the colonial levels were not screened. Since screening helps recover smaller 
objects, this might explain the dearth of sherds smaller than 1 em in these collections. 
Another probable consequence was a lower level of cross-mending for these 
assemblages. Finally, when ceramics were processed after the excavation, only a few 
were labeled individually. In general, their provenance was only recorded on the plastic 
bags in which they were stored. Yet none of the field reports had a detailed artifact or 
artifact bag catalog. This became problematic when ceramics were misplaced or when the 
information recorded on the bag did not fit any stratigraphic data or any provenience used 
in the report. To move beyond these few general observations, each site's idiosyncrasies 
will now be summarized. 
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Figure 19: Part of the northwestern profile ofUnit 7, at Cathedra/e . The section that was 
mechanically excavated ends in the middle of stratum 1003, at "limite du decapage" 
(Adapted from Bonnissent and Romon 2004: Figure 12) 
2.1 Palais de Justice 
Palais de Justice was excavated in the summer of2001 (Paya and Romon 2001). The site 
is named after the law court of Guadeloupe that occupies most of the lot, but 
archaeologists focused on an undeveloped zone southwest of the main building. Before 
the court took over, this lot was the site of the Hopital de la Charite, the oldest hospital in 
Guadeloupe. A previous survey in this zone had located a burial ground for this hospital. 
The fifty-five square meters that were opened in 2001 represented about fifteen percent 
of its estimated total surface. 
An historian, Laurence V errand, studied hospital records for the colonial period in 
Basse-Terre. She found that patients who were buried in hospital cemeteries belonged to 
a low-income and transient group. Most were whjte men who worked as soldiers and 
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sailors. These profiles fit the anthropological data at the Palais de Justice. Ninety-three 
percent of the 109 individuals who were exhumed were adults. Out ofthe 42% for which 
sex could be determined, 90% were male. Eighty percent Jacked age markers, but when 
these markers were present, the patients were young adults. From an osteological 
perspective, they appeared healthy, which meant that they had died from diseases that ]eft 
no traces on their bones, like yellow fever or dysentery. Quite a few on the other hand 
showed old injuries, in particular on the leg bones, which one would get in dangerous and 
physical jobs like soldier and sailor. 
The hospital was open for more than a century- it was founded in 1664 and 
closed its doors in 1788. Its cemetery was enclosed in four walls that were still visible on 
an 1818 map of Basse-Terre. Over time, therefore, burial space became limited. Paya and 
Romon observed space management practices like the creation of ossuaries, and the use 
------- - crf secondary burials and multiple burials. Two major cleaning events also took place. As 
a rule, it seemed that graves were altered only after soft-tissue decomposition was 
complete, which must have taken between three to six years. The orientation of the 
graves also changed with each major cleanup. In addition, there was some evidence that 
extra soil was laid down over the old burials. 
The deceased patients had been buried with very few clothes or personal 
possessions. Most could have been wrapped in a light gown or shroud, or left naked. 
Most individuals lied face up in a chamber tomb that was dug into the ground and 
covered with a wooden lid. Only a few of the most recent burials benefited from a full 
coffin. Five sepultures also used simple graves in the ground. Grave markers, ifthey ever 
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existed, were not preserved. Archaeologists expected to find some grave goods, but did 
not. Broken pipes and ceramic sherds were scattered in the fill layers inside and around 
the graves, but not in relation to the skeletons. The lack of complete or near complete 
objects confirmed that these objects were not grave goods. 
Site stratigraphy and provenience of the ceramics 
The topsoil was stripped mechanically to speed up the excavation process, a common 
practice in French CRM archaeology. At screening, archaeologists retrieved among other 
things a few nineteenth-century ceramics- in particular a faience fine bowl with a post-
1844 mark. 
Right below the topsoil, archaeologists found several fill layers without any 
burials. In these strata, they identified a gunflint, a musket ball that was probably never 
used, and a piece ofbiscaien (a type of musket). Paya and Romon attributed the presence 
of these objects to the proximity of new military quarters in the early nineteenth century. 
To that list, one should probably add bone button-making supplies found in the same 
levels. A Napoleonic coin dating from 1855 indicated that these strata spanned the 
nineteenth century. 
The burials were located below this fill. The orientation of the burials and their 
stratigraphic depth helped distinguish three major phases of cemetery use. In Phase 1 or 
the oldest phase, coffins were completely absent, and some burials were partially dug into 
the bedrock. The provenience of the material culture collected in these levels, however, 
did not depend on these phases, but on the nearest individual or group burials (Fig. 20). It 
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was therefore fragmented in a multitude of small contexts: there were at least 81 contexts 
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Figure 20: Stratigraphy of the site Palais de Justice 
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To whom did the ceramics belong? 
Paya and Roman hypothesized that the soil used to refill the cemetery after the cleanup 
events could come from either outside the walls and/or from other parts of the cemetery. 
They found some evidence supporting the latter: in the southwest comer of their 
excavation, they noticed a large deposit full of bone fragments and ceramic sherds, but 
empty of features and burials. This soil seemed to have been moved from its primary 
context, inside and around former burials, and piled in that spot. 
To explain the presence of many artifacts at the site, Paya and Roman suggested 
that the cemetery grounds were used as a dumping site. Did this trash come from the 
hospital or from elsewhere? Given the great activity that took place in the cemetery, the 
trash was probably left by the hospital. Also, an unusual archaeological find supported 
this interpretation: two epiphyses of an ulna and a metacarpal bone that were perforated 
with copper wire must have belonged to an articulated skeleton used for anatomical study 
at the hospital. 12 
In that perspective, the ceramics found at the site could come from the daily 
operation of this hospital and from the community that managed it. If this hospital in 
Basse-Terre was anything like its twin establishments in Martinique, it had a large space 
used for the average patient, and smaller quarters for people with a higher status, like 
army officers (Kacy 1997). Hospitals like these could treat a great number of patients: for 
example, the hospital at Fort Royal in Martinique had 750 to 800 beds in 1778. Since 
12 The technique of using copper wire to articulate skeletons existed since at least the mid-sixteenth century 
(Komell 2000). No such treatment would have been applied to a living individual. 
-
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some patients needed to stay hospitalized for weeks or months at a time, these hospitals 
were equipped to treat, feed, and house them (Kacy 1997: 21 ). 
The Brothers of Charity was the religious group in charge of their management. 
Usually, its members lived on site with their enslaved domestics and the medical staff 
they hired to treat the patients. The ceramics from Palais de Justice most logically 
belonged to them, based on where they were found and on their attributes. The quality 
and variety of the vessels pointed to a long-established community like the Brothers of 
Charity, rather than to their destitute patients. 
2.2 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol 
This site is located on the same street as Palais de Justice , the Amedee Fengarol Street. 
In June 2000, the Service Regional de I ' Archeologie surveyed a lot situated at number 28 
after the society SEMSAMAR developed a housing project for it (Talour 2000). The 
former address of this site was 66, Grand Rue du Fort Richepance. As its name implied, 
this street used to connect the center of Basse-Terre to its fortress. Originally, merchants' 
warehouses were built on it, and then, in the second half of the eighteenth century, 
housing appeared. The archaeologists' mission was therefore twofold: to record any 
aboveground features in the backyard, and to evaluate what was preserved underground. 
The lot consisted in a strip of land, about 50-meters long, that extended on an 
east-west axis between the street, and the former seashore of Basse-Terre. A house 
occupied its whole front width and it was technically excluded from the survey. Talour 
only studied its exterior to identify its main phases of construction. The rest of the lot was 
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a long backyard that was divided in three terraces, and that was enclosed on the north and 
south sides by party walls (Fig. 21: Numbers 6, 7, 8, 9). 
For his excavation, Talour did not open the full yard as his mandate authorized 
him, probably to save time and money. Instead, he focused on four zones. Since most of 
the first terrace (Fig. 21: 11) was a paved courtyard, Tal our confined his excavation there 
to two features (Fig. 21: 20, 21; Fig. 22). Both were encased in the pavement and 
appeared after a surface cleaning. These features were excavated manually. In the other 
two terraces, the team dug two large test pits with a backhoe. Talour was not explicit on 
how he fixed the size and location of these units (Fig 21: Units I and II). In all , he opened 
roughly 50 out of the 350 square meters of the lot. 
Site stratigraphy and provenience of the ceramics 
On the north side of the first terrace (Fig. 21: 5, 15, 16, 17, 28) were the remains of lean-
to-shacks that used to be a kitchen and some slave quarters (Fig. 21: 5, 7, 3, 4, 13, 14). 
On the south was a rather recent basin and its gutter (Fig. 21: 27, 18, 19) and the two 
unidentified features that Talour excavated (Fig. 21: 20, 21). Feature 21 was empty of 
artifacts. In Feature 20, some ceramic sherds were collected in a yellow and clayey soil 
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Figure 21: Plan of Talour's excavation with all of the features recorded at the site 
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Figure 22: Ground plan of Feature 20 (Talour 2000: Figure 9) 
A small stairway (Fig. 21: 1 0) led from the courtyard to the middle terrace, where 
Unit 1 was located. This unit consisted in a large rectangle of 27 square meters, 2. 7 -meter 
wide by 1 0-meter long. Below the topsoil and some construction debris, Tal our 
uncovered another masonry basin (Fig. 21 : 25) and a gutter (Fig. 21 : 26). The basin 
leaned against the terrace wall (Fig. 21: 2) and was built, like the gutter, right on top of 
the yellow silt subsoil. Elsewhere, the subsoil was also covered with a darker fill layer 
that yielded most of the ceramics. In Talour's view, there was no floor in the unit, and the 
darker fill layer appeared to be "contaminated" with fairly recent material. Sadly, neither 
profiles nor plans were drawn for this unit. 
Unit 2 was laid out next to the south end of the plot, where the seafront used to be. 
It was a 2-meter wide by 1 0.5-meter long rectangle, with a 21 square meter-surface, that 
stretched near the southern party wall (Fig. 21: 9). At a depth of 0.6 meter, Tal our found 
a midden deposit full of conches (or Strombus Gigas) . There were about twenty shells 
that exhibited butchery marks. This midden was 0.4 meter thick and was lying right 
above the subsoil. It also contained all of the material culture found in this unit. The wall 
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ended in the middle ofthe unit, and at its extremity, Talour was able to observe another 
stratigraphy (Fig. 23). A couple of soil layers (Strata A and B) capped a level made of 
large river stones, that might have been a riprap or a bed of rocks used to reinforce the 
shoreline. 
Figure 23: Stratigraphic profile ofthe south wall in Unit 2 (Talour 2000: Figure 11) 
In sum, the material culture at the site came from three contexts: Feature 20, and 
Units 1 and 2. Units 1 and 2 were rich in other kinds of artifacts, beside ceramics. They 
yielded a lot of construction remains (nails, tiles, constructions debris, etc). Among the 
notable non-ceramic artifacts, there were several kitchen knives, a 9-inch long hammer 
used for woodwork, an iron bar about 2.5 feet long, and a piece of chain. A horseshoe 
and a stirrup probably came from nearby stables that were mentioned in an 1888 sales 
record. 
Talour's timeline for the site occupations 
Here is the timeline for the site occupation that Talour reconstructed. The first visible 
phase of occupation dated to when the party walls around the lot and the stone foundation 
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that period that he must have put together from the 1888 and/or 1891 documents 13 (Fig. 
24). 
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Figure 24: Reconstitution of the plan of the house, probably after 1888 or 1891 
13 There was a different floor plan in the 1856 inventory. 
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Partial title history 
Unfortunately, Talour did not research the title history of the lot. If he had, he might have 
drafted another history of its occupation. Because of time constraints, I was not able to 
reconstitute this entire history myself, but only part of it. The following notarial records 
helped go back to the period of the lot's creation, and reconstitute its title history until the 
mid-nineteenth century: two sale records from 1789 and 1806; two probate inventories 
from 1833 (aka Inventory 80) and 1856; a personal property liquidation from 1848; and a 
will and a transfer of property from 1856. In addition, the ceramics, as well as the 
extracts from 1888 and 1891 cited by Talour (2000: 8-9), helped refine the site timeline. 
In 1768, the religious community of the Cannes had annexed this area as their 
own. They were renting the lot for 28 livres and 10 sols to a single woman called 
Madeleine Phillis. At that time, the lot was also more square-shaped than rectangular. On 
the street-side, it measured 28.5 pieds or about 9 meters, the same as today, but it was 
only 24 pied- or 8 meters-long. More importantly, it was situated in the so-called "50 feet 
of the King" (50 pieds du roi) , a littoral zone of about 80 meters that was reserved for the 
defense of the island. Technically, the Carmes did not own this land, but had been 
granted its use in 1651 (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 100). In July 1769, the lot was reclaimed 
by the authorities and granted to a new occupant, Jacques Saint-Florent. Simultaneously, 
the length of the property was extended "as far as possible" towards the sea and the lot 
reached its full length of approximately 39 meters. 
In 1781, Saint-Florent sold the land to Barthelemy Come, who kept it for six 
years. In January 1787, the title was transferred to Pierre-Franc;ois Guillaume de Lassalle. 
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Lassalle was a merchant who lived near the seashore in Saint-Fran<;ois 14. In all 
appearances, he bought the property as a real estate investment, and not for his residence. 
He sold it shortly after, in November 1789, to Mathieu Oplas 15 for 7,920 livres. The sum 
was to be paid in six equal annual installments of 1,320 livres, due each November. Oplas 
was a free homme de couleur and a professional carpenter. Half of each installment he 
owed was thus payable in money and half in carpentry work for Lassalle. 
Oplas managed to reimburse 4,190 livres--Dr the equivalent of a bit more than 
three full payments- before he died in early 1794. Oplas was single in 1789 16, but must 
have already been living with Therese Prudence Moiesse, whom he wedded sometimes in 
between. Therefore, his widow Moiesse and their married daughter inherited the 
property. Payments to Lassalle were suspended and interest began to accrue. Moiesse 
remarried a homme de couleur, Jean-Baptiste Liberal, and then died herself. In May 
1806, Liberal and his stepdaughter managed to sell the property and settled their debt 
with Lassalle. The buyer, a widow from Martinique named Marie-Therese Cardonnet, 
former Mrs. Paragot, paid 6,600 livres in total to the various parties, and took full 
possession of the property. 
Paragot lived at the site with her daughter, Marie-Therese Josephine Cardonnet. 
The latter got married in 1825 to a merchant, Sainte-Marie Dominique Charrier. The 
couple stayed with Paragot and had two children. In 1839, after a series of deaths, 
Charrier and his underage son, Joseph Sainte-Marie Gustave, were the only two surviving 
14 Source: Perotin-Dumon (2000: 427). 
15 Also called "Mathieu alias Sir Remy" in the 1789 document. 
16 Source: Perotin-Dumon (2000: 831) . . 
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members of this family . The property then belonged to Joseph for the largest part, to his 
father, and to some distant relatives ofParagot who never claimed their inheritance. At 
age 19 in 1845, Joseph decided to join the French army-he would leave Guadeloupe for 
good. He also left behind a three-year old illegitimate daughter, Marie-Henriette Lydie 
Frater. When he died ten years later in 1855, this daughter inherited everything he owned, 
including three-fourths of the house. 
Even though Joseph never married her mother, Catherine Rose Frater, the two 
families were close. In 1833, Charrier had started a company for manufacturing tobacco, 
and Frater later joined him to work as a tobacco merchant. In 1838, Charrier also bought 
a plantation in Gourbeyres with a tobacco mill, that Joseph acquired ten years later for the 
benefit of, or on behalf of, Frater. Frater completed the payment on this property in 1849. 
The title history of the Fengarollot after 1856 is uncertain, because I was not able 
to research it. The documents that Talour (2000) located and cited in his report indicated 
that the property was auctioned off on June 20, 1888 and sold again in February 13, 1891. 
On the house plans that Talour gave and probably drew after the 1888 and/or the 1891 
sources, there was a tobacco shop and storage on the first floor of the house (Fig. 24). 
This could indicate that Frater and her daughter remained in the house after 1856, and 
that Frater sold the tobacco that their Gourbeyres property produced from it. 
A tentative list of residents at the site 
According to this partial title history, the people who lived at the site were: Madeleine 
Phillis for less than a year; Jacques Saint-Florent for about 12 years; Barthelemy Come 
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for 6 years. In this first phase of occupation, it was Mathieu Oplas' family that lived at the 
site the longest, i.e., 17 years. 
Then, widow Paragot and her family moved in until at least the mid-nineteenth 
century. Paragot spent 33 years there, from May 1806 until May 1839. She lived alone 
with her daughter for the first 19 years, after which Charrier joined them. At Paragot's 
death in 1839, Charrier and his son Joseph were the only official residents, but they lived 
in one half of the house and rented the other. One of their renters must have been 
Catherine Frater who gave birth less than two years later to Joseph's daughter. After 
Joseph left in 1845, and Charrier moved out in 1847, Catherine Frater rented the whole 
house from Charrier. Through her daughter, she had vested interest in the property so she 
also made some repairs and asked Charrier to reimburse her. This arrangement lasted at 
least another eight years, until Marie-Henriette inherited three fourths of the property. 
Documents also hinted at the presence of another resident, Marie-Paule Rossignole, who 
was for a time after 1833 and before 1848, Charrier's second wife. In sum, for at least 50 
years between 1806 and 1856, the lot was owned and occupied by the same family. It is 
also likely that once Marie-Henriette inherited, both she and Frater remained in the house 
for another 30 years. 
The same notarial records that help reconstruct this title history mentioned the 
slaves who lived with this family. When Cardonnet got married in 1825, there were six 
slaves and a newborn: Marie-Louise, 38; Adelaide, 17; Adelaide' s young son, Edouard; 
Medelee and her twin sister Virginie, both 13 ; and Frans:ois, 11. Because their ages were 
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precisely recorded, these slaves were probably Creole. Among them, Marie-Louise, 
Medelee and Virginie were indeed described as negresses or black and Caribbean-born. 
By 1830, Adelaide, Franc;ois, and Edouard had passed away. After Cardonnet 
died, Charrier sold her eldest female slave, Marie-Louise, on April 30, 1832 17 . As for 
Medelee and Virginie, they were 18 years old in 1830, and had each a young mixed-raced 
child. Medelee's son, Auguste, was 18-months old, and Virginie had an 8 month-old 
toddler named Jules. The boys were "mulattoes", which indicated that they had a white 
father. Three years later, both Virginie and Medelee had gotten pregnant again and given 
birth. Given the household's composition, Charrier could have fathered some or all of 
these children. 18 Under that same three-year period, Charrier also sold mothers and 
children to two different buyers. One of them, the buyer ofVirginie and her two children, 
M. Rousseau, was his partner in the tobacco business. 19 From 1833 onward then, none of 
the family's original slaves remained at the property. Seemingly, Charrier did not buy any 
more slaves afterwards, and in 1848, slavery was abolished. 
The development of the lot 
These sources also disclosed some details about the buildings and the landscaping at the 
site. In 1768, Phillis lived in an "appentis" or a small lean-to that was probably built of 
wood and located somewhere under the current house. 
17 In 1833, he acknowledged that he would never receive any payment for her, since her buyer, M. 
Silvestre, had left the colony and went back to France. 
18 Joseph was only 4 years old, and his brother was even younger. There was always the possibility that the 
father(s) did not live in the house, but given the short time between the pregnancies, it was less probable. 
19 Rousseau owned the mill, and Charrier, the land and the buildings around. Rousseau also married 
Charrier's second wife. 
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Jacques Saint-Florent built the first building at the site that was called a house 
("maison") in the sources. Already, this structure was fronting the street and spanning the 
whole width of the property. Its frontage was described as "a lean-to roof covering a wall 
with two openings" which meant that there was only one floor. Given that the location 
and size of this structure would not change much throughout the years, the stone 
foundation of the current house might date from that period. The sources also pointed at 
the existence of some small outbuildings in the yard, but without describing them. 
After Come owned the property, and by the time Lassalle sold it to Mathieu Oplas 
in 1789, the texts also mentioned two masonry walls in the yard that separated the lot 
from its northern and southern neighbors. 
When Paragot took over the property in 1806, the house had changed From the 
front, it was described as a double lean-to with a wooden frame and covered by Creole 
wood-shingles. Apparently, the house had now a second floor and the improvements 
involved mostly woodwork. In all probability, this woodwork was made by carpenter 
Mathieu Oplas himself, between 1789 and 1794. 
In the 1806 sale, Paragot declared that she was satisfied with the state ofthe 
house, which made sense if the building was relatively new. Twenty-seven years later, 
the 1833 inventory indicated that by then, the house had aged a lot and needed a great 
deal of repairs. Given this timeline, it seems that Paragot did not renovate or modify the 
house, and that the information given by the 1833 inventory on its floor plan described 
what Jacques Saint-Florent and Mathieu Oplas had built. 
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Both halves of the house had the same floor plans and worked as two identical 
"apartments".20 On the first floor, each one had a parlor (salle) and a gallery The second 
floor was divided into two bedrooms. They each had stairs and the space underneath 
them (or cabinet) was used as an office. The attic area (galetas) was not divided and was 
shared by both sides. 
The description of the backyard was also more specific than in previous sources. 
A series of small outbuildings were aligned against the northern wall. The water-storing 
shed was closest to the house and built in masonry. Then, there was a small wooden lean-
to with an old stove (potager) inside that was used as a kitchen. Another slightly sturdier 
lean-to came next: it was built "in masonry and covered with wood shingles". Inside, 
there were three rooms. The one closest to the house was a fully equipped kitchen with a 
hearth, an oven, and a stove. All of these lean-tos needed repairs, and looked old. 
Somewhere in this courtyard, Paragot had built a small room (pavillon) that was 
reserved for her use. This structure had a wooden frame and was covered with wood 
shingles. Even if it did not survive, it probably planted the seed for the idea of extending 
the house against the southern party wall , like in its current configuration (Fig. 25). 
Finally, the rest of the backyard was landscaped. Two large retaining walls were 
built to create the second and third terrace. In the second terrace, and against the northern 
wall as in the courtyard, another lean-to was constructed. It was divided into four rooms 
and functioned as slave quarters. Since 1806-1833 is the period when Paragot's family 
20 Or as condos in today's termininology. 
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owned the most slaves, it made sense that they needed to build more housing, as well as 
reorganize the yard to accommodate their presence. 
Figure 25: Picture of the back ofthe house in 2000 that shows its extension on the right, 
by S. Talour (2000: Figure 15) 
In 1856, this backyard had been slightly modified. In the southern side of the 
courtyard, there was no longer any trace ofParagot's room. Instead, a new birdhouse 
stood against the party wall. On the other side, the water-storing shed and the first kitchen 
seem to have been razed, but the other structures were similar to the ones that existed in 
1833. Closest to the house, there was a new kitchen, built in wood. Its front was facing 
the yard and left open. Then, there was the lean-to with masonry sidewalls and a wattle 
and daub front. 
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A door appeared in the first retaining wall, but it might have been there before. In 
the second terrace, there were two small wooden lean-tos. The outbuildings seemed 
rather in good shape, which made sense if they had been rebuilt recently. In 1848, the 
house needed great repairs. In 1856, the appraisers noted again that it was in bad shape, 
except for the roof. Since Catherine Frater made some repairs sometime between 1848 
and 1856, she probably put in the new roof and renovated the outbuildings. 
In the 1888 description cited by Talour, the house appeared in a good state. It had 
been renovated, but not extensively remodeled, since it still had nine rooms. This 
document also confirmed that the street fac;:ade looked like today's, with eight openings 
(Fig. 26). Between 1856 and 1888, the courtyard had been paved, and a reservoir and its 
drain installed. Near this reservoir, there was also a wooden arbor- maybe the remains of 
the birdhouse? The rest of the courtyard had not changed. In the second terrace, the two 
lean-tos also still existed, but one now had a tile roof. The stables nearby were new, 
however. The short 1891 extract cited by Talour only confirmed that the house still had 
nine rooms. Yet, given Talour's rendering ofthe house plans, the 1888 and 1891 
documents must have included more details, like the existence of a tobacco shop in the 
house and a water-storing room in the extension. 
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Figure 26: Street fayade of the house in 2007 
Discussion 
Perotin-Dumon compiled a list of the free hommes and femmes de couleur who owned a 
house in Basse-Terre between 1770 and 1810. She concluded that, in Mount Carmel, the 
area around the Fengarol site was the most attractive to this group of buyers (Perotin-
Duman 2000: 4 70). Mathieu Oplas' family embodied this phenomenon. From 1789 to 
1806, the site was therefore occupied by a middling household de couleur, which, in the 
inventory database, would probably be classified in Category 2. 
Perotin (2000: 465) also observed that there was no spatial segregation based on 
race in the city. Houses often changed hands between white families and families de 
couleur: ten to fifteen percent of the sales Perotin observed involved both white and non-
white people. Therefore, that Oplas bought the house from Lassalle, and then Paragot 
from his widow, was not unusual. 
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The house that is standing on the lot today owed much to what Saint-Florent and 
Oplas initially built. The title history has revealed that the structure did not change much 
through the years that were surveyed. Indeed, the 1888 description of its front favade still 
fits perfectly. Although both Saint-Florent and Oplas occupied the lot for a shorter 
amount of time than Paragot's family, they made a lasting impact. 
Ceramics can help better defme Feature 20 and Units 1 and 2. Since Feature 20 
was encased in the courtyard paving, it dated from after 1856. Its function was not 
obvious in excavation, but maybe its existence was tied to the wooden arbor located in 
that area by 1888? At any rate, the sherds were older than the structure itself, since they 
pre-dated the paving ofthe courtyard. In fact, the assemblage included several types of 
eighteenth-century ceramics, and not a single nineteenth-century example. Despite the 
fact that a good proportion of the fragments were small , cross-mending was very low. 
These objects did not seem to have been discarded in a trash, but might have accumulated 
in this area of the eighteenth-century courtyard after regular cleaning events. 
The content of Units 1 and 2 differed from Feature 20. First, they delivered the 
same types of ceramics, and even yielded parts of the same vessel or sherds that matched 
exactly (Fig. 27: S 610, S 614). Their assemblages were made of a few eighteenth-
century ceramics mixed with a large majority of refined earthen wares or faience fines. 
The faiences fines that could be most precisely dated were from the late nineteenth 
century or, in one case, from the early twentieth century. Their cross-mending level was 
slightly higher than at the other sites, since eighteen vessels were made of at least two 
fragments . Also some sherds were very large (Fig. 28). Seemingly, these ceramics came 
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from trash deposits in the yard made in discrete discarding events. They might have been 
mixed up with the eighteenth-century ceramics that were already there during soil 
mixing, for example when the basin was built, or just bundled with them by Talour's field 
methods. 
Before Paragot arrived in 1806, Oplas' family occupied the site the longest and 
left a lasting mark on it. It is therefore possible that Oplas' household owned the 
eighteenth-century ceramics found in Feature 20 or in the yard. In that case, these 
ceramics would reflect how a Category 2 family de couleur lived in Basse-Terre at the 
tum ofthe century. During most of the nineteenth century as well, the individuals who 
lived at the site were also from the middling part of society. Paragot and her relatives 
were definitely not the planters' elite, but they owned their house and a few slaves, and 
later, made a living from growing and selling tobacco. Whether the ceramics from Units 
1 and 2 were discarded by them or by later residents, it is probable that their owners were 
of the middling sorts. 
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Figure 27: S 610 from Unit 2 matched S 614 from Unit 1 
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Figure 28: Biscuit wareS 385 from Unit 1. Maximal width: 19 em 
2.3 Cathedrale 
When the Monuments Historiques planned on restoring the Cathedral of Basse-Terre, a 
small excavation of the adjacent parking lot was scheduled (Bonnissent and Romon 
2004). Previous surveys had revealed that the lot was built on top of the colonial 
cemetery of the Cathedral , which itself lied on a large and rare prehistoric site. The latter 
had two phases of occupations, but its Huecan Saladoid period, which corresponded to 
the arrival of potter-farmers in the Lesser Antilles, was particularly significant. 
The excavation took place in Summer 2002 under the direction of Dominique 
Bonnissent. It was divided in three non-contiguous units, i.e. , Units 1, 4, and 7, that 
together amounted to about 30 square meters. The names and locations of these units 
came from previous test pit surveys in the area (Fig. 29). In 2002, Test pit 1 from 
Romon's 2000/1 survey was re-opened as Unit 1. Similarly, Romon's Test pit 4 was 
reopened and enlarged to become Unit 4. Unit 7 was a brand new 2002 unit that also 
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offered the most information on the stratigraphy at the site. It was located at the center of 
the public plaza called Place des Capucins, away from city infrastructures. 
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Figure 29: Map of the 2002 excavation and of the 2000/1 survey 
(Adapted from Bonnissent and Romon 2004: Fig. 3) 
Unfortunately, this 2002 team applied its best efforts on the prehistoric 
component of the site, for which soil was screened, and a grid with a one square-meter 
unit was used to record provenience. In comparison, the soil was not screened for the 
colonial levels and provenience of colonial artifacts depended at best on their strata of 
origin. This double standard continued in the post-excavation work. Bonnissent's 13 
page-long ceramic report analyzed all of the prehistoric ceramics- including the ones 
that were found in the colonial levels- but neglected the historical material. 
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History of the site 
Before this church became the Cathedral of Basse-Terre, it belonged to the catholic order 
of the Capuchin Franciscans. The Capuchin friars arrived in Basse-Terre in 1673, and 
dedicated their first church to Saint-Franyois, which in turn gave its name to the 
surrounding neighborhood. Sometime between 1675 and 1695, they moved their church 
to the current location of the Cathedral and rebuilt it in stone. They also opened a 
cemetery right next to it for the use of Basse-Terre residents. Two maps of Basse-Terre, 
dating from 1749 and 1773, showed that the Capuchin cemetery was located northwest of 
their church, as it is today. 
According to the cemetery records, a few people of color were buried there too. In 
1769, another document mentioned that the cemetery for non-whites, be they free or 
slave, existed right next to the cemetery for whites, and that it was enclosed in a wall. 
Meanwhile, a cemetery exclusively dedicated to children was opened elsewhere. 
Finally, sometime at the beginning of the 19th century, this cemetery fell out of 
use. A document from 1817 listed all of the cemeteries of Basse-Terre and mentioned 
that the Capuchin cemetery had closed. 
Stratigraphy of the colonial cemetery 
From field observations made in Unit 7, the stratigraphy ofthe cemetery was composed 
oftwo phases. Some of the oldest burials in Phase 1 were dug into the prehistoric site, 
which explained how prehistoric artifacts were redeposited into the historical strata. The 
remains of a small wall that ran parallel to the Cathedral and to the burials was also part 
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of that initial phase. Phase 2 corresponded to the deposition of a thick fill layer that was 
between one and one and half meters-deep, as well as the arrival of more burials. The 
burials were in fact more concentrated in this phase. Despite the presence of the fill layer, 
they sometimes encroached on Phase 1 and on the prehistoric site below. Phase 1 and 2 
formed a relative chronology of the site, but could not be absolutely dated. 
In the early nineteenth century, the cemetery closed and the site was transformed 
into a small cobblestone plaza called Place des Capucins. In an area of the unit, a thick 
fill layer was deposited on top of the cobblestones to install the pedestal of a cross of 
Calvary that was visible on an undated nineteenth-century postcard (Fig. 30). Maybe 
around that time too, another layer of cobblestones was installed on top of the first one. 
Later on, the Calvary was removed and the plaza was paved over with asphalt. 
Figure 30: Postcard that shows the site after the cemetery closed and the cross of Calvary 
was installed ca 1920 (Postcard #3 70 in the Boisel Edition collection) 
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The population buried at the cemetery 
A total of 61 burials was found in Units 1, 4, and 7, but only about half were fully 
excavated, since some burials were caught in the units' profiles. Most skeletons except 
one ossuary and two secondary burials were in their primary context. The population 
included 52 adults, and three children and four adolescents in Phase 2. Sex could only be 
determined in 37% ofthe cases, and 63% of these individuals were female. Age was even 
harder to evaluate, but five adults seemed to be 20 to 24 years old, and seven were older 
than 30. The skeletons showed few pathologies except normal bone degeneration of older 
adults. One woman exhibited traces of rickets, and another individual had a repaired 
broken right humerus. Overall, dentition was good, and three individuals exhibited dental 
wear from smoking pipes. 
Three quarters ofthe individuals were buried in coffins. The 12% that were 
directly buried in the ground belonged exclusively to Phase 1. In 14 cases, copper alloy 
pins indicated that the deceased had been wrapped in a shroud. This practice existed in 
both phases. Some individuals had also been buried in their clothes: three women had 
bone buttons near the pelvic area and/or wore jewelry- a golden bracelet was found in 
one of the burials. 
This population of residents was in better health than the ones found in other 
colonial cemeteries of Guadeloupe, and in particular at the slave cemetery of Anse Sainte-
Marguerite or at Palais de Justice. In Phase 2, the individuals who seemed less healthy 
were clustered further away from the Cathedral, which hinted at the fact that the cemetery 
might have been socially ordered. The wealthiest residents would choose to be buried 
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closest to the church and to its altar. The wall found in Phase 1 might have been an 
internal partition that helped further hierarchize its space. Sources from 1769 signaled the 
existence of a joint section of the cemetery that was separated by a wall and reserved to 
the free gens de couleur and to the slaves. 
The ceramic assemblages 
Unlike soldiers and sailors, Guadeloupean residents would have had the means to afford 
religious objects or burial markers. Their complete absence here was then more 
significant than at Pal a is de Justice, and might have been typical of French colonial 
cemeteries. Just as at Palais de Justice , however, the ceramics and artifacts recovered in 
and around the burials were not burial goods, but rather trash discarded in the cemetery 
grounds. Further, the religious community in charge of the church, the Capuchin 
Franciscans, might have owned at least part of these ceramics. A pipe engraved with the 
inscription "Father Buren/v," at least suggested it. 
This cemetery existed from the 1680s to sometime before 1830, but fell out of use 
as a burying ground by 1817. Given its central urban location, it seemed logical that the 
site was frequented even after the cemetery closed its doors. Ultimately, it became a 
public square. As a result, modern ceramics, like flowerpots , were present in the 
assemblages, but were not analyzed. This study focused on the ceramics that dated from 
the colonial period, exclusively. 
Ceramic sherds were recovered from Units 1, 4, and 7, as well as from Test pit 2. 
Test pit 2 had not been reopened during this campaign, so the origin of the four sherds 
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that were labeled as such remained unclear: they either were collected at the surface of 
Test pit 2 in 2002 or came from the 2000/1 survey. The ceramics from Unit 7 on the other 
hand were all contemporary to when the cemetery was opened and actively in use. This 
assemblage was devoid of any types of refined earthenware. The other units had a mix of 
eighteenth-century and nineteenth-century ceramics. 
2.4 Fort Houel 
Fort Houel is the colonial fortress that dominates Basse-Terre's southern end. Known as 
Fort Louis Delgres today, it was at other times called Fort Richepance, Fort Saint-
Charles, and several other names. This large military fortress grew out of the fortified 
house of Charles Houel who became the governor of Guadeloupe in 1643. In June 1995, 
The Service Regional de 1 'Archeologie conducted a small excavation at the fortress' 
prison, where the Monuments Historiques had scheduled some restoration work 
(Bonnissent 1995). Historical maps of the fort showed that the prison was built between 
1765 and 1766, but more importantly, that it was probably located right on top of Charles 
Houel' s fortified house. 
The mission of Bonnissent's team was to confirm the existence of this first house, 
as well as to evaluate its state of preservation. The team was small and had little 
experience with historical sites, so they hoped that further excavations would clarify their 
findings, but these excavations have yet to take place. They opened a total of 60 square 
meters that were divided in seven units of various sizes that were distributed outside the 
prison as well as near a small ground feature (Fig. 31 ). 
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In Unit 1, the oldest wall , Ml , belonged to the corner of a building that was paved 
inside. Because M1 was also right on top ofthe natural ground of the site, it represented 
the earliest phase of occupation at the site. Seemingly, Ml and its paving were part of 
Houel ' s first house or "donjon." According to contemporary observers like the Reverend 
Father Du Tertre, this "donjon" had a square plan and perhaps, four small bastions in its 
corners. The exact date of its construction is unknown, but it had to have taken place 
sometime between 1649 when Charles Houel took full possession of the island, and 1654, 
the date ofDu Tertre's visit. In the 1760s, Ml also served as the foundation for the 
western wall of the prison, and Unit 2 confirmed this observation. 
The walls M7 from Unit 3 and M9 from Unit 4 highlighted how Houel ' s "donjon" 
evolved. By 1656, Houel had added four triangular bastions to the sides of his square 
building that now looked like an octagon and was re-labeled a "house". This phase was 
captured in several historical maps (Fig. 32). At the site, M7 and M9 were oriented at a 
45-degree angle to Ml , as were the triangular bastions to the original square. Bonnissent 
also noted that all of the early walls, i.e. , Ml, M7, and M9, were built in a sturdy, but 
heterogeneous way, which agrees with historical reports about the mixed-matched 
appearance ofHouel' s residence. Against M9 in Unit 4, a thick paving was put down, 
like the ones that usually helped move military artillery. Just like Ml , both M9 and this 
paving were built on top of the natural ground ofthe site, so they clearly belonged to an 
early phase of its use. 
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Figure 31: Location and features of each unit (sondage) 
(Bonnissent 1995: Fig. 11) 
In Unit 2, several old fill layers covered the natural ground, which was never 
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reached. These fill layers seemed related to the landscaping that took place all around the 
house between 1674 and 1691 and that Father Labat reported in his journal. In Unit 1, M2 
was older than M1, but still built on the original site. M2 also appeared related to M3 and 
M4. These walls could either have belonged to early defensive works, like an enclosure, 
or to small buildings like the ones that appeared behind the house on the 1686 map (Fig. 
32). Overall , these features seemed to date from after Houel's departure in 1664 and 
before the fort was destroyed in 1703. Houel's successors focused on repairing and 
expanding the fortifications and defensive works around the house. At the tum of the 
century, the British navy attacked Basse-Terre twice. In 1691, they were not able to 
approach the fort, but in 1703, they laid siege to it and the French destroyed Houel's 
house before escaping. 
Figure 32: 1686 view of Charles Houel's fortified house 
(Adapted from Bonnissent 1995: Fig. 6) 
Finally, Bonnissent dated the walls M5 and M6 in Unit 1 to the construction of 
barracks in that area in 1766. In Unit 3, the function of M8 was unclear, but it was 
posterior to M7 and anterior to a paving that was built against its base. This paving 
looked exactly like the gun platforms used elsewhere at the fort, whjch dated from the 
end of the eighteenth-century. In Unit 5, the chronology of a small retaining wall and 
several fill layers also remained elusive. 
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The ceramic assemblages 
The provenience of the ceramics from Fort Houel in storage indicated their unit of origin 
and a lot number. These lot numbers had no relationship to the site stratigraphy, or to 
anything mentioned in the report, so they were unusable. The units of origin also proved 
unreliable, since there were some unexplained discrepancies between the stored artifacts 
and the field report. According to Bonnissent as well as to Franck Viguier's summary 
catalogue of artifacts, Unit 3 yielded the bulk of the material culture, including more than 
150 coarse earthenware fragments and the single porcelain sherd for the whole site (Fig. 
33). 
The other units were relatively poorer. For example, only16 sherds were found in 
Unit 4. In storage, however, the picture was radically different. There were no ceramics 
from Unit 3, and a large quantity for Unit 4. The one fragment of porcelain described in 
the report as from Unit 3 was stored among Unit 4 artifacts. Seemingly, all of the 
ceramics from Unit 3 had been relabeled as belonging to Unit 4. To add to the confusion, 
there appeared to have been a mix-up between Unit 2 and Unit 4 as well. Some ceramics 
that were individually labeled as coming from Unit 4 were stored in Unit 2 bags, and vice 
versa. The artifact catalogue was too vague to identify with certainty all of these 
misplaced sherds. The information about the provenience of the ceramics then, in 
particular for Units 2 and 4, had to be taken with a grain of salt. 
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autre : 1 anse 
porcelaine panse : 1 2 
autre : 1 boutoos 
eiEimeots tuile : 
architecturaux briaue : 
Figure 33: Ceramic catalogue for Unit 3 (Bonnissent 1995: 26) 
Moreover, the features at the site stemmed from a succession of occupations that 
spanned from Houel's first house to the late eighteenth century. In fact, ceramics likeS 
645 , a stenciled faience fine plate, indicated that objects were discarded at the site even 
beyond that period (Fig. 34). Since ceramics from all periods had been bundled by units 
in excavation, the assemblages might logically reflect several periods of occupation. 
These conditions hindered definite conclusions about the assemblages. Even so, 
whichever exact mix the "Unit 4" provenience was, it confirmed that Houel's house had 
been located there. "Unit 4" yielded some unequivocal seventeenth-century ceramics: a 
Dutch delftware barber's bowl in the Wan-Li style, traditionally dated from the second 
quarter of the seventeenth century (Ray 2000: 8) (Fig. 64, S 63); and a green lead-glazed 
coarse earthenware albarelle, usually found on sixteenth- and seventeenth-century French 
sites (See Arcangeli 2000; Goy 1995; Bresc-Bautier 2001; Guilhot and Richard 1995; 
Henigfeld 2005; Regaldo-Saint Blancard 1988) (Fig. 35). This unit also had several 
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eighteenth-century ceramics, but almost no refined earthenware, except for one possible 
sherd of plain cream ware. The other units reflected the more recent components of the 
site. Units 1 and 2 had a mix of eighteenth-century coarse earthenwares and faiences, as 
well as several refined earthenwares. Unit 5 seemed to have only nineteenth-century 
ceramics. 
Figure 34: S 645, a stenciled faience fine plate from Fort Houel, Unit 2 
Figure 35: S 880, a seventeenth-century albarello from Fort Houel, Unit 4 
Between 1649 and 1664, the fort was the military and political center of 
Guadeloupe, as well as Charles Houel's personal residence (Desmoulins 2006; Perotin-
Dumon 2000; Rousseau 2002). Houel used his house to convene official meetings with 
planters and to receive important visitors and emissaries. The kitchen, offices, and 
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barracks for the eight soldiers and the sergeant who lived nearby were housed in small 
separate buildings. As Bonnissent's excavation confirmed, the terrace around Houel's 
house was used as a gun platform for cannons, since the fort served as a defensive 
stronghold for the island. After Houel's departure in 1664, Guadeloupe had three more 
leaders who might have lived at the site. They were: from 1664 to 1677, Claude Fran<;ois 
Du Lion; from 1677 to 1691 , Pierre Hinselin, and from 1691 to 1703, Charles Auger. 
There is a chance that the seventeenth-century ceramics found in Unit 4 belonged to any 
of them, but it is most likely that they belonged to Charles Houel himself. 
2.5 Summary 
The ceramics from Palais de Justice and Cathedrale were found in similar contexts, the 
altered and complex stratigraphy of colonial cemeteries. The fact that the population 
buried at these cemeteries was different- transient and poor men at Palais de Justice 
versus resident families at Cathedrale--did not matter much, since the ceramics were not 
grave goods. At Palais de Justice, they seemed to have been discarded by the community 
in charge of the cemetery. This may have also been the case at Cathedrale , although the 
site was more accessible to the public and for a longer time. The other two sites were 
closer to a household as defined in the inventories. 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol was 
occupied by a succession of Creole families. They were de couleur or white, but they 
probably had in common a middling status. Fort Houid functioned as a household at least 
in its beginnings, before its military and defensive role took over in the eighteenth 
century. 
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In this study, the inventories offer the most powerful way to contextualize 
ceramics and analyze their use during the colonial period. A strength of the assemblages, 
however, is that they spanned a longer time, and reached into periods during which 
historical sources were rare or ceased to exist. Fort Houel was the only site with ceramics 
that dated from the seventeenth century and the early eighteenth century. It thus offered a 
look at the types of ceramics that were available in the early years of the colonization. 
Palais de Justice, Cathedrale, and Feature 20 at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, on the other 
hand, allowed us to dwell in the ceramic world of the mid to second half of the eighteenth 
century, when Guadeloupe's Creole society matured and its economy reached its most 
thriving years. All ofthe sites offered some insights about the ceramics of the early 
nineteenth century, but Units 1 and 2 at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol illustrated what 
happened beyond these years, and in particular, after slavery was abolished in 1848. 
Keeping in mind that the two sets of data do not span the same time period as well 
as come from a great variety of contexts, we can quickly compare sites and inventories. 
2.6 Research methodology and comparisons with the inventories 
The database 
The sherds from these assemblages were studied at the archaeological warehouse of Le 
Moule, in Guadeloupe. Any diagnostic or unidentifiable sherd that needed further 
analysis was drawn and photographed. Later, the attributes of the 1963 sherds from the 
sample were recorded into single table FileMaker database of 1260 entries. A minimum 
number of vessels (MNV) was calculated based on vessel shape, ceramic type, and 
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decoration. If any two sherds from one site did not clearly belong to two different vessels 
following these criteria, they were counted as one object. This method yielded a total of 
683 vessels. Because of the generally low amount of cross-mending at these sites, this 
MNV is deemed to be rather conservative. 
Pipe fragments were left out of the database, but helped date the sites and 
understand their use. Early pipes were Dutch, while more recent ones were French (For 
French pipes, see Barbieux and Gabriel 2006; Gosse 2007; Gourvennec et al. 1999; Jean-
Leo 1971; Raphael 1991 ; Savard and Drouin 2000). Pipes from Fiolet St-Omer (1765-
1921) came from Unit 1 at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol and Unit 2 at Fort Houel. A pipe 
LMF from St-Malo (1858-1872) was found in Unit 4 of Fort Houel. Meanwhile, the 
pipes at Palais de Justice and Cathedrale were Dutch. 
Ceramic materials 
This sample can be organized by ceramic materials (Table 8). It might be useful to recall 
that the categories below do not neatly match the ones used in the inventories, except 
maybe for the coarse earthenwares and the porcelains. 
Coarse earth. Faiences/Tin- Stonewares Porcelains Refined earth. 
glazed earth. /White salt-glazed 
stone wares 
Sherds 986 649 84 42 202 
MNV 265 256 35 30 97 
Table 8: ProportiOn of each ceramic matenal at the sites 
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Here, "coarse earthenwares" ranged from unglazed locally made vessels to 
imported decorated slipwares. The "faiences" encompassed the faiences blanches and 
brunes. "Stonewares" excluded the white salt-glazed stonewares, which were instead 
considered part of the refined ceramics. The latter also comprised English refined 
earthenwares and French faiences fines. 
The fact that MNV and sherd numbers yielded similar results confirmed that this 
MNV was proportionately representative (Fig. 36-37). As could be expected, the largest 
distortion touched the coarse earthenwares, which were more difficult to distinguish from 
each other. Decoration or surface treatments were much less common on these objects, 





























Figure 37: Proportions of ceramic materials in MNV 
When compared to the inventories, the graphs above were surprisingly not 
disparate, especially if "faiences" and "refined ceramics" played the same role for 
Guadeloupeans. Half of their basic ceramic equipment was composed of coarse 
earthenware objects, and the rest of their needs were filled by a small, but steady, 
quantity of stonewares. 
Provenance and style 
This pie chart illustrates the general provenance of the sherds (Fig. 38). 
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The bulk of the unknown ceramics were imported coarse earthenwares that were 
probably French, but that could not be specifically identified (Fig. 21 ). The portion of 
French ceramics was thus surely larger, like a chart without unknown ceramics 
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highlighted (Fig. 39). Comparing these charts for the inventories and the collections 
yielded an important insight: the role of the local production was down played in the 
















Figure 39: Distribution of the ceramics with a known provenance, by vessel numbers 
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Locally made ceramics 
Previous archaeological studies have established that potteries in Guadeloupe produced 
both industrial sugar wares and domestic utilitarian objects (Gabriel2004; Gibson 2007; 
Kelly et al. 2008). Plantations tried to make their own sugar wares as soon as they started 
producing clayed sugar: Labat mentioned a pottery at the Dominican plantation in 
Marigot in 1703; Denise and Henri Parisis (2010: 19) also found an enslaved potter 
working for the Marre family at Trois-Rivieres by 1716. Each plantation or pottery 
probably used its own source of clay (Kelly et al. 2008; Parisis and Parisis 201 0). 
In the inventories, the domestic ceramics came from the Fidelin pottery, at Terre-
de-Bas, in the archipelago of Les Saintes. The objects found at this pottery fit well the 
range of local ceramics mentioned in the inventories or present in the collections, except 
for the water jars: drip jars, cooking pots, saucepans, pitchers, pots, and bowls (Fig. 44). 
The Fidelin pottery opened its door in the 1760s, but other potteries might have existed 
before, for example at Trois-Rivieres. Still, local ceramics were rare at Fort Houel, the 
site with the earliest contexts (Fig. 40). 
In the collections, locally made ceramics were mostly wheel-thrown coarse 
earthenwares, except for a few vessels (MNV=4) that seemed hand-built at Palais de 
Justice and Fort Houel (Fig. 41 ). They showed a variety of orange pastes, and fell into 
two sub-groups: thin-walled, well thrown objects that were also characterized by 
burnishing tool marks on their surface and occasional shallow incisions (MNV=36) (Fig. 
42); coarser earthenwares that had no surface treatment except for some carving, and 
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Figure 40: Distribution of local ceramics at the sites, by sherd numbers 
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Figure 41 : A hand-built cooking pot from Palais de Justice (S 914) 
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Figure 42: Examples of burnished local ceramics. Top left, the base of a bottle from 
Palais de Justice (S 1116); Top right, the rim of a bowl with a diameter of 16 em from 
the eighteenth-century Feature 20 at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol (S 753); Bottom, pitcher 
bases from the nineteenth-century Unit 1, at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol (S 779) 
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Figure 43 : Examples of coarser local ceramics. Top left, ajar? from Unit 1 at 28 Rue 
Amedee Fengarol (S 764); Top right, a cooking pot? (S 1003); Middle, ajar? (S 1004); 
Bottom, a flanged dish or bowl? (S 1 043). Last three, from Palais de Justice 
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Figure 44: Ceramics excavated at the Fidelin pottery by Isabelle Gabriel 
(Parisis and Parisis 2010: 29, adapted from Gabriel 2004) 
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Imported ceramics?' Porcelains 
Most porcelains (total MNV=30 in the sample) in these assemblages were Chinese 
(Genet and Lapointe 1994; Noel Hume 2001a, 2001b; Mudge 1986; Roth and Le 
Corbeiller 2000) (Fig. 45-47). Two sherds exhibited typical European traits- S 486 
combined an applied and luster decorations, and S 630 showed a white reserve on a 
yellow ground with a gilt outline- they were classified as possibly French (Fig. 45). 
~llli1Pfliptrtpl11 fiTI1tl!llJllnf!Tlll'l11111H!IIIIJIIII{IIIIJII11JIU. IIJII11Jll!1)1111jliii[IUlJHI1f111 
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Figure 46: A "Batavia ware" teacup (S 483) (see complete set below) 
21 Each section include the list of references that were the most useful to identify and date the ceramics. 
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Figure 47: Batavia ware set from the Peabody Essex Museum, Salem, MA, ca 1730-1750 
(Mudge 1986: 153, Fig. 231) 
White salt-glazed stoneware 
The white salt-glazed stoneware sherds (MNV=10) seemed to all be English, since the 
diagnostic sherds exhibited classic English patterns (Edwards and Hampson 2005 ; Noel 
Hume 2001 a; Plourde and Lapointe 1996) (Fig. 48). 
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Figure 48: Classic English patterns on white salt-glazed stonewares: "dot, diaper, and 
basket" (S 559),"bead and reel" (S 550) 
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Cream ware 
Similarly, creamware sherds (MNV=10) appeared to be English, rather than French. 
(Campbell 1984; Noel Hume 2001a) (Fig. 49). 
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Figure 49: English creamwares. Mug (S 535), teapot handles (S 524), and teapot rim with 
tortoise-shell decoration (S 651) 
Pearl ware 
Pearlware sherds (MNV=26) showed a wide range of decorations taken from the English 
repertoire, e.g. blue underglaze painting of the "Chinese house" pattern, polychrome 
handpainted decoration, blue transfer printing or engine turned annular decoration 
(Sussman 1997; Miller et al. 2000; Miller and Hunter 2001; Noel Hume 2001 a) (Fig. 50). 
A couple of faiences fines with a pearl ware-like glaze, however, demonstrated that not all 
refined earthenwares with a bluish glaze were pearlwares (Fig. 52). Making the 
distinction was important since faiences fmes with a bluish glaze would not be 
contemporary to pearlwares. For example, the pottery Sarreguemines introduced its 
"China glaze" only in the 1860s. 
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Figure 50: Examples of English pearlwares (S 582, S 577, S 585, S 588) 
Whitewares and plain refined earthenwares 
The blue shell-edged whitewares (MNV=3) at Fort Houel were certainly made in 
England, but plain refined earthenwares (MNV=16) at Palais de Justice and Fort Houel 
were left without provenance. 
Faiences fines 
The rest of the refined earthen wares were classified as French faiences fines (Du Pasquier 
2002; Decker and Thevenin 2002; Hamman 2007; Hery 1999; Guilleme Brulon 2000; 
Maire 2008; Nougarede 1969) (MNV=31 ). All of the marks and identified patterns were 
French, and typical English decorations, like the ubiquitous Willow pattern, were absent 
(Fig. 51). The bulk ofthe faiences fines (59% ofthe vessels) were also recovered from 
Units 1 and 2 in the yard of 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Marks, patterns, and 
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archaeological contexts indicated that these ceramics postdated the industrialization of 
French faiences fines in France, in the 1830s (Maire 2008). 
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Figure 51: (clockwise) "MOULIN DES LOUPS .. ./FRANCE", 1928-1944 (S 628) and "K 
et G/LUNEVILLE/FRANCE", 1890-1920 (S 615, both from 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol) ; 
"BORDEAUX" from J. Vieillard & Cie, 1860s-1880s (S 654, Cathedra/e); Model 
"ROY AT" from "U&C/SARREGUEMINES", ca 1900-1925 (S 631 from 28 Rue Amedee 
Fengarol); "PORCELAIN£ OPAQUE/CREIL ET MONTEREAUIMEDAILLES D"OR 
1834-39-44", 1844-1849 (S 649 from Palais de Justice) 
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Figure 52: Two faiences fines with a bluish or "China" glaze. Left, a stenciled tureen lid 
(S 568). Right, a blue transfer-printed soap dish (S 569) 
Stoneware 
Stoneware sherds (MNV=35) with known types (MNV=26, 75% of stoneware vessels 
were identified) were Rhenish brown stonewares and French stonewares from Lower-
Normandy. Brown salt-glazed stonewares (MNV=18) were not classified as English 
stonewares, because they were mostly storage vessels with a rather fine paste, and often 
an interior surface of a different color- all characteristics of the German stonewares 
(Gaimster 1997; Noel Hume 2001a) (Fig. 53). Yet a few English brown stonewares might 
have been present among them. The Lower-Normandy stonewares (MNV=8) had a 
vitrified fine dark reddish paste and dark brown to black surfaces (Decarie 1999) (Fig. 
54). While most were unglazed, a few were salt-glazed. 
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Figure 53: Left, brown Rhenish stoneware jug (S 661 , S 662). Right, a "crowned floral 
medallion" on a bearded jug (S 724) 
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Figure 54: Lower-Normandy Stoneware bottle and jar body sherds (S 667, S 673) 
Coarse earthenware 
Some known coarse earthenwares (total MNV= I21 , 62% of imported coarse 
earthen wares vessels were identified) came from large regions of production: Beauvaisis 
(MNV=3) for green lead-glazed spatters over yellow following Lapointe and Lueger 
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(1997) and Brassard and Leclerc (2001); Saintonge (MNV=4) for green lead-glazed 
earthenware bowls (Barton 1981; Chapelot 1975; Hugoniot 2002; Lapointe and Lueger 
1997) and a slipware with green and brown lead-glazed spots (Jean Chapelot, personal 
communication, April20, 2011); Provence (MNV=8), for a non-homogeneous group of 
slipwares that probably all came from that area, among which there was a green lead-
glazed over white slip chamber pot with a pink paste (Amouric, Vallauri, and Vayssettes 
2008); and Huveaune (MNV=13), for slipwares with a fine orange paste (Abel 1992, 
2001; Abel and Amouric 1991, 1995; Amouric, Richez, and Vallauri 1999). 
Others were made in small pottery villages: Giroussens (MNV=2), for tablewares 
with an orange sandy paste and green lead-glazed decorations over white slip (Arcangeli 
1999); Biot (MNV= 7), for very large jars with a coarse buff paste (Amouric, 
Argueyrolles, and Vallauri 2006); Saint-Quentin-la-Poterie (MNV=9), for cookwares 
with a buff paste and a thick yellow glaze (Abel and Amouric 1991; Amouric, Richez, 
and Vallauri 1999; Anonymous 2008); and Vallauris (MNV=43), for cookwares with a 
fine orange paste (Abel and Amouric 1991 ; Amouric, Richez, and Vallauri 1999; Forest 
1996; Petrucci 1999) (Fig. 55-61 ). 
Green lead-glazed coarse earthenwares with pastes ranging from white to pink 
were not systematically classified as Saintonge wares. Only the vessels that had classic 
Saintonge shapes were. These products have been made at too many potteries-e.g. in 
Normandy in the area called Sarthe, in Beauvaisis, in Saintonge, across the southwest 
from Sadirac to Toulouse, or near Lyon- to be systematically bundled into one group. 
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Figure 55: Saintonge bowls (S 873, S 874, S 872) 
Figure 56: Inside and outside view of a Beauvaisis cooking pot rim (S 1202)? 
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Figure 57: A chamber pot, from Provence (S 942) 
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Figure 58: Huveaune slipwares. Top, dish, ca 1700-1750 (S 835, S 944). Bottom, 
chamber pot, ca 1750-1800 (S 848) 
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Figure 59: Left, a Giroussens plate or dish (S 884). Right, a Saint-Quentin-la-Poterie 
saucepan (S 1246) 
Figure 60: A Biot water jar (S 765) 
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Figure 61: Cooking pots from Vallauris. Top, lead-glazed products made up to the mid-
eighteenth century. Bottom, slipped and glazed products made after the mid-eighteenth 
century 
All of the Albisola wares (MNV=24)-or brown and black lead-glazed coarse 
earthenwares with a red paste- were considered Italian (Abel and Amouric 1991; Blake 
1981 ; Anonymous 1993; Amouric, Richez, and Vallauri 1999; Foy, Richez, and Vallauri 
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1986). Most were classic tableware, and came from eighteenth-century contexts, when 
imitations were still rare (Fig. 62). Local copies flooded the French market after 1820, 
when an import duty was suddenly applied to Italian ceramics (Amouric, Richez, and 
Vallauri 1999: 123). The rest ofthe foreign coarse earthenwares were English 
Staffordshire-type slipwares (MNV=7) (Noel Hurne 2001a; Moussette 1996) (Fig. 62). 
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Figure 62: Typical Albisola plates (S 455); a Staffordshire-type slipware plate with a 
piecrust rim (S 929) 
Tin-glazed earthenware and faience 
Tin-glazed earthenwares were made in England (MNV=8), the Netherlands (MNV=7), or 
were classified as "foreign" (MNV=6) if their provenance was unclear (Genet 1980; 
Lange 2001; Noel Hume 2001 a; Ray 2000) (Fig. 63-65). 
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Figure 63: Two British delftwares with "Fazackerly" decorations, possibly from 
Liverpool (S 167, S 168) (Lange 2001: 53 , 79); A British delftware plate with "The 
Mandarins" pattern, also possibly from Liverpool (S 440) (Lange 2001: 73) 
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Figure 64: Two Dutch delftware vessels. Left, a barber's bowl with the stylized 
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chrysanthemum of the Dutch imitation of the Wan-Li style, ca 1624-1650 (S 63); Right, a 
plate with a blue, green, and red pattern- see complete pattern below (S 253) 
Figure 65: Dutch delftware plate from the Musee des Ursulines, in Macon, France, with a 
similar pattern asS 253 (Source: Base Joconde, [06/16/2011], 
http://www.culture.gouv.fr/documentation/joconde/fr/pres.htm) 
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For faiences, it is more accurate to discuss style rather than provenance, since 
decorations were widely copied. This study tried to synthesize the information available 
from art history and archaeology (Avery 2007; Bresc-Bautier 2001; Bernier 2002; Bentz 
1997; Blanchette 1981; Costes 201 0; Genet 1980; Guilleme Brulon 1997a, 1997b, 1998a, 
1998b; Rosen 1995; Waltha111991a, 1991b; Walthall and Gums 1988; Waselkov and 
Walthall 2002). Ultimately, stylistic classifications are hampered by the lack of pottery 
excavations in France, and by the fact that many potteries reproduced the same designs. 
In France, blue on white faiences preceded polychromy, and faiences brunes 
started to appear in the 1720s, partly to compete with Albisola wares. Faience production 
was driven by a few large potteries, like Nevers in the seventeenth century, and Rouen 
and Moustiers in the eighteenth century. These major potteries all benefitted from good 
transportation, or close-by regional fairs , that ensured that their ceramics sold well and 
far (Rosen 1995: 106-1 07). Secondary centers copied their most popular styles, and/or 
specialized in niche productions, to carve their own market share. 
Most faiences in the assemblages fell under the general styles of "Nevers", 
"Rouen," and "Moustiers." A faience in the "Rouen" style (MNV=79) could certainly 
have been made in Rouen, but also at nearby potteries in direct competition with Rouen, 
like Paris or Lille, or at any other pottery who heavily copied some "Rouen" designs, e.g. 
La Rochelle or Bordeaux (Fig. 66-68). Under the "Moustiers" style was a yellow on 
white faience (MNV=1) that was mostly made in Moustiers or Marseille, and blue on 
white faiences (MNV=19) that were more widely copied, for example in Toulouse, 
Bordeaux, and Montauban (Fig. 69, 72). "Nevers" decorations (MNV=13) were 
originally made in Nevers, Lyon, or their satellites, like Moulins, but were also 
sometimes copied in La Rochelle and Marseille (Fig. 69-70). 
Figure 66: Map of a few faience potteries, with a focus on Rouen and Paris 
(Guilleme Brulon 1998b: 8) 
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There was no need to systematically classify the faience brune (MNV=58) as 
"Rouen" wares. "Rouen" style ceramics already largely dominated the faience blanche 
sample, and although Rouen was a major producer of faience brune, both excavations and 
historical sources have confirmed that it was not alone. Rosen (1995 : 13 0-131) even 
suggested that faience brune made up to a third of the production of many French 
potteries. In the sample, the variety of pastes and pattern treatments, as well as marbled 
faiences brunes with white and dark brown slips emphasized the heterogeneity of this 
group. Also, the only specific provenance cited for faience brune in the inventories was 
not Rouen, but Marrnande, a small town not far from Bordeaux. 
Figure 67: Rouen pitcher with a blue "Lambrequin" pattern, 17th-early 18th c. (S 36) 
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Figure 68: Left, Rouen plate with a variation of the "Guillibaud" pattern, 1718-1739 (S 
87). Right, Rouen polychrome decoration for average quality tableware (S 18) 
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Figure 69: Left, a "Moustiers" dish with a "Berain" decoration (S 86); Right, a salad 
bowl, possibly from Nevers (S 426) 
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Figure 70: Two pitchers classified in the "Nevers" style. Left, faience from the 
Bourgogne area (S 66)? Right, faience from Moulins (S 64)? 
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To organize flatware, I applied Waselkov and Walthall's rim typology and 
augmented it (Waselkov and Walthall2002) (Fig. 71). I added two rims and recorded 
variations on pre-existing ones (Fig. 72, Table 9). I also modified Waselkov and 
Walthall's stylistic classifications of these rims, as necessary. Following their work, Rim 
M and J were "Moustiers" design. They hypothesized, however, that Rim A was from 
Brittany, i.e., Quimper or Rennes (Fig. 43), but I classified it instead as a "Nevers" style, 
since Rim A plates in France have been excavated in Lyon (See Faure-Bourcharlat 1990: 
186). They also suggested that Rim B-I and K-L were "Rauen" style faiences. This theory 
has received some support: for example, Bruno Bentz' (1997) analysis of the faiences at 
the Chateau de Marly- a small French royal residence- indicated that some Rim D and 
G were actually made in Rauen. Research on southwestern sites, however, has also 
demonstrated that Rim B, C, and I were popular in the southwest area of France. In fact, 
Castes and Deschamps (2009) labeled a polychrome Rim Cas the typical "Bordeaux" 
design. In Guadeloupe, Rims C were rendered the exact same way (Fig. 72). Clearly, 
attributing rim varieties to particular stylistic areas remains a work in progress. 
-----
Figure 71: Waselkov and Walthall's rim varieties A-L 
(Adapted from Waselkov and Walthall2002: 66, Fig. 3) 
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Figure 72: Left Yellow on white "Moustiers" Rim M (S 425); Center, a "Rauen" Rim N 
(S 247); Right, a "Bordeaux" Rim C (S 443) 
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Rim Varieties Palais Cathedrale F. Houel Fengarol 
A 6 3 
B 1 1 1 
c 2 1 
D 7 
E 1 1 
G 22 4 5 
H 1 
I 3 1 
J 9 2 
L 17 2 
M 1 1 
N 14 
Table 9: Distribution of rim varieties at the sites 
Sorting rim varieties is a quick method to compare sites, and ultimately, to also 
identify good time markers. For example, if the polychrome "Rim C" was indeed made in 
the southwest of France, its production could only have started in the 1760s (Castes 
2010). According to data from Place Royale (Genet 1980) and from Northwest Louisiana 
(A very et al. 2007), Rim A seems to show up in earlier eighteenth-century contexts. A 
large amount of Rim G and Eon the other hand- in part because these rims were used on 
faience brune--could typify later phases. Although Rim G was the most abundant variety 
in Guadeloupe, there was none in the earlier burials and sediments of Phase 1 at Palais de 
Justice (Table 2). Rim G was also very conspicuous at sites occupied after the 1770s in 
Northwest Louisiana, but not before. 
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Comparison with the inventories 
The provenance of the identified foreign ceramics can be summarized in a chart similar to 
the one made for the inventories (Fig. 73). Unsurprisingly, more countries appeared in 
this version than in the inventories since known foreign imports, like porcelains and 
Rhenish stonewares, were not recorded as such in the texts. The three countries that 
straddled both sets of data, i.e. , England, Italy, and Netherlands, did so in slightly 
different proportions. Italy was more present in the inventories, which could suggest that 
Albisola wares were more prevalent in Guadeloupe in the 1770s than at other times. 
England, on the other hand, dominated the archaeological collections. In part, it must be 
because some English ceramics that recurred at the sites were absent from the 
inventories, like the Staffordshire-type slipwares and the delftwares. These ceramics 
could have been inventoried in Guadeloupean houses without being specifically 
identified as foreign. Another explanation for the importance of English ceramics at the 
sites might be their time periods. More specifically, England successfully occupied 
Guadeloupe twice, from 1759 to 1763 and from 1810 to 1815, two periods during which 
more English ceramics might have been imported legally, and thus present in greater 
quantities than usual. Palais de Justice, that delivered half ofthe sample, directly covered 














Figure 73: Provenance of the foreign ceramics by countries, in vessel numbers 
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The comparison between sites and inventories for ceramics imported from France 
would not yield any new information. The ceramic equipment of Guadeloupeans was 
more diverse than the inventories suggested, but two sources dominated both samples: 
Rouen or the Normandy region, through the faiences, and Vallauris or the Provence area, 
through the coarse earthenwares. 
Objects 
The shape of about a third of the sherds could not been identified, or described as more 
than "hollowware." About 9% of the flatware was also unspecified. Table 10 lists the 
shapes used to describe the rest of the sherds. For obvious reasons, this list is shorter than 
the list of objects from the inventories, but both samples were dominated by plates: they 
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represented 25% of the archaeological vessels, and 41% of the objects listed in the 
inventories. 
Albarelle Lid, Teapot or Coffee pot 
Barber's bowl Lid, Tureen 
Basin/Large flower pot Mug 
Bottle Oil-bottle 
Bowl Pitcher 
Bowl (Jatte) Plate 
Bowl (Terrine) Plate, Soup 
Bowl (Bol) Porringer 
Bowl, posset Pot 
Chamber pot Burner 
Coffee pot Salad bowl 
Cooking pot Salt 
Cork Saucepan/Skillet 
Cup, for tea or coffee Saucer 
Dish Saucer boat 
Dish warmer Soap dish 
Dish, oval Sugar mold 
Drip jar Teapot 
Drug pot (Pillulier) Toy (Cooking pot) 
Jar Tureen 
Jug Vase 
Lid, Cooking pot Wall fountain 
Lid, Pitcher Water jar 
Lid, Porringer 
Table 10: List of objects and accessories for the archaeological sample 
3 DISCUSSION 
Despite the fact that sites and inventories spanned different periods and contexts, they 
still complemented each other. If inventories listed a greater diversity of objects, the 
archaeological collections gave specific details about their shapes and decorations. 
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Inventories minimized the role of the local production, but assemblages helped correct 
that view. The sites also better illustrated the variety of ceramic materials that existed in 
Guadeloupe, and were more informative about their provenance. 
Even though this study is based on a small archaeological sample, the 
assemblages were diverse enough to reflect a large part of Guadeloupe's history. As a 
French colony, Guadeloupe received the bulk of its ceramics from France. These 
ceramics were mostly coarse earthenwares, faiences, stonewares, and later, faiences fines 
from France, but also included foreign imports like German stonewares and Albisola 
wares. These types of ceramics were all excavated on French colonial sites in Canada, 
and must have likely been shipped to every colony onboard French ships. Chjnese export 
porcelains epitomized this phenomenon: the same assortment of Batavia wares, Chlnese 
Imari, and porcelains from the Pink Family were both in Guadeloupe and onboard the 
Machault, a French ship that sank in the Restigouche River, New Brunswick, in 1760 
(Sullivan 1986). 
Concomitantly, this sample managed to convey Guadeloupe's place in the French 
Atlantic world, as well as its idiosyncratic hlstory. In the seventeenth century, 
Guadeloupe's ties with the Dutch Atlantic were crucial to the colony. Early on, Dutch 
merchants were the colonists' lifeblood for everyday essentials. Later on in 1654, a wave 
of Dutch and Flemish colonists who had been expelled from Brazil also immigrated to 
the French Lesser Antilles. They brought new techillques to produce sugar, and in 
particular, more efficient sugar mills. Their presence was larger in Guadeloupe, and as a 
result, the sugar industry took off there faster than elsewhere. Tills early phase when 
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Dutch merchants and investors played a major role in the development of the French 
Antilles was incarnated by the Dutch barber's bowl found at Fort Houel. If this object 
belonged to Charles Houel himself, it was also a reminder of his personal dealings with 
the Dutchmen, which was primordial historically since it was Houel who facilitated their 
installation on the island. 
After the war between France and the Netherlands from 1672 to 1679, Dutch 
merchants were officially evicted from the French colonial trade. Through contraband, 
however, Guadeloupe maintained some degree of relationship with Dutch colonies like 
St. Eustatius. Since Guadeloupe tended to be neglected by French ships, it often turned to 
smuggling for its needs, for example in slaves. This phantom trade probably explained 
the tenuous but constant presence of Dutch delftwares and other ceramics sold by Dutch 
merchants in Basse-Terre during the eighteenth century, as P ala is de Justice showed. 
Another consequence of this war was the emergence of England as France's main 
rival in the Caribbean, which led to multiple conflicts between the two countries. Maybe 
in a serendipitous turn of events, parts of the sample seemed to stem from England's two 
main occupations ofGuadeloupe, in 1759-1763 and 1810-1815. The relatively low 
amount and small variety of cream ware found at the sites contrasted sharply with the 
diversity and quality of the pearlware. These data fit the chronology of English 
occupations: creamware appeared in 1765, i.e., two years after the first occupation ended, 
and was already replaced by pearlware during the second one. 
At the very least, the sample made clear that Guadeloupe had an important 
connection to the Anglo-American Atlantic world, and certainly not just through Dutch 
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merchants. This connection was visible in the predominance of English ceramics among 
foreign imports and in the medley of styles this group exhibited. For example, a singular 
hand-painted polychrome pearlware vessel from Fort Houel was also excavated at the 
Middle Ford Ferry Tavern, in Frederick County, MD, and at the John Dortch site in 
Louisiana-Dortch was a Revolutionary War veteran, originally from South Carolina 
(Beasley 2007; Hahn 2004) (Fig. 50, S 577). Such a connection would have been greatly 
strengthened by the first English occupation of Guadeloupe, which brought about a 
prosperity that was remembered decades later as its Gilded Age. Using probate 
inventories, travel departure lists, and correspondences, Begot (1994) found that the 
French Antilles' affinity for the Anglo-American world lasted into the nineteenth century. 
It could be seen in the books about English culture and pieces of furniture like sideboards 
that planters owned. Certainly, it was also visible in their ceramic choices of the early 
nineteenth century. 
Whitewares were rare in Basse-Terre and seemed completely absent from the 
most recent assemblages at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Similarly at La Mahaudiere, only 
7% of white-bodied refined earthenwares- mostly whitewares, but a few ironstones as 
well-showed English marks versus 69% with French ones (Gibson 2007: 177). 
Seemingly, whitewares and other later English ceramics were not around for long in 
Guadeloupe before French faiences fines replaced them. Since whitewares started to be 
popular in North America in the 1820s (Miller et al. 2000), faiences fines might have thus 
· arrived in Guadeloupe from the 1830s onward. This timing would coincide with their 
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complete industrialization in France, and with a period when French potteries would have 
been ready to conquer the colonial market. 
A fmal characteristic shared by the sites in the sample and by La Mahaudiere was 
the steady presence of second-rate ceramics, again mostly among the tableware. At all 
four Basse-Terre sites, there were either half-glazed faiences- i.e. , faiences glazed only 
on one side---or biscuit wares that were slipped but not glazed (Fig. 28, 74). 
Figure 74: Half-glazed faience dish from Cathedrale (S 404) 
Similarly, 8% of the refined earthenwares at La Mahaudiere were biscuit wares 
(Gibson 2007: 178-179). The latter even showed a range of decoration, from black and 
brown transfer prints, to blue and green shell-edges, and molded dot rim decoration. One 
ofthe transfer-printed sherd also bore the mark of the P & H Choisy French pottery.Z2 
That some factory seconds were readily sent to the colonies is not very surprising. 
22 How did these decorated, but unglazed, biscuit wares, came to exist? Since most studies of faiences fines 
in France are based on museum objects, they rarely discuss or even show biscuit wares. The collection from 
La Mahaudiere is thus quite unique. Heather Gibson (2007 : 178) found another possible case of unglazed 
printed biscuit ware from Choisy in a book about underwater archaeology entitled Vingt Mille Pots sous les 
Mers (Amouric, Richez, and Vallauri 1999: 182-183). As at La Mahaudiere, it was an unglazed black 
transfer-printed vessel. Although this is not an entirely satisfying explanation, Maire (2008: 359) mentioned 
that the Choisy pottery invented an unusual transfer-print technique for which it received a patent in 1818, 
and that required a light firing of the printed biscuit ware before the glaze was applied. 
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Unfortunately, comparative data from France or other colonies is too scant to determine 
whether Guadeloupe received more of them, or the same amount as elsewhere. 
Nonetheless, it seemed that the lower the status of the household, the better its chances of 
owning second-rate ceramics: the proportion was higher at the slave village of La 
Mahaudiere (8% of the white bodied refined earthenwares) than at the middling 
household of 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol (3.4% of the faiences and faiences fines) or at the 
fairly wealthy assemblages of Palais de Justice (3% of the faiences) . 
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Chapter 3 
Just add water: ceramics for domestic water reserves 
Why water as a subject of study? Because ceramics can show how it was managed at the 
household level in early modem societies. In Daniel Roche's words, this was "the time of 
scarce water" (le temps de l'eau rare), whereas today, we only need to tum on the tap to 
get a stream of clean water. The difference between the two eras is striking. Yet some 
similarities also exist. First, in modem countries, the public has less confidence now in 
their water supply, just as people did prior to the nineteenth century. Our water supply 
systems are aging and in need of some expensive upgrades. New kinds of contaminants 
have also appeared and are spurring concerns about the inadequacy of our purification 
techniques. In response, households often revert to buying home water filters or hauling 
expensive bottled water home from the supermarket. So, now as then, steps are taken at 
the household level to improve water quality. Meanwhile in developing countries, 
millions of people lack access to clean water, and traditional methods for household 
water collection and storage remain the only options. In these areas, the methods applied 
during the early modem period are still relevant. 
Naturally, our views on water have evolved. For example, there was no concept of 
waterborne diseases before the second half of the nineteenth century. Yell ow fever and 
cholera were linked to fecally contaminated water only after 1850, and the microbes 
responsible for them were identified in the 1880s (Hamlin 2000: 52). There was, 
however, a tradition of judging the quality of water based on senses and its presumed 
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health effects (Goubert 1989; Hamlin 2000). In the West, on the water quality scale, 
rainwater was generally the best. Waters from mountain streams were also preferred over 
waters from streams in hot plains or wells, and running waters always surpassed stagnant 
ones. 
Early modem European towns showed a very limited "hydraulic consciousness" 
(Hamlin 2000). It often involved little more than providing water access points 
throughout the city. In Paris for example, water access was secured through the Seine, the 
public fountains, and some wells. Directly piping water into individual homes, however, 
had not been a priority since Roman times (Coleman 2001). Water quality was low and 
people were aware of it, so treating water at home was also common. Worldwide, known 
purifying techniques ranged from allowing the sediment to settle, to decanting the water, 
adding purifiers (like wine and vinegar) and coagulant, or drinking water only after 
boiling (Hamlin 2000). In France, stone filters (or dripstones) and adding wine to 
drinking water were the most common practices (Baker 1981; Hamlin 2000). As Roche's 
work showed for Paris, even if everybody had access to the same bad water, wealthy 
households could more easily purify and improve its taste. 
Managing the water supply was therefore a crucial domestic task, and probably 
even more so in the tropical environment of Guadeloupe. How did people get their water 
there? Assessing how Basse-Terre's water supply was built and how well it functioned 
will help answer this question. Then, the analysis of the water ceramics listed in the 
probate inventories, and also found at the sites, will show how households in Guadeloupe 
managed water. The ceramics used for that purpose were water jars, some reused drip 
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jars, wall fountains, and pitchers. Households kept their main water reserve in the water 
jars. This primary reserve was sometimes supplemented with secondary water storing 
objects, like the drip jars or the wall fountains, which both had other functions as well. 
Finally, pitchers were used to fetch a small amount of water and keep it on hand for when 
it was needed. The way these ceramics were distributed throughout the house, and across 
the various categories of households, will also spur some interesting questions. Some 
patterns were typical of Guadeloupe only, but comparisons with Paris and other French 
colonies will prove that others were not, and were rather a product of the time. 
1 SOURCES OF WATERINBASSE-TERRE 
Before the French arrived, European ships had been visiting the site of Basse-Terre for 
more than a century. Its advantages and drawbacks as a place for settlement were thus 
well known. Its roadstead 1 had waters deep enough for ships to anchor close to the coast, 
though it did not protect them well from bad weather. High grounds near the coast and at 
one end of the site could be used to build a fort, as the Compagnie des Isles d'Amerique 
recommended for new settlements (Desmoulins 2006: 40; Perotin-Durnon 2000: 97). 
Above all , Basse-Terre had excellent sources offresh water, thanks to the three 
permanent rivers and several seasonal creeks that flowed down hill to the sea. Waters 
running downhill from mountains were in general thought to be very healthy (Hamlin 
2000). 
1 Or outer harbor. 
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This last feature was rather rare in the French Antilles. To build new settlements, 
the French usually selected places with good harbors above all else, even when these 
places were not very suitable to human inhabitation. For example, both Fort Royal, in 
Martinique, and Pointe-a-Pitre, in Guadeloupe, were built in swamplands, where their 
residents had to face relentless heat, swarms of mosquitoes, and dire lack of freshwater 
(Boucher 2008: 20, 271). 
1.1 The water supply 
In Basse-Terre, the declivity of the site on its East-West axis also helped build a 
rudimentary but efficient water distribution system. Water was diverted upstream from 
the rivers and brought downtown in canals by gravity and low-pressure. Religious 
communities were among the earliest landowners in the city, and created the first water 
catchments (Desmoulins 2006: 73). The Jesuits, the Carmes, and the Brothers of Charity 
managed to extract water from the Ravine de !'Esperance, and the Capuchins, from the 
Riviere aux Herbes. In Baillif, a town west of Basse-Terre, Father Labat also built a 
2,800 meter-long canal to irrigate the sugar plantation of the Dominican Brothers 
(Desmoulins 2006: 74). 
Most canals in this water distribution system were simply unlined earthen ditches, 
and only a small number of them were built in masonry (Desmoulins 2006: 74). A few 
reservoirs helped clean the water and regulate its flow. The system also used connecting 
pipes that were initially made of lead, but after 1850, of cast iron. Both canals and 
reservoirs were usually left uncovered, and small wooden bridges helped cross the 
numerous little streams that transected the city (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 371). 
As Basse-Terre grew, new connections were simply added to the original 
network. It was easy to develop a distribution system this way, but the pitfall was also 
obvious. Every water distribution point in the city taxed the same few sources in the 
rivers, and their supply was contingent on the network that lay upstream from them. 
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Cisterns and wells were rare in Basse-Terre, and especially before the nineteenth 
century. In her survey of the city's notarial archives, Desmoulins (2006: 205) found a 
single mention of a well, dating from 1822. Perotin-Dumon (2000: 429) cited the 
presence of a well inside the courtyard of a merchant's house in the newest part of Saint-
Fran<;ois, at the end of the eighteenth century. The military had cisterns both at Fort 
Delgres and at their infantry barracks by the mid-eighteenth century, but private houses 
seldom did. Desmoulins identified only one private cistern, near the Champ d'Arbaud, 
dating from 1855 (Desmoulins 2006: 206). In the 1820s, Longin also recalled drinking 
water coming from a cistern in a house downtown (cited in Perotin-Dumon 2000: 771). 
Unsurprisingly given their rarity, neither cisterns nor wells appeared in my own sample. 
1.2 Public fountains 
The first public fountain in Basse-Terre was erected in Saint-Fran<;ois in 1749. By the 
end of the 1780s, this neighborhood had installed four more (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 373). 
One of them was a marine fountain, accessible not only to individuals, but also to ships 
that needed to replenish their water supply. A land surveyor and city planner named 
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Mallet built it around 1788. Mallet was also commissioned to inspect the entire city's 
water supply and wrote a detailed report about his findings? 
Other neighborhoods of Basse-Terre, even old ones like the Carmel, were not as 
well equipped as Saint-Fran<;:ois (Desmoulins 2006: 77). In 1788, Mallet underlined the 
needs for public water access outside of Saint-Fran<;:ois, included in the neighborhood of 
the site 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. He proposed to build a fountain at the entrance of the 
former military hospital/ across the street from the site, but this project was completed 
much later, sometime after 1825. In 1842, a Basse-Terre inhabitant wanted to install a 
fountain in a nearby street called Rue Saint-Ignace, because there were still no potable 
water sources in this area. Many Basse-Terrians who lived outside of Saint-Fran<;:ois did 
not have close access to water until late in the nineteenth century. 
1.3 Idyllic waters 
To visitors on the other hand, fountains seemed to be everywhere. They helped cool the 
city and make its tropical climate more enjoyable. Praising Basse-Terre's abundant 
sources of fresh water was almost compulsory. Paul Erdmann Isert, a German doctor, 
painted this picturesque portrait of the city in 1787: 
On voit par-ci par-lades fontaines jaillissantes qui distribuent une eau fraiche 
et claire comme le crystal [sic]. I1 y a une multitude de jardins dans l'interieur 
de Ia ville et au dehors, qui sont presque tous arroses d'eau courante, et qui 
foumissent aux habitans [sic] les legumes les plus delicats. (Isert 1972: 318) 
2 This document is the best source of information about the state of Basse-Terre's water supply at the end of 
the eighteenth century. It is partially reproduced in Perotin-Dumon 2000: 775-776. 
3 Nowadays, it is a high school called Lycee Gerville-Reache. 
One sees here and there gushing fountains that distribute a fresh and crystal 
clear water. There are plenty of gardens in the inner city and outside, that are 
nearly all watered with running water, and that provide local people the most 
delicate vegetables. 
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In the nearby uplands, Montlezun found the air fresh and the waters limpid and 
delicious (Montlezun 1818: II, 45). In the 1820s, Lon gin admired two pyramidal 
fountains downtown that yielded "a very beautiful water." He also noted that this water 
was good for "drinking, domestic use, and cooking" (cited in Desmoulins 2006: 206). 
Boyer-Peyreleau (1823: 180) lauded the quality ofBasse-Terre waters, and the numerous 
public and private fountains he saw. According to him, many of the houses he visited had 
running water. Another visitor, Joseph Leggins, recalled in 1830 the many "plain," but 
"neat" fountains of the city (cited in Perotin-Dumon 2000: 371). He noticed that these 
fountains offered water that was "convoyed through pipes" from an "inexhaustible" 
source streaming down from the neighboring hills. 
Surely, idyllic descriptions of Basse-Terre's fountains and waters became a trope 
of the travel literature of the Antilles. In most ofthese accounts, Basse-Terre was also 
sharply contrasted with Pointe-a-Pitre which was deemed favorable for trade, but very 
unhealthy. The Baron de Montlezun (1818: II, 76), for instance, deplored the latter's 
unhealthy climate, unbearable heat, the scarcity of shade and breeze there, and also its 
lack of clean water sources. 
In the case of Basse-Terre, these visitors' impressions did not quite reflect reality. 
Not surprisingly, canals and gullies fostered chronic epidemics of malaria in the city 
(Perotin-Dumon 2000: 318). The canals in particular tended to leak water into stagnant 
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puddles that bolstered mosquito breeding. As it is explained below, the water that spouted 
out of Basse-Terre's fountains was also often very polluted, and it caused regular typhoid 
fever and cholera outbreaks. Yet for eighteenth-century doctors and early nineteenth-
century hygienists, fresh air was the most important prophylactic element against all 
diseases (Corbin 1986; Quinlan 2005). Thus, Basse-Terre's cooling sea breeze created the 
illusion that it was the healthiest place to live in Guadeloupe (Jennings 2002: 239). This 
belief persisted even when evidence pointed to the contrary. In 1823 for example, Boyer-
Peyreleau noted that the death rate of soldiers was higher there than in Pointe-a-Pitre 
( cited in Perotin-Dumon 2000: 318). He explained it, however, by the fact that Basse-
Terre attracted many more newcomers- that were naturally more susceptible to succumb 
to tropical diseases-rather than by Basse-Terre's environment or the quality of its water 
supply. 
2 PROBLEMS WITH BASSE-TERRE'S WATER SUPPLY 
2.1 Inequality of access 
The 1788 Mallet report laid out some systematic and recurrent problems with Basse-
Terre's water supply. First, direct water access through the canals was very unequally 
distributed. As usual, priority was given to administrative buildings, religious 
communities, and military residents (Desmoulins 2006; Perotin-Dumon 2000). For 
private households, it was a luxury. Elite households could enjoy fountains in their 
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courtyard, and even running water inside their houses, while everybody else went to the 
rivers, or, after 1749, to public fountains. 
The correlation between direct water access and wealth and status was a common 
trait of urban life in colonial times. It was the case in colonial cities like Santiago, as well 
as in major European cities, like Paris or London (Roche 1984; Webre 1990). In general, 
public fountains received their water last, after administrative buildings, elite households, 
the military, and religious communities. Webre ( 1990: 7 4) estimated that as few as 4% of 
Santiago's population received 62% of the water supply at the end of the seventeenth 
century. For Paris, Roche (1984: 389) noted the same glaring inequalities: religious 
communities, important administrators, court members, and nobles used about half of 
Paris' water. Similarly, Basse-Terre's water topography matched its social geography. 
Saint-Franyois, the richest neighborhood, had the most public and private fountains. 
The better real estate properties in Basse-Terre came with specific water rights 
that were recorded in sale documents. Since these rights have not been studied in detail 
yet it is unclear how much they cost, or how exactly they were allotted4 (Desmoulins 
2006: 77). The flow rate that a landowner could expect was precisely described, however, 
as anything between a trickle and a steadier rivulet. Holes in the stones sometimes helped 
regulate the amount of water that was delivered to properties (Desmoulins 2006: 78). 
Naturally, water rights often spurred disagreements between neighbors, especially when 
4 
In my sample, water rights appeared in the inventory of a house in Capesterre that had two small sources 
of fresh water. These sources were only worth 80 francs, a moderate sum in 1830, but this house was 
located in a village, and not the city. 
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the amount of water each one expected could not be delivered (Blandin-Pauvert 1986: 
62). 
2.2 Shortages 
Despite the city's best efforts, the flow of water that ran throughout Basse-Terre was very 
uneven. As late as the 1870s, running water only worked a few hours a day. Natural 
shortages were common, and were either the result of unusual dry spells or regular 
seasonal variations. Mallet for example pointed out that canals and fountains remained 
empty for weeks at a time during the dry season (cited in Perotin-Dumon 2000: 775). 
Because canals and reservoirs were crudely built and left uncovered, a great deal of water 
was also lost to evaporation and ground absorption throughout the system (Desmoulins 
2006: 78). 
2.3 Fraud and tampering 
Fraud and tampering also hampered regular water distribution. Mallet observed that so 
many illicit ditches had been dug into the canals in some areas of Basse-Terre, that their 
original contour was fading. Slaves were traditionally blamed for diverting lots of water 
for their own uses, especially on Saturdays and Sundays. Mallet reported that they liked 
to take frequent baths in the rivers, but he also pointed out that many plantations that 
were located upstream stole water from the rivers for sugar production and irrigation of 
their gardens, thus depriving inner city's landowners of their share (cited in Perotin-
Dumon 2000: 775). According to Mallet, citizens too, and not just slaves, pilfered the 
water that was meant for both public and private fountains. 
2.4 Chronic and seasonal pollution 
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Yet the overriding problem with Basse-Terre's water supply was the lack of a sewage 
system. Latrines were rare in private houses before the late nineteenth century. 
Desmoulins (2006: 206) found only one mention dating from 1783 of a "cabinet 
d'aisance ," or "indoor privy." She also mentioned a military report that described how 
outhouses and privies remained unusual as late as in 1863. Several military and religious 
communities, however, had their own latrines early on. For convenience, they built them 
directly over the canals and streams, so that the waste could be carried away by the flow 
(cited in Perotin-Dumon 2000: 776). 
For those who did not have any latrines, dumping chamber pots in the streets, 
canals, and rivers was so convenient that it was a very widespread habit. The city passed 
many bans to deter such behaviors, but to no avail. 
The rivers also made an expedient destination for the dumping of industrial 
wastes from the plantations' industries. Washerwomen also did their laundry in them. The 
soaps and the scum that their activity released encouraged the growth of algae in some 
parts and spurred the deposit of silts in the pipes. 
Finally, canals and rivers could simply be obstructed with solid waste. In the 
1820s, Longin recorded how the Riviere aux Herbes was littered with all kinds of 
domestic trash (cited in Perotin-Dumon 2000: 778). Seasonal storms tended to exacerbate 
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the problems due to chronic pollution and littering. The storms would move trash and 
pollution throughout the whole system. While water was plentiful during these periods, it 
was not necessarily fit for human consumption. In his 1788 survey, Mallet judged that 
Basse-Terre's waters were dangerous and unhealthy in several spots. The water of the 
Ravine de !'Esperance for example looked to him muddy and murky, and not fit for 
drinking. 
2.5 Lack of leadership and civic spirit 
The maintenance of the canals was a constant burden to a city that apparently did not 
have the funding to make any repairs. In France, public fountains were usually free, but 
private water access was taxed to pay for the maintenance of the city's supply. In Basse-
Terre, such taxes probably never existed. Since all municipal records on that topic have 
disappeared, it is unclear exactly how this supply was managed at the city level 
(Desmoulins 2006: 77). It seems, however, that officials repeatedly asked citizens for 
help to clean up canals and streams. They also often needed to call upon civic spirit in 
sharing the use of the rivers. 
If attitudes in the nineteenth century reflected those of the earlier periods, Basse-
Terrians were incapable of pooling their resources to improve the quality of the water 
they drank. In 1844 for example, they flat out refused to finance the pressing project of 
bringing water from the Riviere aux Herbes to the Champ d'Arbaud (Desmoulins 2006: 
79). During the njneteenth century, many cities in the metropole managed to upgrade 
both the quality and availability of their water (Roche 1984 ). Meanwhile, Basse-Terre's 
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aging water supply was decaying. The terrible cholera outbreak of 1865 became a wake-
up call, and finally allowed city officials to clean up and modernize the whole system 
(Desmoulins 2006: 80). 
2.6 Conclusion 
Several problems that plagued Basse-Terre's water supply, like regular shortages, 
inequality of access, and water pollution were typical of early modem cities (Roche 1984; 
Webre 1990). Although it was unsophisticated, Basse-Terre's water supply must have 
nevertheless been good enough. Otherwise, visitors might have been less impressed with 
what they saw, and people would have tried to get water through other means. For 
example, Basse-Terrians could have dug wells, as did their neighbors in Pointe-a-Pitre. 
They also could have taken steps to systematically harvest rainwater at home, but only a 
handful of them did. 
3 GETTING AND STORING WATER: THE CERAMIC EVIDENCE 
As we saw, only Basse-Terre's wealthiest households were connected to the city's water 
supply. Privileged families and communities were usually able to enjoy private fountains 
in their courtyards. For example, the Capuchins had installed an ornamental fountain on 
their grounds by the end of the seventeenth century. Because ofthe shortages and illegal 
tampering with the canals though, direct access to water was not reliable. Even well off 
households must have had to occasionally hire water carriers or send their servants 
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further to the rivers. Everyone who could not afford direct access to water had to fetch 
their supply from the rivers, or, after 1749, from the public fountains. Outside of Basse-
Terre, people would go to the nearest source of fresh water. 
In the early twentieth century, several local editors published postcards that 
showed people gathered around the public fountains, depicting stereotypes of Creole 
culture (Fig. 75-76). If fetching water was a chore for women and children in this period, 
perhaps it was earlier too. Other postcards portrayed water carriers for hire who were 
either men or children (Fig. 77). In her survey of urban jobs in Guadeloupe in 1797, 
Perotin-Dumon found that water sellers were black men, and that they all worked in 
Pointe-a-Pitre (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 510-511 ). Given that Basse-Terre had a better water 
supply, maybe they were not as common there. 
At the fountains, women often used wooden buckets as carrying containers (Fig. 
75-76). As the inventories suggested, wooden buckets already served that purpose in the 
eighteenth century. They were called quart a l'eau, a maritime term, and almost always 
stood near the water reserves of the house. In eighteenth-century France as well, buckets 
were more often used to haul water than any other objects. Historians have found them in 
probate inventories from Paris (Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988; Roche 1985), from rural areas 
like the Perche ornais (Cally 1998: 754), and from provincial cities, like Toulouse 
(Dousset 2003: 47). 
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Figure 75: Women and children gathered at the fountain in Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe 
(Postcard published by Phos) 
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Figure 76: Women filling buckets at the public fountain in Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe 
(Postcard sold by C. Levalois, pharmacist) 
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Figure 77: Young water carriers with a wickered dame-jeanne, or French demijohn 
(Postcard published by F. Petit) 
3.1 Water jars: the primary water storage vessel 
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At home, water was stored in large coarse earthenware jars called jarre or jarre a l'eau in 
the inventories. Seventy percent of the houses had at least one such container, for a total 
number of 169 jars. Their function was specified in about 46% of the cases. Eighty-nine 
percent of them were used with water, and only a few contained other items: a "common" 
vegetable oil that was probably olive oil ("huile commune," Inventory 96 and Inventory 
93), red vinegar ("vinaigre rouge, "Inventory 93), lentils ( "lentilles," Inventory 93), 
butter ("beurre," Inventory 1 05), bitumen ("goudron," Inventory 76), and spirit ("eau de 
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vie," Inventory 1 06). French Demijohns (or dame-jeannes) and stoneware jugs (cannes) 
were usually the containers of choice for these goods. Furthermore, in all of these 
instances, the houses were equipped with classic water jars as well, which indicated that 
if jars could sporadically be used to store goods, they essentially served as water reserves. 
The provenance of 79% of the jars was recorded. Precisely half of them came 
from Provence, in France, while the rest were made locally. There is strong evidence that 
the imported jars actually came from Biot, a pottery that was specialized in making this 
kind of vessel at the time. First, Biot jars have been found at most contemporary 
archaeological sites in Guadeloupe, including the four sites in Basse-Terre selected for 
this study. Further, whole specimens still stand in the gardens and courtyards of historic 
Creole houses. The author has been able to see a very well preserved Biotjar at the 
downtown house of the Nemausat family. 
More as a side note, one large jar came from the Netherlands. It was present in 
Inventory 147, made in 1784 at Terre-de-Haut, in Les Saintes.5 Unfortunately, no other 
formal details about it were recorded, but this jar was the most expensive piece of pottery 
in the whole house; it cost 24 livres and 15 sols. The family also used Dutch faiences and 
white salt-glazed stoneware as dinnerware, and had two locally made jars in their parlor 
room. Due to their relative isolation in Terre-de-Haut, a contraband hub, it seems that 
they had better access to foreign and local goods than to French ceramics. This might 
explain why they owned the sole foreign jar listed in the inventories. 
5 Les Saintes is a small archipelago that lies south of Basse-Terre. Terre-de-Bas and Terre-de-Haut are its 
main islets. 
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3.2 Jars from Biot 
Biot started producing large jars during the fust half ofthe sixteen century (Amouric, 
Argueyrolles, and Vallauri 2006). Originally, these ceramics were intended for the olive 
oil produced in the Provence mills, but they served to store and transport many other dry 
and wet goods, such as olives, salted fish, dried fruits , dried vegetables, etc. These jars 
were excellent shipping and storing containers. They came in several sizes, and could be 
closed with a piece of terracotta, of cloth, a wooden lid, a dish, or even sealed with lime. 
In part, Biot's success was due to its location near the ports of Antibes and 
Marseilles. In the sixteenth century already, the ceramics were sent along the 
Mediterranean coast and reached Genoa, in Italy. Amouric's analysis (2006: 65) of the 
archives of Marseilles illustrates how they traveled all over the French Atlantic, and 
beyond, in the eighteenth century (Fig. 78). On this side of the ocean, Biot sherds have 
been found at sites that were outside the French colonies. For example, according to the 
Historical Archaeology Type Collections of the Florida Museum ofNatural History, they 
have been found at Santo Domingo, in the Dominican Republic, and in Monroe County, 
Florida. In the case of Guadeloupe, Biot jars must have arrived there as containers for 
flour and maybe olive oil. Interestingly, Duhamel du Manceau noted that these jars were 
used to hold water for the captain's table onboard most French ships (Duhamel du 
Manceau 1777: 300). 
Biot dominated the colonial market, but ironically, at some point in the late 
nineteenth century, this type of jar became known in the French Antilles as the dobann 
(or dobanne) , a name that derived from a rival pottery in Provence called Aubagne. 
Figure 78: Trade area for Biotjars in 1724-1780 
(From Amouric, Argueyrolles, and Vallauri 2006: 65) 
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In Basse-Terre, Biot jars were found at the four sites of this study (Fig. 79). The 
number of rims alone greatly underrepresented the number of sherds or vessels. Only two 
rims were excavated, one at Palais de Justice (S 1102) and one at 28 Rue Amedee 
Fengarol (S 832). There were, however, at least three different vessels present at 28 Rue 
Amedee Fengarol, and two at Palais de Justice, for a total of seven vessels and thirty-six 
sherds at all sites. These sherds were typical of Biot ceramics, a buff paste, both thick and 
large, slipped in white and glazed with a classic yellow lead-glaze inside. Biot jars 
sometimes had a green lead glaze, but none of the sherds in Basse-Terre did. 
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Figure 79: S 765, a Biot sherd from site 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol 
3.3 Local jars 
Evidence from the inventories 
The earliest inventories, from the 1770s, mentioned water jars that were made locally 
("en terre du pays" or "du pays"). In 1778, Inventory 21 even registered a small and "very 
old" ("tres ancien") example in a wealthy household. This jar was so old that it was only 
worth 4 livres 10 sols, a very small sum for this kind of object. This listing goes to show 
that local potteries made water jars well before the 1770s. 
After 1780, some local jars were said to come from the archipelago of Les 
Saintes, where the Fidelin pottery was in activity- this pottery had opened its doors on 
the islet called Terre-de-Bas sometimes in the 1760s (Gabriel 2004; Parisis and Parisis 
2010). This seems to indicate that, by 1780, the Fidelin pottery made domestic ceramics 
for the local market, and in particular, some large water jars. 
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Unlike Biot jars, local jars were designed to store water, so they sometimes came 
with a tap (called champ lure). Unsurprisingly, jars with taps were more expensive than 
jars without. In the 1775 inventory of the Belost house in Saint-Franvois (Inventory 93), a 
local medium jar with a tap (Item 697) cost 12 livres, while another one of the same size 
but without a tap (Item 839) cost only 9 livres. Moreover, the one with the tap was 
cracked in several places, which diminished its value. If it had been intact, it would have 
cost even more. 
Evidence from the archaeological collections 
As for the imported jars, the entries of the inventories recorded few formal attributes of 
the local jars. An anthropological study of the last potters at work in Martinique simply 
confirmed that handmade jars still belonged to the local repertoire in the first half of the 
twentieth century (De Roo Lemos 1979: 34). At St. Lucia, water jars were also part of the 
local ceramic tradition (Verin 1967: 476). On average, theseje were 52 em high, and had 
a rim diameter of about 15 em. They were handmade by coiling, had no handles and a 
thumb-pressed decoration around the rim. Sometimes, the top was incised with a banana 
tree stipe (part ofthe stem of the banana tree). Unfortunately, no similar study occurred 
in Guadeloupe before the local potteries closed down, so we do not know for sure what 
jars made in Guadeloupe looked like. 
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Figure 80: Possible local water jars from 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Top: S 822, everted 
molded rim, diameter=25 em. Middle: S 830, straight rim and neck with finger-impressed 
decoration, diameter: 17 em. Bottom: S 764, shoulder of a large hollowware vessel with 
two molded ridges. Note the use of a red slip on S 822 and S 830. 
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Some of the thick local coarse earthenware sherds found in Basse-Terre might 
have come from these jars. In particular, a few sherds from site 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol 
were good candidates: S 822 and S 830, two rims, and S 764, a shoulder. They all 
belonged to large hollowware vessels, and were decorated with molding or impressions 
(Fig. 80). As in the case of the Biotjars, the number of rims present in the assemblages 
was probably much lower than the total number of sherds, but other parts would be 
harder to identify. 
3.4 Storage of the water jars 
Water-storage sheds and water storerooms 
A few wealthy homes had water-storage sheds (case a eau) where they stored their water 
jars. There were only four water-storage sheds in the sample of houses surveyed here. Yet 
they confirmed that these typical Creole constructions existed throughout the period, and 
not just in the nineteenth century. In the earlier occurrences, Inventories 93 in 1775 and 
108 in 1777, these water-storage sheds were located in the courtyard or backyard, in an 
area near the gallery. In her study of eighteenth-century houses of Basse-Terre merchants, 
Perotin-Dumon (2000: 426) published a typical plan of a merchant's house that showed a 
water-storage shed adjacent (17) to a detached kitchen (5) (Fig. 81). 
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Figure 81: One ofthe typical eighteenth-century house maps in Basse Terre 
1. lean-to; 3. bedroom; 4. backyard; 5.lcitchen; 6. stable; 7. gallery; 8. privy; 10. parlor; 
14. slave quarter; 17. water-storage shed 
(From Perotin-Dumon 2000: 426 Fig. 9.2 Map 2a) 
Another inventory ofthe 1770s, Inventory 50, revealed that sometimes a water 
storeroom existed instead ("magasin a l'eau"). In that particular case, the room held 
several water ceramics, and was located near the parlor and the pantry. According to 
Inventory 58, water storerooms were still in use in the 1820s. Although the room 
described here was described as a closet ("cabinet") , it had all of the attributes of a water 
storeroom. 
The differences between water storerooms and water-storage sheds were not only 
architectural, one was inside and the other outside, but also functional. Unlike the 
storerooms, the water-storage sheds also helped collect rainwater from the rooftop. Some 
of the water-storage sheds preserved today are still equipped with pipes and taps to that 
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effect (Fig. 82). In her novel about nineteenth-century Creole life, Blandin-Pauvert (1986: 
15-16) also illustrated this particular role of the water-storage shed. 
Figure 82: Biot jars stacked in a water-storage shed in Basse-Terre 
Note the gutter and tap system for collecting rainwater. (From Desmoulins 2006: 109) 
Some of these houses with water-storage sheds or water storerooms also had a 
stone water filter or dripstone. The filter described in the inventories, i.e. , a large piece of 
stone supported by a wooden frame, is very much the format of the filter in use in Europe 
at the time (See Valmont de Bomare 1791: entry for "Grais") (Fig. 83). Stone water 
filters for domestic and small-scale industrial use were common in France in the 
eighteenth century (Baker 1981: 29-63). These filters were typically made of sandstone, 
and helped purify the water that was intended for cooking and drinking. In their 
encyclopedia, Diderot and D'Alembert (1751-1772: 809) noted that they were not more 
popular for several reasons. First, the quality ofthe stones varied greatly, and it was an 
expensive mistake to buy a filter that did not work properly. Second, the filtering process 
was very slow. Finally, the filter could give water a bad taste, because it retained solid 
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impurities and was difficult to clean, even by vigorous brushing. Indeed, all types of 
porous filters require regular, if not daily, physical cleaning to prevent both clogging and 
the growth of a biofilm on their surface (Sobsey 2002: 4.7). 
In the West Indies, dripstones had been introduced by the Spaniards as early as 
the sixteenth century (Coleman 2001 ). The first filters were imported, but then Barbados 
started producing local filters made of coralline limestone. These were probably exported 
to other Caribbean islands, like Jamaica. In Guadeloupe, filters were either as expensive 
as the water jars, or even more expensive, so only wealthy households could afford them. 
They appeared more frequently in the 1820s and 1830s than in earlier periods. Only one 
eighteenth-century house was equipped (Inventory 50 from 1778). So, while these objects 
remained expensive and rare, their popularity increased throughout the period. In sum, 
well-off Guadeloupeans were as keen as any other wealthy households of the time on 
improving the quality of the water they drank. In order to do so, they harvested 
rainwater- the water that was deemed the healthiest in general- and bought expensive 
stone filters. 
For everybody else, the quality of the water stored in the water jars might have 
improved over time by simple sedimentation. If water is stored undisturbed and unmixed 
for a few hours, the larger particles such as sands and silts settle out by simple gravity 
(Sobsey 2002: 4.2). If it rests overnight or for a couple of days, the larger microbes will 
do the same. Later on, the water must be gently drawn out of the container, so as not to 
disturb the sediment. Ideally, it is also better to regularly clean the storing container, if 
not rinsing it with fresh water after each use. In Basse-Terre, this decanting method could 
have been applied deliberately, or not. In any case, simply the general habit of storing 
water at home in water jars helped improve the quality of the domestic water supply. 
Figure 83 : Preserved historical stone water filter from Peru 
(Anonymous source) 
Other storage solutions 
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Most households did not have a water-storage shed or a water storeroom. Their water jars 
were stored somewhere in the house. Here, the inventories of the wealthiest homes were 
most informative, since more than one room was available to these households and they 
could choose where to put their jars. The latter often stood under the gallery and in the 
courtyard or backyard. They also appeared in the inventory of the parlors (or salles), 
pantries (or offices), storerooms, and kitchens. Some jars kept outside were set into a 
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masonry wall in a small alcove that was calledfour or cul de four, as in Inventory 147 or 
in a merchant's house in Saint-Fran9ois (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 429). Each household 
seemed to come up with their own storage solution. Throughout these variations, 
however, a constant was to keep them out of the master bedroom. As it will be further 
explained later, this choice was significant. 
3.5 Other attributes: accessories, size, price, and longevity 
Accessories 
Traditionally, the salsepanne was a ladle to scoop water out of the jars (see Blandin-
Pauvert 1986). Yet most salsepannes listed in the inventories were made of silver and 
were worth quite a bit. They were appraised with the rest of the silverware, and usually 
not kept anywhere near the water reserves. A couple of these objects, however, were 
made oftinplate. In Inventory 115, one ofthem was appraised right along with a water 
jar. So, if most salsepannes were silverware ladles, some that were less valuable could be 
an accessory of the jar. 
Nowadays, the word "salsepanne" exists in Creole under various spellings, e.g. 
chass'pann, chaspann, or chaspangn, to designate a ladle made out of calabash, coconut, 
and/or wood. Certainly, these non-metallic, and locally made, ladles were available in the 
past as well. They could even have been the ones that were most often used with the jars. 
Yet as most perishable items of small value, they would not appear in the inventories. 
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Size 
The entries in the inventories listed several sizes for both the local and Biot jars. They 
were described as small, medium, and large. Although capacity was usually not specified, 
the volume ofthe content of a few jars was recorded. In Inventory 3, a small jar held at 
least 2 pots or 3.7 liters. In Inventory 76, a large example contained about half a baril of 
bitumen, or around 48 liters. In both cases, however, it seems that these numbers applied 
to the contents rather than to the container. A jar in Inventory 106 was described as being 
able to hold 80 pots or about 149 liters. Despite its substantial capacity, it was not labeled 
as a large jar, which illustrates how size was not systematically recorded. 
Unfortunately, the archaeological sample in Basse-Terre does not quite complete 
this picture, except for the fact that the sherds were all of a very large size. This 
illustration from 1830 signals that the size ofBiotjars varied significantly (Fig. 84) 
(Amouric, Argueyrolles, and Vallauri 2006: 65). These jars could contain anywhere from 
50 to 600 livres- the livre being the equivalent of the pound, or half a kilo- so roughly, 
between 25 and 300 liters of water. On average, the jars that were used for water seemed 
to have been rather large. Duhamel du Manceau mentioned that the stoneware jars that 
imitated them were almost as large, and held half a muid,6 or about 130 liters (Duhamel 
du Manceau 1777: 300). Undoubtedly, water jars in Basse-Terre were the largest 
domestic ceramics around. 
6 The muid was a capacity unit used for dry goods, like cereals, and for wine and alcohol. Its value varied, 
but one Paris muid held about 268 liters. 
Prices 
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Figure 84: Biot jars of various sizes sold in 1830 in Paris 
(Arnouric, Argueyrolles, and Vallauri 2006: 65) 
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The average price of a small water jar in the 1770s, 6.1 livres, was very close to its mode, 
or its most frequent value, of 6 livres. The average price of a medium jar during the same 
period was 11 livres, and its mode 12 livres. For the large jars, their non-adjusted price 
average was 27.5 livres. When the outlier jar 626 of Inventory 89 was excluded from that 
group, it increased to 31.2 livres. On average then, a medium jar cost twice as much as a 
small one, and a large specimen more than double that. When the prices of these three 
groups, i.e., small , medium, and large, were observed over the whole period, the numbers 
did not vary significantly. 
Unit prices were given in livre colonial, i.e., before 1829, for 49 local jars and 55 
Biot jars. 7 The average price of the Biot jars was 17.3 livres, whereas the average price of 
the local jars only reached 11.2 livres. In and of themselves, these last numbers do not 
mean much since they include jars of all sizes, wears, and periods, but they confirm, 
7 The other jars were appraised in groups, or together with non-ceramic objects, like the salsepanne, a metal 
ladle. 
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rather logically, that local jars tended to be less expensive than imported ones. Enough 
prices were given for the small jars to compare Biot and local jars in a single size group. 
Once again, with an average price of 7 livres, Biot jars proved to be more expensive than 
local ones, at 5.7livres. 
Since Biot jars were usually more expensive than local ones, did wealthy 
households prefer them? Could Category 1 households even afford them? Table 11 shows 
that some of them definitely could. Also, both Biot and local jars were owned by each 
category of households in very similar ways. In a word, the origin of the water jar did not 
seem to matter much. 
Biot Jars Local Jars 
Category 1 9 7 
Category 2 16 25 
Category 3 42 33 
Table 11: Provenance of the jars listed in the inventories, by household wealth. 
On the other hand, Basse-Terrians owned a slightly greater proportion ofBiotjars than 
others. They possessed 68% of all of the Biot jars listed in the inventories, versus only 
50% of the local jars. Perhaps it was easier to acquire Biotjars in the city? 
Comparing the average price of all of the water jars, versus other ceramic objects, 
implied that water jars were overall relatively expensive ceramics. In fact, when 
households were sorted by wealth and ceramics by price, water jars were among the 
highest priced objects in each group. For example, they were the five most expensive 
ceramics owned by Category 1 households; 13 jars were among the top 15 ceramic 
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objects owned by Category 2 households; in Category 3 households, they represented 
about half of the ceramics that cost more than 10 livres- there were 3 7 jars among a list 
of 68 ceramics. So, in many houses, the water jar was one of the most- if not, the most-
expensive ceramics around. 
Longevity and decline 
Certainly in part because ofthese prices, many jars continued to be used even after they 
were well worn or damaged. Out of the 168 jars of the inventories, 16 of them were 
described as "cracked" (''felee," ''fendue"), "old" ("usee ," "ancienne"), or even "broken" 
("cassee," "defoncee"). In percentages, this represented about 9.5 %of the total jar 
sample, versus 4.9%, at most, for all of the other ceramics in use in Guadeloupe.8 
Beside their prices, other reasons could explain the longer life span of the jars. 
They were large and bulky objects, so maybe people procrastinated when it was time to 
replace them or dispose of them. A cracked jar could still be useful, as long as it was not 
broken all the way, or ifthe crack was towards the top part ofthejar. Inventory 91, that 
described the shop of Andre Artaud, proved that cracked jars retained some of their 
value. One of them was bundled with three normal jars and the lot was for sale for 70 
livres. Inventory 111 showed how a broken jar, on the other hand, lost almost its whole 
value: this one was worth a mere 15 sols. As water reserves, the role of these objects was 
crucial on a daily basis. Certainly, using a cracked, or even a broken jar, was better than 
having no jar at all. 
8 The ceramics that were inventoried in shops were excluded from this calculation. 
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In his review of the Biot jars, Duhamel du Manceau mentioned their durability 
and longevity as water containers, as long as the water inside was not allowed to freeze 
(Duhamel du Manceau 1777: 300). Certainly, Guadeloupe's climate fit that requirement. 
The history of the site 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol can help us to infer how water 
jars disappeared after the nineteenth century. Most sherds ofBiotjars there came from 
Unit 1, one of the nineteenth-century contexts, while none were found in eighteenth-
century Feature 20. The site's history also revealed that the backyard reservoir and its 
drainage system appeared between 1856 and 1888. One could hypothesize that its 
residents used Biot jars to store their water, until they were able to build a reservoir. The 
multiplication of such reservoirs in Basse-Terre during the nineteenth century could have 
hastened the decline of the water jars. After mid-century too, more houses could afford to 
have their own cisterns, as in the Champ d'Arbaud neighborhood (Desmoulins 2006: 
206). Ultimately, wider access to running water rendered the water jars obsolete. In fact, 
inventories in Basse-Terre seemed to document the beginning of this change. Eighty-two 
percent of houses had a water jar before 1800, and after, only 46%. The use for water jars 
fell in nineteenth-century Basse-Terre. 
3.6 Drip jars (Pots de raffinerie, Pots de sirop) 
Evidence from the inventories 
Eleven households had a few drip jars that they reused for domestic purposes. In 
Inventory 38, three of them contained bitumen. In most other cases, these objects were 
closely associated with water. Inventory 67 listed two that helped carry water upstairs 
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from two small sources that were located in front of the house. In the shop of Inventory 
105, a drip jar was sold together with a bucket used for water, and they were appraised 
for 2 livres. Five houses kept theirs near the water reserves. In four other instances, the 
drip jars were listed in the kitchen or among the kitchen utensils. Since they did not 
contain anything, and there was no other water ceramic around, they were also probably 
used with water. 
The eleven households that reused drip jars were unremarkable in several aspects. 
They spanned the 1770s to the 1830s, and all three wealth categories. The occupations of 
their heads of household ranged from craftsman to surgeon, or planter. One of them was a 
successful merchant whose house was particularly well furnished. Another head of 
household was of mixed race, whereas all of the others were white. Reusing drip jars for 
domestic purposes, and especially for water, was a convenient, local solution not dictated 
by sheer necessity. Merely, these households were most often outside of Basse-Terre. 
Reusing drip jars made perfect sense in the countryside, but evidence from the downtown 
sites will show that this solution was common inside the city as well. 
Evidence from the archaeological collections 
There were drip jars and sugar molds at the workers' village of La Mahaudiere. Because 
of the domestic nature of the site, Gibson (2007: 272) concluded that they were probably 
used as storage for food or water. Drip jars and sugar molds constituted Type I of the 
local ceramics at La Mahaudiere and in subsequent local pottery surveys (Gibson 2007; 
Kelly et al. 2008). They were wheel-thrown coarse earthenwares, with a body color that 
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fluctuated between orange, brown, and grey, and seemed to have various local origins. 
Some that bore a stamped "F" came for the Fidelin pottery in Les Saintes. Others might 
have come from southern Basse-Terre kiln sites that made similar industrial wares. 
An assemblage of sugar molds and drip jars was also excavated in a testpit survey 
of the site Embouchure de la Riviere in Baillif, near Basse-Terre (Bigot 2005). The 
vessels came from a layer of refuse that contained sugar cane slags. Their stratigraphic 
location and the stylistic attributes of the drip jars dates them from the second half of the 
seventeenth century. Their shape and white paste indicates that most of these ceramics 
probably come from Sadirac, one of the French potteries specialized in·making vessels 
for the sugar industry. The drip jars had a green lead glaze inside and on their rim. 
Noticeably, there were no local ceramics in the assemblage. 
In Basse-Terre, the rims of local drip jars were found at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, 
Palais de Justice , and Cathedra/e . Like Gibson's Type I, they were wheel-thrown coarse 
earthenware with various body colors. Only some ofthem exhibited the bright orange 
that characterized locally made domestic ceramics. The shape of their rims varied a lot, 
probably because of their heterogeneous origins (Fig. 85-86). Certainly, these industrial 
wares were not too standardized aesthetically, and each potter could come up with a 
slight variation of the rim. In fact, the rims of the Sadirac jars showed some significant 
variation as well, despite their suspected single origin (Fig. 87). 
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Figure 85: S 795 from site 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Two local drip jar rims. Diameter of 
left sherd: 16 em. 
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Figure 86: S 763 (left) and S 821 (right) from site 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Two local 
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Figure 87: Imported drip jar rims from the site Embouchure de Ia Riviere in Baillif. 
(From Bigot 2005: PL 2) 
The rim diameters of the local jars measured 12 to 20 centimeters, with a mode of 
16 centimeters. These numbers happened to perfectly fit those of the Sadirac ceramics, 
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except that medium sized jars were more common in the local group. In all appearance, 
the sizes of the local drip jars copied the imported ones, as Table 12 demonstrates. 
Drip jars from Sadirac Local drip jars 




10-12 1 12 
14-16 5 15-16 
20-22 1 20 
Table 12: Comparison of the sizes of the drip jars from Sadirac and local potteries 
(For Sadirac numbers, see Bigot 2005: 24) 
Local drip jars Sadirac drip jars 




12 <13.5 Petit-deux 1.395 
15-16 <16.2 Grand-deux 1.85 
20 <20.3 Trois 2.79 
Table 13: Size equivalence between local drip jars and Sadirac jars 
(For Sadirac numbers, see Regaldo-Saint-Blancard 1986: 161) 
The capacity of the Sadirac jars in Table 13 is only indicative, since the 
relationship between diameter and capacity is less constant for the drip jars than for the 
sugar molds (Regaldo-Saint-Blancard 1986). The dimensions and names ofthe various 
jar models mentioned in the table came from historical printed sources, and fit relatively 
well what was found in excavation at Sadirac. 
It might be significant that the two sites in Guadeloupe with a seventeenth-century 
component, the Embouchure de la Riviere in Baillif and Fort Houel, only had imported 
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jars, while the four more recent sites only had local ones. In his memoirs, Father Labat 
reported how both imported and local drip jars coexisted in Guadeloupe at the end of the 
seventeenth centurl (Labat 1722: T.3, 286-294). The fact that there was no mention of 
the provenance of the drip jars in the eighteenth-century inventories, be they for domestic 
or industrial purposes, hinted that these jars were locally made. By the 1770s then, the 
usage of imported drip jars seemed low. A relative chronology could then be defined as 
this: Imported jars were more frequent in Guadeloupe during the seventeenth century. 
Sometime before the end of the century, local models started to copy the imports. Over 
the next century, they managed to take over the market, and imported drip jars became 
rare. 
Price and size 
Drip jars and sugar molds (together called formes a sucre) were sold for the same price, 
so it is possible to include data on sugar molds to study the price of drip jars. For that 
purpose also, it is correct to look at all of the drip jars and sugar molds, and_notjust the 
ones that were reused for water. There were four inventories of sugar plantations that 
recorded vessels in very large numbers inside industrial buildings called sucrerie for the 
boiling house, and purgerie for the purging house: Inventory 22 listed 1,400 sugar 
vessels; Inventory 32 counted 2,700 empty vessels and 960 vessels in use; in Inventory 
104, there were 425 sugar molds and 430 drip jars; fmally, the purgerie oflnventory 106 
had 500 pairs of these objects. 
9 Father Labat lived in Martinique and Guadeloupe from 1694 to 1705. 
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For most of the period, drip jars were worth between 0.75 livres and 1.5 livres, 
but they peaked at 3 livres around 1806. Father Labat also noted that on average, they 
were around 3 livres at the beginning ofthe eighteenth century, but that their prices 
fluctuated a great deal with supply and demand (Labat 1722: T. 3, 289). All in all , they 
were utilitarian and rather inexpensive ceramics. 
According to Father Labat, the dimensions of the local drip jars were as shown in 
Table 14. These numbers can be plugged into a 3D design program to model the jars and 
automatically approximate their volume (Fig. 88). If his numbers are correct, the jars had 
a capacity of about 6liters (6.1821). 
Rim diameter Maximum width Base diameter Height 
Pouces 4.5 15-16 9 15-16 
Centimeters 12 41-43 (42) 24 41-43 (42) 
Table 14: Dimensions oflocal drip jars as described by Father Labat 
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Figure 88 : 3D rendering of the local drip jars made with the dimensions given by Father 
Labat and with a generic drip jar shape. 
Conclusion 
While reused drip jars were present in only eleven inventories, they were found at three 
of the four domestic sites studied in Basse-Terre, and at the village of La Mahaudiere. 
There were three different rims at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, five at Palais de Justice , and 
two at Cathedra/e. Overall, the archaeological evidence seems to indicate that drip jars 
were even more frequent in reality than the texts suggest, and especially inside Basse-
Terre. 
Drip jars were convenient for several reasons: they were made locally and in large 
numbers, so they were readily available. They were also cheaper and smaller than water 
jars, but still large enough for carrying a good amount of water around the house or back 
from rivers and fountains . Debien's (1974: 232) description of typical slave housing in 
Saint Domingue at the end of the eighteenth-century supported this view. According to 
him, slaves used two drip jars for storing water when they could not afford anything 
better. 
3.7 Wall fountains (Fontaines) 
Evidence from the inventories 
Wall fountains were made of three parts: the fountain's main body, a vase that often had 
two handles and a tap (fontaine and champlure), a lid (couvercle), and a basin (cuvette) . 
Their back was often flat, so they could be set against a wall or hung. Some fountains 
stood on wooden stands (Fig. 89). In Basse-Terre, one example in Inventory 93 came 
with a wooden stand that was nailed to a post in the courtyard. In the inventories, the 
fountains were of two sizes: a normal size, and a smaller one that appeared only once. 
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While drip jars and water jars were present in many types of households, 
fountains were mostly owned by affluent families . In the 1770s, only Category 3 houses 
would buy them. In the next decade, a few Category 2 households had access to them. By 
the end of the century, however, fountains fell out of favor, and disappeared from the 
inventories. 
There were a total of 12 fountains in the inventories surveyed. Two of them were 
made of tinplate, and the rest in faience, so the ceramic ones were more common, and all 
imported from the metropole. In the 1770s, the shop of Antoine Belost in Inventory 93 
showed that a small , old, and plain white fountain, with a broken basin and no lid, was 
still worth 3 livres. When the fountain was in good shape, it could fetch more than 16 
livres, as in Inventory 50. For comparative measure, even a below par fountain was worth 
as much as the most expensive drip jars, while the best fountains were as expensive as a 
regular Biotjar. 
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Figure 89: A wall fountain, a basin, and their wooden stand from the Ingres museum in 
Montauban (Guilleme Brulon 1998: 51) 
Evidence from the archaeological collections 
There were four sherds offaience, and one offaiencejine that could be the remains of 
wall fountains (Fig. 90-92). S 157, S 345, and S 382 could respectively be the base and 
rims of basins, whileS 187 might be a fountain handle. S 617, a green transfer print 
faience fine, probably was the top of a fountain body. The faiences were all found at the 
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site Palais de Justice, indicating that maybe the households that threw their trash there 
were wealthier than at other sites. The faience fine was found in the nineteenth-century 
context of Unit 1 at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Its presence might indicate that, contrary 
to what inventories seemed to suggest, fountains did not altogether disappear at the end 
of the eighteenth century. They were available later in the nineteenth century to middle 
class households. This particular model had a wavy molded top, and was decorated with a 
filigree pattern that combined flower wreaths, scroll, and an imitation cracked glaze 
pattern. It also probably had a side handle that was broken off before it was thrown away. 
Figure 90: S 157 from site Palais de Justice, the base of a fountain basin? 
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Figure 91: S 345 from site Palais de Justice, the rim of a fountain basin? 
Figure 92: S 382 from site Palais de Justice, the rim of a fountain basin? 
Stylistically, these faiences were rather common. It was especially true for S 187, 
with its basic blue on white design. S 157 and S 345 were both in the Provence style: S 
157 because it used a color combination of yellow and orange that was particularly 
favored by Moustiers, and S 345, because it presented a typical blue on white Rim M 
decoration of Provence potteries- a "Moustiers Blue on White" in Waselkov and 
Walthall's typology. S 382 had a blue and black on white decoration that followed a 
derivative pattern of Rim L (or a mix of Rim L and Rim K), and that is usually classified 
in the Rauen style- as a "St-Cloud polychrome" in Waselkov and Walthall's definition. 
All of these patterns and color combinations were rather unremarkable, which might 




Obviously, these fountains could just serve as extra water storage. For example, one of 
them in Inventory 50 was stored in the water storeroom with the rest of the water 
reserves. Even in a storeroom, however, this object kept an obvious cleaning or hygienic 
role, since it was specifically described as "used for washing" ("a laver") . Another one, 
found in an outdoor laundry area in Inventory 93, proved that some fountains could 
definitely be recycled for household chores. Sometimes, they were stored away in offices, 
as in Inventory 72, or in the attic, as in Inventory 124--the latter was probably not in use 
anymore. 
Nevertheless, the bulk of the fountains were kept in the social areas of the houses 
where visitors would be received, and dinner parties held: the parlors in four cases, and 
under the gallery in two other houses. In these spaces, the fountains must have acted as 
decorative water containers: a thirsty guest could fill his glass at their tap, or have a glass 
brought to him during the meal. With their basin though, they were also set up for social 
hygienic gestures. People could use them to wash their hands before dinner, which was a 
common polite behavior in the Antilles, or also rinse their glasses. Their role during elite 
social events, as well as their high price, helps explain why fountains were rare, and 
reserved to wealthy households. 
Fountains were rare in Guadeloupe, but might have been even more so in other 
parts of the French colonial world. Since there were no fountains in the 1785 inventory of 
Marianne Lelievre, they might have been rare or even nonexistent at Ile Bourbon (Jauze 
2006: 131). These objects were also missing at Place Royale. Fountains turned up neither 
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in the inventories, nor among the scores of ceramics that were excavated there (Genet 
1980; Lapointe and Lueger 1997). Importing fountains from France seemed optional 
rather than essential to the French colonial lifestyle. It was a choice of wealthy 
Guadeloupeans and their merchants. 
3.8 Pitchers (Pots a eau) 
Pitchers, or literally in French "water pot," were designed to contain drinks or water. At 
the time of their appraisal in the inventories, none of them had any content. Pitchers then 
might have held drinks sporadically, for example for the duration of a meal, but must 
have most often been used with water. 
Evidence from the inventories 
There were a total of 143 pitchers in the texts, but only 44 of them were in use, and the 
rest were merchandise inventoried in shops. In reality, pitchers were present in only 20 
houses, or about 14% of the sample, a modest number. 
Pitchers were made of faience, coarse earthenware, and in one instance, porcelain. 
At first glance, faience pitchers appeared a lot more numerous, with 73 vessels versus 10 
for the other types of ceramics. Without the merchandise, however, only about two third 
of the pitchers were in faience, and the rest were in coarse earthenware. Because more 
faience pitchers were sold in downtown shops, they showed up in larger numbers in the 
sample. The distribution of these pitchers across wealth categories was unsurprising. All 
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types of households had both coarse earthenware and faience pitchers, and the porcelain 
example belonged to a Category 3 house. 
Faience pitchers cost between 0,75 and 3 livres, and coarse earthenwares between 
1 and 3 livres. Since the price ranges overlap, it was impossible to extrapolate the 
material of the ceramic pitchers when these data were not available. Yet their material 
determined their function , and did it in a similar way for all wealth categories. 
Coarse earthenware pitchers were usually kept in the kitchen. There was only one 
exception to that pattern: this particular pitcher was described as "for drinking" (pot a 
boire) and was also kept in the bedroom oflnventory 143 . In kitchens, however, most 
coarse earthenware pitchers must have been used for household chores. Servants could 
use them to fetch water from the water jar, and to keep a small reserve of water at hand. 
Since cooking was the principal task done in this space, the water kept in the pitchers 
probably served for preparing meals and drinks. 
Faience pitchers, on the other hand, were located in offices, parlor rooms, or 
bedrooms, and never in kitchens. In most instances, these were also inventoried with the 
tableware: for example, the five faience pitchers in the bedroom of Inventory 12 were 
listed right along with plates, dishes, bowls, tureens, and serving pots. If they were part of 
the tableware, they probably were used to serve drinks during the meals. That they were 
present in only 3% of houses, whereas many more could afford them, must be explained 
by the fact that other containers were preferred, like glass and crystal carafes. 
Traditionally, faience pitchers were used for drinking as well--especially small 
individual ones- but most households had glasses, cups, or bowls for that purpose. Also, 
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if serving drinks in faience pitchers was in fashion, more households would have owned 
one. 
In a few rare instances, faience pitchers had another function- this can be 
inferred from Category 2 and 3 households that had more than one room in their house. A 
set made of a pitcher and its wash basin was inventoried in the bedroom of wig maker 
and shop owner Jean Bernard Poudensan de laGrange (Inventory 99, 1777). Another 
text, Inventory 65 dating from 1830, also listed a pitcher and a bowl in the bedroom of 
the deceased planter Etienne Guilloton. Certainly, Guilloton could have washed in his 
bedroom with the pitcher and bowl, but it might have been under unusual circumstances. 
There were two chamber pots and a footbath nearby, and all of these ceramics were 
appraised together for 5 francs, as if they were all part of an ensemble, or destined to 
function together. Footbaths in particular were therapeutic instruments in Guadeloupe, so 
Guilloton might have been sick or bed-ridden just before his death. A third wash set 
existed in Inventory 107, but this one too was atypical. It consisted of a large porcelain 
pot and its matching basin that were worth 54 livres and a chamber pot that cost 24 livres. 
This very expensive set did not appear to have been used on a regular basis. Instead of 
standing in the bedroom, it was displayed in the parlor ofthe house with the rest of the 
fancy tableware. Finally, Inventory 34 listed two faience pitchers in one bedroom that 
were not part of the household's tableware. Even though these pitchers did not come with 
a basin, they could have been used for hygienic purposes. 
To that sample could be added the case of Inventory 33, a Category 1 house with 
a single room that listed a pitcher of unknown ceramic material and with a possible 
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washing function. Still, there were five houses in Guadeloupe, or about 3% of the sample, 
that used or could have used a wash pitcher. This number appears unexpectedly low for 
such a common object at the time. By comparison for example, in her study of2,783 
Parisian houses, Pardailhe-Galabrun (1988: 356) noted that 21% ofhouses after 1750 had 
a wash set. Given that houses that had a simple wash pitcher were not even counted, the 
discrepancy between Paris and Guadeloupe is both important and significant. 
Finally, the faience pitchers came in faience blanche from Normandy (Inventory 
37) and in faience brune from Marmande, a port near Bordeaux (Inventory 93). Some of 
the coarse earthenwares came from Provence (Inventory 131 ), but most were locally 
made. These data fit the evidence from the sites. 
Evidence from the archaeological collections 
A total of 147 sherds could be identified as pitcher parts, for a MNV of 45. They were in 
French faience, both blanche and brune, and local coarse earthenware, but never in 
imported French coarse earthenware, as the texts suggested. There was no foreign 
tinglazed earthenware either. 
Since faience pitchers were part of the dinnerware, their style is analyzed in 
Chapter 5. Their size was fairly typical (Fig. 93-94). Their rim diameter fell between 9 
and 12 em, and their base diameter, between 7 and 9 em. One lid also showed a diameter 
of about 6 em, indicating that a few smaller examples might also have existed, like this 
individual drinking pitcher found onboard a French ship that sank at Saint-Vincent in the 
1780s (Fig. 95) (IMH 1999: 13). At the sites in Basse-Terre, a few handles were found, 
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but no spouts. One of the handles, S 35 from 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, Unit 1, had a hole 
in its upper part that indicated that a lid used to be attached to it, just like for the St. 
Vincent pitcher. 
Figure 93: S 36 from site 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, Unit 1. The rim of a faience pitcher 
decorated in the Rouen blue "lambrequin" style that was most popular ca 1700-1750. A 
family heirloom? Diameter: 12 em. 
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Figure 94: S 66 (left) from site Fort Houid and S 304 (right) from site Palais de Justice. 
Two faience pitchers. Diameter of rim S 304: 9 ern. 
Figure 95: Drinking faience pitcher found on board a French shipwreck at St. Vincent. 
Height: about 15 ern. Rim Diameter: about 6 ern. (Photographed by the author with the 
IMH permission). 
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Figure 96: S 920 (left) and S 762 (right) from site 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Two locally 
made pitchers. Note the missing handle on S 920. 
1 a- • 10 11 tt 13 t• 15 1" u 1e 19 __. 
Figure 97: S 779 from site 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Five locally made pitcher bases. 
Average diameter: 13 em. 
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The rim diameter of the local pitchers measured between 8 and 10 em, and the 
diameter of their base ranged from 9 to 13 em (Fig. 96-97). Here again, a few handles 
were recovered, but no spouts. At La Mahaudiere and in the kiln surveys done in 
Guadeloupe, these pitchers belonged to Type II of the local ceramics (Gibson 2007; Kelly 
et al. 2008). Like Type I, and the drip jars in Basse-Terre, they are wheel-thrown coarse 
earthenware, but the similarities stop there. Their paste is much less coarse, of a more 
consistent and brighter red, and their walls thinner. The treatment of their surface is also 
very distinctive, with tool marks and burnishing on the exterior. Compositional analyses 
indicated that these ceramics were probably made in Guadeloupe (Kelly et al. 2008). 
Type II ceramics were rare at La Mahaudiere , but not in Basse-terre, where 
pitchers alone were important. The numbers of both faience and coarse earthenware 
pitchers per site, in Table 15 and 16, illustrates their frequency. 
Fengarol Cathedrale Fort Houel Palais de Justice 
Faience Pitchers 8 1 7 11 
Local Pitchers 8 2 1 7 
Table 15: The distribution of both types of pitchers per site in MNV 
Total MNV Total sherds 
Faience Pitchers 27 48 
Local Pitchers 18 99 
Table 16: Total numbers of pitchers in the sample 
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Because of their decoration, it was easier to identify individual vessels among 
faiences than among coarse earthenwares. The fact that both MNV were proportionately 
the same as in the inventories- two-thirds faience pitchers, one-third coarse 
earthenware- was a coincidence. In fact, comparing inventories and sites highlighted a 
divergence: pitchers were more numerous in reality than the texts implied. 
Certainly, some faience sherds could belong to coffee, chocolate, or teapots, 
whose body parts, base, and even rims, were undistinguishable from those of pitchers. 
Yet this did not explain the larger presence of coarse earthenware pitchers at the sites, 
since among the local wares, no other shape could be mistaken for a pitcher. 
Pitchers had nearly disappeared from the inventories at the tum of the century: 
only one specimen dated from 1830, Item 488 in Inventory 65. What the texts suggest, 
however, does not quite fit reality. A few faience pitcher sherds and many coarse 
earthenware ones were present in the nineteenth-century contexts of Unit 1 and Unit 2 at 
28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Local pitchers were even found in the topsoil of both units. 
Coarse earthenware pitchers were such a basic piece of equipment that they must never 
have really gone out of use. Inventory 128 in 1781 showed that they were some of the 
essential objects needed to set up house in Basse-Terre. As the deceased Jacques 
Charousset wished, Marie Rose, his mixed-race companion, inherited two pitchers in 
order to set up her own household. This postcard also proves that pottery peddlers in 
Guadeloupe continued to sell them after the 1830s (Fig. 98). 
In sum, faience pitchers were popular items early on, but fell out of favor during 
the eighteenth century. Already in the inventories of the 1770s and 1780s, there were 16 
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faience pitchers in use, but almost four times as much for sale in shops. Apparently, 
supply already exceeded demand. If that hypothesis were correct, the faience pitchers at 
Palais de Justice could come from its older phases. Also, it would explain why Fort 
Houel, the oldest of the four sites, had a relatively high amount of faience pitchers. 
Figure 98: Ceramic ware seller (marchande de terraille) with local pitchers, in the left 
bottom comer. (Postcard published by Phos, Pointe-a-Pitre). 
Meanwhile, coarse earthenware pitchers might have been convenient, popular, 
and also prone to breakage. If they were used to draw water from the water jar, to 
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transport it throughout the house, and for cooking and other chores, they may have been 
subject to frequent accidental breakage. They could have accumulated this way in the 
archaeological deposits, which would explain their relatively high total sherd counts at 
the sites. Certainly, pitchers broke more easily than ceramics that tended to remain 
stationary, like fountains or water jars. In any case, they did not disappear around the tum 
ofthe century, as the inventories suggested. If they were less often listed and appraised, it 
must have been for another reason. One possibility is that as the inventories became less 
comprehensive, pitchers were more often overlooked. 
4 WATER STORAGE PATTERNS 
If coarse earthenware pitchers could serve as temporary water containers, and fountains 
and drip jars as secondary storage, water jars were the main reserve. These patterns from 
Guadeloupe can be compared to places elsewhere. 
4.1 Where else were water jars used? 
Among the former French colonies, Martinique and St. Lucia both produced local jars 
during the twentieth century at least (De Roo Lemos 1979; V erin 1967). Unfortunately, 
by the time the survey occurred in Martinique, these jars had gone out of style and 
nothing was recorded about their use. In St. Lucia in the other hand, the je were used just 
as in Guadeloupe, i.e., to store freshwater at home, and also to collect rainwater from the 
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roof or from the carved trunk of a coconut tree (Verin 1967: 476). Probably, water jars 
existed during the colonial period in both islands as well. 
In a typical Parisian house, the largest water reserve was held in the fountain 
(Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988: 349). Initially, fountains were made of copper. By 1780, 
however, cheaper models in faience and stoneware had appeared, and practically replaced 
the metallic ones. As a result, more low-income households than before owned a fountain 
(Roche 1985: 157). Others from the lowest social order tended to use whatever they had 
on hand, like jugs, pails, or even small jars. According to Duhamel du Manceau (1777: 
300), people grew suspicious about copper fountains because they were concerned about 
the effect of copper on their health. So, some households also started to use jars from 
Biot, and soon after, stoneware copies appeared for example in Picardie. The stoneware 
jars would often be fitted with a tap, so that they would work as fountains. In sum, the 
popularity of water jars was on the rise, but for eighteenth-century Parisian households, 
storing water in fountains was the norm. 
Many ships reused Biot jars to store water for the captain's table. Conserving 
water on board ships for a long period of time had always been a problem (Gaubert 1989). 
Maybe Biot jars were easier to clean and would keep the captain's water cooler than 
wooden barrels? Did this habit help spread the use of water jars throughout the colonies? 
In any case, there is evidence that water jars were common in the French colonial world. 
A few of them were listed in the inventories from Place-Royale in Quebec City (Lapointe 
and Lueger 1997: 220-221). At Ile Bourbon- today La Reunion- the inventory of 
Marianne Lelievre and her very wealthy husband in 1785 showed that water jars were 
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present there too, even though wooden barrels seemed to be the container of choice for 
water (Jauze 2006). Unlike in Guadeloupe, some ofthesejars were also made of 
stoneware. 
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Figure 99: Water jar sellers in Jamaica. Illustration dating from 1837-38. 
Image Reference: Belisario07. www.slaveryimages.org, sponsored by the Virginia 
Foundation for Humanities and the University of Virginia Library 
Beyond the French colonial world, water jars were also well known across the 
Caribbean. In eighteenth-century Barbados, the so-called "Spanish" olive oil jars that had 
a capacity of about 91 liters were used with stone water filters (Shilstone 1954). Barbara 
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Heath (1999) found jar sherds on St. Eustatius, and cited sources that mentioned the 
presence of these objects in the Caribbean as early as 1707. These sources also indicated 
that jars existed in Jamaica, Antigua, Montserrat, and Nevis (for Jamaica, see also Hauser 
and DeCorse 2003). This rendering from 1837-38 illustrates some of the ones that were 
made in Jamaica (Fig. 99). The French scientist and explorer Jean-Baptiste Leblond 
described this scene in early nineteenth-century English Grenada, confirming their use 
there as well: a mulatto, who had been poisoned, stumbled across his room and drew 
water out of a water jar with a small pot (Leblond 1813: 361 ). Very much like the Biot 
jars in the French Caribbean, Montelupo jars tended to be reused for water in Nevis and 
other British-owned islands of the Caribbean (Morris et al. 1999). Further research might 
confirm that water jars were the container of choice for water throughout the area. 
4.2 Patterns: Guadeloupe and Paris 
A comparison between Guadeloupe and Paris here is particularly revealing. According to 
Annik Pardailhe-Galabrun (1988: 349), the average capacity of fountains in Paris was 65 
liters, but 41% of households had fountains that could hold less than 45 liters, and in 
49.5% of the cases, the fountains held less than 90 liters. Only 9.5% of Parisian 
households had fountains that were at least as large as the water jars described by 
Duhamel du Monceau, and that could hold more than 130 liters of water. The size of 
most jars in the Guadeloupe's inventories was not recorded, but if the majority of them 
were at least average, local households might overall have been able to store a bit more 
water than their Parisian counterparts. 
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What appears strikingly universal , however, is the need to store water at home in 
both places. Pardailhe-Galabrun (1988: 349) found fountains in 68.5% ofParisian 
households (Fig. 1 00). In Guadeloupe, water jars appeared in 70% of all households 
included in the sample, and 77% of households before 1790- the date when Pardailhe-
Galabrun survey stopped for Paris. These numbers, taken from different places, appear 
fairly high. In both places, around three quarters of households kept a large container of 
water at home. This proportion applies to the early modern French Atlantic world, but 
might be relevant beyond. As Fernand Braude! (1985: 227) noted to describe the early 
modern period, people had to make do with the water they had, and it was probably safer 
to keep some in reserve at home at all times. 
Water jar/Copper fountain 
Wash pitcher Guadeloupe 
• Paris 
Wall fountain 
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Figure 100: Percentage of houses equipped with water ceramics in Guadeloupe and Paris 
(For Paris numbers, see Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988) 
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4.3 Spatial analysis of the water storage in Guadeloupe 
The spatial analysis of the water jars in Guadeloupe showed that they were never inside 
the master bedrooms. Yet this probably was not necessarily true everywhere water jars 
were used. In the inventories of Nouvelle-France for example, out ofthe 9 jars that were 
precisely located, 4 were kept in bedrooms and 5 in parlor rooms (Lapointe and Lueger 
1997: 224). Even if not all of these jars held water, the fact that half of the sample 
appeared in bedrooms seems to indicate that there was no proscriptions against keeping 
water jars there as well. 
In Guadeloupe, not only water jars were banished from the bedroom, but also 
fountains and drip jars. Pitchers too were exceptionally present in these rooms. This latter 
habit created a huge discrepancy with Parisian households, since 21% of the latter at least 
had a bedroom wash set. Put together, the ceramic evidence indicates that Guadeloupeans 
avoided keeping water in the room where they slept. 
There could be an array of reasons for this practice, but one obvious hypothesis is 
that they wanted to avoid attracting, or even breeding mosquitoes near their beds. On 
average, mosquitoes breed in standing water in about ten days, but the process is sped up 
when the water is kept above 80° F. Through adaptation, some species' life cycle can 
even take as little as four days. Keeping a reserve of water indoors, even small, in 
Guadeloupe, certainly increased the risk of encountering the bug. Furthermore, mosquito 
nets were rare and expensive. Only three wealthy households in the inventories could 
afford one. In 1779, they cost 66 livres (Inventory 22), or the price of an expensive piece 
of furniture, and in 1830, 15 francs (Inventory 65). Two ofthese nets did not seem to be 
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in use at the time the inventories were made, as they were stashed away inside an armoire 
in the master bedroom (Inventory 65) or kept in a storage room (Inventory 22). In most 
cases then, people slept without mosquito nets, and only good air circulation could have 
helped stir mosquitoes away from the sleepers. 
5 LOCAL WATER CERAMICS 
The objects used with water represented an important proportion of the local ceramic 
production. Water jars and pitchers amounted to 63% of the local ceramics listed in the 







Figure 1 01 : Domestic local ceramics listed in the inventories 
The true proportion of the local ceramics used for water consumption and 
management was probably even higher. At the sites, the drip jars found in Basse-Terre 
were all locally made, but in the inventories, the provenance of the drip jars was not 
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recorded. When the drip jars that looked like they were used for carrying or storing water 
were included as well, the proportion of the local ceramics for water management in the 
texts reached 68% (Fig. 1 02). These numbers show how the ceramics used for water were 










Figure 102: Local water ceramics listed in the inventories 
6 LOCAL CHOICES 
The fact that some local potteries started producing these objects indicates two things. 
First, they were important to the Creole lifestyle. In the case of the water jars for 
example, this is highlighted by the situation in mixed-race households versus households 
that emigrated from France. Three of the five households where both parents came from 
France did not have ajar, or 60%, versus only two out of the eight mixed-race 
households, or 25%. Ifthe substantial presence ofthejars in Guadeloupe's houses was 
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not compelling on its own, this could help make a stronger case. Second, both the legal 
and illegal trades in Guadeloupe were not able to meet the demand and local potteries had 
to step in. They seized the opportunity to compete with imported wares by offering the 
objects that Guadeloupeans needed the most, but did not get in great enough quantity, and 
probably also by furnishing these objects more inexpensively. 
It is also evidence that water jars and pitchers fit the needs of Guadeloupeans for 
their water management, otherwise local potters would have created new and better 
suited objects. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries at least, potteries outside of 
Guadeloupe offered some alternatives. On St. Lucia, the krish was the local equivalent of 
the French cruche or jug (Verin 1967: 476). It had a double handle, a spout, a lid, and 
often, some incised decoration. According to Verrin, it helped store a small quantity of 
water, but the goglet or the karafwere more popular and had the same function. Unlike 
the krish, they were not made at Choiseul, the pottery that the author studied. So, he only 
noted that the goglet's name stemmed from the French gargoulette, or a type of water 
vase that was made in the south of France (Fig. 1 03), and karaf, from the French word 
carafe, the glass or crystal object. Both came from Morne Lezard, another area of St. 
Lucia, and from Martinique. This information was not picked up in similar surveys of the 
potteries in Martinique (Beuze 1990; De Roo Lemos 1979; Victor 1941 ). Rather, these 
surveys pointed out that the water ceramics in twentieth-century Martinique matched the 
ones in eighteenth-century Guadeloupe. They cited the jar (De Roo Lemos 1979: 31) and 
the pitcher, called pott l'eau (Victor 1941: 36). Other evidence, however, indicated that in 
the mid-nineteenth century at least, both the gargoulette and the carafe existed in 
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Martinique. Some examples of both ceramics were listed in the first catalogue of the 
Musee National de Ia Ceramique at Sevres published in 1845 10 (Brongniart and Riocreux 
1845: 75, 96). These ceramics came in two sizes, one average, that was around 25 em 
high, and a smaller individual one, that was around 15 em high. In any case, if other local 
ceramics had seemed more adequate for water, Guadeloupeans would have had the 
opportunity to acquire them though inter-island trade. 
'· 
Figure 103: Faience and coarse earthenware gargoulettes, late nineteenth century - early 
twentieth century. Heights vary between 16 em to 24 em. 
(From Amouric, Vallauri, and Vayssettes 2008: 102) 
10 Some of these ceramics were donated to the museum by Victor Schoelcher, the famous abolitionist. 
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They could also have imported different vessels from the metropole, like the 
cruche or one of its many regional variations, e.g. the doume, kanti , orjol, or even the 
aforementioned gargoulette (Fig. 1 04) (See for example Amouric, Vallauri, and 
Vayssettes 2008). These objects were all specifically designed to transport, store, and 
consume water, and were, a priori, available to French colonies. Gargoulettes had reached 
Ile Bourbon in 1785: fourteen were present in the inventory of Marianne Lelievre (Jauze 
2006: 131). At Place-Royale in Quebec City, there were no less than 149 cruches listed in 
the 77 inventories analyzed by Camille Lapointe and Richard Lueger (1997: 224). Yet the 
word "cruche," or any of its equivalents, did not appear a single time in the Guadeloupe's 
inventories. Likewise, they lacked the stoneware pots and stoneware water jars that were 
sometimes used in the metropole and at lie Bourbon. 
Figure 104: French historical postcard showing a Corsican woman carrying a cruche. 
(From Amouric, Vallauri , and Vayssettes 2008: 83) 
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As a last option, Guadeloupeans could also have reused non-ceramic objects that 
were perfectly apt for storing water. The dame-jeannes, for example, those large glass 
bottles usually enclosed in wickerwork, were present in great quantities in their houses. 
According to the inventories, they helped store a great variety of drinks and foods, but 
there was never any indication that they did the same for water, even on an occasional 
basis. Meanwhile, Jauze (2006) believed that dame-jeannes were used to both transport 
and store water at Ile Bourbon. Describing slave housing in Saint-Domingue, Debien 
(1974: 232) also reported that slaves who could not afford a cruche used dame-jeannes 
and drip jars to store their water. These bottles could definitely have complemented 
Guadeloupeans' ceramic equipment, but seemingly did not. 
As far as water management was concerned in Guadeloupe then, water jars, 
pitchers, and reused drip jars, as well as a few fountains for the wealthy, seemed to 
suffice. 
7 DISCUSSION 
For an eighteenth-century city, Basse-Terre had a decent water supply. Simply having 
access to running water, whether at the rivers, the fountains or the canals, was already 
putting Basse-Terrians ahead of most of their contemporaries, Parisians included. It also 
made other water acquisition methods, like collecting rainwater or digging wells, almost 
unnecessary. Nonetheless, storing water at home was just as essential in Guadeloupe as in 
Paris, since even the best water supply had to deal with chronic shortages and heavy 
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pollution. Whether people realized it or not, storing water at home happened to also 
improve its quality, though simple sedimentation. Wealthy households appeared as the 
most proactive in trying to get better water. They used stone filters and harvested 
rainwater, which was deemed even healthier than river water. They could also dedicate a 
whole room in their house, i.e., the water storeroom, or a separate shed to their water 
storage. 
Water jars were not archetypal to Guadeloupe, since they existed elsewhere in the 
Caribbean, and sometimes in the metropole, but they definitely were the preferred storage 
method there in the eighteenth century. The sheer necessity to keep a substantial amount 
of water might explain why Biot jars, the largest ceramics around, were initially chosen. 
They proved so practical that local potters then made their own copies. Also, the more 
sporadic but common reuse of drip jars as carrying jugs, and maybe additional water 
storage containers, seemed logical. Drip jars were the right size, cheap, and attainable by 
almost everyone. As far as water management was concerned, the strategy of reusing the 
ceramics that were at hand was also prevalent in all components of Guadeloupe society: 
both Biot jars and drip jars were reused ceramics. 
Coarse earthenware pitchers as temporary and smaller water containers were a 
staple of the local ceramic equipment. Evidence from the sites confirmed that they were 
more widespread than it appeared in the inventories, and that they did not vanish at the 
end of the eighteenth century. Since these pitchers were unglazed, they would keep water 
cooler by evaporation. Cool water might have been handy for preparing cold drinks, 
keeping other things cool, or simply for drinking. Furthermore, faience pitchers from 
France seemed on the decline. As table pitchers, they did not appear to be in fashion 
anymore towards the end of the eighteenth century, and as wash pitchers, they were 
simply shunned (Fig. 1 00). 
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Among the ceramics used to store water in Guadeloupe, wall fountains stand out 
for several reasons. First, they were a luxury. They were rare, expensive, and also the 
only water ceramic that was exhibited in the social spaces of the house. Other ceramics 
for storing water, that were necessities tended to be found in all types of households. 
Instead, fountains were reserved to the elite- at least in the eighteenth century. Since 
fountains did not tum up in other parts of the French colonial world, it proves that 
affluent Guadeloupeans opted to import them for their use. In fact, when numbers were 
compared with Paris, it appeared as though wealthy Guadeloupeans owned as many wall 
fountains on average as their Parisian counterparts (Fig. 26). 
Keeping water away from beds was another interesting local behavior that was 
discovered during this study. The risk of attracting and breeding mosquitoes indoors 
might account for the fact that pitchers, fountains, and other water ceramics were banned 
from bedrooms. Whatever the reason, this restriction went contrary to what was usually 
done in colder climates, like Paris or Quebec. There, keeping wash sets in bedrooms for 
example was common. 
Parisian fountains could hold on average 65 liters, whereas regular water jars 
might have contained about twice as much. Overall, the amount of water that was 
domestically stored in Guadeloupe might have surpassed the amount typically stored in 
Paris. Nowadays, 20 to 30 liters of water per day per capita is estimated to be enough to 
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cover basic human needs. A reserve of 130 liters could then sustain 6 persons for one 
day, or two people for about three days. Even large water jars that belonged to small-size 
households must therefore have been refilled quite often, every other day or perhaps on a 
daily basis. 
Who did all the work? Who managed the water reserve? Who hauled heavy 
buckets back from the canal, river or fountain several times a week, if necessary? Who 
cleaned and swept the water-storage shed or storeroom? Who refilled the water jars and 
made sure fountains were full? Who emptied, rinsed, and scrubbed all of these containers 
and other equipment, like the stone filters? If historical postcards are to be believed, 
fetching water was mostly the job ofwomen. Today, women and children are often in 
charge of this chore worldwide (Watkins 2006: 2). It is not too big a stretch then to think 
that managing the water supply was the responsibility of slave women during the colonjal 
period as well. Having a healthy water supply was vital to households, but managing the 
water reserves came without any title or job description. It was a nameless task put on 
someone's list of chores. Who were they then, these women in charge of the water? 
Probably often, they were unsblled domestics and servants, but perhaps sometimes, they 
were cooks, since some water jars were stored in btchens, or even washerwomen, who 
worked in the courtyard near the water jars as in Inventory 93. Needless to say, in poorer 
households without slaves, the water chore must have fell on the heads of households 
themselves. 
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In rural areas, slaves had to go some distance to fetch their own water supply. At 
Ile Bourbon in 1844, planters argued that it was important to repair the canal Lancastel 
that they used to irrigate their plantations for this very reason (Prosper 2000: 52). 
La il n'est pas quitte encore, car apres cette tache remplie, de nouvelles 
fatigues doivent recomrnencer pour lui. L'eau lui manque pour les besoins de 
sa famille et quel temps qu'il fasse, il faut qu' il aille vers la plus proche 
riviere pour s' en procurer. II ne rentre dans sa case que vers sept ou huit 
heures pour preparer son repas du soir. (Text cited in Prosper 2000:52) 
Then, he is not done yet, because after this task is completed, new fatigues 
must start for him. He needs water for his family and whatever the time, he 
must go to the nearest river to get some. He is back only at around seven or 
eight o'clock to prepare his dinner. 
In their argument, field workers needed to get water at the end of their shift, so it 
would be charitable to rebuild the canals and spare them long trips to the river. This way, 
they could be back home sooner in order to prepare dinner. Of course, this description of 
the daily schedule of field workers must be taken with a grain of salt, since the authors 
had their own agenda and wanted the canals repaired. Yet it points to the fact that slaves 
were in charge of getting their own water. Savvy planters probably understood that it was 
in their interest to provide close water access to their workers. De bien ( 197 4: 219) even 
argued that the location of slave quarters on plantations depended on both prevailing 
winds, and proximity to a source of clean water, like a creek, canal, pond, or well. 
Nevertheless, slaves might not have always been in charge of their own supply. 
Domestics who lived right along with their masters might have been able to tap from the 
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house's main water supply, just like servants of rich employers did in Paris (Roche 2000: 
157). 
If slave women were usually managing the water reserve, they were the ones who 
handled the water ceramics most often. Did they have a say about what objects were the 
most adequate? If they did, this could explain why local coarse earthenware pitchers and 
reused drip jars were preferred over other types of ceramics. If French colonists and 
white Creoles were more hands-on in that domain, they might have chosen another array 
of objects. 
Ceramics can significantly contribute to our understanding of how early modern 
households managed water resources. Unsurprisingly, much depended on local 
conditions, for example about how much and what kind of water was available, how 
clean or "healthy" this water was, and where or how it should be stored. What was not 
optional, however, was to manage water inside the domestic space. Most households at 
the time were engaged in some kind of water storing as well as purifying strategies, and 
these strategies deserve further attention. Ceramics were only part of the array of objects 
that could be used to do so, though in Guadeloupe, they were all that was needed. It is no 
wonder maybe that in a hot and humid colony of the Antilles, ceramics appeared more 
adequate. They were available, sometimes cheaply--especially, if they were made 
locally- and as an added benefit, coarse earthenware tended to keep water cooler. 
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Chapter 4 
A canari in the kitchen: cooks and Creole foods 
This chapter examines the kitchens of colonial Guadeloupe, its cooks, and their cuisine. 
The ceramics involved represented a tiny bit of tableware, some storing containers, but 
mostly, a great deal of cookware. Two out of three of the most common cooking vessels 
were coarse earthenware, the cooking pots called canaris and some saucepans, so a large 
section of this chapter focuses on this ceramic group. The stoneware storage pots called 
cannes and a few faience objects make up the rest. 
The sites and inventories give a complementary outlook on these topics. First, 
they help explore the characteristics and function of kitchens, which sets the scene for the 
rest of the study. Data from the inventories and other historic sources shed light on the 
population of slave cooks, and explain its gender-based division following early modem 
French customs and colonial hierarchy. The examinations of food reserves in the 
inventories and storage ceramics are then combined with a short review of the history of 
food sources in Guadeloupe to outline what kinds of foods were available during the 
colonial period. Finally, a detailed analysis of the colonial ceramic cookware and a 
review of modem French Caribbean cookbooks try to give a taste of the dishes that slave 
cooks might have made. It was no small feat that they were able to create a true cuisine, 
while enslaved, and with the meager equipment they had on hand. 
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1 CREOLE KITCHENS 
In the inventory sample, sixty percent of households had a kitchen. The chance of having 
a kitchen directly increased with wealth: 29% of Category 1 houses came with one, 
versus 57% for Category 2, and 86% for Category 3. A large majority of these kitchens 
were inventoried in a separate section, since they were detached from the main house. 
When kitchens were listed among other rooms, they seemed most often located away 
from the rooms where families spent their time, such as the gallery, the bedroom, and the 
parlor. These data fit what many other historical sources like travel accounts, deeds, 
maps, or newspaper advertisements described. Kitchens were rarely integrated into 
Creole houses (Charlery 2005; Desmoulins 2006; Edwards 2006; Perotin-Dumon 2000). 
In general, the kitchen occupied its own separate shed. Inside Basse-Terre at least, this 
shed was often located very near slave housing (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 425-430, 462-
463). 
These historic kitchens have rarely been preserved. In Basse-Terre, they started 
disappearing when modem houses equipped with indoor kitchens became the norm 
(Desmoulins 2006: 205). Today, Creole kitchens have been recognized as a typical 
element of the colonial period, but they have not been studied in detail (See for example 
Charlery 2005; Desmoulins 2006; Edwards 2006). From his stay in the Antilles in the 
1640s, Du Tertre (1667-1671: T. II, 451) recalled that wealthy planters already preferred 
to build theirs in masonry. As late as in 1844, masonry kitchens were still recommended 
by Basse-Terre's authorities as a good deterrent against fires (Desmoulins 2006: 204). Yet 
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most freestanding kitchens were lightweight wooden sheds that could be opportunely 
joined to existing masonry walls, like at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. The best-equipped of 
these kitchens contained a built-in hearth and stove (called potager), and sometimes, an 
indoor oven (Fig. 1 05). Kitchens that were more rudimentarily furnished could be 
improved with an add-on stove, like the one built out of a wooden crate and metallic bars 
in Inventory 74, or small cast iron portable ranges (calledfourneaux) (Inventories 17, 74, 
141). 
Figure 105: A historic kitchen with hearth, stove, and oven in Basse-Terre 
(Desmoulins 2006: 204, a) 
Detached kitchens did not belong to French vernacular architecture. French 
kitchens were usually indoors, because the custom for wealthy households was to 
combine domestic and service space inside the same building. Other households rarely 
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had a kitchen per se, that is an entire room devoted to cooking. Instead, cooking was 
done at the hearth or fireplace that also heated the house, and the room around it was used 
for many other activities, like sleeping and eating (Figeac 2007: 160-162; Garnet 1995: 
64-68; Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988: 258) (Fig. 106). 
Figure 106: Representation of a busy kitchen in Poitou, France 
(Artwork held at the Musee des Civilisations de l'Europe et de la Mediterranee, and 
reproduced by the Agence photographique de la Reunion des Musees Nationaux, 
[www.photo.rrnn.fr, notice 06-520934]) 
Outside of the French Caribbean, separate kitchens were common in eighteenth-
century Upper and Lower Louisiana (Edwards 2006; Maygarden 2006). Recently, Jay 
Edwards read French Creole architectUre in America not just as the result of simple 
imports from France, but as a complex and multi-ethnic Atlantic process. Using new data 
coming from West Africa, he was able to track back some elements of this architecture to 
sixteenth-century colonial trading posts in Mrica. Edwards also credited Mande-speaking 
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builders and their Luso-African descendants for developing the colonial architecture of 
African outposts. Some elements then moved across the Atlantic, first to Portuguese 
colonies, and shortly after, to the Spanish world. In the mid-seventeenth century, they 
simultaneously reached the French and English Caribbean, and by the eighteenth century, 
they could be seen in Louisiana. Edwards cited the living outdoor gallery as an example 
of this process. Perhaps detached kitchens were another one. 
At any rate, the contemporary justification for having separate kitchens in the 
Antilles was that it helped prevent fires (Charlery 2005; Perotin-Dumon 2000: 423). 
Certainly, fires must have been a problem there, but just as much as they were in France 
at the time (Braude! 1985: 268-270). In the inventory sample, one kitchen had burnt 
down and was waiting to be rebuilt (Inventory 92). In Guadeloupe, kitchens and houses 
were probably more often destroyed by hurricanes- like in Inventory 8- than by 
accidental fires . Moreover, building kitchens away from the main house was not a good 
solution, since as late as 1844, local authorities insisted that kitchens be built in masonry, 
still to try and prevent fires. Finally, in wealthy Basse-Terre houses, kitchens were not so 
much architecturally detached, as they were isolated from the main residential rooms. In 
these cases, the separation was more cognitive than physical (Stewart-Abernathy 1995: 
5). In other words, separating kitchens from houses was perhaps more than a simple fire 
prevention measure. 
In his journal, the Martiniquan planter Pierre Dessalles unveiled motives that were 
more cultural. During a visit to a bourgeois family in France, Dessalles resented the fact 
that they made him eat in a space that was adjacent and opened to their kitchen (Dessalles 
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and Fremont 1980: Entry from July 15, 1838). In his entry, Dessalles complained about 
having to suffer the heat, smoke, and smells from cooking while he was eating. He also 
found that their food, although good, was very common. His remarks made sense in the 
context in which this meal was taking place: his hosts were trying to wow him, in the 
hope of obtaining a matrimonial alliance between their offspring. As bourgeois, they 
were already quite wealthy, but they did not have the noble status of the Dessalles family. 
In criticizing the food they served and how close to their kitchen they ate, Dessalles was 
expressing more than physical discomfort. He was conveying his aversion for their lower 
social ranks, as well as their proposal- Dessalles had his way, and the union between the 
families never happened. Not eating near the kitchen was, beyond a matter of comfort, a 
means for men like Dessalles to distinguish themselves from others of lesser status. 
Having a detached kitchen was intrinsic to Dessalles' way of living and of his self-
identification as a wealthy colonial planter. 
Interestingly, his complaints echoed how American planters expressed their own 
partiality for the detached kitchen. They preferred to keep away the "heat, noise, odors, 
and general commotion" of the kitchen (Vlach 1993 : 43). In his study of American 
southern plantations, John Michael Vlach did not take these explanations at face value, 
and tied the development of the detached kitchen to the rise of large southern plantations. 
Like other outbuildings, detached kitchens cropped up when social boundaries between 
slaves and masters hardened, at the beginning of the eighteenth century. The spatial 
separation between the "big house" and the outbuildings became less a matter of 
convenience, and more the materialization of a social and racial divide. Isolating the 
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kitchen was how planters exerted absolute control over their slaves, as well as reduced 
intimacy with their servants (Stewart-Abernathy 1995: 5-8; Vlach 1993: 43). Leslie 
Stewart-Abernathy (1995: 7) observed in Washington, Arkansas, that detached kitchens 
were so much ingrained in this process that they disappeared as soon as this form of 
slavery ended. Similarly in Guadeloupe, separate kitchens could have stopped being built 
after the mid-nineteenth century. 1 
Separation could be a two-edged sword. Isolating the housing and working areas 
of slaves gave them in some cases more independence (Stewart-Abernathy 1995: 7). In 
Basse-Terre, kitchens were removed from the main living spaces, so slaves working 
inside and around them were not necessarily under the direct watchful gaze of their 
masters. Also, kitchens and slave housing often seemed to benefit from their own access 
to the outside. This meant that servants did not have to go across the main house to go out 
or just communicate with the outside. Although this detail has not received much 
attention yet, it can be seen at many examples of historic houses and yards. This author 
noted that a typical merchant house compound, like the Nemausat house downtown 
Basse-Terre, had two accesses from the streets: one through the main house, and one at 
the other end of its elongated courtyard. Similarly, at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, the end 
of the backyard remained connected to the outside through a door in the wall. Finally, the 
same appears true for many houses whose plans have been published elsewhere 
(Desmoulins 2006: 187; Perotin-Dumon 2000: 426, Fig. 9.2, see l.a and 2.a). 
1 
Slavery officially ended in 1848, but in many cases, former slaves were slow to gain real economic 
freedom, and kept working for their former masters. 
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1.1 What were Creole kitchens used for? 
In the inventories, a vast number of kitchens housed only cooking utensils and tools . In 
and of itself, this shows that kitchens were mainly functional workspaces. The foremost 
activity that took place in them was the preparation of food for the masters, and maybe in 
some cases, for slaves as well. 
Kitchens had a role in the production of manioc meal, an important food source 
for the slaves and a substitute for wheat flour in Creole cuisine. Transforming the cassava 
roots into flour ensured that their cyanogenic glycosides- a toxic substance that is more 
concentrated in the bitter variety- were removed. Raw cassava roots were first peeled 
and shredded with a grater or grage- present in about 30% of the houses in the sample. 
This step was sometimes done in the kitchen, but most often elsewhere, for example in a 
separate shed called gragerie, case afarine, or case a grager. The roots were then 
washed in water to remove their juices. Often, this was performed in an elongated tub 
called canol in reference to the dugout boats of the same name. An alternative method 
was to press down on the bagged shreds to extract the juices. Fewer households seemed 
to have used this technique, but bags made oflatanier- a fan palm of the Caribbean 
area- in Inventory 31 served that purpose. Then the shreds were further dried on a hot 
metallic plate called platine or in a frying pan. Platines were not very common in the 
inventories: they appeared in only nine houses, or 6% of the sample. Most households 
used insteadpoe/es afarine--or literally, "frying pans for the flour." Out ofthe 36 
houses that had at least a pan, 70% kept it in their kitchen. If raw cassava roots were not 
systematically processed in the kitchen, manioc meal was often dried and cooked there. 
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Other types of work occurred more sporadically. On a few plantations, the kitchen 
was used for processing coffee in lieu of coffee shed. Another couple of kitchens were 
equipped with a sharpening wheel. Whoever toiled in these places were not just servants, 
but also agricultural workers and craftsmen, like cutlers who could sharpen knives, tools, 
and scissors. Far behind cooking, laundry and ironing were the other domestic chores 
conducted in these places. Three quarters of the 19 households that owned some sort of 
laundry equipment kept it in their kitchen, versus less than 1% of the 48 houses that had 
irons- those were called fer a repasser or carreau a repasser. It seemed that domestics 
did the laundry in or near the kitchen, whereas they ironed clothes preferably in other 
parts of the house, for example in the pantry. 
As workplaces for the slaves, kitchens were sparsely furnished . A few had a 
kitchen table, and a couple, some candleholders. With its nine chairs and the usual 
cooking utensils, the kitchen from Inventory 99 was a stand-out. It looked like maybe all 
of the chairs from the parlor had been moved there, but for what specific purpose? The 
deceased had passed away about two months earlier and was a wigmaker. Moving the 
chairs to the kitchen was either a symbolic gesture, or the servants in this household 
benefitted from unusual liberties, like being able to receive a lot of visitors, or working 
while sitting in chairs. When other types of furniture were present in the kitchen, special 
circumstances seemed to be at work there too. Beds were used on two occasions. In 
Inventory 89, a couple was separating and probably already living apart. They had moved 
the things they owned in common into their kitchen. A bed was also set up in the kitchen 
oflnventory 29, maybe so that the cook or a servant could live there. There were two 
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locked wooden chests nearby that were not inventoried probably because they held his or 
her personal possessions. The kitchen of merchant Pierre Motte! in Inventory 96 was set 
up in the back room of his shop, and seemed to have had a professional use. Motte! could 
have entertained some of his customers there, since the room was equipped for hosting 
meals. 
As a rule, tableware and silverware were stored elsewhere in the house, but 
cropped up in kitchens in a few cases. More specifically, beside Motte! and the separating 
couple mentioned above, a French household (Inventory 141 ), and the innkeeper Jean-
Frans:ois Bernier (Inventory 97) kept some of their tableware in kitchens. The latter 
occurred in a second kitchen that was not used for the inn itself, but for a separate 
canteen. The canteen and its kitchen were set up in an outbuilding, and it would not have 
made much sense to keep the tableware elsewhere. As for the French household, they left 
a dish and a pot in their kitchen, but kept everything else in the room where they lived. 
Those were the exceptions, and the trend was even stronger for silverware: besides 
Motte! , only the free femme de couleur Marie Rose dared to leave hers in her kitchen. 
Obviously, tableware and silverware served other purposes, but could still have been 
useful to cooks and servants during the preparation of meals. At Place-Royale in Quebec 
for example, a noticeable portion of tableware was stored in kitchens: not only plates and 
dishes, but also soup tureens, and the sole salad bowl found in the whole sample 
(Lapointe and Lueger 1997: 224, Table 5). That both silverware and tableware were 
strictly kept away in Guadeloupe was significant. It implied that all of the food 
preparation occurred without them, and that kitchens were not a good place to keep them. 
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In parlor rooms, pantries, or even bedrooms, they certainly remained more easily under 
the direct surveillance of the masters. If slaves had more independence in the kitchens, 
they might not have been entrusted so easily with these objects. 
Contrary to what happened in France and in some other parts of the French 
Atlantic, kitchens in the Antilles featured the strict minimum of cooking utensils and 
tools. Within that limited amount of material culture, minor variations were then 
significant. For example, in the kitchen of Inventory 107, a pair of iron leg shackles 
probably looked like a constant looming threat to whomever was working there. At least, 
it was a stark reminder of their servile condition. In other houses, servants were 
assigned---Dr took on- responsibilities that might have procured them extra liberties, for 
example, when they kept chickens or other small farm animals in the vicinity of kitchens. 
In plantation societies, it was not unusual to see industrious slaves take the initiative of 
raising poultry for extra cash (See for example Benoit 2000: 110; Moitt 2001: 73 ; Vlach 
1993: 82). Even raising animals on behalf of the masters must have yielded some 
advantages, since these animals could be an important source of food and income for the 
household. They needed to be not just cared for, but also managed. Whoever was in 
charge could potentially derive some leeway from the position, like being able to 
maintain their own stock on the side. In a few houses in the sample, servants kept 
chickens for their eggs and meat; pigeons- Inventory 82 listed a pigeon roost; ducks; 
turkeys; guinea fowls; pigs; and rabbits- a rabbit hutch appeared in Inventory 107. 
In sum, studying Creole kitchens showed the wide range of chores that servants 
would carry out in a house: not just food preparation and cooking, but also clothes 
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washing, ironing, animal raising, craftwork like knife and tool sharpening, and even crop 
processing. Some kitchens were more industrious, and combined several of these 
activities, while others focused more on cooking. Kitchens illustrated both the versatility 
of servants, and the different treatments slaves encountered in various households. Yet 
Creole kitchens had one trait in common: they were the realm of slaves. Their spare 
material culture, their proximity to slave housing, along with their separation from the 
main living areas, indicated as much. Some masters might have sporadically visited these 
places, but there was no evidence that they lingered in them, except in unusual situations, 
like at the merchant Pierre Mottel's. Independent kitchens with, sometimes, direct access 
to the outside, seemed to be spaces under lower surveillance. To some extent, the workers 
inside were left to their own devices, which would explain why valuables, like tableware 
and silverware, were kept elsewhere. 
1.2 Households without a kitchen 
Households that did not have a kitchen cooked in a sheltered outdoor space. In the city, 
some could also share the use of a communal kitchen (Desmoulins 2006: 205). Outdoor 
cooking was an important part of the colonial experience. In Father Labat's indigenization 
process, it took the form of outlandish exotic barbecues called boucans (Toczyski 2010). 
It also lasted throughout the period. In late eighteenth century Saint-Domingue, the 
visitor Baron Alexandre-Stanislas Wimpffen (1993: 115) noted that most people in town 
did not have a kitchen and just cooked outside. Historical sources also often described 
how slaves usually prepared their meals outside (Du Tertre 1667-1671: T. II, 451). 
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Studying Saint-Domingue plantations, Debien (1974: 233) confirmed that the preparation 
of manioc flour took place in front of the case or in the adjacent yard. By mid-nineteenth 
century, slaves who were cooking outdoors seemed to have become tropes of the 
Caribbean in French magazines (Fig. 1 07). 
Figure 107: "Paysage de la Guadeloupe," 1851, from Le Magasin Pittoresque, p. 195. 
Image Reference Magasin5, as shown on www.slaveryimages.org, sponsored by the 
Virginia Foundation for the Humanities and the University of Virginia Library 
Local archaeological sites have validated the existence of such a custom: at La 
Mahaudiere, food related artifacts, faunal material, and pipes were most concentrated in 
the yards, where they outlined the outdoor cooking areas used by the villagers (Gibson 
2007: 254, 268). Finally, studying the surroundings of modem-day cases, the ethnologist 
Catherine Benoit (2000: 168-171) witnessed how this custom persists today. Little 
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cooking sheds are often set up in backyards, even when houses have indoor kitchens. In 
general, lunch is cooked in the shed while dinner is prepared inside. 
2 SLAVE CHEFS AND COOKS 
In historical sources, slave cooks formed a very special group. All house servants were 
considered as skilled (esc/aves qualifies) as opposed to the mass of unspecialized field 
workers. Yet, even among these skilled few, cooks stood out for their noticeably high 
value. In V anony-Frisch's study (1985: 90-92), the median estimated price of 40 cooks in 
the 1770s and 1780s was 2,600 livres. Cooks were thus second only to overseers, at 3,000 
livres. Moreover, the record price paid for a single slave in her entire sample was for a 
cook, Celadon, who was sold in 1783 for 8,000 livres. Five ofthe six cooks who 
appeared in the inventories used for the present study reached a similar average of2,700 
livres-one who was "very crippled" and had a noticeably lower value at 1,200 livres was 
excluded. On the plantations that Regent (2004: 92) surveyed, cooks were worth even a 
bit more, 2,986 livres on average, and only tailors did better. 
These numbers were all of the more noteworthy given that nearly half of the 
cooks in Vanony-Frisch's study- and four out of six in the inventories here- were 
Africans. In fact, along with sugar refining, cooking was one of the rare professions that 
was not dominated by Creole slaves, and that seemed more open to African-born slaves 
(Vanony-Frisch 1985). Theoretically, this should have impacted the value of this group, 
since Regent (2004: 102-1 08) demonstrated that African slaves were consistently worth 
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less than both black and multiracial Creole slaves. For Guadeloupean cooks, however, 
race or origin did not seem to matter as much as skills. Remarkably, being born in Africa 
was not an impediment to becoming a highly sought-after cook. 
Another characteristic of slave cooks was that they were mostly men. Many 
examples in the francophone Caribbean travel literature, as well as in other types of 
sources like Pierre Dessalles' diary, indicated as much. Men constituted more than 90% 
ofVanony-Frisch's sample, and all six cooks found in the inventories for the present 
study were male. Enslaved women who officially worked as cooks did exist, but were 
rare.2 Incidentally, the situation was identical at another French island colony, Ile 
Bourbon, in the Indian Ocean. Prosper (2000: 47) observed that cooks on the plantations 
from the Saint-Pierre area were male, and Jauze (2000: 76) noted that cooks were among 
the most expensive slaves. Like De bien ( 1974: 87), Gautier (1985: 215) or Regent (2004: 
94) among others in the Antilles, Prosper (2000: 47) viewed this profession as a typically 
male one. 
In reality, the profession of cooking was less segregated by race or origin than by 
sex. It seemed that both enslaved men and women cooked, but in very different contexts. 
Male cooks in historical sources worked for well-off households, or hospitality and food 
businesses. The six cooks from this study's sample belonged to wealthy Category 3 
households and to the innkeeper Jean-Baptiste Bernier (Inventory 97). Similarly, Regent 
(2004: 92) indicated that cooks were mostly present on plantations with more than 100 
2 These women cooks were also appraised higher than normal. For example, in the 1720s at Nippes in 
Saint-Domingue, women cooks had the third highest group value when slaves were divided by sex and 
profession (Gautier 1985: 212). 
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slaves, and Jauze (2000: 76) noted the same phenomenon for the largest estates of Ile 
Bourbon. As a result, households with cooks represented a minute portion of colonial 
society, e.g., 4% of the households surveyed for the present study, and 1.3% in the south 
oflle Bourbon (Jauze 2000). Likewise, cooks amounted to 3.7% ofthe 1,062 slaves 
studied by Vanony-Frisch in Guadeloupe, and 0.16% ofthe 1,325 individuals studied by 
Prosper for l'Ile Bourbon. Surely, more households than these small numbers implied 
asked their slaves to cook. 
This imbalance was due to the fact that historical sources recorded the existence 
of professional chefs, as opposed to simple servants who cooked as part of their daily 
chores. Specialization and training set chefs apart, among other things. It is probable that 
chefs were not expected to be as polyvalent as other servants and that cooking was their 
main activity. Chefs also seemed to come to the profession in two ways, apprenticeship 
and previous experience, which seemed to be related to their place of birth. The four 
African cooks from the inventory sample were quite young, between 16 and 23 years old. 
Since they were already in charge of their kitchens, they must have learned their skills 
through apprenticeship. In his diary, the Martiniquan planter Pierre Dessalles (1980: 
Entry for Jan. 24, 1837) mentioned that his cook's new apprentice was 13 or 14 years old. 
On plantations, cook's apprentices were valued more highly on average than 
unspecialized male servants, i.e., 2,450 livres versus 2,270 (Regent 2004: 92). Even 
before it was complete, their training was recognized and valued. Other chefs seemed to 
be appointed later in life. Some aspiring chefs worked under someone else's authority for 
a while, like the slave Scipion who was still an assistant cook at age 34 (Moitt 2001: 76). 
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Furthermore, as Moitt observed in the case of women, and Vanony-Frisch for men, 
experience mattered. As a group, the median age of cooks was higher than for simple 
servants- 35 years old, versus 25 (Vanony-Frisch 1985: 90-92). There were also many 
examples of individuals who gained or retained their position late in life, in their fifties or 
sixties. Roch, Jean-Baptiste Marre's cook in Inventory 22, was 58 years old, and at 2,500 
livres, was estimated well above men in his racial and age group, who hovered at around 
2,100 livres (Regent 2004: 103). Both ofthe older chefs in the inventories were born in 
Guadeloupe. Maybe island-born cooks were more often chosen for their experience, 
while Africans went through apprenticeships. 
Professional chefs were worth more in part because their services could be rented 
out, like those of seamstresses and laundresses, for extra income (Fourniols 2000: 62, 
note 18). As it will be shown in detail below, they usually had better kitchen equipment 
that probably allowed them to prepare a wider range of foods. 
There were few of them though, and most households instead assigned one of 
their servants the task of cooking. Since a majority of servants were women, female 
cooks must have often been in charge of kitchens. Compared to their male counterparts, 
they left more tenuous, but nonetheless real, documentary evidence of their existence. For 
example, they surfaced in newspaper sale ads. Some sellers in the Journal politique et 
commercial de la Pointe-a-Pitre advertised how one female servant was "suited for the 
kitchen" and how another one "could cook a little" (Sale ad from April 16, 1820). A lot of 
these female cooks had other specialties as well, like this 30 year-old black slave who 
was "a merchant, a bit of a cook, and a very good housekeeper" (Sale ad from April1 , 
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1819), or that 32 year-old mulatto woman who was "a cook, a washerwoman, and a 
housekeeper" (Sale ad from August 12, 1819). Clearly, female cooks were expected to be 
good at other things, in order to be able to take care of all of the basic needs of a 
household. Another indication that home cooking was traditionally the domain of women 
can be seen today in the existence of the annual Fete des Cuisinieres or "Festival of 
[Female] Cooks." This event, one of the five main festivals in Guadeloupe, takes place 
every mid-August and celebrates women's cuisine. 
During this event, about 250 cooks from the Woman's Cooking Association 
wear traditional costumes and jewels and parade throughout the streets of 
Pointe-a-Pitre in Guadeloupe. A large banquet of the most delicious food is 
offered. (Ovide 2002: 17) 
Already in the nineteenth century, female cooks were organized in a professional 
corporation: they held liturgical events, the "mass of the cooks," elected a Queen, and 
bore an insignia made of violet braids (Martin and Picard 2001: 49-50). 
In the inventories, tableware and cookware were presented as necessities for good 
housewives. Cookware was part of the dowry of free women like Catherine Deher 
Dessources (Inventory 81) or were bequeathed to slave menageres like Marie-Rose 
(Inventory 128) so that they could set up their own household (''pour lui composer un 
menage''). Perotin-Dumon (2000: 883-884) also published the will ofthe trader Jean-
Charles Gamel who lived in an interracial union with the free woman de couleur 
Elisabeth. Gamel specified that he left a few of the tablewares and cookwares to 
Elisabeth so that she could develop her own household ("garnir son menage''). 
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Finally, from the very beginning of plantations, both Labat and Du Tertre 
described how old women were often put in charge of cooking for the atelier or enslaved 
workforce (Cited in Debien 1964: 8; Gautier 1985: 204). A depiction in Du Tertre's book 
(1667-1671) showed that cooking manioc cakes was already a typically feminine task 
(Fig. 1 08). The key to this picture indicated that the two central figures, who were 
screening manioc flour and cooking manioc cakes on a platine, were female slaves 
(negresses) , while men were processing coffee, on the right, and shredding manioc roots, 
on the left. Round manioc breads are shown drying on the thatched roofs. 
;Jf:-."i-
Figure 108: "Tobacco and Manioc Processing, French West Indies, 1667." Image 
Reference NWOO 11, as shown on www.slaveryimages.org, sponsored by the Virginia 
Foundation for the Humanities and the University of Virginia Library 
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That female slaves cooked in most households while male slaves were more often 
appointed as chefs, followed the norms and values of Guadeloupe's colonial society. 
Women scholars, in particular, have pointed out the dichotomy that existed between male 
and female tasks in the French Caribbean (Gautier 1985; Perotin-Dumon 2000: 515). It 
even transcended caste lines: what was true for enslaved cooks also applied to free 
individuals. Men who chose to be cooks were regarded as professional caterers or chefs, 
but there were few female cooks (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 507-508). Cooking was only one 
of the numerous skilled professions that were open to men, whereas women had a limited 
choice. The majority of qualified female slaves worked either as seamstresses, 
laundresses, or nurses (Gautier 1985: 215). Correspondingly in 1797, when all working 
women were listed in a census- there were no slaves at the time, since slavery had been 
temporary abolished-servants were by far the most numerous (57% of active women in 
Basse-Terre), followed by laundresses (18%) and seamstresses (15%) (Perotin-Dumon 
2000: 847-848). In effect, women worked with needles while men handled the most 
advanced tools of the time, for example in carpentry and blacksmithing (Gautier 1985: 
219). Since men monopolized the superior technologies, it seemed logical that they were 
more easily seen as professional chefs and that they had access to the better kitchens. 
The same gender division existed in France. Noble and wealthy households 
preferred to employ a cuisinier (male cook), while bourgeois households that could not 
afford one hired instead a cuisiniere (female cook) (Figeac 2007: 161). Male chefs 
needed several kitchen aids, one of which was often a female servant (Favreau 2003: 52). 
Reproducing this male-dominated scheme in the colonies was all too easy since female 
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slaves already occupied the bottom of the social pyramid (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 515). 
Even slave cooks likely benefited from some kitchen help. When the latter was not a 
child apprentice or an assistant, it must have been a servant and often, a woman. For 
example chef Roch in Inventory 22 must have been assisted by his wife Rosine and their 
three daughters who were the only other servants in the house. 
In any event, although historic texts tended to portray cooking as a mostly male 
profession, women were very much involved in it. What historical sources tell about the 
work of professional chefs also applies to a number of inconspicuous enslaved women 
cooks. While faithfully reflecting the values of Caribbean societies- with slave women at 
the bottom- this profession managed to transcend both the French preference for male 
cooks and African customs, which traditionally put women in charge of food preparation 
(Carney and Rosomoff2009: 74; Gautier 1985: 46-47, 204). 
3 COLONIAL FOODS 
3.1 The food reserves in the inventories 
While the majority ofhouses must have had some food on hand, a minority of inventories 
actually listed them. One reason was that foodstuffs that were being consumed at the time 
ofthe notary's visit were excluded from the appraisal process. Only six houses and two 
merchant shops had such foods described as "en consommation." The latter were mostly 
kept in storerooms (magasins), and sometimes in a cellar or a pantry. 
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Twenty-four households, or around 17% of the sample, used a garde-manger, 
which was a piece of furniture dedicated to storing food. Based on a few descriptions, 
garde-manger were made of a solid wood armature and covered with cloth (Inventories 
34, 105, 1 08). A peculiar example had also been improvised out of a table (Inventory 97). 
They had to be lightweight so they could be suspended from the ceiling. This way, food 
was stored in a well -ventilated place, and more importantly, somewhat protected from 
bugs and rodents. Garde-manger appeared in a variety of rooms, but pantries were the 
place of choice for keeping them. In more than 80% of the cases, they were kept out of 
the kitchen. Also like the foods that were being eaten, garde-manger were more often 
present in wealthy houses. 
The foods that were not for immediate consumption were listed and appraised like 
any other objects in the house. They could be reserves to be eaten later, either by the 
masters or the slaves, and foods to be sold or used by plantations, for example as feeds or 
for seeding. These reserves were present in about 20% of inventories, but the places that 
had the bulk of them were six merchant shops that dated from 1 77 5 to 183 3 (Inventories 
43 , 76, 93 , 95, 96, 98) and Bernier's inn (Inventory 97). 
Taken alone, the inventories of shops and inns offered a very distorted view of the 
foods eaten in Guadeloupe. There were imported pastas like vermicelli and macaroni 
(Perotin-Dumon 2000: 850); gruyere cheese, and unspecified cheeses that were round or 
that belong to a category called "a pate grasse"; cured meats and animal products like 
salamis, hams, salt pork, salted beef, and lard; cured or smoked fish like herring, salmon, 
mackerel, and salt cod; some type of "green peas" that were probably split peas, "green 
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peas from Auvergne" that could have been the gourmet Le Puy green lentils, as well as 
common lentils; spices like salt, black pepper, bay leaves, cloves, garlic, onions, and 
nutmeg; olive oil and butter; white wine and red wine vinegar; almonds and sultana 
grapes; rice, com, wheat flour, and manioc meal; tea and coffee; and an array of alcoholic 
products such as hard cider, beer, red and white wines; dessert wines like Muscat, Cyprus 
wine, Malaga wine; a flavored barley wine called orgeat, gin, unidentified liqueurs and 
an anise-flavored version called anisette, fruit brandy, tafia,3 rum, and finally, fruits 
preserved in alcohol. 
Most of these provisions had been shipped across the Atlantic and were still 
packed in barrels. In a few instances, they were also spoiled. When it was not obvious or 
when it influenced their price, their provenance was specified: French wines often came 
from Bordeaux and Provence, and some liqueurs from Provence; a small portion of salt 
cod was from France, which implied that not all was; and some rice was described as 
"English."4 Although the inventories spanned from 1775 to 1833, there was a lot of 
conformity in the kind of foods and drinks that merchants sold. Even peculiar items, like 
almonds or anisette , were available in several places. In general, it seems that the range 
of foods that the colonies were able to import during this period was standardized. 
Finally, apart from drinks and staples like salt, oil, and wheat flour, most of these 
products never showed up in private houses. There, local foods dominated. The products 
that were featured in the inventory sample and that were likely grown in Guadeloupe 
were: all of the manioc flour, coffee, sugar, tafia, and rum; and some ofthe vinegars, 
3 A distilled liquor made from sugar cane juice. 
4 This could mean, as for some pieces of furniture, that this rice was imported from North America. 
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garlic, rice, com, peas, and spices. In reality, this short list did not even start to cover the 
range of produces that grew locally. 
3.2 Local provisions and foods 
Gardens on plantations 
Because food is sustenance, the alimentation of slaves was more regulated than their 
shelter and clothing (Debien 1964). In that domain, not only the governor, but also his 
administrators like the intendants and militia officers were allowed to keep tabs on 
planters. At first, planters tried to feed their slaves through the distribution of Irish salt 
beef, salt cod, manioc, peas, and cured fish. The size of these rations, called l'ordinaire, 
varied considerably by region or plantation, yet they were rarely given in sufficient 
quantities because they were imported and expensive. In 1685, the Code Nair tried to 
increase the minimum that should be distributed (Article 22) and forbade the replacement 
of foodstuffs with spirits (Article 23). Meanwhile, slaves started gardening, hunting, and 
fishing to procure extra food. Du Tertre (1667-1671 ; Cited in Debien 1964: 6) recalled 
seeing yams (ignames), sweet potatoes (palates) , local squashes (giraumons) , a cereal 
called mil that could be sorghum or millet, and various peas and greens in the jardins de 
case or individual gardens that slaves grew near their housing. Labat (1722; Cited in 
Debien 1964: 6) also noted how fond slaves were ofboth sea and land crabs. Instead of 
distributing foods, some planters gave Saturdays off, as was done in the Dutch and 
English colonies. These free Saturdays were initially forbidden by the Code nair, but they 
became very popular and were legalized in 1786 (Regent 2004: 121). As colonial 
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authorities constantly pushed for the cultivation of more foods on plantations, collective 
plantation gardens called vivres en commun also developed. Planters reserved part of 
their land for growing food staples like manioc, sweet potatoes, and yams, and sometimes 
forced their slaves to work on it on Saturdays (Debien 1964). During the eighteenth 
century, many planters fed their workforce through a combination of distributions, days 
off to spend on individual gardens, and collective gardens. 
Gardens appeared early in the western half of Guadeloupe called Basse-Terre 
because its plantations were from the start smaller and more diversified. Many planters 
already grew foods on top of their cash crops, i.e., mostly cotton, coffee, or indigo 
(Debien 1964). Regent (2004: 119-120) studied the area that provisions occupied in 
Guadeloupe in 1790. He estimated that they took up about 22% of the 11 ,000 ha that 
were officially cultivated at the time. That number was probably an underestimation, 
because it did not include individual slave gardens. In her study of Basse-Terre, Perotin-
Dumon (2000: 544-546) concluded that Guadeloupe produced enough food to support its 
urban population, wruch was not necessarily true elsewhere, for example in Saint-
Domingue. According to nineteenth-century writer Granier de Cassagnac (1842-1844: 
175), free Saturdays were also particularly common in Guadeloupe. 
Specific crop cultures varied with local climatic zones. For example, fresh 
vegetables and fruits were concentrated in Basse-Terre's rughlands, in the Bouillante, 
Pointe-Noire, and Les Habitants areas (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 545). Manioc was the main 
staple in Basse-Terre, but in the drier eastern half of Guadeloupe called Grande-Terre, 
bananas were more essential (Regent 2004: 120). More importantly, the range of foods 
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that were available in Guadeloupe was in constant evolution. During the settlement era, 
visitors to the French Antilles reported the existence of Caribs' gardens that already grew 
many future Creole staples like cacao, coffee, sugar cane, squashes, manioc, sweet 
potatoes, hot peppers of the Scotch Bonnet family, and various tubers (Saunier 2003: 5; 
Ovide 2002: 187). There were also a plethora of edible island fruits such as avocadoes, 
mameys5 (abricots-pays), bananas, cashews, lemons, limes, oranges, guavas, papayas, 
cainito (caimite), Barbados cherries (cerises-pays), sugar apples (pommes-cannelles), 
water-lemons6 (pommes-lianes), yellow mombins (prunes-mombins), the fruits of the 
Chrysobalanus icaco shrub (zicaques or icaques); of vegetables like the kamanioc/ 
arrow leaf elephant ear (malanga or chou-caraibe ), Guinea arrowroot (topinambou); and 
of spices like the achiote (roucou), the bois bande,8 and allspice (bois d'Inde) (Lebey 
1998; Saunier 2003: 4 ). Like bananas, some Old World foods had arrived earlier in the 
Caribbean on Spanish ships and must have already been present in Guadeloupe, namely 
yams, eggplants, watermelons, cucumbers, chicken, pork, and goats. Island game, like the 
green acouchi9 (agouti) or iguanas, seafood such as the common octopus (chatou), West 
Indian top shell (burgo), conch shell (lambi) , Caribbean spiny lobster (langouste), big-
claw river shrimp (ouassou), and clams (chaubette), as well as local fish were part of the 
common diet. Some species, like turtles and manatees, were so sought-after by colonists 
that they were already overhunted in the 1660s (Boucher 2008: 236). Relishing island 
5 Also called mammee or South American apricot. 
6 A variety of passion fruit. 
7 A variety of manioc that did not need to be processed and that could be eaten as a tuber, as opposed to the 
bitter manioc (manioc amer). Also called "sweet manioc" (manioc doux). 
8 The bark of a tree called marbri or maby (Richeria grandis). 
9 A large rodent, frugivore, with long hind legs and a short tail. 
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curiosities, Father Labat described some early treats that would remain rare, like wild 
monkey head soup in Saint-Domingue and roasted palm tree worms (Garraway 2005: 
132-136). 
At some point before the end of the seventeenth century, several more plant 
species arrived and took off: coconuts, ginger, soursop (corosso[) , welsh onions (cive), 
and vanilla (Lebey 1998). Many others are suspected, or known, to have been introduced 
in Guadeloupe after the mid-eighteenth century: several Old World spices like cloves, 
cinnamon, nutmeg, and black pepper; fruit trees like the chdtaigniers-pays (Artocarpus 
altilis var. seminifera)-a variety of breadfruit whose fruits contain seeds- and later, the 
classic breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis var. non-seminifera)-whose fruits do not have 
seeds, mangoes, 10 starfruits (carambole) , sapotas (sapotille), coffee plums (prune-cafe), 
jocotes (prune-chili) , ambarellas (pomme/prune de Cythere), and grapefruits; and new 
vegetables like chayote (christophine) and taro (madere) (Huyghues-Belrose 2006; 
Hatzenberger 1996; Lebey 1998). Tamarind might have also appeared around that time, 
but became popular only in the nineteenth century (Lebey 1998: 185-188). 
The origin of the vegetables and fruits that entered Guadeloupe during this period 
was wide-ranging. Fruits and vegetables from France were tried, with varying success. In 
1793, the visitor Isert noticed that green peas, artichokes, and asparagus were growing 
very well in Basse-Terre (Isert 1972: 318). Judith A. Carney and Richard Nicholas 
Rosomoff(2009: 136-137) identified 30 plants that moved from Africa to the New World 
during the plantation era. Out of their list, the following foods seemed to be present in 
10 Mangoes became very popular after they were introduced. In the late nineteenth century, they were 
described by Lafcadio Hearn as "the fruit of the (black) people" (Brunache 20 II: 225-226). 
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Guadeloupe: rice, millet, yams, plantains, taro, roselle (Hibiscus sabdarif.fa L. or in 
French, oseille de guinee ), watermelons, muskmelons/cantaloupes, African spinach 
(calalou), calabash, various hot peppers and peas (notably pais boukoussou, pais 
d'Angole,pois de canne) (Lebey 1998; Debien 1964; Carney and Rosomoff2009). 11 For 
some vegetables, both European and African varieties coexisted. For example, there were 
cucumbers from Africa (ti concombre) and from Europe ( concombre) (Lebey 1998). 
Tubers played a crucial role in the Caribbean, in part because they grew 
underground and were more easily spared by hurricanes (Carney and Rosomoff2009: 
118). Hurricanes were often followed by periods of food shortages that could be 
exacerbated by social factors (Widmer 2006). For example, although manioc flour could 
be preserved for months, very few planters bothered to build or maintain reserves. In 
some areas, growing provisions clashed with the goal of extracting as much revenue as 
possible from the land (Widmer 2006; Debien 1974: 217). More generally, eating tubers' 
roots and leaves was simply a good way to achieve a balanced diet, even for slaves. In 
her study of Gisele Pineau's novels, Brinda J. Mehta (2005) articulated the lasting 
connection between tubers and French Caribbean culture. She drew a direct link between 
the importance of root vegetables in Creole cuisine and the influential Poetics of Relation 
of the Martiniquan writer Edouard Glissant. In support, she cited excerpts from the 
following paragraph in which Glissant defines his "rhizomatic" vision of Creole identity, 
a concept that he borrowed from Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari: 
11 Guinea grass was also grown as fodder (Perotin-Dumon 2000: 546). 
[ ... the rhyzome,] an enmeshed root system, a network spread either in the 
ground or in the air, with no predatory rootstock taking over permanently. 
The notion of the rhyzome maintains, therefore, the idea of rootedness but 
challenges that of a totalitarian root. Rhizomatic thought is the principle 
behind what I call the Poetics of Relation, in which each and every identity is 
extended through a relationship with the Other. (Glissant 1997: 11) 
As it will be explained later, tubers were used in a great deal of Creole dishes, 
either in the form of root vegetables or manioc flour. 
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Naturally, historical sources gave an incomplete and Euro-centric view of gardens 
and other food sources during the colonial period. For example, their authors often 
overlooked herbs and spices. Catherine Benoit's study (2000) of modern Antillean 
gardens showed that plants from the food group were but one category of vegetation. 
Other types included therapeutic plants, ornamental plants, and utilitarian plants used for 
shading and borders. She also inventoried an impressive amount of plants; close to 600 
different varieties (Benoit 2000: 275-288). 
3.3 Cannes and other ceramics used for food storage 
The inventories demonstrated that some ceramics were used for storing foods. The most 
common ceramic container was the canne- it was listed in 19% of households. As the 
graphs below illustrate, an equal number of Category 2 and 3 houses owned at least one 
canne (Fig. 109), but Category 3 houses had more ofthem (Fig. 110). Meanwhile, very 
few Category 1 houses owned even a single example. Richer households were more 




Figure 109: Proportion of households with cannes by wealth category 
Category 
I 
Figure 110: Proportion of cannes owned by category 
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Cannes helped store liquids, mostly foods such as hard cider (Inventory 29, 97), 
liquor (Inventory 1 09), and vinegar (Inventories 105, 17), and sometimes linseed oil 
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(Inventory 34). 12 Most cannes were kept in storerooms (magasins) or in attics (galetas) 
that were also storing spaces. A few appeared in pantries (offices). On occasion, some 
cannes stood in the parlor room (Inventory 110), a bedroom (Inventory 122), a cellar 
(Inventory 1 08), or the kitchen (Inventory 29). Given their main function, it made sense 
to find them in the same places as food reserves. Their role also explains why they rarely 
showed up in poorer households, since the latter were the least likely to have foodstuffs 
on hand. As ceramics, cannes were also quite expensive: in the sample, they cost about 2 
livres 6 sols on average, but were most often valued at 3 livres. 
Cannes were described as stoneware ceramics (gres) in a very consistent manner. 
In the archaeological collections, the most common stoneware vessels were the German-
style jugs. They represented about half of the stonewares, in both sherd count and 
MNV .13 In the inventories, cannes were also called "ducdalle" in eight houses, and 
"bearded" (or barbu) in three others. While the spelling and meaning of the earlier name 
remain uncertain, 14 the latter probably referred to the stamped bearded faces that often 
decorated Rhenish bartmann jugs. It also confirmed that cannes from the inventories and 
German stoneware jugs from the sites were in many cases one and the same. 
12 This role fits with the original use of the word. In the patois of Normandy, cannes designated jugs or pots 
that were used to store and transport milk (Dumeril and Dumeril 1849), and at least in the Pays de Bray, 
hard cider (Decorde 1852). In the colonial world, the word canne might have been typical of the French 
Caribbean. For example, it did not appear in New France (Voisard 20 10). 
13 They amounted to 52% of the stoneware sherds and 51% of the stoneware MNV. 
14 Ducdalfe was the most common spelling, but there were very different variations, e.g., Ducd'alves in 
Inventory 17. In the Low Countries, some drinking glass beakers shaped like a table bell were called 
Ducdalfin the sixteenth century, after the Duke of Alva who was one of the commanders of the Spanish 
army there (DeClercq et al. 2007: 26). These drinking glasses were used in high-ranking military settings. 
Gaimster ( 1997: 120-123) also noted the association of stoneware Rhenish jugs, that served as wine and 
beer decanters, and fine drinking glasses in the Rhineland and Netherlands in the late sixteenth century. 
Could the nickname for German stoneware jugs in Guadeloupe come from this term? 
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In the archaeological collections, cannes were the least present at Fort Houel 
(MNV=1), which yielded the earliest ceramics. Rhenish stoneware jugs could therefore 
have been typically present in Guadeloupe during the eighteenth century rather than in 
the seventeenth century, as on many North American sites (Fig. 111 ). According to 
excavations in the Lower Rhineland, jugs and storage jars still dominated the Rhenish 
production in the eighteenth century- they represented about half of all of the vessels 
excavated there (Gaimster 1997: 121, Fig. 4.10). Cannes appearance in the inventories 
carne to a gradual end in the 1 780s. 
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Figure 111: S 711 from Palais de Justice. A "central sprigged ornamental belly button" 
that could date from the mid-eighteenth century (Noel Hume 2001: 126). 
Along with cannes, some other stoneware vessels were used for storing foods in 
the 1770s. Stoneware pots full of butter appeared in the storerooms and pantries of a few 
houses (Inventories 22, 34, and 54). A stoneware potiche (here, probably the equivalent 
of jar or pot) also held some tobacco in Inventory 116. For these less specific objects, the 
correspondence with the archaeological collections was not as straightforward as for the 
cannes. Nonetheless, all ofthe stonewares in the collections could have been used as food 
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containers 15, since they were mostly fragments ofpots, jugs,jars, and bottles. Among 
known types, French stonewares from the Lower Normandy represented the second 
largest group, 16 and in particular at Palais de Justice.17 As the sites suggested, French 
stonewares were used in parallel to Rhenish stonewares, and might thus have, on 
occasion, been called cannes in the inventories. 
A sherd from the group of the unidentified stoneware confirmed their food storing 
function (Fig. 112). S 671 was the base of a grey salt-glazed stoneware bottle found at 
Fort Houel, Unit 4. Its liquid content- maybe hard cider or beer- pooled around the 
edge inside its base and formed a solid layer of yellowish and pitted concretions. 
Whatever was stored inside had remained there long enough for this deposit to form. 
11 11 
Figure 112: S 671, a stoneware bottle base from Fort Houel. Diameter: 7 em. 
15 With the exception of white salt-glazed stonewares. 
16 They amounted to 27% of all stoneware sherds, and 23% of the stoneware MNV. 
17 This site yielded 74% of these sherds and 50% of the corresponding MNV. 
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Sporadically, but still in the 1770s, other ceramic materials were used for keeping 
foodstuffs . A few coarse earthenware jars from Provence were filled with liquor 
(Inventory 1 06), butter (Inventory 1 05), or common grade olive oil 18 (Inventory 96). In 
the wealthy household of merchant Antoine Belost (Inventory 93), some of these jars also 
held lentils, tafia, and red vinegar. On top of them, Belost owned a unique object, a 
potiche full of sultana grapes. The term potiche was vague, and the ceramic material was 
not described, but based on its function, this was probably a coarse earthenware grape pot 
from Biot. Jean Petrucci (1991) was the first to identify these ceramics (Fig. 113).19 They 
helped preserve fresh grapes from the date of their harvest in the fall up to the winter 
holiday season, and the fact that Belost' inventory took place on December 7 fit the 
timeline. Eating fresh grapes in the colonies20 was a luxury that cost almost as much as 
imported cheese: while a pound of gruyere was estimated at 18 sols, a pound of grapes 
from the potiche cost 15 sols. 
Belost's inventory yielded another unusual kind of food storing ceramics: faience 
pots that were full of butter. These pots were large, not extremely expensive for a rare 
type of ceramic object, at 15 sols each, and Be lost owned 18 of them. The next entry 
listed another 30 pots, of various sizes, and that were made of glazed coarse earthenware 
and faience. Although these were empty, they could very well have served at one time or 
another as additional food storage. Either way, they were appraised for even cheaper than 
the large faience butter pots, at 5 sols each. 
18 This grade of oil could be used for cooking, but also as a fuel. 
19 Several vine shoots full of grapes could fit inside one pot. The top end ofthe shoots was sealed with wax, 
while its bottom was dipped in a mixture of water and powdered charcoal. 
20 Outside of Guadeloupe, these pots have been found in the port of Marseilles, in France, and at 
Louisbourg and Place Royale in Canada (Amouric, Richez, and Vallauri 1999: 140). 
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Figure 113: Biot pot for preserving grapes found at the site of fa Bourse, in Marseilles, 
end of seventeenth century-eighteenth century. Height: 15 em (Amouric, Argueyrolles, 
and Vallauri 2006: 75). 
Inventories thus indicated that both cheap coarse earthenware and faience food 
storage pots existed. Yet stonewares were the preferred option, at least for liquids. 
Ceramics at large were but one class of objects that held foods in the inventories. There 
were also legions of glass bottles, glass wickered demijohns, and wooden containers 
(called boucauts, barils, barriques, caisses,futailles , etc.). If foods were shipped in 
ceramics, like olive oil in Biotjars, fresh grapes, and maybe butter in stoneware or 
faience pots, they were likely stored in the same containers in domestic contexts. Mostly, 
however, ceramics were used to repackage and store liquids at home. 
Ceramic food containers were by far the most widespread and the most diverse in 
the inventories of the 1770s. Later texts that listed foods, like the inventory of merchant 
Anatole in 1833 (Inventory 76), seemed to confirm that ceramics lost much of their food 
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storing function in the nineteenth century. The evidence on the ground was not as clear-
cut: there were stoneware containers and even fragments of Rhenish jugs in the most 
recent assemblages at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol and Cathedra/e. Guadeloupeans 
appeared to have held on to their stoneware containers longer than the inventories 
suggested. Maybe by then, they just used them for other purposes, such as table service 
and/or home decor. 
4 CERAMIC COOKWARE 
4.1 Cooking pots (Canaris) 
Beyond food storage, ceramics also played a role in Creole cuisine. The French 
Caribbean name for coarse earthenware cooking pots was the Carib word canarz2 1 
(Breton 1999: 259). In the inventories, canaris were listed inside 54 houses and 
represented about 18% of all ofthe ceramics, or 3,575 vessels. A large portion ofthis 
number came from a lot of3,365 canaris that were the merchandise of Pierre Mottel. The 
house of carpenter Jean Pic also had an unusual amount of pots, 41 in total, with only 
three of them in use. In reality, most houses made do with two to three canaris. 
The distribution of canaris was less tied to the wealth of households than in the 
case of the cannes (Fig. 109, 114). In particular, an equal number of Category 2 and 
Category 3 houses were equipped. Category 1 was still the lowest of the three, but its 
share was not as insignificant. Canaris were not very expensive ceramics: they cost 1 
2 1 Canari come from the "true Carib" or Galibi language, and was one of the first Caribbean words to be 
borrowed by European languages (Breton 1999: 259). 
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livre on average, versus 2 livres 6 sols for the cannes. They were also more accessible to 
Category 1 and Category 2 houses because very cheap models existed. Canaris were most 
frequently appraised at 15 sols, instead of 3 livres for the cannes. In the eighteenth 
century, the cheapest ones were worth 7 sols 6 deniers, less than half of the cheapest 
cannes.22 Their price also seemed to drop significantly in the nineteenth century: in the 
inventories of the 1830s, they were appraised between 50 and 60 cents, or at about half of 





Figure 114: Proportion of households with canaris by category 
Their single main function also explained their location: in more than 70% of the 
ca.ses, canaris were listed inside the kitchen. Those that were not were merchandise in 
stores, or belonged to households without a kitchen. Inventory 51 proved that canaris 
22 The cheapest cannes were appraised at 16 sols, and both of these low appraisals came from the same text, 
Inventory 98. 
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could theoretically be used for other tasks, like processing cotton, but that they almost 
never were. 
Some attributes of these objects were uniform in the inventories and at the sites. 
Their provenance was rather well described in the texts, compared to other ceramics. The 
information was noted in 33% of the listings, and for 96% ofthe vessel sample- but once 
again, the latter included the largest lot of 3,365 units. An overwhelming portion, or 
about 99% of the pots, came from Provence. Otherwise, one house (Inventory 138) was 
equipped with some enigmatic "Spanish canaris," and another one had a local example. 
Seemingly, the bulk of the canaris in Guadeloupe were imported. The data about 
materials was also quite uniform: 96% of the vessels for which this information was 
recorded were coarse earthenwares or glazed coarse earthenwares. 
In the collections, cooking pots amounted to 160 sherds and 4 7 vessels. Table 17 
details how they were distributed, and how they ended up representing between 5 and 
1 0% of the total MNV at all of the sites. Much like in the inventories, cooking pots 
appeared in modest, but steady numbers, at each location. That they showed up in more 
than one context- for example inside Feature 20 and both Units 1 and 2 at 28 Rue 
Amedee Fengarol- also confirmed that these sites had a strong domestic component, 
despite the military or funerary nature of some of them. 
Cathedrale Fort Houel Palais de Justice Fengarol 
MNV of cooking pots 7 10 16 14 
Total MNV (all objects) 108 101 332 142 
Percentage of cooking pots 6.5% 10% 4.8% 9.9% 
Table 17: Number and percentage of cooking pots, m MNV and per s1te 
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As in the texts, all of these pots were coarse earthen wares, and the imported ones 
were also glazed. A majority of the known examples came from Provence, mostly from 
Vallauris (MNV=23) and occasionally, from Saint-Quentin-la-poterie (MNV=1) (Fig. 
115). The graph below shows that, even if all of the undetermined vessels were from 
somewhere else, Provence would remain the number one region of importation, much 
like in the inventories. It highlighted, however, a discrepancy with the texts: local pots 
seemed more important in the assemblages. Although the inventories usually minimized 
the importance of the local production, there might have been other reasons here. 
Provence 
Figure 115: Provenance of cooking pots in the assemblages, in MNV 
Possible local cooking pots? 
In reality, a number of the sherds (MNV=6) from the local group were lids that were 
possibly used with cooking pots (Fig. 116). They were the rims of flat disks that 
occasionally exhibited soot or bum marks. Imported lids did not show up in the 
assemblages, and local potteries might have decided to make these simple pot accessories 
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themselves. Unfortunately, the function of these objects is only speculative. Given their 
dimensions, as lids, they could also have fit a number of other vessels besides cooking 
pots. Moreover, identifying locally made cooking pots was not simple either. During her 
excavation at the Fidelin pottery, Isabelle Gabriel found canaris that were similar to the 
nineteenth-century models from Vallauris (Fig. 117). Such vessels did not show up in 
Basse-Terre, nor at La Mahaudiere (Gibson 2007). Yet in the Basse-Terre collections 
there were some sherds of large hollowwares that often had a charred exterior and did not 
obviously belong to other known local objects (Fig. 118-119). These sherds formed a 
very heterogeneous group, with some being thrown and some being hand-built. One 
hand-built example found at Palais de Justice , S 914, did not look very different from the 
cooking pot called coco negue still made in the 1970s by potters in Martinique (Fig. 119-
120). 
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Figure 116: Possible local cooking pot lids. Top: S 901 & 902 from Palais de Justice. 
Diameter: 24 em. Bottom left: S 748 & 749 from 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Diameter: 26 
em. Bottom right: S 943 from Palais de Justice. Diameter: 14 & 15 em. 
These possible local canaris and lids were the most numerous at Palais de Justice , 
which yielded 58% of the MNV and 65% ofthe sherds. Since their shape was rarely very 
complete, the identification of most of the vessels as cooking pots remained hypothetical. 
[f both the local lids and most of the pots were something else entirely, then the 
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Figure 117: Left, a reconstituted canari from the Fidelin pottery- this particular vessel 
would have had four handles, like some Vallauris models (Parisis and Parisis 2010: 29; 
adapted from Gabriel2004); Right, a nineteenth-century cooking pot from Vallauris 
(Petrucci 1999: 302) 
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Figure 118: Possible local wheel-thrown cooking pots? Left: S 889 from Fort Delgres. 
Diameter: 18 em. Right: S 1003 from Palais de Justice . Diameter: 20 em. 
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Figure 119: Local hand-built cooking pot (S 914 from Palais de Justice). Diameter: 20 
em. 
Figure 120: Coco negue hand-built by female potters in the 1970s in Sainte-Anne, 
Martinique (De Roo Lemos 1979: 31, Fig. 34) 
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Vallauris cooking pots 
Fortunately, the data about the preponderant cooking pots, i.e., those imported from 
Vallauris, was more meaningful. Jean Ferdinand Petrucci (1999) has reconstituted the 
history of these vessels from the sixteenth century until the early twentieth century. 
Although it lacked absolute dates, Petrucci's work established a relative chronology of the 
pots that applied well to the Basse-Terre assemblages. Firstly, the coating of the pots 
changed over time. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it boiled down to a 
yellowish lead glaze (Fig. 123). An orange slip was introduced underneath the glaze 
maybe around the mid-eighteenth century, and then replaced by a dark red one at the tum 
ofthe century (Fig. 124-126). The latter lasted until the early twentieth century, and is the 
one that has most often been captured on historical postcards (Fig. 127). 
In parallel, the morphology of the vessels also evolved. The first models were 
what Petrucci called the "cooking pots with a depressed rim" (marmites a bard deprime), 
which exhibited a rectangular and slightly concave rim (Fig. 121 ). They were 
discontinued sometimes after the orange slip appeared, during the second half of the 
eighteenth century. The "teardrop" shapes (marmite pre-goutte and marmite gaulle) 
developed, first with the orange slip, and then with the red one (Fig. 122). A version of 
these models was still made in the early twentieth century. Meanwhile, a line of "straight-
sided" pots (marmite droite, marmite haute) also started in the nineteenth century and 
lasted as long (Fig. 122). 
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Figure 121: Vallauris cooking pots with a "depressed rim." Left, with a clear lead glaze 
from the early eighteenth century. Right, with an orange slip from the second half of the 
eighteenth century (adapted from Petrucci 1999: 298-299) 
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Figure 122: Left, "teardrop" pot from the end ofthe eighteenth century. Right, a straight 
sided pot from the nineteenth century (adapted from Petrucci 1999: 301-302) 
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Figure 123: Vallauris cooking pots with a "depressed rim" and a yellowish lead glaze. 
First half of the eighteenth century. Top: S 834 from Fort Houel, Unit 1. Bottom: S 736, 
737 & 738 from 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, Feature 20. 
Figure 124: Vallauris cooking pots with a "depressed rim" and an orange slip under a 
clear lead glaze. Ca 1750? S 772 & 773 from 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, Unit 2. 
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Figure 125: A Vallauris "teardrop" cooking pot with an orange slip under a clear lead 
glaze. Early nineteenth century. S 788 from 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, Unit 1. 
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Figure 126: Two Vallauris straight-sided cooking pots with a dark red slip under a clear 
lead glaze from the nineteenth century. S 792 & 793 from 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, Unit 
1. Right, S 792 bears the following stamped mark: CONI...N ALLAU ... 
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Figure 127: Guadeloupean ceramic sellers and a selection ofVallauris cookware with 
dark red slip. Note the various sizes of the straight-sided cooking pots (Collection Caille, 
"La Guadeloupe Illustree," #158). 
The earliest models with a "depressed rim" and a simple lead glaze were found in 
the earliest context at Fort Houel- in Unit 4--and also represented the bulk of the 
cooking pots sherds at Palais de Justice (Fig. 123). The fact that some appeared inside 
the later eighteenth-century contexts of Unit 1 at Fort Houel and Feature 20 at 28 Rue 
Amedee Fengarol might indicate that they were discontinued after the mid-eighteenth 
century as Petrucci proposed. Logically, too, the later models of the teardrops and 
straight-sided pots mainly came from the most recent contexts, i.e. , Units 1 and 2 at 28 
Rue Amedee Fengarol. The only pot with a mark in the collections was from that same 
unit (Fig. 126). Vallauris' potteries started stamping their ceramics in the 1880s, and 
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Jean-Baptiste Conil was one of the potters who was active at that time (Forest 1996: 67). 
Since Conil disappeared from the twentieth-century list of potters (Poggi 1996), this 
particular mark might have had a tight lifespan of a couple of decades at the end of the 
nineteenth century. 
Undeniably, Petrucci's chronology has the potential to be a great tool for dating 
French colonial sites. In Guadeloupe at the very least, it is particularly relevant: Vallauris 
cooking pots turned up at each ofthe sites in Basse-Terre and with almost 5,500 sherds, 
were the most abundant type of coarse earthenware at La Mahaudiere (Gibson 2007: 
169). If Petrucci's typology was applied to more sites, it could certainly be further 
refined. Although the Basse-Terre collections confirmed its general framework, they also 
hinted at the existence of extra types, like the straight-sided pots with an orange-brown 
slip (Fig. 128). 
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Figure 128: S 1257 from Cathedrale, a straight-sided Vallauris cooking pot with an 
orange slip. Diameter: 17cm. 
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Petrucci observed that sizes were standardized as soon as the early eighteenth 
century for the pots with a "depressed rim" (Petrucci 1999). The nine vessels that could 
be measured in the assemblages did not cover the whole range of production. Their rim 
diameters measured between 8 and 33 em at least, but clustered in the average sizes (see 
Table 18). Nevertheless, the capacity of these pots was still quite varied. Most could 
contain up to 5 liters, but larger examples could hold double or even triple that volume 
(Fig. 127). That most pots were average also fit the data from the inventories: less than 
one percent of canaris were either "small," "large," or "very large," which suggested that 
the lion's share was medium. 
Number of vessels 1 2 3 2 1 
Model in Vallauris catalogues #14 #13 #12 #8 #4 
Diameter (em) 15-16.5 17 18 24 27+ 
Estimated capacity (in liters, calculated for 3 4.5 5 12.6 18 
straight -sided vessels) 
Table 18: Sizes ofthe Vallauris cooking pots in the collections 
The sample of measurable pots was too small to draw any definite conclusions 
about the nature of the sites. Yet the smallest pot, a Number 14, and an average Number 
12 pot came from Feature 20 at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, which could signify that the 
family who lived there was not very large, for example like carpenter Mathieu Oplas. At 
the other end of the size spectrum, the largest pot, a Number 4, was recovered in one of 
the units at Fort Houel, but not in its earliest contexts. Whether it was used to prepare 
meals for the soldiers stationed there during the eighteenth century, or for the prisoners 
after the 1760s, its size was adequate for a large community. Unfortunately, there were 
no measurable pots at Palais de Justice , and the sets that came from Cathedrale and 
Units 1 and 2 at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol were not particularly remarkable. 
4.2 Saucepans (Casseroles) 
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After the canaris, the second most frequent ceramic cookware in the inventories was the 
coarse earthenware saucepan. Saucepans differed from cooking pots by their squat shape 
and their straight handle (Fig. 137). They appeared in about half as many houses- 28 
versus 54 for the canaris- but still represented a good amount of vessels: 908, or a bit 
less than 5% of all of the ceramics. Like for the canaris, this number was inflated by a 
large lot of 832 saucepans in Inventory 96 that were merchandise. In reality, almost 80% 
of equipped houses used only one or two saucepans. 
The term "saucepan" concealed two categories of ceramics. In six cases, they 
were faiences, while the rest was in coarse earthenwares or glazed coarse earthenwares. 
Faience saucepans were more often kept in parlors, pantries, and bedrooms, and coarse 
earthenware, in the kitchen. The earlier seemed thus part of the tableware, while the latter 
was indeed cookware. The inventory of merchant Pierre Mottel demonstrated that not 
using the faience saucepans for cooking was just a matter of choice. Mottel kept his 
example in the kitchen and his slaves probably cooked with it, since Mottel did not even 
own a coarse earthenware version of the object. Faience saucepans were perfectly fit for 
the task, since they were made in faience brune from Normandy- at times, also called 
faience noire.23 The coarse earthenwares, on the other hand, were mostly from Provence 
23 Rauen, in Nonnandy, was a major producer of faience brune. 
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and occasionally, from the local Fidelin pottery (Inventory 25, dated from 1789). Their 
distribution was similar to that of the canaris (Fig. 114, 131), whereas the faiences were 
much more concentrated in Category 3 households (Fig. 132). 
Surprisingly, there was not much of a price difference between the two objects: a 
faience brune casserole in 1775 cost 1 livre (Inventory 96), whereas the average price of 
the coarse earthenware models for the eighteenth century was a bit less than 1 livre. In 
other words, faience saucepans were reserved for table service but not because they were 
much more expensive. Either slave cooks did not want to work with them, or more 
probably, they were not allowed to do so. 
Price-wise, coarse earthenware saucepans evolved like canaris. Their average 
values were comparable in the eighteenth century, and decreased by half in the 183 Os, to 











Figure 130: Proportion of households with faience saucepans by category 
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The coarse earthenware saucepans that inventories mentioned were present in the 
collections, but not the faience ones. None of the faience brune sherds in the sample fit 
that kind of vessel. Given the low number of faience casseroles in the inventories--only 
six out of 20,104 vessels- it was not surprising that faience casseroles did not appear at 
the four sites that were selected for this study. In Quebec, the collections from Place 
Royale confirmed that faience brune casseroles existed, but that they were extremely rare. 
There was a unique faience brune casserole handle out of the 500 faience objects selected 
for a study based on 29 different sites (Genet 1980: 2, 20). 
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Figure 131: Handle of a faience brune casserole from Maison Estebe, Place Royale. Its 
exterior glaze is marbled in brown and white (Genet 1980: 125, PL. 15). 
Like in the texts, coarse earthenware saucepans from the Basse-Terre collections 
came from Provence, more specifically Vallauris (MNV=10) and probably Saint-
Quentin-la-poterie (MNV=3), or they were made locally (MNV=3) (Fig. 134-136). As in 
the case of the canaris, the latter group was not very homogeneous- some sherds were 
hand-shaped and others, wheel-thrown- and did not particularly resemble the saucepans 
excavated at the Fidelin pottery (Fig. 137). 
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Figure 132: Possible range ofVallauris saucepans from 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Top 
left, with an orange slip (S 1271). Top right, with a white slip and a yellow glaze (S 797, 
diameter: 23 em). Bottom, with a dark red slip (S 791 , two vessels, diameter: 21 ern). 
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Figure 133: Saint-Quentin-la-poterie saucepan(s) from Cathedra/e. Top, handle (S 1245). 
Bottom, rim with a spout (S 1246, diameter: 20 em). 
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Figure 134: Possible sherds of locally-made saucepans from Palais de Justice. Top, a rim 
(S 1017) and a handle (S 916). Bottom, another handle (S 1134)? Note the different 
manufacturing techniques. 
Figure 135: A reconstituted saucepan from the Fidelin pottery (Parisis and Parisis 2010: 
29; adapted from Gabriel 2004) 
Maybe by serendipity, the provenance of these saucepans was closely tied to the 
sites where they were found. All of the possible local examples came from Palais de 
Justice. Saint-Quentin-la-Poterie saucepans were from Cathedrale , and most Vallauris 
models, from Units 1 and 2 of 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. In the latter case at least, these 
fmdings were logical , since historical postcards from the early twentieth century 
confirmed that Vallauris saucepans arrived in Guadeloupe together with cooking pots 
(Fig. 138). 
Saucepans were less widespread than cooking pots, so they did not necessarily 
appear in all of the contexts: for example, they were absent from Feature 20 at 28 Rue 
Amedee Fengarol, which yielded a minimum of four cooking pots. Their size was also 
more uniform. Most saucepans had a diameter of 20 to 21 em, except for one large model 
(S 1238, seemingly from Vallauris) that measured 32 em. 
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Figure 136: Unloading of Vallauris saucepans and cooking pots in the port of Pointe-a-
Pitre in Guadeloupe (Collection Caille, "La Guadeloupe Ill us tree," # 18) 
4.3 Bowls (Terrines) 
In the inventories, the coarse earthenware bowls called terrines were very versatile, 
especially compared to canaris and saucepans. They amounted to 178 vessels distributed 
among 29 houses. The merchandise in Inventories 93 and 96 excluded, there was an 
average of two bowls per household equipped. If a house had one terrine, there was a 
very good chance that it owned more. Also because of their multifunctionality, bowls 
were scattered in various rooms, and associated with different objects. A good many were 
close to the water jars, but some were stored with the fancy faience and porcelain 
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tableware. A few seemed used for doing the laundry, some for personal hygiene, and 
others, for preparing foods. The latter case was illustrated in five texts where bowls were 
stored in the kitchen, or just with other cooking utensils. Inventory 128 confirmed that 
bowls were essential to a good housewife, since two were included in the set of objects 
bequeathed to the rnenagere Rose to set up her own house. 
Appraised at an average of2 livres in the eighteenth century, bowls were more 
expensive than the coarse earthenware cookware, but less than the cannes. The pattern of 
their distribution per wealth category reflected this fact, and fit exactly between the two 
groups (Fig. 139). Their range of prices appeared as wide as for the canaris, between 7 
sols 6 deniers and 6 livres, but only in appearance. The cheaper bowls were in reality part 
of large merchandise lots, and all of the models in use were appraised at least 15 sols. 
More significantly, prices depended strongly on provenance. Imported bowls cost a lot 
more than local ones, 2livres 10 sols on average, versus 1 livre 2 sols. Finally, the same 
phenomenon happened to bowls as to the cookware: in the nineteenth century, their value 





Figure 13 7: Proportion of households with coarse earthenware bowls by category 
Since it influenced their value, the provenance of terrines was specified in 70% of 
the cases. A minority (5% of the bowls with a provenance) was locally made, while the 
bulk was imported, either from Italy (12%) or from Provence (83%). The local source 
was the Fidelin pottery, and the Italian bowls were Albisola ware. 
In the assemblages, coarse earthenware bowls represented 153 sherds and 77 
vessels. They tended to occupy a slightly larger share of each site's MNV than cooking 
pots (see Table 19). In Unit 4 at Fort Houel, their concentration reached to 25% of the 
MNV. Compared to these numbers, the inventory sample seemed slightly too low. 
Households might have used more bowls than the texts suggested. 
Cathedrale Fort Houel Palais de Justice Fengarol 
MNV ofbowls 12 14 33 18 
Total MNV (all objects) 108 101 332 142 
Percentage of bowls 11.1% 13.9% 9.9% 12.7% 
Table 19: Number and percentage of bowls, in MNV and per site 
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Imported bowls 
The provenance of only 45% of the bowls was identified. Among the known imported 
types, there were no Albisola wares. A large majority, however, came from Provence-
78% of all French bowls, or 22 out of28 vessels- and in particular from the Huveaune 
valley (MNV= IO), which fit the data from the inventories (Fig. 140-143). Furthermore, 
Saintonge bowls (MNV=4) were concentrated in the earliest context of Unit 4 at Fort 
Houid (Fig. 144-I45). 
All of these imported bowls were either glazed coarse earthen wares or slipwares, 
which corresponded to the fact that 76% of the vessels in the texts were described as 
"terres vernissees." 
Figure 138: Base of a possible Beauvaisis bowl (S II47 from Palais de Justice). 
Diameter: II em. 
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Figure 139: Rim ofHuveaune bowl (S 835 from Unit 1, Fort Houel). Diameter: 18 em. 
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Figure 140: Various insides ofHuveaune bowls. Top left, a sgraffito and green paint 
decoration usually found on 17th-century sites in France (S 1217 from Cathedra/e). Top 
right, a whorl decoration made with white on red slip (S 844 from Unit 2 at Fort Houel). 
Bottom, a white on red slip marbled decoration inside the bowl and the corresponding 
rim (S 1077 & S 1162 from Palais de Justice). 
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Figure 141 : Possible Huveaune bowl, decorated with red on white slip (S 848 & S 849 
from Unit 4 at Fort Houel). Diameter rim: 32 em, base: 13 em. 
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Figure 142: Green-glazed Saintonge bowls from Unit 4, Fort Houel. Top, base diameter: 
9 em (S 875). Bottom, rim diameters: 19 em (S 873 & S 874). 
Figure 143: Saintonge bowl with green and brown glazes on white slip (S 872 from Unit 
4, Fort Houel). Diameter: 28 em. 
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Local bowls 
Local bowls (MNV=12) were absent from Fort Houel, but most concentrated at Palais de 
Justice and in Feature 20 from 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol. Their rims were round and 
straight (Fig. 146, S 905), or round and slightly everted (Fig. 40, S 734 or S 735). These 
models, for once, were not too different from the vessels that Isabelle Gabriel excavated 
at the Fidelin pottery (Fig. 14 7). As for other local ceramics, the sherds showed a variety 
of surface treatments and fabrication techniques: for example, some of the possible bases 
were not wheel-thrown (Fig. 146). 
These local vessels were slightly smaller than the French imports. Their rim 
diameter ranged from 16 to 25 em, versus 18 to 42 em for the imported bowls. 
A sub-category of local objects that certainly had a similar function was the 
flanged bowls. In the texts, they might have been called "plats" (i.e. "dishes") or just 
terrines, like the other bowls. The latter was impossible to determine because entries of 
local plats did not describe their shape or function. 24 At any rate, two flanged bowls 
appeared in the assemblages of Palais de Justice (Fig. 148). This sub-ensemble of bowls 
was small, but it resembled most the "terrines" made by potters in Martinique in the 
1970s, whereas nothing similar seemed to have been found at the Fidelin pottery (Fig. 
149). 
24 The sample of local dishes was very small. Two small local "plats" in Inventory 21 of the wealthy planter 
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Figure 144: Rims of local bowls: S 734 (diameter: 25 em), S 735 (diameter: 16 em), S 
752 from Feature 20, 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol, and S 905 from Palais de Justice. 
Possible bowl bases: S 907, with an incised cross, S 915 (two vessels, diameter left sherd: 
9 em), and S 1081 (diameter: 9 em) from Palais de Justice. 
Figure 145: Reconstituted bowls from the Fidelin pottery (Parisis and Parisis 2010: 29; 
adapted from Gabriel 2004) 
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Figure 146: Two flanged bowl rims from Palais de Justice. S 1043, diameter: ca 30 em. S 
904, diameter: 33 em. 
TERRINE 
Figure 147: The terrines made by female potters in Sainte-Anne, Martinique, a traditional 
model that was already "obsolete" in the 1970s (De Roo Lemos 1979: 32) 
Toy cookware 
The cookware category yielded the only ceramic toys present in the collections. Both 
examples came from Unit 1 at 28 Rue Amedee Fengarol (Fig. 129-130) and resembled 
the toy ceramics made in Vallauris (Petrucci 1999: 419-429). Because of its horizontal 
handle and deep red slip, the most complete one looked like a terrine ronde , or round 
bowl used for preparing foods (Petrucci 1999: 425). Another possible example was 
missing its top but had the globular body of a cooking pot and exhibited traces of soot on 
its base. Perhaps the adults in the middling families who lived at this address during the 
nineteenth century encouraged children to play with these toys in order to teach them 
how to cook. 
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Figure 148: Toy cooking pot or bowl, with missing horizontal handle (S 804 from 28 Rue 
Amedee Fengarol) 
.ll 
Figure 149: Other possible toy cooking pot, with traces of soot on the base (S 761 from 
28 Rue Amedee Fengarol) 
5 CREOLE CU1SINE: HOW THE COOKWARE WAS USED 
5.1 Use-wear of the sherds and of the ceramics in the inventories 
Their description in the inventories and the traces in the collections indicated that canaris 
were put through a great deal of stress. An impressive amount of cooking pot sherds were 
charred, 60% in total, and some extensively (Fig. 119, 123, 124). In the texts, 13% ofthe 
entries for canaris mentioned pots that were cracked or old, which was relatively high?5 
25 Cracked or old vessels represented less than 5% of the whole ceramic sample. 
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Clearly, canaris kept being used beyond their optimal state. Extending the lives of their 
coarse earthenware pots was not necessarily the goal of all cooks. After an extensive 
review of ceramic cookwares in the medieval and early modem periods, Daniele 
Alexandre-Bidon (Alexandre-Bidon 2005: 157) concluded that users were attuned to the 
taste of ceramics and to the exchanges that took place with their contents. Coarse 
earthenware pots were not only able to absorb the odor and taste of their content, but also 
flavor it as well. As a result, brand new vessels were necessary for some recipes, and pots 
used with some ingredients could not be reused with others. In Alexandre-Bidon's view, 
practical, cultural, or religious considerations on this topic explained the presence of 
discarded brand new-looking cooking pots at medieval archaeological sites and 
sometimes, their sheer quantities. Simply put, some coarse earthenware pots were 
disposable. This was obviously not the case in Guadeloupe, where most canaris went 
through extensive and long service before being retired. Because local cookware was not 
glazed and imported pots were, they would also have transmitted tastes differently. 
Unglazed coarse earthenwares might require to be seasoned and were also harder to clean 
(Alexandre-Bidon 2005: 94-100, 189-196). This difference alone could have sustained 
the steady imports of cooking pots and saucepans in the Antilles. 
In contrast to canaris, only half as much of saucepan sherds (30%) exhibited some 
charring (Fig. 135). Since in the inventories saucepans were in good state too,26 it seems 
that they were used less extensively than canaris. Remarkably, saucepans in medieval 
France were also rarely charred (Alexandre-Bidon 2005: 233). 
26 There was only one cracked faience example, and no old ones. 
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Another interesting trace in the collections was the presence of soot on bowls. 
Bowls were technically not cookware, but 9% of their sherds showed light to heavy 
charring. In some cases, it occurred in a small area, like the base (Fig. 144) or under the 
rim of a flanged model (Fig. 148), when contact with flames or charcoal was limited. On 
other vessels, much of the walls were charred (Fig. 144, 145), which suggested that they 
had helped cook or heat things. De Roo Lemos (1979: 31) reported that terrines in 
twentieth-century Martinique were borrowed for making stews during parties or when 
much cooking was required. Given their polyvalence and the fact that bowls could serve 
for a variety of household chores, it was also not surprising that 18% of their entries in 
the texts listed examples that were in bad condition- an even higher number than for 
canaris. In contrast, stoneware storage cannes, that were probably handled less often, 
were sometimes empty, but never visibly worn. 
Finally, the rarity of charred faience at the sites proved that the latter was not used 
for cooking, just as the inventories implied. This was true even of faiences that were 
perfectly adapted to it, like for example, the faience brune tureens. Only two sherds in the 
whole sample showed some alterations due to fire (Fig. 150). 
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Figure 150: Charred faiences from Palais de Justice. A dish with a blue and black rim L 
decoration and scalloped edge (S 164), and a plate with blue on wlllte rim J (S 268) 
5.2 Non-ceramic cookware and utensils 
French cooking pots were often suspended from a chimney-hook, until trivets became 
more popular in the 1770s (Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988: 288-289; Roche 1985: 144). In 
Paris, between 43 and 79% of houses were equipped with trivets, depending on the area. 
Trivets were also present in 22% of craftsmen' houses and at 50% of those of city 
officials in eighteenth-century Toulouse (Arcangeli 2000: 29). About half ofToulouseans 
also owned a clllrnney-hook. The picture was very different in Guadeloupe. No pot 
hangers were listed in the inventory sample, and only 8% of households had a trivet, 
wlllch was not systematically used with the cookware. For example in Inventory 105, a 
trivet helped prop a tub for waslllng clothes. The absence of chimney-hooks in 
Guadeloupe probably stemmed from the fact that cooking was not done in the hearth, like 
in France, but on an open fire. Trivets might also have been less useful because local 
cooks had other techniques for propping pots. The writer Jean-Baptiste Du Tertre (1667-
1671: 451) mentioned how cooking pots were usually suspended from a large stick held 
by two small forks in the seventeenth century. Later, the abolitionist Victor Schoelcher 
(1842: 2, footnote 2) described a method that must have been even more common. He 
wrote that slaves typically set up their canaris on three gathered stones?7 Seemingly, tills 
three-stones technique was also favored by the Caribs (Verrand 2001: 164). At any rate, 
27 In his early twentieth-century cookbook, A. Querillac (1931: I 05) described servant cooks using the 
same technique at an ·outdoor picnic party. 
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the Creole uses of cooking pots started with the way the pots were propped above the 
fire. 
The coarse earthenware cookware existed in complement to an array of metallic 
objects with similar functions. The most common were the cast iron or copper kettles 
(chaudieres) present in 52% ofhouseholds. Sixteen percent of inventories- sometimes 
the same as the ones with kettles or canaris- also listed cast iron cooking pots 
(marmites). Other metallic cookware appeared in a third to a quarter of inventories? 8 
Metallic saucepans29 showed up in at least 28% of houses, grills in 30%, frying pans 
(poeles afrire) in 27%, and roasting spits in 21%. An unidentified object called bombe, 
perhaps because of its rounded shape, was also mentioned in 22% of inventories. It came 
with a cover and seemed to have been used for roasting coffee beans. A popular kitchen 
accessory that was not cookware were the mortars. Made of marble or local wood, they 
turned up in 41% of households. 
Other items appeared less frequently. Deep-dishes with covers (tourtieres) were 
listed in 18% of houses and skillets (poelons) , in 5%. Sieves showed up in 11% of texts, 
skimmers, in 6%, and strainers, in 5%. Seven percent of households had a kneading-
trough, and 4%, a dripping pan. A small minority of households, between 1 and 3%, 
owned one or more of the following objects: fish poacher, braising pot, waffle-maker, 
28 These objects did not appear in the same houses and were distributed in a wide manner. For example, 
Jess than 3% of households owned at least one of the following: a saucepan, a frying pan, a grill, a spit, and 
a bombe. 
29 In Inventory 97, some of them came with a flat copper cover. 
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meat cleaver, chopping knife, kitchen scale, or chocolate stone. 3° Finally, a billhook and 
an ax may have been used for preparing foods in one kitchen. 
Some accessories were only inventoried as merchandise, and never in homes: 
pastry implements shaped like a fleur-de-lis that might have been cookie cutters or 
molds,31 and more significantly, "kitchen knives" (couteaux de cuisine) . Moreover, 
spoons were extremely rare- a wooden example was used with a canari in Inventory 138, 
and a copper one was listed in Inventory 64. Either kitchen accessories were scarce in 
general, or they were not recorded in the texts, which seems more logical. The same 
phenomenon could justifY the glaring absence in the inventories of a classic Creole 
kitchen tool , the leles. 32 Leles are pronged wooden33 sticks that serve as whips or whisks 
(Fig. 151 ). They were deemed so essential to Creole cooking that acquiring a lele was the 
first thing the cook Larah did after she was hired by the gendarme Georges Bonnemaison 
in 1900 (Martin and Picard 2001: 49). Yet like kitchen knives and spoons, fetes were 
totally overlooked by the notaries. Perhaps these implements belonged to the cook or 
servants ofthe house, and were thus not listed as part of their master's estate. That some 
cooks owned the equipment they worked with would also explain why some kitchens in 
the inventories were nearly empty. 
30 Probably, it was shaped like a metate and used to grind cacao beans to a paste. 
3 1 Two dozens of "rosettes a jleur de lis pour La pdtisserie," in Inventory 17, 1778. 
32 Also called bdtons-teles by Lafcadio Hearn ( 1903) and bois leles today. 
33 They were made out of a local tree, Quaribaea turbinata, also called Swizzlestick Tree. 
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Figure 151: Examples of the local gourd bowl called coui and a lele (Picture taken by 
F.B. for Mwa kreyol, epi. .. , [07/26/2011] , 
http:/ /www.potomitan.info/ayiti/rnwa _ 2006.php) 
5.3 What the cookware reveals about Guadeloupean cuisine 
Another common French kitchen object was notably absent. Only three chafing dishes 
appeared in the sample: one of copper (Inventory 36), one of cast iron (Inventory 139), 
and one that might have been of coarse earthenware because of its relatively cheaper 
value (Inventory 8). In contrast, chafing dishes were quite common in France at the same 
period (Wheaton 1983: 101). For example, 28% of craftsmen and 53% oflawyers in 
eighteenth-century Toulouse were equipped (Arcangeli 2000: 29). Chafing dishes became 
so widespread in Paris during the first half of the century that every house seemed to have 
one or two (Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988: 291). They also were not shunned by all colonial 
households: in the 1785 inventory of Marianne Lelievre at Isle Bourbon, much of the 
kitchen equipment was similar to Guadeloupe's, except for five chafing dishes (Jauze 
2006: 136). The absence of these objects in the eighteenth century was significant, since 
they became popular in the French Antilles later on. In the 1930s, they even entered the 
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ceramic repertoire of potters in Martinique under the name of lesson, via Sainte-Lucia's 
potteries (De Roo Lemos 1979: 31; Victor 1941: 37). Mostly, chafing dishes helped 
maintain food warmth and gently reheat leftovers? and it was noteworthy that 
Guadeloupean cooks had little use for them during the colonial period. 
There were also many fewer kneading-troughs in Guadeloupe than in other 
places. For example, eighteenth-century Toulousean inventories listed kneading-troughs 
very frequently (Dousset 2003: 4 7). A typical household of the 1770s at colonial Ste 
Genevieve was also equipped with a large wooden trough and an outdoor bread oven 
(Ekberg 1985: 299). Just like in France, wheat bread was a crucial part of this colony's 
diet (Ekberg 1985: 307; Figeac 2007: 386-388; Braudel1985: 132-133). In Guadeloupe 
on the other hand, kneading-troughs belonged to professional bakers and a handful of 
wealthy households. Since wheat did not grow in the Antilles and all of the flour was 
shipped in, wheat bread could not be a staple. Manioc flour was a good substitute: wet 
with a little bit of water, it made a thick paste that was served in accompaniment for 
many dishes. Several writers of the eighteenth and nineteenth century remarked that 
Creole men and women of all races preferred manioc to wheat bread (Chanvalon 1763: 
82; Moreau de Saint-Mery 1797-1798: T. I, 443; Schoelcher 1842: 09-10; Hearn 1903: 
351 ). Supposedly, some even kept eating it when they visited France (Granier de 
Cassagnac 1842-1 844: 171). 
34 Chafing dishes were called rechauds in French, from rechauffer which means "reheat." They not only 
maintained dishes warm during a meal , but could also be used for any preparation that required a slow and 
gentle cooking. Studying historical cookbooks, Daniele Alexandre-Sidon (2005: 226, 230, 239) found that 
a chafing dish was used for slow-cooking a cordial, to keep a distillation ongoing at night- the sun would 
be used during the day- and for some seventeenth-century recipes of beef jus, apple and pear sauces, and 
giblet stews (called beatilles). 
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The general impression from the sample was that cooking in Guadeloupe only 
required a few essentials. The most ubiquitous vessels were the cooking pots: together, 
earthen wares and metallic models equipped 80% of households. Then, came the frying 
pans and skillets of various sorts, at 55%; the saucepans, at 47%; and the roasting tools, 
at 42%. Beside mortars, all other vessels or accessories showed up in less than a quarter 
of houses. The spare paraphernalia of many cooks also contrasted sharply with the lavish 
equipment of professionals. Male slaves who were registered as professional cooks 
worked with more objects, and more of the very specialized ones, like kitchens scales, 
fish poachers, braising pots, meat cleavers, or kneading-troughs. A restaurant like 
Bernier's inn had two kitchens that listed no less than 114 different cooking utensils-
pieces of furniture not included. Given that they had access to much more supply, it was 
notable that professional cooks barely employed ceramics at all. Only two out six had 
canaris on hand, one, an earthenware saucepan, while none seemed to use ceramic bowls. 
Based on the cookware alone, chefs seemed to have been able to prepare a wider range of 
foods, including more French dishes, and maybe fewer of the traditional ones that 
required coarse earthenware. 
The crux ofGuadeloupean cuisine 
Ordinary cooks prepared meals with very few utensils, and relied mainly on their cooking 
pots. The latter was a characteristic of Caribbean cuisine. At Place Royale, bowls rather 
than pots dominated both the archaeological assemblages and the probate inventories 
(Lapointe and Lueger 1997; Moussette 1996). Coarse earthenware cooking pots appeared 
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in very small amount, ifthey were present at all. 35 Similarly in eighteenth-century 
Toulouse, skillets and frying pans as well as roasting and grilling accessories were the 
most prevalent objects (Arcangeli 2000: 30-31). In the households of merchants, even 
deep-dishes were five times as frequent as cooking pots. Not every place made such an 
important use of cooking pots as the Antilles. Likewise, mortars seemed more important 
there than in France, whether in Paris or in a southern city like Toulouse (Arcangeli 2000: 
23; Pardailh6-Galabrun 1988: 296).36 
Caribbean cuisine continued to evolve after the colonial period. In particular, 
vegetables such as dasheen- a variety of taro--and spices like turmeric arrived with 
Indian workers in the second half of the nineteenth century. More European vegetables 
were also acclimated to the Antilles, for instance spinach, species of eggplant, and 
sunchoke (Huyghues-Belrose 2006: 202). Modern cookbooks include popular dishes that 
date from this phase, like the famous colombo, a curried stew, and make extensive use of 
ingredients that did not exist during the colonial period, like parsley and thyme (Ebro'in 
n.d.; Lebey 1998; Ovide 2002). Still, they can give us an idea of what kind of dishes 
slave cooks prepared. 
Most authors see Caribbean cuisine as a patchwork of successive influences, and 
try to trace its classic dishes back to their creators. They attribute to the Caribs: the 
35 Terrines represented 31 .90% of the coarse earthenware ceramics found at the Estebe and Boisseau houses 
at Place Royale, and 36.36% of the coarse earthenware objects listed in the inventories that were used for 
comparison. Similarly, bowls included 29.1% of the coarse earthenware vessels that were excavated at the 
Perthuis house. Ln contrast, cooking pots amounted to 1.75% of the coarse earthenware vessels at Estebe 
and Boisseau, and 0.8 to 2% of the coarse earthenwares listed in the texts, depending on the sample. 
36 The latter made sense, since in Guadeloupe, mortars helped not only prepare foods- for example, crush 
spices or make pastes- but also grind coffee beans, as the next chapter about tea and coffee services 
demonstrates. 
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cassaves or manioc flat breads (Fig. 152); the matoutou, a stew made with crabs or 
crawfish and manioc; and the matete, a similar recipe where manioc is replaced with rice 
(Querillac 1931; Ebroin n.d.). To that list should also be added the barbecue. 
Figure 152: Cas saves from Guadeloupe (Source: Cassave, [ 12/05/2011], 
http:/ /harry .mongongnon. pagesperso-orange.fr/ cassave.html) 
Classic soups are usually seen as inventions from African slaves: the soupe 
Z'habitants where vegetables are cut in large pieces and lightly fried first; the soupe a 
Congo , a happenstance soup with salt meat that can include green bananas, peas, carrots, 
cucumbers, and any roots or vegetables on hand; and the calalou, a soup of local greens 
thickened with okra (Lebey 1998; Ebrom n.d.; Querillac 1931; Ovide 2002). Besides 
these soups, the bebele, a stew made with tripe and vegetables and the fritters called 
accras are also thought to be African in origin (Ovide 2002; Ebrom n.d.). The latter are 
versatile bite-sized fritters or pancakes that can be flavored with codfish, peas, vegetables 
like malangas or squashes, and banana pulp when they are served for dessert (Ebroin n.d. ; 
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Lebey 1998; Querillac 1931 ). The blaffis a dish of fish or crustaceans poached in a stock 
flavored with herbs and spices, and then served with a lime dressing. Together with the 
dombres, or little dumplings eaten with stews and soups, they are thought to stem from 
the seventeenth-century Dutch presence in the French West Indies (Ovide 2002: 15; 
Ebroi"n n.d.: 15). As Vincent Huyghues-Belrose (2006: 213) has demonstrated, however, 
as traditional as these recipes are, they too have evolved over time. The calalou for 
example was originally made with arrowleaf elephant ear, and not Indian dasheen, like in 
its current version. After centuries of use, it is hard to pinpoint the origin and reconstitute 
the detailed history of these dishes. 
One ofthe few scholars who tried to do so, Huyghes-Belrose (2006: 212), 
remarked that Caribbean cuisine in the 1770s seemed to amount to a lot of stews and 
soups. These one-pot preparations are still characteristic of much of modem Antillean 
cuisine. Beside the few classic recipes listed above, modem cookbooks offer an array of 
stews, called daubes and ragouts, or braised dishes like fricassee that could have already 
been put together by slave cooks (Ebroi"n n.d.; Ovide 2002; Querillac 1931). They are 
made with vegetables, kid (cabri), fish, or poultry. One of them, the court-bouillon, is a 
stew prepared with local fishes such as the vivaneau, and flavored with tomatoes and the 
red spice called achiote (or roucou). It is often held as the "national" dish ofthe French 
West Indies (Lebey 1998: 321-322; Querillac 1931: 162-163; Ebroi"n n.d.: 54; Ovide 
2002: 111, 121). 
Vegetable dishes are often based on the peas, beans, and roots that were so crucial 
to colonial diets (Querillac 1931: 193-194; Ebroi"n n.d.). Tubers and breadfruits help 
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make fries , or are cut in chunks and blanched in boiling water. They can then be served 
as is, with some seasonings, or in purees called migans. Bananas and plantains are also 
used for making savory vegetable dishes. 
The frequency of some ingredients as well as the rarity of others seem to derive 
directly from the colonial period. Codfish, in both its fresh and salted versions, is the base 
for a number of preparations. It is eaten in appetizers as chiquetaille where salt cod is 
first grilled, then desalted and shredded (Lebey 1998: 319), and in salads like the feroce 
d'avocat- where crushed avocado mixed with manioc flour is served with chiquetaille or 
fresh codfish seasoned with hot peppers and oil (Querillac 1931: 118-119). It can also be 
used for making fritters, and can be braised, stewed, poached, or pan-fried with a great 
variety of flavorings. Land crabs, seashells, and local crustaceans appear in stews and 
soups, and are also often stuffed or grilled. Among the meats, pork has a prime role: it is 
an ingredient for the classic blood sausages called boudins creoles, meat pies or petits 
pates, and many stews and soups (Fig. 153-154). Several recipes use its "lesser" parts, 
like the blood, tripe, tail, and feet, but glazed ham is served at Christmas. Pork shows up 
in several ways on Christmas tables, in hams, but also in boudins, petits pates, soups, and 
pea dishes. Kid and chicken are the other common meats, but beef recipes are scarce, 
when they are listed at all. Similarly during the colonial period, codfish, pork, and fowl 
were more abundant than beef. Salt beef could be imported, but butchery meae7 came 
from the local cattle that was first and foremost raised for fieldwork, which made fresh 
37 French butchers (bouchers) killed and sold the following types of meat: beef, veal, sheep, lamb, and 
sometimes, horse. From the fifteenth century onward, charcutiers were specialized in killing hogs and 
selling cured and salted meats, like ham, sausages, pates, etc. Historical sources in Guadeloupe mentioned 
the presence of butchers on the island, but not of charcutiers (see for example Perotin-Dumon 2000: 846-
847). 
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beef rare and of low quality. In 1789, Baron Alexandre-Stanislas Wimpffen (1993: 115) 
spent time in Saint Domingue and noted that pork was delicious there, but that butchery 
meat was particularly bad. Around the same time in Martinique, planter Pierre-Frans:ois-
Regis Dessalles (1995: T. I, 184) complained about the rarity of butchered meat and the 
power of butchers, who could decide who received which cuts and at what price. This 
situation was distressful to an aristocratic man like Dessalles probably because French 
social fashions dictated that he served the best cuts of meat at his table. 38 Finally, if 
manioc meal is often replaced by wheat flour in modem Antillean cookbooks, it still is 
supposed to appear in many traditional recipes such as the dombres , boudins creoles, 
feroce d'avocat, cassaves, etc. In sum, many basic ingredients of modem Antillean 
cuisine are directly inherited from the colonial period. 
Figure 153: Boudins ere ales (Source: Online cooking forum) 
38 In France, beef, veal, and lamb had traditionally been held as "crude" and indigestible, and best left to the 
"lower sorts," but the trend reversed during the early modem period (Favreau 2003: 6; Flandrin 1999a: 406, 
1999b: 355; Meyzie 2003: 83-84). [n the eighteenth century, the best cuts of beef became requisite fare on 
elite tables. 
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Figure 154: Petits pates (Source: Online cooking forum) 
Beside stews, fritters , and soups, modern cookbooks offer several recipes in three 
other categories: fresh salads, drinks, and desserts. Cold salads are usually served with a 
lime and garlic dressing, whereas the Creole vinaigrette called sauce chien accompanies 
grilled meat, grilled or poached fish, and cooked vegetables. There are many recipes for 
sauce chien, but the addition of warm water is what typically distinguishes it from a 
classic vinaigrette. Certainly more than simple salads, drinks and cocktails have evolved 
a lot throughout the history of Antilles. In the settlement years, the colonists discovered 
the beers invented by the Caribs: the ouicou, that was based on manioc, and the mabi, 
that was made with sweet potato (Querillac 1931; Huyghues-Belrose 2006: 209). Later 
on, sugar cane arrived and inspired a new array of drinks: warm cane juice or vesou was 
consumed directly by slaves with lime, or more commonly, mixed with fruits and syrups 
to obtain flavored wines, and distilled to make liquors such as tafia and rum (Huyghues-
Belrose 2006: 209-210). Today, the remnants of these colonial-era drinks are present in 
modern cookbooks as fruit punches and rum-based cocktails, like the Ti'Punch, a mix of 
rum, cane syrup, and lime juice (Ovide 2002). Finally, many present-day desserts involve 
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ingredients or techniques that were available to slave cooks as well: fruit fritters , fruit 
salads, jams, candied fruits or candied sweet potatoes, and manioc flat cakes called 
cassaves for sure, but also probably, egg-based custards such as the chaudeau, pies with 
local flavors like coconut pies, and some of the traditional cakes like the gateaufouette-
Guadeloupe's take on the angel-food cake39 (Lebey 1998; Ovide 2002). In historical 
sources, desserts and fruits were usually mentioned in association with local women. In 
the early eighteenth century, Father Labat pointed out that Creole women loved eating 
fruits (Peeters 1979: 141). A century later, several writers contended again that local 
women were particularly fond of :fruits, sweets, and jams (Moreau de Saint-Mery 1797-
1798: T. I, 20; Boyer de Peyreleau 1823: 121 ; Granier de Cassagnac 1842-1844: 331). 
What is striking is that many modem recipes could be prepared with the simple 
colonial cookware. Stews and soups would be slow-cooked in canaris, cooking pots, or 
saucepans, salads assembled in bowls, custard slow-baked in deep-dishes, meat fish, and 
shellfish seared with grills . Cooking pots and saucepans could also help blanch tubers and 
vegetables and deep-fry fritters and fries . If deep-dishes were used in a similar way as in 
early modem France, they would help make jams and fruit compotes. 40 In the 1880s, the 
journalist Lafcadio Hearn observed that the spare traditional cookware was sufficient to 
make scores of Creole recipes- he insisted on "mange-Creole, " or eating only local 
foods . He wrote in Ma bonne, a chapter about his servant-cook Cyrillia: 
She is wonderful as a house-keeper as well as cook: there is certainly much to 
do, and she has only a child to help her, but she always seems to have time. 
39 In Guadeloupe, both the chaudeau and gateaufouette are served for the First Communion of children 
(Lebey 1998: 361 -3 62; Ovide 2002: 157). 
40 In the 1692 household treatise of Audiger, deep-dishes were used for making apple sauce (Alexandre-
Sidon 2005: 81). 
Her kitchen apparatus is of the simplest kind: a charcoal furnace constructed 
of bricks, a few earthenware pots (canari) , and some gridirons:- yet with 
these she can certainly prepare as many dishes as there are days in the year. 
(Hearn 1903: 3 65) 
6 CONCLUSION 
As the inventories have shown, Creole cuisine was varied not because of the 
sophistication of its kitchens, but because of the skill of its cooks. With a minimal and 
overworked cookware, slave cooks managed to create a wide array of dishes that took 
full advantage of the local flavors. They developed a special "savoir-faire" or "know-
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how" based on the local produce to make dishes that were palatable to their masters. This 
savoir-faire is recognized today as an integral part of the French culinary heritage (Lebey 
1998). It was appreciated during the early modern period as well, since many planters 
took their cooks with them when they went to France. Studying the black population in 
France at the time, Erick Noel (Noel 2006) estimated that at least half came from the 
Antilles. Sixty-eight percent of them were described as simple domestic workers, but 
among the ones who had a specialization, 29% were cooks (Noel2006: 115-116).41 
Moreover, when they did not keep working for the planters who had brought them into 
the country, these domestics often entered the service of Parisian aristocratic families. 
Since the Antilles could not rely on the staples of the French diet, namely wheat 
and wine, nor on many other French foods, Creole cuisine could be at times in tune with 
French principles, but never completely swayed by them. For example, cooking 
41 Another 29% were wigmakers. The third largest group was made of seamstresses, at 14%. The rest of the 
specializations were less common. 
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vegetables became popular in early modem France, and Creole dishes, which 
incorporated many vegetables and tubers, certainly fit the bill. Yet two other important 
trends in early modem French cuisine did not apply to colonial recipes: the move away 
from spicy foods and the separation between savory and sweet. With their use of hot 
pepper, and local and imported spices like the inventories showed, Creole cooks never 
shied away from spicy foods. Also, as modem cookbooks suggest, the division between 
savory and sweet took place in the Antilles, but maybe not as quickly and as completely 
as in France. Today, fruits and vegetables are more interchangeable in Creole cuisine 
than in classic French cuisine: some fruits like bananas are used for making savory 
dishes, and some root vegetables such as sweet potatoes appear in desserts. Moreover, 
according to Lafcadio Hearn (1903: 350), Creole cooks were still adding sugar to a good 
deal of vegetable recipes at the end of the nineteenth century. 
Surely, Guadeloupe was opened to many more influences than just French 
cuisine. The range of alcoholic drinks found in the inventories alone demonstrates that 
Basse-Terre was a cosmopolitan city with wide Atlantic connections. Its merchants 
imported not just French wines, but drinks like beers and gin, that in France, reached only 
Atlantic ports such as Bordeaux (Meyzie 2003: 73 -74). Places where the Atlantic culture 
was less prominent had much less variety, as well as more traditional tastes. Paris, for 
example, mostly consumed a lot of French wines (Pardailhe-Galabrun 1988: 297-300). 
The capacity of canaris was frequently around 5 liters, which yielded enough food 
for one meal to the average French household (Alexandre-Sidon 2005: 181). Coupled 
with the fact that there was no need for chafing dishes, it seems that cooks in Guadeloupe 
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did not serve many leftovers. If any foods were left after the meal , they would also not be 
kept around for too long, because of the heat. In ills mid-nineteenth-century visit to the 
French Antilles, Granier de Cassagnac (1842-1844: 117) noted that the housewife or her 
daughter usually left the table early to dole out the leftovers to the servants. His 
observations confirmed what seemed logical: when possible, leftovers would not be 
reserved for later, but instead, immediately redistributed. Granier de Cassagnac was 
strongly prejudiced and had ideological motives for emphasizing that the apportioning 
had to be supervised by a housewife (Butel 2002: 281).42 In most situations, it must have 
been easier to simply entrust the servant who did the cooking to deal with the leftovers. 
Of course, not everyone could afford to never serve any leftovers. Even a wealthy planter 
like Dessalles (1980: Entry for July 25, 1843) did so at times, to save money. During one 
of these periods, his wife complained that the same dishes as the day before reappeared at 
her table, and that the same meats were eaten over two or three days. In their household 
at least, it was Dessalles who decided how much should be spent on food . 
In the Antilles, servant-cooks had then to prepare several meals or snacks a day, 
and handle the leftovers as their masters saw fit, which might have sometimes involved 
the redistribution of foods to the other slaves. Cooks raised some of the animals they 
served, like poultry and pigs, and probably had to look after the food reserves of the 
house. In Guadeloupe, any stored foods would need to be closely watched for spoiling, 
and protected from the attacks of insects and rodents. Perhaps they also dealt with street 
42 This was one of his arguments to justify the existence of slavery. To prove that black people, ifleft alone, 
were uncivilized savages, he explained that if a master was not present during the distribution , the servants 
would fi ght each other for the leftovers. 
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vendors who showed up at the backyard door ofurban houses and did some of the 
marketing. Although it has not been entirely proven, cooks might also have owned part of 
their equipment. More surely, they were in charge of their kitchen or cooking space, that 
they only shared with other servants. Beside the metallic cookware, nothing of value was 
stored in these spaces, which meant that the masters did not have to keep them under 
constant surveillance, nor pay them a visit very often. As the social life of planter 
Dessalles revolved around dinner parties, he brought up the topics of food and cooks 
quite a lot in his diary. Yet he only mentioned visiting his kitchen one time, to scold his 
chef for a particularly bad dinner (1980: Entry for Feb. 15, 1838). 
The wealthiest French houses often combined two cooking areas, the kitchen and 
the office (or pantry) (Wheaton 1983: 95-112). At the head of the latter was the ojjicier 
d'office, whose responsibilities included not only taking care of the tableware and setting 
the table, but also making the desserts. His office was drier and better ventilated than the 
kitchen, and had its own candy and pastry making equipment. The officier d'ojjice, as 
well as the cook, also usually both worked for a superintendant, the maitre d'hotel, who 
was in charge of getting most of the supplies. Finally, the head cook had assistants who 
did the menial tasks like cleaning the kitchen and preparing the ingredients. As a result, 
the chefs who worked in these houses had fewer responsibilities than in Guadeloupe. 
Guadeloupean offices might have been used to store the dishes and for some chores like 
ironing, but all of the cookjng took place in the kitchen and was the purview of the cook. 
Dessalles' diary implied that slave cooks had some leeway in deciding how to 
prepare the foods they had on hand. At the very least, they were accountable for the 
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execution of dishes and for the outcome of meals during social events. On many 
occasions, Dessalles (1980: Entries for Sept 20, 1840; Sept. 6, May 6, Aug. 15 in 1842; 
and March 12, Dec. 14, Dec. 28 in 1843) praised the skills of his cook Philippe, and felt 
thankful to him for being instrumental in the success of a party. Philippe was also blamed 
when his cooking did not seem on par with his usual , as were the cooks of other 
households when Dessalles did not like what he was served there. 
Whatever their skill levels, just as qualified slaves alone, cooks had more prestige 
than most slaves (Gautier 1985: 135). Some gained a reputation, like this cook in 
Martinique whom Dessalles (Dessalles and Fremont 1980: Entry for Oct. 27, 1842) 
referred to as the "famous cook Salomon from La Trinite."43 Salomon had been hired to 
prepare a special meal by an homme de couleur called Alcindor, and Dessalles accepted 
to lend him his kitchen for the event. Other slave cooks even felt warranted to express 
professional pride, like this anecdote told by Father Labat showed: A wealthy 
Martiniquan planter hired a caterer for his daughter's wedding, fearing that his slave cook 
would not be up for the task (Labat 1722: T. IV, 486). The latter decided that "harm had 
been done to him. "44 To exact his revenge, he poisoned one of the dishes served at the 
wedding with tobacco leaves. Most of the guests fell ill for a couple of days, and Labat 
warned his readers against the "purgative" properties of tobacco. 
Certainly, the position of cooks came with some power, at least the one to 
influence the health and general well-being of their masters. Cooks, like other skilled 
slaves, were the leaders of the insurrections that rocked eighteenth-century Saint-
43 La Trinite was a town in Martinique. 
44 Labat used the expression "faire tort a" which implied that moral and/or material damage was involved. 
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Domingue (Pluchon 1987: 129). When waves of criminal poisoning took place in the 
northern part of the island, some planters became so wary of them that they avoided 
eating foods that they had not prepared themselves (Pluchon 1987: 174). Along with the 
usual feeling of satiety and sporadic gratitude, cooks were in a position to spur less 
pleasant emotions, like fear or anxiety. 
Given that they worked with local foods and plants, it is not a surprise that some 
were among the enslaved healers that planters liked to consult. Although Karol K. 
Weaver (2006), who studied the population of enslaved healers in Saint-Domingue, did 
not expressly identify their contribution, Dessalles' diary revealed one such case. The 
unnamed cook of his planter friend Louis Littee was also an "empiric" who treated 
Dessalles for leg sores in the winter and spring of 1840, and in Spring 1842. Like other 
enslaved healers who appeared in historical sources (Weaver 2006: 65), he was 
specialized in a particular ailment, namely open sores. As remedies, he prescribed leg 
baths, teas, and poultices of manioc flour, apparently with some success (Dessalles and 
Fremont 1980: Entries for Apri11, 1840 and March 12, 1842). 
Most significantly, slave cooks made an extraordinary contribution to modem 
Antillean culture by developing a rich and varied cuisine in dire material and social 
conditions. Their role was all the more crucial since events organized around food were 
important in Guadeloupe, as the next chapter will show. Since most of these cooks did 
not appear in traditional sources, their work could only be acknowledged by studying the 
inventories of the sparely furnished kitchens in which they toiled for their masters, and 
pieces of their broken tools. At the sites, it appeared in the very humble sherds of the 
charred coarse earthenware cooking pots, saucepans, and bowls they left behind. 
The contribution of female cooks in particular needs to be acknowledged. 
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Studying slave diets based on the ceramics and faunal remains at La Mahaudiere , Peggy 
Brunache (20 11) concluded that slave women participated the most in island markets, did 
most of the maintenance of provision grounds and slave gardens, and cooked for their 
families. Their contribution to Antillean cuisine thus took two forms : the cooking that 
they did at home to feed their families, and the cooking that they did as enslaved servants 
in the kitchens of their masters. 
